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Editorial 

• Wei ome to 1999 
The welter of i tivaJ persi : the ydney 
Festival has jusc finished ydney Fringe is 
under way, the Gay & Lesbian Mardi Gras 
program i about to mmencc and tb 

NEW OUTH WALE GOVERNME T 
MINISTRY FOR THE ARTS 

REX CRAMPHOR CHOLARSHIP 
F rival of Perth looms ju t over the horizon. 
In this edition we look back to th distinctive 
and increa ing popular Paci.6 Wave festival 
and Darwin' unique 'village' appr a h to iis 
last festival. We sampl the ydney Festival in 
a collection of revie~ and interview 

Th Rex ramphorn Theatre Sch lar. hip, valued at 15,000, i 
offered biennially by the Government to a i t a profe ional 
theatr ani t t further the d velopm nt of hi r her car er . 

one of the mo t importan t theatre 
renai ance of Au tralian theatre in 

nadian Daniel Ma Ivor., performer of one 
of tb festival hits, da da kamera' Monster. 
Canada figured igni.ficancly in the f tival-
Maclv r., irque du leil, Kerry hale, Holly 

ppli ant · will have mpleted a b dy of work which ugg t an 
inquiring mind and an origina l theatrica l voice, and hould be able 

le-bur becau there is n forum 
componenr co the fesdval their collective 
prescn and the chan for a bit of cultural 
exchange was ignored. 

to demon trate how the propo ed program would i t them to 
d v lop a i ' ion for theatre practice. 

The ~cholar hip pr gram may be und ertake n in Au tralia or Leo Sch fi Id's mixed bag 1999 ydney 
F tival aroused mixed r ponses generated 
a lighd larger audience than usual for its 
larger program, and failed at the box offa , 
incurring a lo of me 700,000 ar last 
report. 320 000 of that loss is anributed to 
poor sal for The etherland Opera' 

o er e . but the ucce ful applicant will bee pected to return to 
e outh Wales and hould provide evid nc of how th tate 

would en fit rom the propo d program. 

THE LO I G DATE FOR APPLICATIO I 
FRIDAY 26 MARCH 1999 uperb production of M nreverdi's The 

Return of Ulysses. Had hofield not 
scathingly attacked Barrie K ky for his pplication form and · guideline are available 

from 1996 Adelaide F rival I , had he not 
The 

Mini tr 
GPO 

YD Y 

ecretary 
for the Art 
Bo 5341 

W 2001 

condemned other a.rtisti directors for ri k• 
ea king experimenta.li m he might have been 
pared me of th bittern now directed at 

Tel: (02) 9228 5533 Fa (02 9228 4722 

rum especially ince he undertook om 
creditable risks him If-on the works we 
focu on in our coverage, Monster, Ulysses 
and Woyzeck. As Zane Trow of The 
Performance pointed our on ABC TV new 
Schofield' expectati ns of g tting an 
audience to an opera outside of the Opera 

Tollfree: 1800 358 594 

EXECUTIVE 
PRODUCER 

Arts Today, Radio Arts 
Thi is a temporary vacancy for 

12 months from March I 1999. The 

position i based in ydney. 

The AB eeks an e perienced 
and coD111litted ex.ecutive produ er 
for the daily program of arts 

jo umal i m and performance ART 
TODAY, broadcast on Radio ational. 

The ecutive Producer takes 
editorial and adm.iniStrativc 
responsibiUty Ii r tb program; 

provides leadership of the production 

team ; develop the talents of the staff 
within it; maintains and develops a 
network of contacts for the program 
in Australia and overseas; and 
manages the budget. 

The salary for this po ition wiJI 

be determined on appointment. 

For fllrther lnformalion contact 
Roz hene , Arts Editor on 
(02) 9333 1300. 

Applications quoting reference 
903015 hould be 

'i .. 
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and interview on page 44 
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House wer unreali tic. This is n t opera 
from the standard repertoire and the home 
of the exceUenr Lyri Theatre i car Ciry;he 
ydne ea ino. The largely con rvati e 

reper ire of pera Australia does nothing to 
encou.cage a wider respon: to opera and the 
Lyric ha yet to be prom red a a rious artS 
venue, whi h it could be in a ciry desperate 
for theatres wirh cellent tag . Another 
problem for hofield was the ab nee of che 
22 hour hin opera, The Peony Pavifio11, 
rhe set of which the hin government 
prevented ar the la t minute fr m leaving the 
country for the U and Au rralia declaring 
the work a perversion of a la i Schofield 
himself pointed out that the u of 

irque du leil the nadian circu 
company comjng in under aegis of but not 
inv red in by the festival, had probably 
detracted from other events. The circu took 
$6m dollars in January and still has February 
to run before touring Australia. 

M re ro the point is the cost of ti ke $42 
for each of the 4 on man ho for example, 
adult cir us tickets ranging from 35 to 7 , 
children 25 to $49; and the timing of the 
festival. Anthony teel' ydney Festivals on 
their modest budget exploited the difficult 
rim of year with a sense of a publ.i ourdoor 
event, s m of which Schofield bas 
maintained. However, the ydney Festival 
now looks like th Melbourne and Brisbane 
Festivals at the wrong time of the year. It is 
not a fesrivaJ, given the v fume of hows and 
the cost of cicketS o do ro Xma , that is 
manageable in January. Ma , for example, 
bearer of me of the best ydney weather., 
would be ideal. However the dream of the 

icy Fathers of boosting hopping sal in 
January seems to unwisely persi t. hofield i 
ruck wirh it for 2000 and 2001. Rumoured 

nominees for cne 2002 festival-Rhoda 
Robercs Robyn Archer and David Frceman-
hould be thinking not only about bow to live 

with a January festival or how to hift it but 
also how to make their i tivaJ so distinctive 
that it doesn't blurr into the already dense 
ydney January arrs program. 

The tudio up, the MCA down 
The good new i that there's a new deal for 
new mu i in ydney in the form of The 
tudio, the refurbi hed .Broadwalk t:udio in 

the ydney Opera House, a new venue with 
a brief to promote conrcmporary mu ic of 
all kind . Thi i a major d velopment 
which will not only benefit composer 
musicians and a range of other performer 
but will chang the way audiences regard 
the pera House and respond to new work. 
The sad news i that the Museum of 
Contemporary art, just aero the Quay, ha 
had its worst financial year on record, lo t 

its artisti director and is to restrucnue ie 
ack six fulJ.time sr.aff members and 6 part· 

timer , lo 3 through natural attrition , 
create 4 new po itions and red ify 7. raff 
who are striking and whom the MCA 
Board refuse to meet reckon on larger 
sackings (19). Grimmest news of all is that 
one of the "redundancies"is the 
Cinematheque coordinator. Although 
progress has been slowed on the 

inematheque by the federal govemmenr 
refusing it upport from the Federation 
Fund, hopes have been high in ydney that 
ooner or later this important development 

wilJ be reali ed. The ydney Morning 
Herald repo.rt is interesting. Read between 
these lines: "The MCA pokeswoman said 
mo t of the $9.5 million rai d for the 
Cinematheque was in pledges and had not 
been received. The money raised. had been 
for cage U of the CNs development, of 
which the Cinematheque was the largest 
pan. tage II included refurbishment and 
expan ion of the exhibition pace, and 
money received would go towards thi he 
aid" ( MH,Jan 29, pll ). Yet another pot · 

Gon ki body blow to ustralian screen 
culture? 



Annu horribilis for the elit 
me ne t Id me that m nar hi t 

parliamentarian Tony A bott recent! 
d Jared 1999 an annu horribili for the 

government u can onl be with chattering, 
hardonna - ipping, elir" r inter r group 

pu hing their individual barr ... and that 
includ eliti t arti ur time ha om 
we're at rh top f the pile, we ha e our wn 
elite. Pi about the chardonna . An a , 
have a good 19 9 and join u for our 30th 
ediri n to celebrar ea f innovarive arr 
publ' hing and a new I k Reaffime. 

Sport 
Tee Off 
with "Mad Dog" Riley 

Bugger charity. Bugger community. Bugger medical 

research, cancer cures. cochlea implants, gene pools 

and indigenous health. Bugger engineering genius. 
Bugger cultural achievement. Bugger bravura. Bugger 

intelleciuals. Bugger maturity, complexity. Bugger the 
environment. Bugger personal sacrifice. Bugger 

enquiry. Bugger science. Bugger reconciliation. 

Bugger the law. Bugger ballerinas, virtuosi, national 

treasures. Bugger art. Bugger political insight. Bugger 

any insight. Bugger youthful endeavour. Bugger 

ingenuity. And bugger the bush! Bugger services to 
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international, gender or race relations. Bugger 

inspiration. Bugger language. Bugger thought. Bugger 

the big picture! Tubby Taylor made more runs than 

Don Bradman. Ergo-Australian of the Year. Bugger it! 

Vivienne Inch Is on holidays. 

Tooth & Claw 
with Jack Rufus 

As the season draws to a close, it's obvious that 
cricket is running out of ideas Australia Is the world's 
Number 1 Test team, which has reduced even the 
most lunatic Aussie supporter to boredom. The one
day game has pushed its coloured pyjama, make-up
the-rules-as-you-go routine as far as it can go. So it's 
now lime for something new, which paradoxically 
means something old. It's time to revive the 
aluminium bat. 

Who can forget that great moment in the 70s when 
Dennis Lillee strode to the wicket with his aluminium 
bat? And who can forget his look of disgust when the 
authorities refused to let him use it? Enraged, he 
threw that aluminium bat into the air it twirled, it 
glinted In the sun, then it fell to the ground and was 
earned off, never to be seen again. But now Is the lime 
for it to ma e a comeback; now it can herald cricket's 
technological future. The aluminium bat will take 
cricket into the 21 st century 

First. make the aluminium bat standard issue for all 
cricketers. Then, reward specialist batsmen with 
deluxe equipment: the titanium bat, or the diamond
encrusted 24-carat goldM bat. As technology 
advances. the ball will become a wrap-around 
silicone membrane. taking orders from an off-field 
mainframe nerve-centre. To combat this, master 
batsmen will wield special edition aluminium bats 
with fibre-optic sensors and on-board computer, 
stretching the bat to meet any delivery. Forget about 
the gentle thwack of leather on willow: the future 
sound of cricket is the Ingenious ping of silicone on 
aluminium! 

Perth lnstlbda 01 comamporarv Arts 
gollefy houri : Tuesday - Sunday 11am • 8pm 

51 Jomes St, 1'9rth Cultural c.ntre GPO Box P1221 Perth WA 6M, http:// www.lmago .com .ou/ plco 
-,nail : pie .net.OU TEL 08 9227 6144 FAX 08 9227 6539 800KINGS 08 9227 9339 
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A quick guide to some serious fun 
RT urvey the performan e program of the 1999 ydney G y Le bian 

Thi year's ydney a bian ardi 
Gra Festival vem ombio me serious 
agendas with a familiar flair for revealing nd 
celebratory theatre. The lineup of per~ rm nee 
offerin i inrriguing and impr ive, a mi of 
new work and tho alrcad med and 
acclaimed from acr ustralia nd round 
the globe. A nice hange after the ydney 
F tivaJ' narrow band of contemporar 
pcrforman e. 

Pa ionatel)' awaited i Razor Baby, the 
lat r in innm•ative aerial theatre from sexy 
Au ccalian ph , ical th ue virruosi, lub 
wing (Anni Davey, Kathryn iesche, im n 
'Brien, Celia \'('hit ) wbose atrborne roti of 

eating in Appetite a fe\ years ago w nr on ro 
win intern rional plaudit~. Thi time the: 
company i joined by Karcena ates and a 
man (in dr l Jeremy mith, and upporred b)' 
a 7-piece all-woman big band ( ompo, r lare 
d Bruin and Chri Falk). Directed b • ii 
Kelly and Robin Laurie and with horeography 
by Kate Champion, Razor Baby presents .. ix RBZDr Baby 

gender warriol"i u ing rh ir bodi weapon 
and their fl h a annour." And where better to 
explode gend r ·terc types than in the strobe 
light of a dance parry? Razor Baby h ju t 
opened to ecstati review m elbourne. If you 
mi it, you'll be sorry. York Theatre, ymour 
Centr February 17 - 26. 

In A Famil • 01,tmg British cabaret artist, 
comedienne and filmmaker Ursula Martin :z. 
taps into the collective lust for revenge by 
inviting her real parents on stage or a candid 
chat about bow they cmbarra d her a a 
child. Her istcr appear on video. "A show 
like thi appeal to our inh rem curi iry about 
other people' famili " a Martinez. For 
tho con idering som thing imila( Ursula' 
moth r Mila 62, a former languag tea her 
ay "I am happy to play my If u y u 

can't go wrong." ",lr' all a bit too revealing if 
you a k me," add her 7 5 year old Dad, 
Arthur, an -ph i teacher; "I mu be off 
my r ker." Take your family to Belvoir erect 
Theatre, February 16-26. 

Life and art al rub houlders in The 
Hypocho,idriac Bird devised and performed by 
the UK' Javier de Fruro wirh Jamie atton. 
When he started, rk on thi piece, the dancer 
thought "Ill be 3 oon ... and for ome rea on 
this age i quir mythi I am ng <lane rs . ., 

orking on it, he became "cerribl aware of 
m physical condition n (which look jusr fine 
co us). "The work en psubt my fear of 
death and makes ir tangible." E ere t Theatre, 

ymour Centre February 16 · 26. 

More on the dance from ... well maybe. 
u ic drag mak a desperate gmb f; r 

legitimacy in an (of the an Jamie 
pani and regular on Tripi J) agner' The Hypocondrlac 81rd 
~hi toricaVhysteri I", Aaah! Rated History of 
Dance--"Think Tharp, Bau h, roham and 

unningham and anything in between." Th 
hm fcarure variety, chat sexual health 

r :ir h, guesr , d ncing and plenry of wi , 
fr k and feather at the Even t Theatre 

ymour Centre February 17 • 26. 

wirh an Fran i o' major oncemporor 
arts enrre, Ycrb Buena Centre for the 

rts. rri r include ompo er-perf rmer 
Bob O tertag; inrerdi iplinary dan e arrist 
Keith Henne ey in Cosmo; poet and 
performer Jewclle ome:z. perform ing Gilda 
i11gs; and performan e arti r Ju rin hin in 

Holy pook. ee rhem for one ni ht only at 
The Performan e pace, Februar 9. 

A Family Ollfing 

Ponch Hawkes 

ardi Gra 

Malcolm Cochrane 

Au rralia' Theatre of the Deaf accents the 
individual in their produ i n o The Lan 11,1g 

of One in which the la ·ered identity fa deaf, 
gay, Jewi h man ~lowl)' unravel . This pla b 
Americans Drew Emery and Loui cierkin i 
directed b)' Julia 0110n and featur in the lead 
role of Albert R se TOD' . dir r 1.ike 
Canfield and a f hearing and non-

cwt wn Theatre, 

lso keenly await d i Car Mainterumce, 
Explosives 11d Love written and performed b · 
Donna Jack n (founder of the M lboume 
Women's Circu ) and directed by Andrea 
Lemon whi h pmniered at the J 997 Adela id 
Fring and ba ince roured co London and 
Edmburgh ro acclaim. w An hour and a quaner 
of flash bangs and acrobari char omehow 
cak rour br th awa}' ... a t ry about la 
and love and the politi I impul that al o 
educar you in che proper u of a 
pannet ... sexy and full of midnight hum ur~ 

(The Girardiatt, 199 ). You can catch all thar 
and more ar The Perfonnance pa , February 
6-7, -14, 16 - 17. 

P CT ourh Theatre , hose Heierosoced 
Youth hir the utton at la car' Mardi ras, 
thi year presents exmg the Cap, another 
group-devised work this time on the inter
generational gap directed and facilitated by 

1ctoria pence and Chrisropher R:yan with 
additi nal writing by AJex Hardin . The PACT 
pr release sedu es with a couple o 
quotations whi.ch we ex rpr in pare here. A 40 
year Id n to hi father: "Th two ropi I 
choose ro hara you about are 'safe x· and 
'prorecrive behaviour.' You may feel that, at 80, 
you have little to fear: bur ir appears that you 
are enjoying our nC\ lease of life, so why n t 
exrend rhat lea a little furthet" And: "I want 
a girl who' a real dadd , you kno," the kind of 
girl. that !er: you , ear stilerr in the shower.., 
(Techa, 19) "You mean mcooe you can fuck 
and not talk about poliri ?" en, 50). 

exing the Cap i the outcome of two 
groups of gay lesbians and queers-a ed 25 
and under; and 50 and over-coming together 
as we arrempt to 'se the gap. Whar: the gap? 
The generation gap pcrhap , or the gap 
between individual ; th gap between inreorion 
aod exp i n, between word and experience. 
Maybe the gap berwc: n discrete categories of 
identity. tt While promi ing wit poetry, musi , 
nudity, clich and irony, P CT ha me 
seriou qu tions to po . "Do young people 
feel any kin hip ar all with young gays and 
I bians of previou decad ? To what extent is 
there a sense of haring, menrorship and murual 
upport operating in these communiti ? e.~mg 

the op doesn't promi to deliver any answer 
but it d a knowledge that perhaps these 
issu are merimes vept a ide or forg tten in 

'maio rream ga)' and I bian' forum. Does y 

culture cling to eternal outh, ~ ith its senior 
citizens being nd cl iazens." 
February 10-20 at PACT Theatre, Erskineville. 

U you enjoyed Daniel tadvor' 
pcrfonn nee in Monster ar the )1dney F tival, 
don't mi hi hilarious vemc diary of infidelity, 
Until l hear from You re nm at th 1ardi 

ea ilm Festival in Fe ruarr , 

For more i11/onnatio11 011 the G 6 Lesbian 
Mardi Gras Festival Event GUI 
02 9 49 213 or check the re bs,r,e 
www.mardigra . om.au 

P 011 Febmary 13 Playworks , ho tmg a free 
public reading of B rbara Karpmsk-i s l'm Too 
Beautiful to be a Lesbian 111 the D zsra,rs 
Theatre eymour Centre. TI,,s /JC. om, nee 
began as a one off for cLUB b IT' and is 0 11 

it.s wa to becoming a full-I h s.itrre 011 gay 
identrty politics. Call Playwor 02-9264 8414 
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A taste of the possible 
RealTime ample the 1999 ydney Fe tival 

In programmin Daniel Maclvor and Darnel 
Brooks' Monster, th etherlands pera 
account of Montiverdi'· The Return of Ulysses, 
:ind the Centre horeographiqu ational 
d' rleans Wo uck, along w,rh David Ben n' 

oth111g But PletJSure and Danny H h' ja,ls, 
Hospitals & H,p-Hop, dney festival artisn 
director Leo hofi Id h wed n unexpecred 
tasre f r the kind of work he' hitherto m ked 
a. belongin to the playpen f CJ penmentali m 
nd festival fiscal irresponsibility. Monster and 

\Voyuck tested audience sen ibiliti with 
ho that would have been more bvi u I at 

home in an Adelaide Festival. However, save for 
Meryl Tankard' impr ive ut flawed 
Possessed premiered at the 1998 Adelaide 
Festival and skadada' Electronic Big Top, 

hofield otherwise maintain d his lack o 
interest in Australian performance. Fortunately, 
running parallel to the festival wa Gravity 
Feed's mighty Host, a work of great 
architectural power, physical and sonic presence 
showing just what the local are capable of, and 
offering festival-goer a very different sense of 
what it means to be an audience. 

Daniel Macivor, Monster 
Drama Theatre, Sydney Opera House, 
Jan 4 • 9 

Monster offered the pleasures of being kept 
in the dark-the eerie delights of horror in a 
cleverly and minimally lit how and the careful 
and lateral unfolding of a narrative that 
threaten alway to disappear. The first sound 
i "Sh!" FolJowed by "Shur up a hole, the 
movie's started!" Macivor is initiaUy that voice 
in the dark, his tone aggressive stand-up comic 
with a bone co pick with someooe .. .in the 
audience. You're on edge. When you. can Stt 

it's not easy to make him out, a prelude to the 
physical and facial transformations that ensue. 
The &ame is tightened even more by Macivor 
randing on one spot for most of the 80 

minut of his performance, relying on 
gestures, a lifr or a dip of the head with a 
change of lighting to offer another faa:. Th 
humour comes, the frame is set the audience is 
ready to laugh and there are plenty of 
opportunities, bur the material runs deeper, 
into a truly grotesque murder recounted with 
ironic detachment tifliog the will to laugh. 
Macivor as a young boy tell it his way, the 
kiddie cliches perfectly pitched to poruay an 
innocent obsessively caught up in moral horror 
and on his way to uicide on a frecway-a 
iogle light globe (a car headlights) 

frighteningly arcs down aero the rage just 
missing Maclvor. He then takes us co another 
rime, another place, to a ttange family, an 
awkward romance, a junkie a ripped-off 
apocalyptic screenplay, a reformed film director 
(no more screen violence from him) and right 
back into murder: But back in with a relenrless 
narrational logic (of the foetu that will become 
B-Boy Boyle who will murder his fath r, cut 
him up while feeding him spaghetti to the 

rains of "Raindrops keep falling on my 
head") and a philosophical web (in the visually 

Centre Chor6ographique National d'Ortl!ans , WO,,Zeck 

and m rail darkesr m ment o the work) that 
you're till caughr up m the next day, like a bad 
dream that won't leave. peculaoon oo rhe 
work' images and meanings ea · with iu. door 
open looking mto the dark. (See the interview 
with Daniel Macivor n page 7). 

Keith Galla h, 1rginia Baxter 

Centre Ch reographiqu ari n, I 
d Orlean , Woyzeck 
E er t Theatre, ymour Cente, 
Jan 19 • 22 

Ir was al o out of a n e of restramt that 
2 of the fe rival' other sublime offering 
emerged with their riches, and their demands. 

n page 6 igel Kellaway and Annette 
Tesoriero di us their r pon c to De 

ederlandse pera's The Ret11m of Ulysse , 
an unhurried beautifully arti ulated 
performance rich in tableaux (and near 
tableaux) counterpointed with bur ts of 
inten e emotion and occasional action {not 
unlike the Ptt'cr ellar ' approach co Handel), 
perfectly et in the tar City Ca ino's Lyric 
Theatre, with its large stage and taJI 
intimare auditorium. At the Everest Theatre, 
the smaller of the ymour Centre' 2 
theatres the Centre Choreographique 

ational d'Orleans' Woyzeck Or The Hi11t of 
Vertigo threatened ro disappear if you were 
too far from the rage. This exqui irely 
detailed and bizarrely conceived middle
European variarion on Buchner' Woyzeck 
(mo r of rhe company including the Yugoslav 
born director Josef adj have come from or 
have worked and t:rained in Budapest) 
elaborates the world of the protagonisr's 
uffering rather than telling the (albeit 

incomplete) Buchner tory, o much so that it 
takes quite a while before you re sure which 
of the characters is Woyzeck and which way 
this version of cbe tale will resolve itself. For 
those unfamiliar with the Buchner and with 
performance world chat other know from 
the works of Kantor, Bausch and Wil on and 
their Au ttalian brethren, this wa a taxing 
and resd night our. For those engrossed in 
its genius (the mix of actors and dancers 
crowded into the tiny 'box' set emerging 
from tatue-stillness, being pa ed about, 
experimented on, pissing peas, a aulrcd, 
trying to put broken eggs back together ( one 
successfully!], slicing bits of body from others 
and elves), Woyzeck was a revelation in the 
intricacy of its detailing- bur you needed to 
be clo e-and the broad rhythm of its 
moments of pictorial stillness in the near 
silences tbat puncruated its unnerving wa, 
forward. Not urprisingly the company is 
going into rehear al of a Kafka work in 
February. like Mo11ster, Woyzeck i a horror 
rory of a kind, a work of discomforting 

beauty and di cipline. KG 

Company B, The Judas Kiss 
Belvoir t Theatre,Jan 6 • Feb 14 

David Hare' The Judas Kiss, directed by 
eil Armfield, was widely declared a festival 

Danny Hoch. Ja/ls. Hospitals and Hip-Hop 

succe even the festival succ b on.e 
rhapsodi ing critic, but not everyone wa 

du ed. Bille Brown's performance a Oscar 
ilde was vittuosic, cutainly in tbe play' 

second half for which Wilde i mo dy seared 
physically and emotionally locked in his hair 
while his world corn apart around him in 

apl . And the other 2 performances-by 
Male Im Kennard a Bosie and lenn 
Hazeldine as Robert Ross-that complete the 
triangle of the play's dynami are very good. 
The diffuse first half, not helped by a ta ky 
cag d ign, i a kind of Upstairs, Dorvmtairs, 

overburdened with class conscious prattle, a 
tandard set of tired old Wilde bon mor and 

opening "\vith a graruirous heterosexual oral sex 
scene (doubt! a didactic touch ro clear the 
way for all the non-gratuitous male genitalia 
swinging their way through the evening). It 
would be lovely to know what Wilde would 
have made of J11das Kiss. If, a Hare ha him 
say in the second act when be sunni that his 
fault all along has been ro be the foreigner, 
Irish, then Wilde would probably say that this 
is a. very, very British play, a terribly moral and 
pragmatic worrying at who is to blame for his 
fall and an attempt co humanise someone 
who when he wa alive, gave bourgeoi 
humani m a very hard time. ot such a bad 
chappie after all. The play i at i best when 
Wilde is at bi mOSt obtuse, pecially in hi 
refusal to communicate with hi wife, his 
argument so precious so selfi h, o viciously 
logical. Judas Kiss left me feeling grumpy and 
uncomfortable, but not for the right reasons. 
Yes, the injustice done Wilde by Briti b society 
and the complexities of hi own response had 
been bared, again, but the form of bis 
resrirution ha been performed io th cosy 
naturalism that reclaim Wilde not as 8-lY and 
transgressive, but as British. a theatrical object 
removed from his own temperament and 
aesthetic. In London's West End there is now a 
tatue of Wilde, you've perhaps seen it on 1V 

when tephen Frye unveiled it. or 
inappropriately it's fashioned as a sear, and, 
y , you can it on Oscar's lap. KG 

Danny Hoch, 
Jail,. Hospitals and Hip-Hop 
Playhouse, ydney Opera House, 
Jan 16 • 23 

.. Peace to my audience", Danny Hoch 
exclaim a he cusses o profusely that the 
refined theatre-goer duped by the dubious 
programming of a hip-hop arti t at the Opera 
House at $42 a ticket arc compelled to leave. 
Hoch rails and rhym his way through an 
opening sequence of hip-hop jargon jive that 
sums up che America of the oppressed-my 
counrry tis of rhee: the white boy from 
Montana d perace ro be a black hip-hop 
tar--sweer land of liberty: the inmate 

imprisoned for selling Ban & OJ impson T
shirts without a licence-the land of the free: 
the HIV positive inmate let out on parole co 
work in MacDonalds who prefer to go back 
to gaol because he receives better health care in 
the pri o y tem--h me of tbe brave: the 
Puerto Rican boy hot in the back by the police 
who wan to join the airforce to defend hi 
country. Hoch lides between dial and 

phy icalities with economy and precision, his 
characrers growing our of the darknes at the 
back of the rage with a i ran e from a 
baseball cap here, a broom there. He speaks to 
u , as himself describing how he was sacked 
from Seinf~ld foe refusing to play the poolguy 
as Hispanic. He even peak to us in pani h 
for an entire monologue. He works hard, we 
work hard to understand the new 
Englishes/Americanism that we experience. He 
peaks ro us of a world that seems o familiar, 

live via satellite, bur i not in fact our reality or 
(I qu tion) hi . He empathises, be reali , but 
most of all he romanticises in a cool-black 
dude kind of way. And with a Ginsbergian 
howl he ju rifi bi preoccupation with the hip 
hop generation- "Thug life is far more 
attractive than business college life. It' just 

cooler to be the oppressed, than the 
oppr tn 

kadada, Electronic Big Top 
Everest Theatre, Seymour Centre, 
Jan 13 •17 

Gail Priest 

MOSt of the talk around this work of great 
promise and hope, was, sadly, bow did it go 
wrong, and whatever happened to the interplay 
between body and teclmology that marked the 
great potential of kadada's earlier work. A lot 
of average dance and pecially dull aerial 
work, with flashes of brilliance, filled and 
flattened out the show. Troy lnnocent's 
occa. ional animations projected onto a huge 
scrim looked I than interesting (the saim's 
tran patency diluting their intensity) and were 
ignored by the performers, and Pablo Percusso 
got to briefly beat at laser beams (ao interesting 
look). This was a bow that was routine-bound, 
like a circus in format, but without the payoffs, 
without eh escalation of tensions. Too, roo 
cool. The inger's introductions to the aets were 
poorly written and promised more than we ever 
saw. Comic routines with promise (the vacuum 
cleaner slowly snaking aboUt the stage, the 
aim t dancing mop) ran out of puff. The 
beginning ignalled adventure as dark-coat•and
hattcd men poured out of a central black box 
( had of Philippe Geney, and Alex Proyas' 
Dark City ) finding them Ives in a strange 
space, one of them triggering a switch that 
plung them into a circus cum cabaret world 
(above the stage, inverted transparent cones full 
of moke evoke an upside-down circu tent) . 
But once inside this world, the narrative of 
these men i lost ... they become glorified stage 
hand clunkily ham ing and clipping in the 
aeriali covering entrances, managing 
props ... and the magic evaporates, the promise 
of some bizarre narrative or part narrative or 
ome kind of scenario anything, gone. There 

some great inging of some terrible lyrics ("ir' 
your dark ide pull you ro me"), some fine 
instrumental sax-led work from musicians 
(whom we never really see) as they altema·rc 
with recorded tracks. And the space, when it 
first open out to reveal the singer-m.c. high up 
at the back of the stage, geoerat some feel for 
the potential of the di parate design. The 
strength of Electronic Big Top resides in the 
confidence and kill of its performers, ar ease 
on the floor and in the air; a pity then that the 
material they have ro realise is so insubstantial 
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• from page 
the interplay of forms and genr o 
unproductive. ft might be antithetical r their 
collaborative approach, but i n'r it time thar 
kadada inv ted in a writer or direct r or 

dramarurg tO help hape their vision. KG 

The Young 1c Compan Gritnm Tales 
York Theatr e, eymour Centre, Jan 9 - 24 
Kerry hale 
Tl,e Pri11ce of est E11d Avenue 
Playhou e, Sydoe Opera House, 
Jan - 14 

London' Y, ung Vi Company performed 
their faithful adaptanon of th nmm Fairy 
Tai in Grimm Tales one of die popular 
howings in the 1996 Adelaide Festival. 

Expenly performed and with some very imple 
age magic, and a spla h of g re (the Ugly 
i rer nor nly cue off r and heel to squeeze 

into that lippcr ut ace both oa rily blinded a 
puni hment for their ins), thi wa an rh r 
British ni ht out, a curiou er between 
vigorous T.I.E and Theatre de Compli ite, and 
not really a remarkable theatrical experien e 

nadian Kerry hale, who works mosrly in the 
UK d livered hi one man The Pri11ce of We.st 
End Avem1e (a Hamlet in a Jewi h rerir ment 
home in ew York) ro rapturou reviewe~ 
(m cly) nd divid d audien . lt was luggish, 
over elaborated, th transformations inro all 18 
o( his chara er (count 'em, we did) heavily 
ignalled th aged inmat all uniformly sJ , 

and all the women illr. KG 
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CO ydne Town Hall, Jan 21 
Holl Cole, tate Theatre, Jan 22, 2 

On the music front aside from Ulysses, time 
nly allowed a few glimpses, a few hearings. 

Wi rd g t a.round quickly about eh cellence of 
the Galina Gorchakova and Andrea 1 II 
recitals Philippe rd' all day complete 
Debu piano works, anorher great pianist, 
Jennifer Ma regor, playing Gershwin and Lou 
Harrison, and the 'Cezanne recital ' at the Art 

aUery of . 'I e caught the ustralian 
Qi.amber Or h a ar rhe Proms, playing with 
prcosion and pa ·on, and considerable power, 
Bernard Herrmann' r for Psycho and 
Fahrenheit 451, Takemisru • elegy for Tarko ky 
and pi from Walton' re f r He11ry 1 . 
Dame u nn.1 Walton and John Bell perfom1ed 

alton and Dame Edith itwell's Fa~e (1922) 
with tongue-cwisting pecd and accura with a 
mall ensemble thar ev ked a remarkable range 

of influences and not a few prescient unds 
(especially from saxophone and percu ion) 
anticipating, amidst th rwec and the droll, th 
darker fo of political cabaret to corn . But it 
was the mo\fie musi that ta)·ed. nadian 
Holly Cole at th tare Theatre celled with her 
ja22-infl ed (but not styled) interprecati ns of 
songs by Tom ', aics, the Beatles, Joni itchcll 
and orher . R. nging from deep mezzo, to 
delicat fa'5etto, 10 raunchy r ·, Cole also 
, hipped through a qui kfir jauy Tea for Ttvo 
and a wild Q11e Sera, Sera. Th first en ore, 
prayed for and d Ii red, was Mir h LI' The 
River, vhich Col wiping away a teat; then 
pok of as "the saddest, cru song of escape I 

know." KG 

David Benson, othing But Pleasi<re 
Playhouse, ydney Opera House, 
Jan 1 -23 

Feeling quea after an accidental holida 
encounter with Robert<> Benigni' nauseating 
movie Ufe is Beauti(t,l, l ea past chuckling 
Holocausr urvivors reminiscing about all th 
lovable loners who rose above the crowd and 
hurry to othing but Pleasure, hungry for 
omething half plausible. o sooner seated. J 

have ro Stlnd for a couple of indignant English 
r who find David Benson' dish on the death 
of Diana too biting for their taste ("~ u don't 
represent the UK ar alln and flounce out. 
"Good on you" whi pers a woman in J23, 
raying firml put. "I'm n t talking about the 

death of Dian •. I'm rolking about whar it did c 
,ts~, y a bemused Ben on. The nervous 
rendition of" rardu t" out of the way, ren 
minur into hi harp monologue my t ma h 
settles. othing but Pleas,ire is just what the 
doetor ordered. David Benson i a satirist with a 
couch of the camp mu ic hall persona nd his 
clever m n logue n th ubjecr of us is 
urpri ingly rious, pleasingly imperfect. He' 

relatively paring with the double enrendre 
(diffi ulr for a man who' just perfonned a 
monologue about Kenneth illiam ). He'd 
never perfom,ed outsid the UK until he wa 
napped up by Leo hofield, slumming at the 

Edinburgh Fringe. t that it matters much co 
us. I cringe ar h w ily I r ogni the ubj 
of the impersonations he USi!S by way of 
introduction-Ronni Barker John le l uri t; 

the ns. But hi harply funny obscrvati ns 

on the hypocrisy urr unding the funeral of the 
century hit home-the Queen Mother picking 
fi hbon from her teeth as he revel in the 
peaacle ("Like a return to ou.r pre-Reformation 

pa "); the mawki h ntimen of the crowd 
(" illiam and Harry, d n'r forget ro cry"); the 
pragmati m of politicians (Margaret Thatcher 
wheezing "Lu ky sod" at 1i ny Blair in rhe 
pulpit); the parade of celebriry gu ("Richard 
Branson-the people' pitali t"). I mile a he 
unsettles me. What did you think. I k a young 

!league. l liked the , a he held his ground, he 
y , ur who' Kenneth 111imns? Doesn't he 

know ir' his ABC too? umming up for us in 
hi MH festival roundup bastian mee sa 

othi11g but Pleasure "fell flat". Evan William 
in The A1tstralian gave four ars t Ufe is 
Beaurifu/. VB 

Bill I la, The Messenger 
Art Gallery of SW, to January 26 

A video miracle, the history of 20th cenrury 
western art unfolding, a peering through 
urfa of lighr and water tr nsmuted into 

liquid opal enr glass wrapping r und body, a 
descent into th.e heavens, a wau:hing from the: 
urfuce a the m~ger inks, but sinking and 

hearing with his ears, a waiting i r his return, 
it' what video does to colour d 10 the real. 
Th fesci al ends a re erie. KG 

Sydney Festival 99 Jam ry 2 -26 

The triumph of poise and stillness 
The opera Project' nnette Te riero and igel Kellaway reli h The etherland Opera The Return of Ulysses 

AT I chink I could safel)' say thar I wa 
excited, e hilaraced and inspired by the 
produ i n. 

Hmm, ·e , you may feel ~fe bur I elr 
too safe. Ir, as all too beauuful, too elegant, 
uttt'rly ungrubby ... rhe.re \ a no dangec, 
everything wa o conrrolled. 

AT O od, 
v al pcrforman fanra i . The inging by 
n,o r of the ea t wa so lean, in rune, 
unforced under tat d almo t, and that i 
exaal whar (mu i I director) Glen Wil on 
had t out t do. Our aural expectattons of 
opera, e"en Baroque opera. were thrown over 
by the fa chat the singer were largely 
accompanied by only the ontinuo cti n-4 
insrrumen onl . The baJance was delicate, 
playful, but never preciou ; it was abo e all 
scaled to human proportion . This deli cy of 
ound, the intimacy of the timbre o the voices 

would have been lo t in the Opera Hou . ln 
fact I thought the Lyri Theatre passed with 
flying colours. l hope it is used more often for 
acousti concert work. 

NK It looks like it bas an enormou rage, 
which was certainly handled fabulously. What 
a design! Bold irnple and contemporary-nor 
a plaster Corinthian pillar i.n ight! The 
opennes of the design allowed for all the 
entrances and e.xirs ro be, in a sense, crongly 
heralded. Performers rook forever to arrive 
centre cage and then exit. We could follow the 
journey on and off rage. In fact, this added to 
the sense tha.t there wa little urprise. You 
always knew who wa to be in the next ene 
because you could see them coming. Then 
again, perhap this uits the inevirability of a 
clas ic drama-everyone i a umed ro kno, 
the rory. 

AT I bet u were urpri ed b th moving 
rock. 

K Th enormity of that rock \\3 Baroque 
e travagan it elf and. res. ir elegant 
movem m and rhe ri_ming o ir wh n ly 
greet his long lo son truly delight d me. 

here 11 r that d light w in chose in tan · 
where urpri and a nsc of danger , 
~indicated" but la king rh rricaJly. For 
insran e, I thought the eagle under-unlized the 
ire perfunctory. 

T , I musr admit that I wa 
di ppointed in both rh elemen , and I 
wonder if our expectation were raised b · the 
pre-publi iry. The media made mu h of the ire 
and rhe eagle, that wh n the did happen, 
we were left anting m re. Bur I u peer that 
there was something la king in the theatrical 
placement of th 2 elemem . 

I definitely chink there wa a la k o 
,en n in rh build up r rhe appearon e 
both. The eoes were e ;tremely beautiful, rhe 
light on the bird' win , the heat of the 
flames-eh e were wonderful rien in 
them Ives but dramatically J felt t ey lacked 
"punch." This dynamic i n't provided chat 
Strongly by the musi therefore it wanted 
greater nurruring by the thea.rrical direction
balancing che mu ical forces with the enormous 
physical dimensions of the stage aod "joining 
the dots" more thoroughly in these momenrs. 

AT Given that rhe focus of the work, for 
me anyway, was on the rext and the poise of 
the delivery of the text, do you think that this 
could have been a deliberate ploy on the part 
of the dirccro.r? 

NK Yes that is po ible. We are drawn in, 
and very much so, by rhe declamarory nature 
of the delivery, the disciplined and finely tuned 
nature of rhe vocal performances and any large 
dramatic outbursrs on stage would threaten 
that firu: rhread iliac the music and the inging 
ha"e created. It is hard work, for an audien e 
used to the ~normal" production convention 
of opera t003)', ro remain attentive ro a 
production where th drama i onrained 
within rhe text and the \focal delivery and that 
v al deliverr i not peppered with tupcndou 
Jria and vocal fireworks. iven ,hat it require 
u h f us from rhe audience, I would rhink 1r 

unwi w rehnqubh that trong aural hold on 
the audience b deplo)'ing too une. pecred 

Nederlandse Opera. II Rltorno d 'Ulisse In Pat:rla 

visual challenges. Mind you, it is not what 1 
would prefer personally. I would prefer the 
chaJlenge ro getting the audience back after the 
explosion. 

T One of the reasons I found the 
production so citing was it ability to create 
this aural hold on die audience. And in a way 
it hares mething with The opera. Project in 
that we are constantly investigating the place. of 
the sung voice on stage. The performers 
themselves seemed al.most ego-less. What was 
forem t was the rigour of their arr in a very 
un-selfconsciou way. Their whole being for the 
mosr part bad an ove.r-riding sense of poise and 
rillness, something that 1 often find far too 

lacking in conventional opera productions. 

Yi , rhar' true, bur even though there 
was great phy icaJ discipline on sta e m 
expecrarion rai d by rhe high! conremporary 
set nd lighting led me co , i h for even more 
phy ical rigour. I , anted ro a dancer' 
pre i i n on that stag . Thi rype of rag 
d 1gn I more often seen in dance. rathtt than 
opera, ar least in this ountry. I'm nor 
omplaining it' JU t eh, t we a an audience are 
o onditioned to peer rrain thin fr m the 

various arr forms and it often 
see not quite perfect ph ical 
such a meticulous stage sen:ing.. 

the senses to 
pline within 

AT Could it be chat the "awcutS' vision", 
char of the director, designer, musical d.ireaor, is 
betrayed by the limimrions o the iin ers' 
bodies? 

NK Indeed, but char raises the qoestion of 
how implausible the notion of an auteur' 
absolute vision is in the theatre. This 
production celebrates the ingcrs' bodies and 
voices, with aU their associated glon and 
bort-comings. 

AT Bur pe.rhap the product1on di plays too 
mu h control co tolerate ir inevirable 
imperfection . 

Yes, and rhat i half it chann-and I 
rru t that dir or Pierre udi particular!)' 
reli hes rhe minor ineptirudes of thi 
a toni hing production. 

, I nte\'erdi, Il Ritomo d'Uli in Patria, De 
ederlandse Opera. Lyne Theatre. yd11e>• 

Festival, January 3, , 6, 8, 6 9 
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he feeling in the room 
anadian Daniel Macivor the man beneath Monster at the ydney Fe rival 

Tell its about 11r comp ,ry Da Da 

We're group of people wh Jf. 
rodu c. orking m ide traditional theacr th 
I rend ro be set our: the wrirer d this th 

irtctor d thl . And those idea fight the 
of collaboranon we're crying ro develop in 

ar everyone ha an emotional investment in 
e work. Thar' why , want ro maintain 
ntrol. We're crying ro re-define pr . In 

C.inada there' a cradicional y tern of 3 week 
rehearsal 3 week run maybe extending to 5 but 
that' about it nd then it's like, ler' move on ro 
die nexr piece n w. herric Johnson (produ er) 
nd I both rcali the problems with rhat in 

trying to develop ne~ w rk especially work 
at w very much about the audience and the 

eeling in the room. one of the performance 
time ever considered developmental. 

RT So the work yo11 create has a lot1g /if e 
a,uJ the proass continues while it's in 
produdion? 

DM The work continu to evolve. With 
Monster we sraned about half way through the 
last solo how called Here ues Henry. I wa 
alwa billed a the writer and Daniel Broo a 
the direct r but we found thar because I wa 
the writer-performer, people weren't 
understanding his place in the pr . That' 
when we decided ro II oursclv "creators." 

for th way it works--well I come in with 
not and bits and an idea and I start to 
improvise and he guid me in directions that he 
fin inter ting. Daniel and I share a lot of 
ideas. We call oursclv "essentialists." 

RT Why? 

OM Just desperate to call ourselves mcthing 
I gu . o ultimately what i essential i the 
pace; the srage i a set already. So anything that 

corn into the space-for example in Monster 
1t' a gla of water-we set limitations in renns 
of what' essential. I had decided almost before 
we began working on Monster I wanted to 
stand nll. I mean, there movement but I 
wanted to srand on a ne and a half foot square 
spot. Th kind of thin we impose in order to 
force ourselv into the w rk opposed to 
avoiding the difficulty of facing the work b 
getting tuff-objcas or ideas that arc ou ide it. 

RT How does lightmg fit? 

OM I~ aJm like costuming the way light 
affects me in the pace. It' nor just about 
lighting the performer or creating a well-lit 
pace. In this h w. Danicl's idea wa the battle 

between light and dark and hadow. So in the 
segment it' so dark that if you were to srcp 

rnro the pace in that moment you wouldn't be 
able to sec me. You can only sec me because 
ou've been led ro that moment-mat' a 

lighting State that i constantly in moci n. 

RT The show give.s the audience at1 
experience of the dark, an emotional experience 
m itself 

OM We want the audience ro have an 
e pcrien . we're experiential csscntiali 

RT At the last Adelaide Festival we saw the 
eedcompany from Belgium doit1g nakcsong. 

In that you srt in the absob,te pitch dark for the 
first 15 minutes and then you gradually make 
out what looks like a rouple grappling sexually, 
obscenely and 1uhe11 the lights come up yo11 see 
a tall, near naked bi 11de woman with half a 
dummy and you real,se how much y u've beet1 
misled. It's the same with your 1uork-1he 
.:wdumce 1s m a very ma11ip11lable space. 

D But ar the me nmc we ride the lme. I 
think all of u wirhm the compan ag,-ee th:_ir 

we are entertainers and chat the cardinal m f 
perf rmancc i ro bore the audien e. Dani I 
alway y "Don't let the audience think about 
things they d n't need to be thinking about." 
ir' alwa about just riding the line of pushing 
them t far-and I am inter red in ubvening 
their cxpcctari ns. 

RT The stand-up frame IS S11bverted 
througf1011t the work. It starts out like 
contemporary stand-up but it's often not fimrry. 
Yo11 can feel the m1diet1ce wommg to laugh, but 
1101 sure ... 

DM A young theatre graduate after the how 
last night said ar first r th ught it was a stand
up thing and then I realised it wasn't and I didn't 
have to laugh to make you feel comf rtable. 
That' interesting to me. mcrim it feels like a 
war and that we're on opposite id . But of 
oursc, people for the m part want to have a 

good experience. You ~ rget that mccimcs 
when you're up there by yourself. 

RT A lot of people don ·1 go to the theatre 
because they're afraid that something will go 
horribly wrong. 

DM I don't go ro the theatr~vcry seldom. 
For the m part, I feel that m of the work I 
sec lacks rigout Its alway getting away with 

mcthing. I think, oh, if that idea had been 
th ught through one more m mcnr, r if we'd 
been able to ustain that fcclin a bit 1 n et . .so 
it' oft n a fruscrating experience for me. I have 
seen work that' really excited me but I don't 
feel i r • a rclaxi ng thing. 

RT We ;ust missed meeting Daniel Brooks. 
Tell its more about the way 'JOU work together. 

OM Daniel i an intellectual but very 
connected emotionally as well. He had a very 
liberal Jewish upbringing wa sent to private 

hool. I was raised in a very working cla 
environment on the casr coast of Canada. Very 
depressed economy there. So we come from 
very different pla and I think we brin th 
experiences to the work and that' what makes 
u work well together. He' very low and 
n thlng i ever enough for him nothing' ever 
right. And for me, it' let' move on ... 

RT The writing is very finely crafted. Are 
yo11 changing the script as 'YO" work with it? 

OM We've been doing thi for about a year 
and a half. lr tak us probably about a f 
pcrf rmance 10 settle on it. Daniel never 
cry saying thi bur he will y this is nor quire 
righr and I'd say 95% of the time I agree. I feel 
that the work know more than the creator of 
the work; it has a life ou idc of me. There arc 
things that I don't understand about my If, 
things that have happened to me that I don't 
remember, thin that I can't n rily see. If I 
try and define it then I m immcdiardy cutting 
off th potential for it to reach people in wa 
that I can't understand. So we very Id m talk 
bout what the w rk "means." We a ept that 

we know when if: meaning mething bur we 
d n't cry ro define what that is. 

RT Ho111 does the script emerge? 

DM As a transcript. Having been performed 
it becomes a script and only out of nee ity. It' 
a very ry m mcnr for me when I have to 
ommir it to paper because I'm afraid it' going 

10 t p growing or mething. I used to listen ro 
it on r. pc m rime after but now usually, 
while 1t' ill fresh in m mind, I just sort of 
perform it with my m ers n the keyboard. Bur 
I'd very ldom read it again or refer to the 
paper. I'd ruggle ro di it up fr m mcm ry. 
There' m thm about the paper rhat' ed 
and ... 

RT tmd11rally the 
piece IS mterestmg m that 
11 begms m the sta11d-11p 
frame addressmg the 
audie11ce. Thet1 it's about 
tlJe murder and the d,ild's 
recounting of the everit. 
Then it see,11S to go a long 
way off and )'OIi thmk, oh, 
it's going to be at1 evening 
of sketches. It goes rigl,t 
away before it comes 
back. That's qwte a big 
nsk y , take. 

OM Exactly. And you 
know at a cenain point in 
the piece where the Daniel Macivor. Monster 

addict i talking, maybe 5 or 7 minutes in you 
can feel between 50 and 70% of the room 
thinking oh, it' an evening of ketch . And I 
get such glee from that because I know there' 
m re and it d come togcthct: It' uch a 
wonderful thin to feel tbar there is a movement 
of thought together in the room. 

RT It does complete it.self but the 1,ext 

moming we were sbll putting the puzzle 
together. 

OM I've had rerums and you can tell where 
they are because they're laughing at things they 
h uJdn't be. 

RT We wanted to read the script. 

OM It will be published in the pring in 
Canada. 

RT " tllf! talk about the romexr for this 
work. Over here we hear somethi11g of 
Canadian adture, though not a lot. Rohm 
Lepage has been a couple of times ... Brad 
Fraser's Love and Hwnan Remains has been 
quite successful ... You talk about your work as 
being in opposition to theatre in some ways 
setting up a different model. Do you feel that as 
well as working with Da11iel Brooks, you have 
other all,es? 

DM When we started working maybe 12 
years ag it wa a very fruitful time. Th re wa 
a I t of g vcrnmenr money available to artis 

ar the time around n small theatre 
compani were doing new work including 
collective creati ns. There are now onl a 
handful of compani lch. 

RT What happened to them all? 

OM mccim people would bccom very 
ful and then they'd sran dealing with the 

of the work and the w rk of the work 
would top. Bur there' a mall g,-oup of people 
who continue to do work. It' interesting ro 

ncrast it with what happens in the United 
tat where there' th very tradici nal well

made play and then the very experimental work 
whi h for me people · a lirrJe ina ible. In 

nada, we till have this grey area, this pla 
in between. Al when you talk abour 

nadian w rk, there' Fren h speaking work 
from Quebec which i very different fr m 
Engl" h peaking Canadian work. 

RT Is there a sense of milieu about this 
much whittled away gr up of companies you 
mentiot1ed? 

DM There w more feeling of a scene 5 years 
a . I w rk with srudcn a lot and I keep tellin 
them, do it yourself. That' the only a it' gomg 
to happen. Bur there a community. There' 
Hillar Lmoja a nadian-Estonian who d 

· g work-Richard Foreman 
ompany llcd Bald Ego that d 

W er roup m a way bur a bit m re 
vaudeville; there' a other mpan· . F r the 

most part, we're pretty much the alternative 
which · unfortunate. You can go much farther 
than us but that work d t seem to be able to 
sustain i If right now in Canada. What we're 
crying co do is to work towards becoming me 
kind of hybrid between independent and 
commercial. We want to be able ro support 

ourscl 

RT o touring is crncial? 

OM Very important. But \ hat's really 
exciting is that like here at the ydney Festival, 
we've had over 400 people each night and 
they're almost all young. That' really 
exciting-they do want ro come to che theatre; 
they arc inter red and they're engaged. 

RT Finally we wot1ted to ask yo11 abo,,t the 
Canadian imagination. We're fond of film 
makers like David Cronenberg a,uJ Atom 
Egoyan ... We don't know what your other 
works are like but certainly Monster is a very 
dark, serious 1uork. Jn a way, it occupies a 
similar territory. 

OM In Canada we arc so close to the United 
cates, so frighceningly close, phy ically 

gcographicall and that makes our quest for 
identity ... almo hy teri I. Atom cuts that and 
that' why there' much pace in hi films. It' 
like he' holding the hySteria our just at the edge 
of the frame or mcthing. We're aU affected by 
that proximity. We're lodged between the Eagle 
and the Queen mehow and there we it and 
m re nd more ir feel like th re' a crucial need 
ro define ourselves culturally and artistically in 
terms of the work we d and h w we think 
about it because there' the threat of being 
entirely overtaken by American work. It could 
happen so easily. 

RT This work seems darker in some ,vays 
a,uJ more idiosy,,cratic than a,rything coming 
out of America at the moment.. 

OM Americans arc really ironically 
challenged and very political. Even them r 
enlightened Am rican still bccom tcary at the 
ighr of the flag and the sound of the anth m. 

When th y go to school their first lustory 
I ns are about the Civil War and winning the 
ouncry. In Canada we're taught about the 

French and the English coming over and 
srcaling the land from the natives. 1 w saying 
10 someone the other day that what mak 
Australians and Canadians imilar is that we 
are both so different from American . I don't 
want to d. them entirely but ... 

RT Fuel for the fire. 

DM Thar: right but if you had ro live as close 
to them we d , oh my goodn ! 

on ter, perfom1ed by Dame/ Macivor, Drama 
Theatre, ydt1ey Opera Ho1tse January 4 • 9 as 
part of the •dney Festival. His film Until I 
Hear Fr m Y: u will be screened as part of Th 

ard, ras Film Festival m Febmary 19 9. 
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Metal turtles and fire-breathing fish 
Kathy Cleland sample the cultural waters of ydney' Pacific Wave fe tival 

We don't often think of Au tralia as a 
Pacific island. Unlike ew Zealand whose 
national culture and identity is firmly 
anchored in the Pacific Au tralia Stands at 
some diStance from its neighbours in terms of 
its culrural identity. Admittedly, over the last 
few decade Au tralia ha turned its 
imemational focus m re to rhe Asia•Pacifi 
region but this i primarily economic rather 
than cultural. The Pacific Wave festival in 
ydney i helping to change all that. 

Although Au kland i till the larg 
Polyne ian city in the world (followed by 
Lo Angel ), Polynesiao and Pacifi 
[slander 
communiti have 
an increasingly visible 
presence in ydney and indeed ydney may 
overtake Auckland as the icy with the 
largest Pacific Islander population in the 
next few decades. 

The econd Pacific Wave festival broke 
on the hores of Sydney in ovembet; 
making a plash in the local arts 

ene with cultural eddies and 
urrent:s impacting aero the citi 
ydney in a huge variety of venu 

Primary Pacific Wave parmers who 
tablished the festival in 1996, {Ca uJa 

Powerhouse, The Performance pace and 
Bondi Pavilion}, were joined in 1998 by, 
among others, Hogarth GalJeri , Mori 
Gallery, Museum of ydney, Australian 
Museum Walkabout Gallery, Bangarra 
rudio, Australian Centre for Photography 
SW riters' Centre, Elizabeth Farm and 

the Palladium. With so many events on offer 
ic wa virtually impossible to visit everything 
so this report is a subjective ampling of 
som of che rival highlights. 

The festival' pin-up girls were definitely 
Pacifi i ters, a collective of Maori and 
Polyn ian artists and performers from 
Au kJand, Aotearoa. Their performance 
Tribe Vibe at The Performance pace wa a 
funky blend of treetwise urban Polynesian 
culture, fu ing elements of traditional Pacifi 
Island culture with contemporary urban 
influen . Combining performance art, 

fashion, DJ , live mu ic and dance, the 
i ters (and a few brothers} gave a lu h, 
punky and outrageous performance that 

was poliri I, ironic, eroti and provocative. 
rumes and jewellery are a central feature 

of the performance incorporating traditional 
and concemporary material and fa hion 
sryl . ModeJlin highlights included 
homeboy street wear complete with lava 
lavas (sarongs) urban technoferal leather 
ni h~ lub wear expo ing pectacular pirnl 
buttock tattoo and the finale Freestyle 
Frock Acri n" whi h in luded a number of 
outfits far urpa ing nything the Queen of 
th D rt could ever dream up! 

Bondi Pavilion ho red the hugely 
ucc fuJ Big ,mday, a i rival of 

performances from aero che Pa i6 , and 
Fa'a Pasefika, a night of R&B reggae, folk 
mu i and DJ a well a exhibition and 

reenings. Michel Tuffery's exhibition of 
pecta ular, animated meral turtles at 

H nh Galleries wa another highlight. 
The pening night ofTuffery' exhibition 0 
Le asa Loloto Ma Le Loloa (the wide and 
deep ocean} fearured a live performance of 
the giant pneumatic rurtl lumbering down 
a lane ay in Paddington accompanied by a 
amoan fire dan er and Tuff ry' fire

breathing fish. 

Auckla.nd-ba ed filmmaker and 
multimedia artist Li a Reihana wa here
there-and-everywhere. Fluffy Fi11gs, an 
installaci n f delicate feathery forms 

animated by mall fans was an enchanting 
offering to unsu pecting pedestrians pa ing 
the Downing Centre howcase windows in 
Elizabeth rreet. Ar the 
Australian Centre f r 
Photography 'Yas 
the pop video 
an fa hion 
piece 
Hyper 
Girls 

was part of a group exhibition Fisi-the 
blossoming of the waves urnted by Fiona 
MacDonald and Luke Parket; which al o 
included work by Fiona MacDonald, 6a 
Tekela, bane Cotton, Tina Wirihana Judy 
Warson, EstelJe Mueller and Ali ia Courtney
Aero the city in ewtown wa Arini 
Pouru's exhibition Ta"ira (d ign) at 
Walkabout allery which incorporated 
photograph: , text painting weaving and 
carving with traditional Ma ri d ign. 

W. tern art and ethnographi practice 
(the cultural wing of colonisation) has a long 
history of appropriating Indigenous art 

forms and casting Indigenous people a 
exotic, trange and primitive ubjects for the 
Western gaze. Pacifi Island artis are now 
re-appropriating eh anforms and asserting 
their own cuJrural identities in a 
sophi ticated re-working of traditional and 
contemporary practi . These them and 
i u were discussed a p rt of the 
sympo ium Oceans a11d Others held at the 
Museum of ydney and for me were 
exemplified in Fiona MacDonald's Field 
ports (1998), part of the exhibition at Mori 

Gallery. MacDonald' work used as urce 
material a series of ethnographic engraving 

• 

Gordon Hookey, Furious 1.998 

by an unknown coloniaJ artist with titles 
uch a "Warriors of ew South Wales", 

"Hunting the Kangaroo" and "Throwing 
the pear." The artist 

has re-worked 
these 

Cflgravings, slicing them into 
long trips and re<onstructiog 

th m in a series of intricately 
woven bags. 

Weaving wa al o the focu of Weave, 
curated by Keren Ruki and co-organised 

by Kathleen Caper. whi h brought together 
weavers from aero rhe Pacific: Mary Jack 
(Papua ew Guinea/NSW), Yvonne 
Koolmatrie ( garrindjeri/SA) T ma 
Wu-ihana ( w Zealand), Ahitaucama 
Makaea-Cro iue) and u-ginia Kaiser 
( f r a residency program, workshop 
and exhibition at sula Powerhouse. The 
awesome technical skill and complexity of 
the pieces included a blend of traditional and 
contemporary weaving practices and 
incorporared material as diverse a flax, 
wool possum kin pine needJes paperback, 
sedge gra aod h II . All of the pieces, 
which included ba ket bilum (open weave 
string bags), food trap and contemporary 
sculptural forms, h?d a rory to tell 
incorporating traditional and personal 
narrativ . 

Living up to i title, Furious at Ca ula 
Powerhou was the culmination of a 
residency program by ew Zealand bom 
amoan artist Andy Lelei and Aboriginal 

artist Gordon Hookey. Alsq part of the 
.r uJting exhibition were paintings produced 
by young people &om local Polyn ian 
Aboriginal and Torres trait Islander 
communm from Western ydney who 
rook part in a seri of workshop with the 
2 artists. Hookey' painting are angry 

Top: Mlcliel Tuffery, 0 Le Lav~ / A Tlg1 Upa. 1997. aluminium. copper. tln. rubber and rivets 

political satires of white Australian raci m 
and greed and a guerilla call to arms to 
Aboriginal communities. Terra-ism 
(depicting an armed kangaroo in combat 
fatigues with bulJets porting the Aboriginal 
flag) is an image crying out for ma 
di cributioo as a poster or postcard 
(somehow nor a m ve I can see O OG 
embracing as part of the Cultural 

01 mpiadl). 

Lelei' work i a 
powerful 
exploration of 
contemporar 

issu of dome tic 
violence, ulrural 
displacement, outh ui ide 
raci m, institution I abuse and 

exploirarion. Lelei' i noda tic 
painting Ho11est to God! i a tr ng attack 
on the abuse of power b amoan-bom 
Chri tian mini ter . A the Church plays 
an important role a a ultural nexu and 
ou.rce of family and communi \·alues, 

the inclu ion of this painting nearly 
r ulted in a boyc tt of rbe e · · m n by 
the local amoan and other Pol~'n ian 
communities. A comprotru w.u rca bed 
by Casula Powerbou e ta f. artist and 
community religious eld~ exhibition 
was roped off during the · al' offi ial 
opening performance o An ds rom the 
Heavens by choirs and commuru • groups 
from Aotearoa, Western moa, Tonga and 
rhe Cook Islands. This n · lighted 
ome of the complex i u ced by Pacific 

Island artists who challen e ua monal 
religious and communicy \·a u . The 
overtly exual nacure of a o bcr of rhe 
item in Pacific i rer ' T ,i~ Vibe, 
in luding pieces celebra • uaJity 
and cro -dre ing, al ntroversy 
in the local Pa ific I land communities. 

rnu eum piec . 

appreciative reception o P. 
white audience i a pt 
mature appreciation of Pa ... • -
going beyond the fa man n th the ( to 
white eye ) exoticism o P.t · ri - Island 
culture. For a blend of cultural dive~ity, 
pas ion, politics and heer en·o rment 
Pacific t ave 1998 wa hard beat. With 
the ulrural wing of the ,Jn · :! 0 

lympi b oming mcr more like 
a touri t campaign than a cultural event, l 
can't help feeling it will be t Pacific 
\.Vave 2000 fe rival rhat \\111 be here the 
real action i • 

Pacifi Wave; festival of co-;;umporary 
Pacific arts, Sydney, oi ber 13 · 29 
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Inventive. Contemporary. New. 
THE STUDIO 
Sydney's newest contemporary arts 
venue at the Sydney Opera House 

Come and be among the first to see 

and hear performances by Australia's 
finest exponents of the new and daring 

MARCH IN THE STUDIO 
FRI 5 - SUN 14 Machine for Making Sense 
linguistics, poetry , speech, music, sound and silence 
A commissioned soundscape created especially for The Studio foyer 
7pm - 1 0pm FREE 

FRI 5 Sprung Percussion 
Hailed as 'prodigious" , "invigorating " and "high energy" 

SAT 6 The Song Company with Sprung Percussion 
A dynamic program from a brilliant vocal ensemble - 'Compel/Ing ... superb " 

SUN 7 Libra Ensemble 
Melbourne 's leading exponent of contemporary music 

WED 10 Spring Ensemble 
A performance that asserts a commitment to the voice of youth and features 
premieres by four diverse young composers 

THU 11 The Seymour Group 
World premiere of Love Thoughts , a music theatre work by Australia 's most eminent 
composer , Peter Sculthorpe 

FRI 12 Michael Kleran Harvey & Bernadette Balkus 
The most formidable interpreters of piano music in this country today perform on 
the highly regarded Australian-made Stuart Pianos from Newcastle 

SAT/SUN 13&14 New M ..... Jletwork Forum 
A weekend forum focusing on nM ·nat181C in Australia including two concerts 
the inaugural Peggy Glanville-Hickl•n;s 

WED 24 - SAT 27 
Dance Exchange 
Cassandra 's Dance - A new work 
in The Oak's Cate series , as part 
of Antistat ic 99, a Performance 
Space event 

SUN 28 Fourplay -
A hybrid rock string quartet 
"The most successful alternative 
charting band in the entire history 
of our charts .'' Austra lian Mus ic 
Retail Report 

COMING SOON 
The Eclectic Collective 
The Transylvaniacs 
CODA 
The Martinez Brothers 
Judith Lucy in THE SHOW 2 
LAOUIEM, a new music-theatre work by Andree Greenwell 
And IMPULSE, a week of improvised events 

FURTHER INFORMATION 
Phone 6129250 7111 to receive a copy of the Studio 
calendar of events March - May or visit us at 
www.soh.nsw.gov.au 

BOOKINGS: 
Telephone 6129250 7777 Facslmlle 61 2 9251 3943 

Email booklngs@soh.nsw.gov.au 
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Festival of the never never 
uzann punner at the 199 Fe tival of Darwin 

Over 2 weeks in late September the 
Festival of Danv,n again celebrated the 
unique culrural diversity of the capital of rhe 
never never state. The focus of the festival 
wa the Asia Pacifi ulrural tllage, a 
cluster of helter crucrures made from bush 
timber, bamboo and woven palm leaf and 
ituated in open woodland behind Mindi! 

Beach. The 8 craditional hou of the village 
were arranged in a semi-circle facing into a 
common public area and looking toward a 
performan e rage. Under eh direction of 
artist Techy Mesaro they were built by 
community group from the region-Maori, 
Lombok, Torres rrait, Pacifi I land , 
Phillipin , P G, Thailand and East 
Tim r-and functioned variou ly a living 
paces and plac where traditional cra.fts 

were made by 'villagers.' 

During the festival performances of 
dance, mu i and theatre took place in the 
common area and every evening a differeoc 
community prepared food for the villagers 
and the visitors; every night became a 
celebration in itself. By day hool group 
and tourists came to look and learn. The 
village was a ma ive logistic.al and cultural 
diplomacy er · undertaken over the 
previous year. The rrucrures themselves 
were made off-site in the festi al worksh p 
where the Grand Parade floa are u ually 
made, so they had co be capable of being 
knocked down and tran ported to Mindi! 
Bea h. Ea h house wa different in cructure 
and tyle but the village had an aestheti and 
fun tional unity in itS omm nality of 
material and ocial purpo e, and it served 
a an instant introduction to the repertoire 
of building techniques and climati lly 
appropriate tropical d ign. 

There are few things quite as compelling 
as being invited to stare at other people' 
houses and everyone had their favourites: 
the call Lombok house with itS linle hut atop 
a cower and underneath, chook in a 
bamboo pen; the Kowe Kara, Hut of 
Friend hip, made by people from e~ 
Caledonia, amoa Tahiti and Kirabati, a 
large open rorunda its powerful high c ni 
roof made of bu h pol and coconut palm 
fr nds. rved rotemi figures guarded 
doorway and roof hip , and e eryone 
indulged in fanta ies of whi h h u the)' 
wanted to live in. The village had a life f it 
own and all the communirie were relu tam 
to leave their 'house' and return co brick and 
fibro homes in the uburb of Darwin; 
everyone had plan for recreating che village 
at another time. 

mpur Campttran, presented b Tuna 
Mekar, wa the major perfonnan e held 
onsca eat the 11lage. Tuna Mekar i based 
in Darwin and directed by Darwin pro<lu er 

and direccor Peter tretton and hi wife 
Desak Putu arri a la i ally trained 
Balinese dancer from the artistS' village of 
Pengosekan close to Ubud. Campur 
Campman, which m ns mixed up/mixed 
t gether, was a cro ultural performance 
reflecting on the relationship between Bali 
and Auscralia. lt brought together Darwin 
performer Tania Lieman and compo r-
mu i ian Mi hael Havit ho had previou ly 
, rked n theacre, dan e and mus~ projecrs 
all over the Territory with Balinese artists-
including Putu's i ter, dancer I Made 

undra and brother, gamelan player I K rut 
Parcha a well a other pr minent &linese 
dancers and mu i ian . 

The project inv lved a 3 week cultural 
change residency in Pengosekan 

culminating in 2 performan -the fir t in 
Pengosekan in rhe Balai Banjar for the locals 
and then at the pcestigiou Agung Rai 
Mu um of An on the outdoor Open cage. 
Immediately afterwards the group rerumed 
to Darwin for a sea on at the Village. Three 
weeks i a hort time to make an new 
improvised work, let alone a r culrural 
performance. The u c of Campur 
Campuran wa a tribut c Tunas Mekar' 
careful selection of arti t of u h high 
calibre and cultural adaptabiliry. 

Th r ulcs were manifest in a coll tion 
of highly theatrical vignettes of Balinese 
vilJage life and high culrure, commen on 
Au tralian couri , and on the Salines 
pee pti n of Au tralia, not to mention a 
clever cake on Paulin Hanson all mixed in 
with mime, hadow puppets, dance, mu i 
comedy and ma k. The idea was to present a 
synthesis and coming together rather than to 
transport Balinese culrure to Darwin and rhe 
r ulr was an exciting fu ion o cyl . me 
of the highlights included a mad 
disorganised gamelan orche n:a who never 
quite got it together; a Wayang Kulic hadow 
play about a vain kangaroo who wanted to 
be as beautiful a a Bali.ne e pcin but 
learnt char it was better to be herself; an 
hilari u hadow play of village dogs 
fighting and honking Jjke mad. The how 
ulminated in an over~eager Au tralian 

tourist photographing a traditional Legong 
dan e and getting o lo ro the enrran ed 
kri dan ers that he tabbed himself~ ith hi 
m n trou telephot 
delight f every ne. 

• 
La t yea_r the hi hhgbr of the rival wa 

th Track Dan e how Four Wheel Drive. 
weat D11st a11d Romance at the Botani 
arderu.. This year rh1.: al o created an 

oucdoor work The Land, The ross aJid The 
Lotus for rhe Jmgli arer arden . It 
hroughr rogether the 1w1, hri rian and 
Buddhi t ommunines r tell parallel 

Campur Campuran 

journeys of Purukapali, the Tiwi ancestor, 
the Virgin Mary and iddharta. Conceived 
and directed by lim ewth, each journey 
wa horeographed by a different per n 
and featured soloi t along ide members of 
that parti ular piritual communiry. 

Beginning on the land beside the water 
with ichael Leslie' interpretation of the 
tragic cory of how death came to the 1iwi 
(dan ed by tanley tanislau ) it then moved 
to a proc ion by barge aero the wacer of 
the appariti n of Mary, Th tok or God 
bearer (danced by Rukshana Ramachandran 
and choreographed by Beth helton) and 
finished with a contemporary 
reimerprecarion of iddharta (by Kai Tai 

han and danced by David McMicken) who 
in hi final form appeared co walk on water. 

hoo ing between each piece wa as 
invidious a choo ing a spiritual way. Ea h 
had mu h to recommend ic but perhap the 
bolde t and most interesting both a 
choreography and performance, wa The 
Lotus. All were profoundly moving and 
utilised the potential of movement, ound, 
light and water in vari u and umpruous 
wa . 

R onciliation was the other major theme 
and 1t wa heralded by the inscallacion of 
The of Hand n the Esplanade looking 
out coward the x Penninsula, the ire of 
the Larrakia Kenbi Land laim which y t 

agam wa in court in Darwin. The Larrakia 
took charge f the hand and they were 
arranged to represent a dugong and a tunle 
under the direction of leader Bill Ri k. 
Elder and artist Koolpin ah Ri hard Barn 
made 2 sees of burial markers remembering 
the Larrak1a dead; ne wa placed in the 
ground of rhe Museum the other at 

u rr.1kia ,inger/..ongwnter June Mills 
created Blackolll, J one worn n hO\ ·t-ag d 
ar Brown .\1art. June 1s an c, ccpti nally 
talented pert rmer with a commanding 
prescn c, one heck)· wonlan who ha 
alwa been unafraid to tell it like 1t i . 
Blackom was about Mall ' life a a Larrakia 
woman in Darwin: the Kenb1 Land laim, 
her kid , ha,;slc wirh the Hou in 

omrnis ions, with Mde s, ip~ at the 
notorious landarory nrcncmg er and 
Zero Tolerance poli ing policie of the 1 

government. Fishm' and hunrin' ingm' and 
dan m', it wa all th r onveyed with a 
~harpness and exubcran and from her 
rring bag . lr l.arrakia, a he dubbed 

herself, pull~-d wooden dappin rick and a 
mobile phone. Alongside momenb of gr , t 
hilarity and bmng !>:ltire ther were ther 
e era rdinarily moving pa ag . gain r a 

Therese Ritchie 

backdrop of projected portrait imag of the 
Larrakia recorded in the 1870 by the 
Territory' police chief and offici I 
ph rographer Paul Foci he, June sang. 
"When f die care for my childr rap my 
naked bod in a paperbark beet" and 
again r video pr jections of open , we 
saw her miming fi hing in the oJd y, 

sting the net out over the audi nee. 

From Alice pring came Dream of 
Reconciliation musi dan e and rytelling 
featuring a mix of Centralian locals, black 
and white, musicians and danc:us brought 
together by Bob Randall, th · r and 
writer of the hymn to the tolm Generation, 
Brown Skin Baby. While the pint o 
reconciliacion was evident m chc gy:nerosiry 
of the performers it was a bit oo fed good 
folksy and generalised for mr 

l arrived after rhe opcnin ,\eekttid and 
everyone l met told me I bad m~ the best 
bit of all, the perfonnan~ o Luulr a 
collaboration from Townsville between 
Dan e rth and the Momin o l land 
Dancers which wa apparendy tartlin and 
powerful for the way it ombmed the 
greatest artistry of rradio na1 bon mal and 
European dance with dancers mo ing 
between cultures. Two years in the making ic 
was aid ro far urpa anythin seen 
previou ly by Darwin people. The hole 
rime I wa there people were rellin me 
about ir, and they all wondered wh)• If 
wa n'r t uring the naaon. 

The festival do ed with ]011mey to the 
Mythical Place by Darwm' Araiura 

nsemble, presented in th grand IT\J,_rble 
foyer of The uprem urt " th barefoor 
mu ic1an standing on the ~ m · i 
Milky ay Dreaming. le ombin d 
performance poetry by kar..-n • .1 IIJ wnh 
w rk b Perer ulthorpe, Ro Edward 
and Romano Criv1c1. n"i i i dire.."tor of 
the Elektra mng QuJnet in ydney and he 
rerurned ro Darwin co ondu t and perform 
in the pr miere of h1i. n w ·ork As ,gbr 
Follow Day. 

Karyn sella y - y u won't find 
another place/you won't find another 
ea/rhi place I g mg to follow ·ou"-and 

it does and I go ba k. 

Fcstit1al of a;;vin 9 , Darwin, eptember 
12 -11 

11-:,a,mc punner tr,;welleJ to Dant•in for the 
festwal on ber own imtratwe 11ttlisi11g 
Frequent Flyer points accrued in all her 
previous trips back. 



------
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The Danish connection 
Part 1 f Keith Galla eh rep rt on a ignificant vi it to Denmark b 

In eptember 199 , a group of Australian 
artists was i11vited to the rims Festival to 
p rticipate in Visionlines, a 3 day exchange 
between Danes, Australians and others on 
festivals, music theatre and new music. The 
Australians were Robyn Archer (writer
per{ormer, artistic director Adelaide Festival), 
Roland Peelman (conductor, artistic director, 
the ong Compa,ry), David Young 
(composer, cmator Aphids vents), Andree 
Greenwell (composer) Daryl Buckley 
(artistic director, Elision) and myself. Other 
Australia,1s at the conference were Xenia 
Ham1Siak (composer, member David 
Cbesworth Ensemble) and Kirsty Beilhan 
(composer. Macken-as Fellowship). 

The full report 011 the confere,rce can be 
read 011 the Real1ime website 
hnp://www.rtim ns.com/-open ity/ 

'What's in it for the Dan ? They m to 
be putting a lot of energy into the D nmark
Australia ulruraJ · nnecti n.' This wa a 
recurrent faintly in redulous query on my 
rerurn from Denmark in prember 1998 
after a fascinatin informative and often 
inspiring 2 we k vi it, made all the more 
pleasurable by the incredibl genero icy of 
our hosts the Danish ulroral lnstiruce, the 

hu esrival, and especially the Dani h 
Music Informati n ntre through sraff 
members Jen Ro I and vend Ravnkilde. 
Rossel (with Ingrid Val ntin of the ulrural 
In tirute) coordinated th conference, and all 
of us, with ea and patien e, and Ravnkild 
proved to be the con ummate ial 
compani n guiding u on walks and gaJJery 
v· i and pr viding a wealth of informati n 
ranging from the Queen of Denmark' 
embroidery kills and pa ·on forth arcs to 
the hi tory of the Dani h vi ual ans and 
much about Dan· h musi . 

I ta ed n after the conference in order to 
rake in as much as I c uld of th festival in 

bus, penhagen's culrura1 ri al om 3 
hours by train from the capital ro vi it 
performance venues in penha n and to 
savour a very attractive cultural lit in chi 
intimate harbour city. The seductive cafe 
culture I was told rri ed in th mid 70s, 
pecificaJJy in th form of the cafe directly 

opposite Den. Anden pera (The th r 
pera), the advenrurous and u ful musi 

theatre venu (officially opened in 199 ), 
right in th cencr of the citr winding 
hoppin precinct. I wa challenged by 
peeding bicycl and perambulators at every 

point and d vcloped the requisite peripheral 
visi n. And I t a ta t of an of.dee 

penha en when tuart Lynch, of the 
DeQuincey-Lynch performance partnership 
who divid .his time between Australia and 
Denmark, took me to a tiny booz bod a 
b th railwa tati n for a beer and me 
musi from an eccentri lied combo whom 
we were almo itting on. Like Paris 
Copenhagen is a city proud of icself and irs 
history and keep itself in ood shape. ruart 
was able to brief me about the other ide of 
th culrural life, the performan .e seen i 
venu and. personaliti . we walked 
through th very neat red light district he 
pointed ut a. club where be and fellow 
perform had recently become strippers in a 
2 night performance event. 

· For me, the context of this vi it wa the 
u of Denmark' H tel Pro Forrna with 

OP,eratio11 Orfeo at the 1996 Adelaid 
· ·vaJ i llowed by that cornpan ' return 

in 1997 a part of a larger touring contingent 
in luding dance, jazz, literature and a forum 
with Australian artists n contemporary 
mu i theatre at the ydney pera Hou . 

hat truck me then. wa how well the 
ani h peakers promoted th ir ans their 

mmitmenr of their Dan· h 

Th Dan to 

pLaywoRks 
invites expressions of interest in 

Two Long Term 
Mentorships 

providing one-to-one formal mentoring 
fot WQmen performance writers 

for a period of two years. 
One mentorship is for an lndige~us 

writer, the other is open. 

Mentors will receive a fee of $1,500 per 
year to spend forty hours with mentees. 
Mentees will receive a fee of $1,500 per 

year to engage in a professionally 
related activity as negotiated with 

Playworks. 

Mentees must have had at least one (but 
not more than three) play/s or 

performance work/s professionally 
produced OR have been a part of the 

Playworks Script Development Program 
OR be nominated by a theatre company, 

script development organisation or 
tertiary institution. 

If you are interested in applying for a 
mentorship 

or registering as a possible mentor 
contact us for guidelines 

ph: 02 9264 8414 
email: playwks@ozemail.com.au 

Applications close on Morch 15 

Opera Nord, Gudrun·s 4th Song 

later. But wh r. Australia? Danish musi 
D ha been part of the international u 
ry in recent y of ordic mu ic ( 

Volume n of ramopho11e' excellent 
exploration ri ). Japan ha been 
particularly responsive with a ndinavi n 
Centre in okyo and the ordi.c usi 
Centre in Hir hima. usrralia represents a 
much mailer market. Hoy,,ever the u 
of H tel Pro orrna' Operation Orfeo at"the 

delaide esriv I has played a significant role 
in pr m tin the company' repurnrion on 
the inremational festival ci.r uic. V1Si to 2 

usrralian £ ti als with works from the 
company' impr ive repertoire are 
rum ured for 2000. Australia i a ignifi nt 
marker n the f ·val circuit and with a 
population o er rim a b" as Denmark, a 

tential market for much else. 

Much more trongly con eyed than 
market intere t wa the Dane ' curio iry 
about u rralian culture. The 3-day 
conference allowed very derailed 
e •change of information and idea . There 
wa certainly a en e of kin hip, a 
numb r of local commenting thar the 
felt an easy rapport wirb Au tralian . 
ome Danes ironically d cribe 

them clve a the Italian of northern 
Europe-effu ive when compared with 
the German , wede and orwegians-
ome finding a cronger affiniry irb the 

laid-ba k Australian chara ter. The 
connection with Percy Grainger, who 
lived in Denmark for a period and 
married a Danish worn.an and with 
Utzon, archite r of the ydn 
H u ar keenl felt. 

roposa s 
Next Wave invites artists, curators, arts, 
cultural and affiliated organisations to 
submit proposals for the 2000 festival 
(12-28 May). Proposals in the areas of 
performance, sound, text and visual art 
should be in response to the Next Wave 
festival brief. For copies of the brief or 
further information please contact 

Next Wave Festival 
PHONE 03) 9417 7544 
FAX 03) 9417 7481 
EMAIL nextwave@peg.apc.org 
WEBSITE http://www.peg.apc.org/- nextwave 

CLOSING DATE FOR PROPOSAL.$ 
Wednesday 31 March 1999 

Festival 

Australia's biennial 
contemporary arts 
festival dedicated 
to the work 
of young and 
emerging artists 



The Danish connection 

• from page 11 

There' mu h to envy and admire in and 
.learn fr m a culture so patently dedicated to 
the arts in a populati n of 5 million people. 
Copenhagen has one million people (th 

m as Adelaide) hus 2 0 000 and both 
have large arts programs and very good 
faciliti . well a conventional opera 
house and ther thearr Copenhagen ha 

celJenr performan e (Kanonhallen) musi 
theatre (Den Anden pera) and 
contemporary dance (Dan Sceneo) enu . 

hus bas a large performing ans centre (ro 
which a large art gallery is about to be 
added) which is the focus of its annual 
festival and there' intense d. u ion a ut 
trans~ rming the country second pera 
company (Den J ke pera, the ational, 
based in hu ) int a large scale company 
dedicated ro new work. If Denmark 
Australia a a market for its arts, then 
Australian atti h uld see Denmark a a 
part of ur pc riously warranting th ir 
attention a th EH i o en mbl and the 

ng Comp ny have alread di overed. 

More Danish work will inevitably me co 
Australia but will we be nding a ntingent 
of Australian. w ck in the near furure to 
Denmark 

invitation from LIFT (London International 
rival of Theatre) in 1997? That a id 

there' much to learn from Denmark: my · ·t 
included intervi with J per Uitzheft of 
Den Anden pera, Jakob Schockling of th 
music theatre company H lland H use, and 
Irene Meller of nonhall n. Th will 
appear in Reaffime 30. 

lll nferen e: V1SionLin Day 1: 
ultural f tiva 

The fusr day wa d voted to the issue f 
"culrural i oval a an instrument f 
cuJrural poli ,. . Lacs Seeberg the genial 
Secretary General of the hus Festival 
kicking off with a prov rive reverie of 
what Arhus would be like without i l tivaJ 
(like hi urrenc horn rown, Odense, h said 
bleakly), described its emergen e as oming 
primarily out of an inferiority complex, 

hu having fought Copenhagen for 
centuri . The r ulr bad been the 
introduction f "inn vative atti of high 
incellccrual Standards like illiam nythe 
r.he Wi ter r up and aburo 
Teshigawara" ro Dani h audiences part of 
a program in collaboration with other 
European festival through the 10 year old 
IEfM (Wormal European Theatre eeting). 
This, he aid had taken a tep further in tb 
ollabo.rat:ion between 3 festivals 

(Gothenberg, Hamburg and Arhus), "each 
inspiring the other", and improving th 
ability to commission innovative artists, 
providing them with conditions with which 
to take risks and creating an audieocc 
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demanding new work. Unforrunately, he 
remarked most funding till goes ro major 
am institution perperuatin "a vicious cy le 
of dulJn wherea , he claimed "it' 
£ rivals that n hange, that can urpri 
and which are one of th few cont . left 
for the howing of inn vati n." 

For his 199 program, berg f reca r an 
tern European program and the ten ion 

of his colJaboration with Hamburg and 
thenberg to A:vign n (Culrural Capital of 

urope in the year 2000 ). Robyn Archer, 
tra ing in detail the history of the Adelaide 

rival and its m v away from rhe 
inburgh model praised th ignificant role 

played by Englishman Anthony teel (whose 
inllu ntial. equivalent in Denmark · Trevor 

avies), concurred on the rol of fi rivals in 
nurturing new w rk a other a in ritution 
neglected iano ation and extoU d co
producri n collaborati ns berween 
6 ·va~ ouraging an hus- delaide 
connection. h applauded too the high 
turnover of artistic directors in the delaid 
model a presenting "a nstant Aood of new 
idea and vi ions." Ad !aide, he n ted was 
critical in Au traHa for the d elopment of 
cultural tourism, other citi foll wing uit. 
and a urnulating f, rival data en uraging 
the d isi n to m unt The Ring ycle in 
1999 in Adelaide. (Inter tingly, hus raged 
a very u fu1 Ring in r.h 80s and revived 
it in the 90 . It': a production it is proud of 

and is pl.' rved on D and video). Archer 
regretted rhe demise of rhe Brisban Biennial 
of usic and th ational Theatre Festival 
in Canberra, both initi ted by tecl. The 
Brisbane event has been t1 placed by a 
tandard f rmula estival· had it been 

allowed co develop a r a decad id 
Archer, it would have been a maj r ent, 
chall nging the uniformity f arts rival . 
Although more and m re ian and 
Indigenous Australian c ntent wa ro be 
f und in our t rivals, rcher thought it d 
that we face the pro pect of a ulrural 
Olympiad in 2000 with largely imported 
work instead of a celebration of our own; 
he uspeas that there is rill a belief rhat 

wear wanting"-the infamous "cultural 
cringe" baun u . vemments and artisri 
directors he argued " n't di ringuish 
between art and emenainm nt", wir.h the 
major am companies persi ring with 
traditional fare. 

The th me f continu d 
in the nd i n n culrural festiva 
when Benge koog, ultu.re irect, r f 
Kultur Malmo and uJrurbro 2000, 
described a meraph r becoming reality: a 
brid e between. weden and D nmark to be 
ompleced in 2000 and celebrated with a 

huge fcstivat includjng th generation of 
many dream pr jects." U Schmeker, 
director of the Goethe lnstirut h wever, 
lamented rhe diminution of international 
exchange in the dosure of 6 lnstiruts and the 
opening of only 2 (28 have been closed over 
recent years). The closure of the Arhus 

branch had been badly received. n a more 
po itive not Schmelter d ribed how 
cultural exchan e best w rks: the Goethe 
In cirut is n t an in trum m of culcural 
policy, but rather th promoter of dial gu 
not a ponsor, bur a partner in art and ther 
events n that "r tbe auton my of 
the cultural , ork" or example in its 
parti ipati n in Playbox' production of 
to/en and rher Indigen u performan in 

the 1998 Melbourne F rival. 

y own contriburi n ro this i n , a 
an attempt to d ribe in a grimly c mic 
Australian manner. the recurring AuStrali n 
in Hnati n c return to a m noHtru 
monocultutal body, more tereotype than 
arch type, male1 Ang] -Australian a denial 
of rhe complexiti of Australian ulture, of 
its many bodies nd f the O year 
emergen of an idi yncrati and diverse 
ans mili u. Again t thi inclination I describe 
tho u tralian arts t rivals-The F rival 
of th Dreaming, ext ave, the fooner 
Sri bane Musi Biennale the Gay & 
Lesbian Mardi ra and oth rs- that 
r nace with eh omplexiri of Australian 
culture, n ting that th m t risfying 
f tiv ls for me have been tho directed by 
arti ( hannan, K ky Archer), where 
Ausrralian ontenr i promoted in an 
intemati nal onr and 6 ·vaJ them are 
presented and pubH ly debated, where ideas 
are welcome. It' not that Australia is 
rruggling to find its identity, we have a 

comp) hiftin one, buc there are many 
who don't like it and re impl , in denial. 
1b increa ing number o conventional, 
formulai arts rivals in which Australia 
figures in a min r way represen an implicit 
cultural policy of rejection that happens to 
coincide with government ans funding 
restraint nd n emerging hostility towards 
artis . 

a centre." 

ttracring young udiences through the 
d lararion of ·va1 them du ugh 

cultural diversity, through making tb 
vi ible", wa seen a worth pu.csuiog. yer 
added a sculpture program co a ibelius 

on in 1994 with some u . k 
reported a good r pon from a y ung 
audien in rockb Im to a nittke 
program (a oppo d to offering them a Ught 
program'). Schmdtec chouglu youn Danish 
audiences more curiou a ut the ne than 
y ung rmans. Lacs berg. whose rival 
enjoys trong patronage from a ·oung 
audience ( hus is also a uni · town) 
commented "You kno wb n you h ve 
young audience--there att on! 1 des 
ou ide the theatre." 

for n w work. 

Jn Real 1m 30, Keith Gallascl, continues his 
Visionli11es Ccnference report, th,s time 011 

music theatre and new music, iflferviews 
artists from Danish music theatre, and offers 
some glimpses of the rhtts Festival. 
Aitstrali.a11 participants were assisted by 
Danish Cultural Jnstit11te. the Danish M14Sic 
lnfomuztion Omtre, the Arhus Festival, the 
A1tStraliat1 Music Omtre and, especially, the 
Australia Ccuncil. 

Foreign Dialogues 
THE BOOK: 
In Foreign Dialogues Australian and international writers, 
intellectuals and filmmakers draw on their experiences of 
migration, exile, travel and translat ion to reflect on the 
aesthetics and politics of their work. Published by Pluto Press 

THE RAoto SE.RIES: 
A radio series based on the book will be presented by Mary 
Zournazi on Radio Eye on ABC Radio National at 8.30 on 
Sunday nights through February and March. 

Please send me .............. cop tS of Foreign Dialogues 

al $29. 95 a copy (add poslagt: H boo $4.00 

Mr 4books $8 .00) 

ame ............................................................................... . 

Postal Address. .............. .............. ..................... ............... . . 

Pi>stcode .... ................ .................... emall .............. ............ . 

• I MIit Included a dltque l'IIOMY o,- r 

Pltast chargt my B'caro M'card Visa Amex 

Card number 

Expiry ...................... Slgn.itutt ............. ., ............. .. ......... .. 
Please tttum form by fu (02) 9519 8940 

mall: Pluto Pttu Australla 
Loc:lced 819 199, Annandale NSW 2038 
by email: amandap@socl•lchan~.neuu 

by phew : (02) 9519 3299 
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Tongue ties 
Jacqueline Millner review Mary Zournazi' Foreign Dialogues: Memories translations conversations 

Eva Hoffman ays rh t your fir r 
language i attached to idemicy with a kind 
of absolurene , a rranglehold that will 
not ease up, however negle ted it might 
become over pa ing year . Even now t 
rime my tongue feel fat with pani h 
(though I speak it poorly), wollen beyond 
onrrol o the de ired ri p Engli h blurt 

our all wrong. At u h time , the child I 
a when I wa forced to abandon pani h 

and embrace nglish i uddenly palpable, 
with her limited vo abulary, naivete her 
fear and anger at being violently tripped 
of the power co communicate. I'm 
monified omeone might nocice demote 
me for my non-narive gra p. nd yet the 
fa t that genera II nob dy nori es that 
English i nor my mother tongue, for l 
have no di ernible foreign accenr and no 
parent phy ical trait that will berray m 
other than Anglo origins, ha its own 
difficultie mething to do with rhe 
authenticicy of my 'migrant experience.' 
Reading chi book di turbed the e often 
uppres ed :mxierie . I ould feel the mid
ummer hear of playground a ph lr the 

sring of e clu ion, the poking finget th 
ea ophony of indecipherable vocal 
a ault . I u peer my per onal response is 
one Zournazi fully intended, for her 
writing approach seek ro fold the per onal 
with the academic the intimate with 

holarly disran e, ro both efface rhe 
authority of the rext and o allow entry ro 
one's own narrative, bur also to affirm the 
incommensurability of certain experiences. 

Foreign Dialogues comprise a 
coUection of conversation , self-consciously 
poi d between narratives and interviews 
with women (bar one) writer and public 
intellectual on foreignness and idenrity. It 
i an uneven collection; too often the 
interviewee tray off the ubjecc of 
foreignness and idemity to discuss pet 
topi or latest project o the di cussion 
becomes overly general and lo es it 
poignancy. At other time familiar takes 
on migration are replayed without 
sufficiently fresh insight. H~wever, the 
book is redeemed by the candid, 
provocative even poetic observations of 
ome of its contributor . Zournazi's 
trategy of bringing academics with th ir 

more theoretical infle tions, and writers 
togerher does distinguish c.hi collection, if 
at rimes the marriage is uneasy. 
Undoubtedly it is the more generous and 
open observations whi h captivate and 
move, such as Eva Hoffman's recollections 
ol postwar Canada lcn Ang's reflections 
on her mother, and Antigone Kefala' 
experiences a a Greek poet in Au tralia. 
The self-con ~ousness of Zoumazi's 
a pp roach-her n arra rives/interviews/ 
translation are consistently intercut with 
acknowledgment of the politics of this very 
proces -genera1Jy acts as ubtle tool to 
breach the gap between scholarly distance 
and per onaJ memory (although it also 
reaches precious exrremes at rim , as in 
Trinh T. Minh-Ha's surgical exposition of 
the politics of the interview or Zoumazi's 
exhaustive explanation of the tortuou 
route to Julia Kristeva' contribution). 

Mo t of the familiar themes around 
migration and foreignn appear, but the 
interviews are most compelling when they 
hit that veniginous territory where the line 
between ensirivity and raci m blurs, such 
as th"~ is uc of authenti ity. Who are you 
when you're neither Au tralian nor the 
genuine migrant article, proferring 
stereotypical phy ical peculiaritie and 
harrowing tales? What is your status when 
you're on the wrong side of che ideological 
claim to sympathy and understanding: rhe 

white uth African the hilean ho e 
family i fleeing nor Pin hec bur All nde? 
What happens when you do n t 

ore pond to di h ' d perception , when 
you 'I ok' hine e but do not peak the 
language, an e perience wittily and 
poignantly de ribed by Ien Ang? hat if 
de pite your origin you feel m re a 
produ t of whjre ulture a with the 
Ab riginal artisrs Denise Grove di cusse ? 
What happen to your identity when 
you're 'ethnic but not authenri '? Outside 
the ea morali ing, many ob ervations 
here are refre hingly provo arive. 

One of the key que rion ubtending 
the e discu sion i the tension between 
the need to recognise ulcural differen e 
and the need to e rablish ome kind of 
univer al or common ground a a ba e for 
ommunication thar i , how to re on ile 

otherne with ome ense of ohe ion. 
Thi debate i granted immedia y not 
only by the irulent nationali m 
unleashed by the fall of the Berlin all, 
but al o by the no, familiar lefti t 
a ademi rrategy of decon tru ting 
idenricy and undermining claim to 
univer aliry. Hoffman talk about her 
concern at cultural fragmentation 
occurring in the US roda "you need the 
notion. of the universal omewhcre the 
notion of common humanity or ome 
common ground , while emphasi ing that 
a certain di ranee from your elf is 
neces ary for this common ground ro 
appear. Kefala admits she trie to 
encompass a universaliry of i ues in her 
writing, to communicate ome common 
migrant experience, ome essence. 
Kristeva in exalting the Fren h 
experience of immigratfon which a sume 
a univer ality of human value over the 
Anglo-Saxon approach of 'keeping 
culture eparate', emphasises the need to 
affirm a kjnd of so ial unity. Those who 
are unable to be, who e being is denied, 
are the one who de perately eek an 
identity, and generally find it in a 
dangerous form of nationalism: I am not, 
but I am one of them, l belong. Krisreva 
warns against the lefti t tendency to 
undermine the notion of identity a a 
political gesture especially national 
identity for "we need to rca UJ'e this 
need for identity, and only once there's 
rea urance can w open out towards the 
other." Renata alecl however, writing 
from her experience in lovenia, oun~ s a 
warning against a suming an easy 
opposition betwe .en univer ality and 
particularicy, for indeed what is universal 
is contested territory. Moreover, she 
makes the point that the lefti t entiment 
to affirm cultural difference at the 
exp nse of univer al human right can be 
easily coop ted for unsavoury ends as 
exemp lified by multinational corporation 
whic h stand over nation rate , pleading 
cultural tolerance o as to avoid 
introdu ing Fir t'World working 
condi t ions in Thfr d World countries. 

AJong wit h these conundrums around 
wha t foreignness constitutes, and how it 
can be ethically recogni ed, the 
contribu tors here also aver to what 
Zoumazi dubs the "art of foreignn ", or 
tratcgic way of being foreign. A number 

of the e women, uch a Sneja Gunew, 
emphasise the productiveness of exclusion, 
of never belonging, the tremendous power 
of the scepticism of the outsider. For Minh
ha, foreignness i "a pace of confinement 
and a space of non-conformicy." 
P ychoanalyrically, of cour e, Kri reva 
stretches the metaphor ro women as a sex. 
To hei "women who don't believe but 

who function" provide an example of an 
artirude of demy tification whi h open up 
new form of freedom. n a more pr aic 
level oth r wrirer enjoy the rcative 
po ibilitie of being multilingual, how it 
ne e arily make one relative and compel 
one to recogni e that language i 
con tantly being reworked. And yet de pite 
th e ptimi ti note , one en e a certain 
lethargy, rhe impa e of now familiar 
rrategies for "wricin othen i e", thar i , 
eeking the crack and lippages in the 

dominant language, aiming ro "pollute" or 
"corrupt" ( inh-ha) existing )' tern . Or 
perhap even more of a tbrowba k i 
Krist va • ugge rion that p ychoanal i 
erves a the only po ibiJity of a "culture 
f revolt": merhing like the la.re 60 

"communi m of the mind"? 

I enjo •ed the per onal engagement the e 

e ay invited and the attempt Zournazi 
make ro highlight the inrima '/ berween 
the lived migrant e perien e and the ri 
of po t- olonialism from predominanrl 

u rralian and female per pective . The 
empha i on the incommen urabili of 
certain experiences, re t conver a{ion 
may at time be laboured, but ir granr 
many of the es ay here a lighme of 
touch or ephemeral quality that i mo r 
\ I ome when dealing wirh uch a 
ponderou ubject a the tatus of 
mulriculrurali m roday. 

ary zo-;;;:;;-2.1 (ed), Foreign Dialogue : 
emories. tran lation , conversation , 

Pluto Press, ydney, 1998. ee page 15 for 
details of the Radio Eye program based on 
this book. 

April foo s' 

Tbursda, 
lo Myers Studio 
University of New South Wales 

(de)constructing 
contemporary 
performance, 

theory and 
text(s) 

A symposium organised by the postgraduate community of the School of 
Theatre, Film & Dance and the School of English, University of New 
South Wales. 

April fools' fetiSH: (de)constructing contemporary performance, 
theory and text(s) will explore the concept of 'fetiSH' in the context of 
critical textual theory. It will take as its starting point the idea that ... 

'The fetish is ... not a symbol at all, but as it were a frozen, arrested, two
.dimensional image, a photograph to which one returns repeatedly to 
exorcise the dangerous consequences of movement, the hannful 
discoveries that result from exploration; it represents the last point at 
which it was still possible to believe ... • (Gilles Deleuze, 

Masoch;sm: Coldness and Cruelty) 

Keynote speaker: 
Lesley Stem, author of The Scorsese Connection 

Presentations will indude Nigel Kellaway and Celia White discussing 
fetish in perfonnance; and a reading of still raw by Stacey Callaghan, 
winner of the Philip Parson's Award for Playwrighting. 

Registration: $30, concession $20 ----... ---
""'e" 

For registration brochures and lnfonnation contact: 
Margaret Hamilton or Crlstyn Davies 
on 02 9385 4856 or fax 02 9662 2335 
Email: thfida@unsw.edu.au 

THE UNIVERSITY OF 
NEW SOUTH WALES 
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New home for cult literati 
Julia Po tie welcomes a new publi her, Canberra-ha ed merge media 

"merge media: Proleptic. Pro£ ional. 
ult Fiction Publisher." Well thar's the 

int:rodu ory ynopsis in the press kit. merg 
media i actually 2 young women, Feli ity 
Loughrey and Mariem mari with a 
passion for the written word and II of its 
combinations and permutations. I poke 
with Omari about their beginnings and the 
possibilities for the future. 

merge began by asserong their intention 
ro transcend traditional boundari , fuse 
high and low cuJrure, th local and global, 
the off-beat and the middle of the road. And 
they were full-on from the tart, calling for 
manuscripts by u ing a omewhat 
concrover ial image on their free po tcards 
of 2. wigged-up girl on lighting the other' 
igarette. " o deadlin . o boundari 

Only merge" the Uing line. 

And the response was on iderable. "'We 
received count! MA theses and \I orks of 
fiction," sa s mari . Their firsr pr jeer was 
working with writers Phil Doyle and Joel 

pencer to publi h 2 novella in one book 
last year: Doyle' A .Book About Things 
That Duin t Happen and Hollow Days b 

pencer. Loughre and mari were hailed a 
the "young literati" by some, including 
Cream and ottp magazines and good at 
producing a slick packag by others. 
Whatever the verdict from th criti , the 
had made a srocemenr: establi heel 
publi hing houses didn't necessarily hold all 
the answers, both for u tralian writ rs and 
Australian readers. 

The no ella are explorations of male 
identity and sexuality, and merge media 
achieved national cov rage of the book, 
in luding a igoificant tint on ABC' 
Recovery program. Senator Kate Lundy 
launched the book in ryle in September 98, 
and Chri tos Tsiolkas was there to support 
th merge media cause. ot bad for 2 
Univer iry of Canberra BA Communication 
graduates who blew their personal savings to 
get the company started. 

Omari admits their beginnings were 
humble, including distributing the book 
around anberra, Melbourne and ydney 
"literally out t:h back of a car", pla tering 

po ter around ciry tree and cold-calling 
bookshop around the 011ntry trying ro get 
their name-and their book-out there. he 
al o confes to nor going anywhere 
without her !,,dependent Publisher 
magazine from the U , and peaks in a 
lighcl jaded rone about the plight of the 

Australian independent in contrast to th ir 
U counterparts. "Australia ju t doesn't 
have the population to upport 
independents." he is surprised that people 
can survive in the industry considering che 
osts involved particularly in di criburing 

a ro sucb a vast country. 

The ourageous pafr find the idea of 
paying rhemselv f r their work a directors 
of merge media a mplete nov lty. 
Loughrey has a joumali m ba kground and 
works for the Eros Foundation. man I a 
form r publi i r for the recently collap d 
kylark ompany, and he now waitr 
he still admits being tempred by the security 

and income of a full-time position, but ay 
that dedication co the creative rask i a 
tronger force. However both are using their 

degr to do omc consulting for a number 
of client . 

Omari also expressed a fair degree of 
cynici m towards g vemment funding. Her 
inv tigation into Au cralia Council funding 
revealed that the smaller publi hing houses 
are required ro build up a back catalogue of 
publicati n -at leaSt 5-before they will be 
con idered for upport. While the rationale 
for this is in som way 11nderstandable, it 
also makes it undeniably diffi ult for 
independents to establish themselves in the 
market. Publi hing the novellas from their 
own pockets made Loughrey and Omari 
acutely aware of the di tinct limits to self
funding. ponsorship could, however, be a 
po ibiliry. Broadening the range of work 
publi heel is another: As independent 
publi hers we wiU need a rrong non-fiction 
ann to survive" marl say . And so to their 
next project. 

A ydncy journalist-name withheld for 
the moment-has wrirten a series of essays 
on film, "very cutting edge, very 
contemporary", a ns mari. The book 
will be a combinati n of tr ng visual 

Reading hearing • 

Dylan Everett breathe between the line 

Listening to another read we bccom 
engaged with th presence of language, 
caught up in it rhythms and c ntours as 
words cease to approach us from the page 
and now meet us thr ugh the voice. There i 
an intimacy in this, rhe other' words 
tou hing u through the ear, they enter u 
from their bodies a we hear the ound they 
make. 

The eye remains involved in other ways, 
it allow new element into the reading of 
the work-the ambience of the pa e, that 
whi b immediately surround u . Lounge 
chairs aim t-orangc lights that float on 
wall and the other Ii tcner filling the room. 
In the reading of a text to an audience there 
is a movement in 2 direction ; the rext 
infu everything as the eye mov over the 
scene. The scene too alters the text, acting 
ba k upon it, colliding with it. 

More than eh.is the text seem to 
~erwbelm the bod)' of th one pc;1king it; 

the writing and the writer give binh to a 
vocal body. Limbs as word that reach out 
into the space touching everyone in the 
room, mouthing ounds that tran fer 
meanings like tr of yllabl . Word enter 
the audi nee at aim t the instant that the 
enter che body of the readeL There is 
omethin a utel bare in this on behalf of 

both involved. The writing becomes more 
than som thing we can imply look away 
from, I give that determination over to 
another. Th one reading now define the 
language that will enter me, taking part in 
the making of my present and furore 
m men . The pace between u begins to 
collapse with the resonance of the vocal 
body. 

Tv o types of writing emerge though
chose that edge toward an awaren s of the 
content in che text, be that personal, ial 
or political. And ochers that are more 
concerned with the m dium itself-with 
.languag as a. onrent in itself. 

Felicity Loughrey and Marfem Omar! 

images and olid text, with both essa s and 
interview and will examine the medium in 
new and interesting way . It h uld rve as 
a valuable te t for rudents in pani ular. 

The second publication in the pipeline 
thi year wiU be a novel by Melbourne 
wrirer Garth Madsen, known predominantly 
for his short orie . Madsen has written an 
absolute page-turner, according to mari. 
It' a mystery set at Annidale Uni, and 
alrhough the author isn't ea ii categorised 
a a 'young lirerari' himself (he' a 40-
omething) Omari con iders his work to be 

well within the demographi that merge 
media is appealing to. 

Omari wa surprised that Madsen chose 
their company over the major publi hers 
but put it down to their a ibiliry a 
independen and their commianent to the 
work {Omari and Loughrey worked with 
writers Doyle and pencer for 6 months, 
refining the novellas). Both women al o 
embrace work rhat chaUenges tradition and 
the sometim · associated "e tablished tabl.es 
of staid writers and prediccable plot twists 
and rums." They're also risk-takcrs-chey 
haven t exactly opted for a parcicularly safe 
ventllfc for first time busines partners and 
company director . The combination of 
rh traits may well be their biggest 

All writer operate on both id to 

varying degrees temperatures· they move 
back and fonh over a line thar can't be seen. 
Thi divergence within and between writer 
gives ro the readin a fluctuating quality; 
they em to rise and fall in depth and tone 
a the v i doc , or the breath. Each reader 
requiring ubde hanges to the ear of the 
Ii cencr, chang in li tening. 

I thought of Luce Irigaray and her word 
on thi , how co listen requires a iJen e, 
"alm t absolute ilen e"; one chat precedes 
hearing. I thought of the paces given 
berwoen our words and of quiet as a gift to 
rhe other, a gift that allows them entry, 
voice. 

One writer gave me her notes when r 
a keel for a copy of her text, the ones he 
had been reading from. Between the 
paragraph there were handwrirren 
reminders: 'BREATHE.' m thing we n 
f rget, that i primary tO reading or writing 

advantage in securing writers to the merge 
media name. 

But ultimarely, where does thi leave 
independent publi hers like merge media in 
the context of the Au tralian industry and 
the domination of the publishing 'heavies'? 
Hopefully filling the gap and presenting a 
m re liberal, ploratory form. Omari and 
Loughrey are good at what they do-their 
first publication was a well-packaged 
achievement-and they arc learning fast. 
They are aware of the pitfall and 
advantag to marketing, and they also 
recognise the benefits of publishing both 
fiction. and non-fiction. With funding and/or 
ponsorsbip they could give us more 

publications chat uccced in interrogating the 
role of the author, the nature of the novel, 
and providing a forum for the publication of 
ignificant academic works. I'll be following 

their progr with interest. 

merge media are considering submissio11s of 
novels and novellas. end your man11.script, 
synopsis and bio to merge media, GPO Box 
1143, Canberra, ACT 2601; tel 02 6262 
7072; email merge@mergemedia.com.au; 
online at www.mergemedia.com.au. Sa 
page 15 for Kirste,i Krauth's review of 
merge media's first publication. 

r hearing aoothec-1 voice. Hearing 
mething other than oursch ·es that we are 

still approaching. 

The Lee Marvin Readings. upermild, 182 
Hindley treet, Adelaide: ov 1 - Linda 
Marie Walker, Cath Kenneally eil Paech, 
imon Robb, Eva al/is; Dec 16 - Kerryn 

Goldsworthy, Mike Ladd, Ken Bolton 
J •anni Steffensen, Teri Hoskin; )a11 20 -
Noel Purdon, Jyanni t.effe11sen Brad 
pa/ding We11dy Writ-e, Linda Marie 

Walker; eb 17 - Michael Meehan, Corrie 
Hosking, Cath Kenneally, Ke11 Bolton, 
Douglas Mackay 

Dylan Everett is a writer and artist working 
in Adelaide. A solo exhibitio11 of his work 
will be shown at the Corrtetnporalj• Art 
Centre of outh A1istralia i11 March/April. 
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Windscreen views 
2 novellas from merge media take Kir ten Krauth on the road 

I learnt early that you had to have a 
stock response ready when people asked 
yor, what you wanted to do. I loved to 
look at maps so I told people I wanted to 
be a map maker, a cartographer. I was 
plied with information and feigned 
enthusiasm (or somethi1tg T couldn t have 
cared less abor,t. It was the maps, what 
they represented, the substance. They 
represented travel and places I could only 
imagine. Places that weren't Lee treet, 
Werrington. They were the wi1tdscreen 
view and solitude. 

Phil Doyle , A Book About Things That 
Didn't Happen 

The inexpen ive design and feel of 
merge media' fir t publicati n, the linle 
margin faded type different font all 
contribute to the feeling you're reading 
ometbing fr h off the treer and 
ubver ive. Puning 2 novella back to 

ba k rop y rurvy bead ro roe, mean they 
mu r be compared and they do 
complem nr each other. Both fiction (Phil 
Doyle' A Book About Things That Didn 't 
Happen and Joel pencer' Hollow Days) 
are tragedi about a central male 
character a hollow v I experienc 
poured through and ifted, pat ou t the 
other end, mall amounts of left-over 
r idue making up their wor(l )d . 

The central character of A Book 
experienc fla hback as he lies dying in a 
paid-for hotel room, a " ii at &ozen 
di on in pencer treet Melbourne . 
Under n on light fla biog redblueredblue 
h contemplat a halfpack of cigarette 
urvival and the 20 buck in his p ket . 

Under the cadeo e of blueredbluered neon 
he experience . a final fear,, a la ting fear: of 
being help! , of being damned, of there 
being no escape &om who he i . But he ha 
tried. The novella cracks hi e pe . 
Penrith . Armidale. Adelaide. Canberra. 
ydney. Hi word and body become a 
rumbling, ferociou part f the treet : 

Central tation stands like a beacon. 
Lost in the skyscrapers it cries with 
sr,rprise. And Broadway is proof that 
nothing is certain, and the tunnel beneath 
it is painted with lies. 

Ho llow Days too, i about being on the 
road, drifti ng between different ities. Thi 
may be a defirung experie.nce of the 20-
om thing genera tion, that they con tantly 

move for a different view; rhar th y fear 
being uburban, ettling down giving in to 
the daily grind. In nberra it mean going 
to work toned working for the we kend, 
being unjver iry educated but b red 
I oking to al ohol a th gellfog for e. 

pen er's writing is des riptive, 
armo pheri nd funny, and he i equally 
under tanding of hi male and femal 
characters. Cinematic roo. You can ee 
th e peopl mo ing, imagine their home , 
how they fir in ro their environment . 

Like Bernard Cohen Phil Doyle ha n 
eye for rhe fine detail puJling apart the 
everyday fru tration of dealing with 
bureau racy. A Book becom a thing 
anack on middle da left win er and the 
hallowoe of Labor politic . Doyl • 

protagoni t is a be ar and on the treets 
becau e he i hone t, not a hypocrite. He 
a k i ir not better to beg than reaJ? He 
opera t outside of the law. Drive without 
a licence. e er had one. There i a certain 
kind of hort-lived freedom in his 

pen er al o ha good in ight int how 
unemployed peopl feel, how it get to 
your elf e teem· it' not about bludging 
it' bout performance, pretending you're 
OK. He ob erve the me point , how time 
takes on a new dimen ion: 

And tonight , when they asked: " o 
what did you do today arah?" she would 
look serious, maybe a little tired and say: 

' Well first I went to Tony's and did 
some gardening and had lunch and then I 
wrote a letter to well, whoever she ends 
up writing the letter to. 

And they would be impressed. 
At the back of her head, and in the 

delicate comers of her eyes, she wondered 
how she could say: "I sat in my box bored 
shitless all day and when I couldn't stand 
it a,rymore I decided to come down here 
and get pissed. " 

Useless 

Both fiction are brutal in their 
experience of relation hip . Doyle' 
protagonist i regularly beaten up by hi 
brother and friends, fresh our of The Boys 
m nacin in tb ir ordinario . Trapped by 
fear a vi tim of dome ti violence, he 
cann r I ave. Hi contact with worn a i 
about n d and urvival rather than love. 
Joe, the entral character in Ho/low t>ays 
becom more scared of ea.ring than death 
( o he ay ) becau e like Doyle' 
protag oi t, h think loving relati a hip 
m an ome kind of defeat. arah and Joe 
dan e rhe lov rs' prelude the bar mating 
ritual; the plainn of pencer ' language 
mak hi eduction cen erori . tark. 
Tend r m ments. And rhe writing mov 

The Foreign Dialogues radio series premieres Sunday evening, 
February 7, on ABC Radio National's Radio Eye. Based on Mary 
Zoumazl's recently published book (see Jacqueline Mlllner's 
review page 13), the series will explore the "experience of being 
foreign ... in a world increasingly shaped by diaspora, exile, 
postcolonialism and the politics of identity", wi1h "Australian 
and international wri1ers, intellectuals and filmmakers drawing 
on their experiences ol migration. exile. travel and translation to 
reflect on the aes1hetics and politics ol their work.· Ev.;1 Hollman 

El•prlh Probyn 

Sn•ta Cunow For 8 weeks, each 30 minute episode consists of a reading from 
the book and a conversation with Zournazi "dwelling on 
questions ol love, loss and betrayal, distance and proximity, 
longing and belonging, nostalgia, remembering and 
forgetting.• Participants include Eva Hoffman (speaking on Life 
in a New Language); Antigone Kelala (By the Roadside); len 
Ang (Out of Bounds); Renata Salecl (Spoils ol Freedom): Julia 
Kristeva (Senses of Revolt); Sneja Gunew (Reinventing Selves); 
Trinh T. Minh-ha (Scent. Sound and Cinema); Alphonso Lingis 
(Foreign Bodies). 

Trinh T . M1nf\..h a 

Juli• Krtalc-v• 

Anlfgonr Kr:lid.1t 

Laleo~n Jay amann. 

Den1-st:- Crove, 

Mary Zournazi 

away from tereorype . Tony gay, hock 
arah ( afe in her kn wledge of him a 

confidante) b celling her he leep with 
women. Like in Chasing Amy people' 

xual identities become complex and 
hifring, offering new and unbalanced 

po ibilities, where a word or look can 
change the tone. 

The nberra weather in Ho/low Days 
tarts off cool at dawn with "the 

AIIST14UAI IATIIUL 
l'IAJWllilfTf' 
@ Australian National University, 

Canberra 18 April - 2 May 1999 
t the larg t working conferen e of 

th atr artists in Au tralia 

t developing new works for 
performance 

t an int n e, exciting and 
collaborative e p rien e with 
some of the mo t talented creative 
artists in Australia, and key 
international guests 

Nan extraordinary surge of hope" 

STAGE ONE PLAYWRmNG 

COURSE - SYDNEY 
Tuesday 16 F bruary - 13 April 1999 

@ SW Writer Centre, Rozelle 

Tutor - Timothy Daly (Kafka Dance , 
Complicity and The Moonwalkers) 

Ngive new playwrights a bedrock of 
craft & technique11 

CALL (02) 9555 9377 FOR 
REGISTRATION 8ROCHURE/OET AILS 

~- '"8.. - --

dangerou ba note of impending heat 
par lleling the men momenrum in both 
novella worlcing up to violence and 
tragedy . 

Phil Doyle, Book Ab ur Thjng That 
Didn't Happen; Joel pen,er, Hollow Day 
merge media, a,lt fiction publisher. 
Canberra 1998. To read further excerpts 
go to www.mergemedia.com.au 

PUBLICATIO S 
p h : 9351 6904 • fa : 9 I 7323 
powu .publk11lon • •rlhl 1.u1yd.•du.1u 

Forthcoming titles 
in 1999 

impossible pr esence : surface and 
support in the photogeni c era 
ocl. terry smith 
contributions by : morsholl bermon • peter 
hutch lngs • tom gunning • richord shilf • 

jeremy gilbert-rolle • jeon boudrillord • hugh 
j silvermon • elizobeth grosz • Ired r myers • 
terry smith 
ISBN I 86487 023 0 

caught in the act : essays on 
performanc e in th e cinema 
ocl. /esley stern , gi,orge kouvoros 

contributions by · rou gibson, george 
kouvoros, jodi brooks , Joleen ioyomonne, 
chris berry, pomelo roberlson wojcik , liso 
lrohoir , sophie wise, lesl y slern 
ISBN 1 86487 025 7 

re fract ing vis ion : an anthology of 
micha e l fri ed 
ocl. ji/1 beoulieu , mory roberts, toni ross 
conlribulions by : jill beoulreu . rex buller , mory 
roberts. molcolm richords. loni ross, stephen 
melville, steven levine, keilh broodfool , jomes 
meyer, Isabelle wolloce , hons-iosl frey 
ISBN I 86487 024 9 

ron1a u ror inform, loon on r rih oming book 

or on our bad.Ii t of 1i1lc: . n 02 9351 6 . fax. 

02 935 I 7323. or c:rn:lil: 

The Power Institute 
Centre for Art & Visual Culture 

R.C. Mills Building-A26 
The University of Sydney 

Sydney NSW 2006 
http://www.powor.orts.usyd.edu.ou/institule 
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Hypermedia gets a joystick 
and goes gun crazy 
Alex Hutchin on interact with the text/art world in online video g me 

And then Prin Di is barrelling 
toward me, h d down, Uzi c keel, the eLI 
of her c ronanon dr rreamin ba fr m 
lter face like a dirty gre urtain. There i 
death in her pixil ted ey . And I know: 
he' goona wa m>• republjcan a . I 

paru . I'm n t afraid to admit ic. l lap th 
keyboard, wit rung from a pistol to 
omething with a linJe more vi ral kj k: 
omerlting involving missile . I pun h the 
pace bar. The launcher exhal . Bur Di is 

coo dose and even as he detonar (tiara 
pitting jewellery and giblets in equal 

amounts) my modem disconnecrs. I'm dead. 
( gain). I've been undly thra hed by some 
10 year old lcid from Arizona. ( gain). y 
only tisfaction lies in the thought that at 
l ast I rook the People' Prin • with me. 

It' about 5 a.m. I ve been onlin for 
alrno t 3 hour alternately trudging 
through the cca ionally (read: hardly 
ever) imere ting u tralian arm of Ultima 

nd rworld online and laughtering 
foreigner with ponable artillery in Quake 
2. o mo t people, no pan of tho e la t 3 
hours had anything to do with 
hypermedia the arr , or (wor e) elf
expressioo, To me, electronic entertainment 
i as valid as any other art. To a trained 
psychologist, thundering about a 3D maze 
dressed up as a de eased member of the 
royal family has a lot ro say about that 10 
year old kid from Arizona. 

The idea that hypermedia is umjced t 
extensions of the (more) traditional arcs i to 
lirrut an alread · cru iaringly 
rrusunderstood idea. Hyperm dia a an 
'interactive' medium whi h offe the 
reader/user pathway as opposed to linear 
narrative b uld be more than a ries of 

tic pag onnected like a Choose Y, ur 
Own Ad enrure n vella. dd pi rur and 
we till haven't gone very far. Even a 
Quicktime m vie and a oundtrack are 
n thing but bell and whi rle on what i 

encially rill a piece of ' traight' fi rion 
with pretensions. 

Hypermedia h uld give the user a new 
way of intera ing, nor merely a new wa of 
reading. 

ote: This is not a complicated way of 
redefining the questi n so that I can 
hoeborn video gam into a discus ion of 

hypermedia . I can do that ea ily enough 
under current definitions. Here g : Onlin.e 
capabiliri in video games are fast becorrung 
standard on the P even beginning to bleed 
over into the lower-end game systems. Sega' 
upcoming 128 bit console, the Dreamca t, 
will have in-built online capabiliti allowing 
users to network and play anywhere in the 
world . 

An important citing to remember i that 
video games were born on, and exist only 
on, computers. Unlike pure text, they are the 
rightful heirs of the digital age, not it 
bastard children. The 'links' between text 
fragments become the doorway between 
rooms rendered in 3D. The text ceases to 
describe or refer to the image, and begins 
interacting with it, fleshing ir out, giving it 
greater depth. Your average gam player 
becomes blind ~ the fact that s/he is makjn 
hoi between fragments, and rhe1r 

reinterpretation of the game become fluid. 
/he ea to be an exremal for e ing n 

the t t and ome another fa et of it. 

foreover. unlike h>-perteXt, m re than ne 
user can be inv lved in the same piece at one 

time. The user pa oth r users. Their 
perience is air red b the e.xperi n of 

other , rh 'text m v in m re than ne 
directi n at one time. The een updates--
unlike new ' n created b following 
links-are in i ible, and hoi are made on 
th fly. 

To an extent video games become m re 
hyper than hypertext . well a offering 
users the hance ro interact with a text/art 
'world', they allow them to rede.6oe 
rhemselv and re-experi n it. That kid 
from Arizona may go for a mock-up of 
Prin e Charles next time. He nor only 
choo hm ro interact with the text, bur 
who inreraccs with the text . 

ote 2: Mo t new fir c-person hooters 
(Unreal, yn, Dark Fore 2 Quake 2) allow 
the u r co download r reate their own 
• kins' for online characters. Fan it offer 
homebrew characters .~ r other players to 
u . (I once w a naked man treak pa t 

me, weapon at the ready. I once saw 
Gandhi.) These alterations come complete 
with changing in-game perspective, weapon 
and ound effects. A selling point of these 
garn ha become their flexibility and user 
definabilfry. 

However rhj choice of personal 
representation can become far more complex 
than what• kin' rouse . Ultima Online, 
although flawed expensive and generalJ 
rediou , i a prime example. lr allow players 
to create a character and then 'live' it for a 
long a po ible, in real rim . The world 
in id their computer progr , unlike 

Writesites 
Kir ten Krauth l k at wri ting 

t Ryde. ydney. u tralia. n. 
Through rented white lace to a clumsy 

rusted clothes line. Dork colours in a h rsh 
ew Year's light. Pet11JLias fighting with 

weeds. A roaring herb garden, salad smells, 
lemon balm, Vietnamese mint, l ksa dreams, 
pennyroyal. Green tomatoes staked 
yesterday and zucchinis big e1101tgh to kill. 
Milka's beans snaking through from'1ext 
door. Our garage roller door is shut. Hidir,g 
1m11sed, secretive, bought-on-a-whim things. 
A brick barbie covered in Wandering Jew, 
1J11tive trees-bottlebrush and banksia-give 
no shade. Green lawn as long as a terrier's 
fringe. till. Waiting for cool change. 

The oon Quilt 
trace online writing community, 
(http://trace.ntu.oc.uk/quilt/info.html) is a 
java patchwork of time impr sion a 
delirium of cechno-hippiedom, the 
irrcsi tible idea of words and moments 
linked around the globe. ingapore. 
Brisbane. Arizona. Paris. Brazil. Japan. 
Manchester. I am touched and tran fixed at 
noon on this hot day. 

A world view made of little windows: 
Trevor Lockwood a "fat publi her" 
who confronts writer at the end of hi 
drivewa , begging to be een in prinr. imon 
Mill write from the basemenr. o 
windo . About hi car who fell off the 
window ledge. Fell a fe, tor y "landed 
un ached yet emb rra ed." al ddon 

the ben h on rhe pati , where her 
father u ed to it, "lit and warmed by 
memor~ that are my protecri n too." Th.e 

traditional role-playing gam at the same 
pace a our own. If you don't go online for a 
month, ou'II mi a month of activici . 
Your house could be burned t th ground 
b brigand . Your pewter Royal'; edding 
ouverur mug tolen. The attractive element 

of the exer ise i that you d n'r have c 
follow traditional r le-playing tapl . You 
don't have to be a ' thief' r a 'brigand.' You 
could play a a farmer. You would have co 
buy seed, plant crop work the field harv t 
them, and then find a real person to buy 
our food. All in real time. HopefulJ 

someone e1 e ltas chosen to run a bop. 

Ultima nline ha been heralded a the 
fuse of a new generati n f games, bur it isn't. 
lt' really only a rep up from the MUDs 
(Multi-User-Domains) of teryear, in much 
the sam way that hypertext is a step away 
from pure text. UD were/are text based 
adventures which allowed players ro move 
freely, with other users through a world 
based around blurb-style descriptions of 
places and events. Like Ultima Online, there 
are peopl 'Avacars', whose j bit i ro make 
ure that people a) play in character and b) 

don't play like j rks uni (of course) their 
character class was 'jerk' in which case they 
have to make certain that they play like jerks. 

To that extent, MUD can also be seen as 
among the earliest and besr exercises in 
hypertext. Their stories are alive, active, and 
involve hundreds of other players 
concurrently. l had friends who disappeared 
inco the weird innards and politi of 
MUD , never to return. Testament to their 
addictive qualities nd, better yet, co how 

n the net 

teenager forgets to do his 
Eogli h h mew rk and creates 
a funny and dark view. Phil 
Pemberton feels like a 
detective, "Ma rlowe-like 
ob erving th crowd but never 
getting no do r co the girl." 

There are many women conrribu rors; 
quilting wa always women's work and 
there is thought in these parches, a binding 
of tori , of lighr and dark hades. I am 
careful unravelling tru hand-me-down, 
lowly savouring the titches of time and 

memory 

Hden Flint. Bournemouth. UK. oon. 
At exactly noon, Boumemouth this 

Seagarden Paradise is upright, shadowless; 
my front Boycemont Ericstatue and 
goldeneyed fishpond prosc.enium the porch I 
sit on ten doors from the Channel between 
fuschia chapters I have iust written. And 
parading past me go paleskin families or 
solitary on-the-prowl bods dragging huge 
inflatable plastic moulded floats; oh, 4 hours 
later they will much slower return floating 
back up my road their angry red skin 
deflating and scorching them. 

ome writers like me., cake the view 
literall wanting to preserve my frame, 
where I am right now, my nondescript 
backyard. Other m ve lever! to other 
frame , the television et, the photograph, a 
computer reen or a 1cti nal window onto 
other lives. People u n rri tin waU 
view to leap off into imaginative air. ue 

real a few Lin of fictional t (when typed 
b ome 'real' kid in Ariz na) can become. 

1deo gam in hypertext, like enre 
fiction in main cream literature, will 
probably alway be a linle un omfortable. 
More people may use them and the ma 
often do a better job than their bi er 
brothers but char same popular appeal 
mean they're unlikely to be acknowled ed. 
Perhap hypermedia, populated a it i by 
the (hopefull ) rechno-literare, will cake rhe 
opporruniry that any discussion.of 'n w 
media' brio , go have a look at their kids 
playing tntendo in the ba meot and ii' 
a s mething that could be a little more than 
a drain on the Chri cm udger. 

I'm ba k online. I've been doing finger 
weigh . rv had a 1 t of leep. There ar 
empty coffee mugs beside the monitor. Out 
of the comer of my eye I see the Queen 
Mother. he bas an anti-rank launcher caped 
to the crossbar of her walking frame. A bald 
globe wings back and forth overhead, he 
looks left and right down a deserted 
incerseaion, widecided. The chrome on her 
walking frame catches the light. be ha n't 

n me. I swing ar und behind. 

The Ultimo 011li11e website ca11 be visited at: 
http://www.owo .com/. There are a slew of 
o,,line gami11g sites; one of the best, Heat 

et can be salivated over at: 
http://www.heat.ner/. Get yourself some new 
skins, mod files (levels) and patd1es for your 
favourite games at 
http ://www.fortuneciry.com/underworld/qua 
ke/370/filez.html (for Quake 2) and 
http://www.geociti .corn/ Area51/Dwies/625 
0/downloads/index .html (for Dark Forces 2). 

Alex Hutchinson lives in Bnmswick, 
Melbourne. He hos written for (among 
others) iglo, Overland, Voice orlcs, 100 
Years of AFL(1996}, The Teams (1998). 
end him sweet nothings at 

AlexH@Bigpond.com 

Thomas constructs her vie m a 
LamdaMOO, floating "'adrifr in die 
end! ly hifting landscapes o 
virtual imaginations ." 

Characters emerge and re-emerge. An old 
man drags rus feet. Drags cart of beer. 
Drags a trolley loaded with co , :tee! iron 
and timber. Where is he going? JD 'eith 
finds "empty buildings. idle and 
peopleless homes indjcar[iog] che Exodus." 
Where have they gone? There e esolved 
narratives ... and notes of new bcgmnings. 

Riel Miller. Paris. France . oon. 
At noon I see tomorrow fomrm , a tear 

drop shaking its way down, nounshmg the 
earth, feeding the sk}I rushing along twisted 
pipes, quenching desire, a trickle o 
sotisfaaion. 

The Noon Quilt trace online writing 
comm1mity, 
http://tra e.ncu.ac.uk/quilt/info.hrml For 
more writing sites, see the Rea11im links 
page at http;//www.rtimearts. ml-open icy. 
If you hove come across any innovatlt'e. 
experimental unitinglhyper{iction 011 the 11et, 

please en1ail URL to Kirsten at 
open iry@rtimearrs. om 
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Telling it again and again 
Anna Dzenis on the not-so-recent phenomenon of TV-to-film adaptations 

The simple ~•rec",. .:eption that cinema 
is art while '1c!vision is mindless fodder 
for the masses still holds sway in many 
imaginations. And yet there are some 
things that cinema does surprisingly badly 
and television does very well. The recent 
release of the film version of the cult 
television classic The Auengers ( 1998) 
and the networks' test screenings of the 
television spin-off series La Femme Nikita 
(1990) and The Net (1994) have focused 
my attention yet again on the rivalry 
between film and television . 

The Auengers (1998) takes its place in 
a very long lineage of television series 
which have been adapted into films. The 
success of The Unt.ouchables (1987) 
seemed to begin a trend which 
subsequently has been followed by an 
avalanche that includes The Addams 
Family (1991 ), The Beuerly Hillbi/lies 
(1993), Mauerick (1994), The F1lntst.ones 
(1994), The Fugitiue (1993), Dennis the 
Menace (1993), Sgt Bilko (1996), Flipper 
(1996), George of the Jungle (1997), 
McHale's Nauy (1997), Lost in Space 
(1998), and Mission Impossible (1996), to 
name just a few. And it doesn't look like 
it's ever going to be over-Gilligan's 
Island, Green Acres, Inspector Gadget, My 
Fauorite Martian and The A-team are in 
the pipeline, slated for our screens later 
this year. 

Yet for those who regard this 
phenomenon as something new, you only 
have to look at the history of film and 
television to see that they have always 
been in a symbiotic relationship , feeding 
off each other since the arrival of 
television in the 50s. In fact what we are 
seeing now is nothing more than a return 
to an old and sometimes forgotten 
approach. In the early days of television, 
networks commissioned non-serial 
teleplays-52 minute , commercially 
segmented mini -dramas from such writers 
as Paddy Chayefsky, Rod Serling and 
Gore Vidal. Directors like as Ida Lupino, 

. Sidney Lumet , John Frankenheimer and 
Arthur Penn moved effortlessly between 
film and television work. And in the mid-
60s sitcom adaptations of feature films 
became common practice-Gidget 
(1965), Please Don't Eat the Daisies 

Peta WIison, La Femme Nikita 

(1965) and The Ghost and Mrs Muir 
( 1968) are some examples. The 2 most 
successful adaptations in terms of ratings 
were M•A •S•H which ran for 9 seasons 
and Alice (from Alice Doesn't Uue Here 
Anymore) which ran for 8 seasons. La 
Femme Nikita and The Net are recent 
examples of television spin-offs fr~m 
moderately successful films, and they 
share the summer schedule with other 
serialisations such as Buffy the Vampire 
Slayer. 

So what are some of the djfferences 
between a film and a television series? 
Are these cinematic versions of popular 
television series homages or just plain 
theft? ls a film version of a television 
series anything more than just another 
episode in an ongoing narrative? And why, 
apart from Mission Impossible (1996), has 
every cinematic adaptation of a television 
series been greeted with critical derision, 
accusations of misunderstanding and 
misappropriation, and despair at what is 
frequently regarded to be downright , 
flagrant butchery of the beloved original? 
The Auengers is a useful case in point. 

Along with many others, I waited for a 
long time to see The Auengers on the big 
screen. I wanted to believe that this would 
be a film adaptation that was going to 
work. Tantalising images of Uma Thurman 
in a new-age version of the infamous 
'emmapeeler' outfit were everywhere-a 
particularly spectacular trailer graced our 

cinema screens for most of the year. The 
additional prospect of Ralph Fiennes as 
Steed and Sean Connery as one of the 
villains suggested that the casting was 
nothing short of perfect . And then I saw 
the film . The op-art credits and the playful 
opening sequence were suitably irreverent 
and seductive. And then, the film fell 
apart-had it fallen under the sway of the 
wizardry of special effects or was it unable 
to live up to its origins? 

The answer seems to lle in a 
combination of these factors. The first 
problem was always how to be true to the 
television series-to understand what it 
was doing, and then endeavour to tell it in 
a way that was both old and new-to be 
true to it and to reinvent it. And of course 
it was important to consider the 2 
audiences-those who were familiar with 
the original series, and those who knew 
nothing about it. The motivation of 
scriptwriter Don Macpherson-an 
Auengers fan from way back-was to 
write the best possible Auengers episode 
ever-a combination of all the greatest 
elements. llis involved trying to preserve 
the wit , the style, the irony, the lunacy, the 
tongue-in-cheek Britishness and the 
strange terror of the original, as well as 
trying to recreate the odd couple 
combination and the frisson between 
working partners. Macpherson wanted 
"what Patrick Macnee calls a Grimm 's 
fairy -tale terror ... and a plot which was a 
combination of Alice in Wonderland and 

The TempesL • Adding to this in an 
interview, Ralph Fiennes described the 
style of The Auengers as "something like 
Noel Coward meets The Twilight Zone." 
Perhaps herein lies one of the problems
how on earth was such a combination of 
elements possible? Added to which is a 
very real question about what "being true 
to the original series" actually means. 

It has been said that what a film of a 
television series does, at its best, is create 
a place to enter another universe, 
somewhere once visited often, to which 
we can nostalgically return and reminisce. 
The film is the vehicle to the old show's 
'cosmological space', recreated with all of 
the CGI effects that the 90s will allow. And 
so with The Auengers we find ourselves no 
longer in the Swinging 60s but the 
Millennial 90s, in a surreal, de-populated 
London with very few billboards, cars or 
signs of life. Some of the more bizarre set
pieces involve De Wynter's(Connery) co
conspirators dressed in teddy-bear 
costumes in order to avoid being 
recognised, and a pursuit involving his 
overgrown mechanised attack bees. One 
critic described the look of the film as 
"Magritte in Noddyland"-an abstract 
painting full of toys. But while the pop-art 
plasticity remains true to the cool arufice 
of the original series, something is also 
missing. 

What the film finally presents to us as 
an Auengers story-an apparent 
combination of all the best parts-is odd 
and unsatisfying to say the least. The plot 
revolves around a failed weather project 
called Prospero which the esteemed 
scientist Mrs Peel was working on for the 
government. When this particular project 
gets blown up, British Ministry Agent John 
Steed, under directions from "Mother", 
joins Peel in tracking down the problem 
which turns out to be an evil scheme to 
rule the world orchestrated by the 
megalomaniac De Wynter . He has a 
machine which can control the weather, 
and if he doesn't get his way the world will 
be at his mercy. In a sideline story, De 
Wynter is also obsessed with Mrs Peel and 
keeps her portrait in his room. An island 
fortress serves as de Wynter's base of 
operations, and to underline the 
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strangeness of it all, there is a hole in the 
earth through which Mrs Peel falls only to 
land into this villain's lair. But a little bit of 
'far-fetchedness' isn't the only problem 
here and has never been the key downfall 
of a film . 

What the film of The Auengers is 
unable to do-something television is so 
good at-is the plotting of multiple 
story-lines, long term character 
development and the underestimated 
ability to tell a good story-made 
possible by the hours and hours of a 
series' life. The trajectory of La Femme 
Nikita, by comparison, is all about the 
possibilities of complicating a character. 
It began with Luc Besson's cult film 
Nikita (1990) , a highly stylised thriller 
which launched Annie Parillaud 's career. 
Parillaud played Nikita, a drug-addict 
who kills a policeman in a failed bust 
and is given the choice of the death 
penalty or becoming an assassin for a 
secret government organisation. She is 
locked up and trained as a killer for 
several years before she ls set free to do 
the state 's work . Back in the 'real ' world , 
a romantic entanglement creates 
complications with her duties , and leads 
to an explosive conclusion. Besson 
apparently supported the sentimental 
Hollywood remake The Point of No 
Return {aka The Assassin , 1993) 
starring Bridget Fonda and directed by 
John Badham . There is also a Hong 
Kong/Taiwanese remake called The 
Black Cal. 

The televisual spin-off originated on 
cable television 's USA Network and 
headlines Australia 's Peta Wilson as La 
Femme Nikita . The series takes the 
original story of the beautiful but very 
lost street kid Nikita and in the first 
episode pretty much dispenses with the 
'assassin training ' sessions. For those 
who suspect that the story of a trained 
hit woman may have a limited number 
of narrative permutations , this so far has 
not proven to be the case. Nikita not 
only recreates herself in new identities 
for various assignments , but she is also 
considered dispensable enough for the 
organisation to expose her to some 
sado-masochistic game play. Nikita also 
interacts in different ways with the stable 
of characters who are all part of the 
mysterious government agency referred 
to as Section One. The episodes work 
like pieces of jigsaw puzzles offering 
different fragments of everyone 's past as 
we gradually come to learn about the 

motivations of these intersecting lives . 
Executive consultant Joel Surnow { of 
Miami Vice fame) oversees a stylish 
look, but one which always undercuts its 
excesses of style . In an episode titled 
"friend~ , an indulgent music video 
sequence in which Nikita and her 
chJldhood friend play dress-ups is 
immediately revealed to be frivolous and 
deceptively playful by the twists of the 
narrative . 

In the television spin-off of the I 995 
film The Net, Brooke Langton replaces 
Sandra Bullock as Angela Bennett , the 
computer programmer whose identity is 
erased because she inadvertently 
accesses secret information. This is a 
similar storyline to The Fugitlue-in this 
case Bennett is endeavouring to reclaim 
her life, uncover government 
conspiracies and find her father . She is 
always 'nearly caught' by the agents of 
the mysterious Praetorian Guard only to 
escape into further uncertainty . Her 
encounters with other characters in each 
episode are usually temporary , as she 
continues her life on the run . Her sole 
ally is a voice-activated mentor known 
as The Sorcerer she accesses through 
email. Interestingly, the televisual drama 
is far more compelling than that of the 
original film . This is partly because of 
the ways in which the layering of 
conspiracy makes the world a paranoid, 
often unfathomable milieu, as well as the 
fascination that is to be found in the 
endless multiplication of plot-lines . 

In our multimedia world , any popular 
narrative is destined to have many 
lives . Speculation is currently rife about 
who will play Tomb Raiders heroine 
Lara Croft in the upcoming film version 
of the video game. Tomb Raiders 
follows Super Mario Brothers and Mortal 
Kombat in the electroni c game-to-the
cinema c.ircuit . And , as with everything 
else, it also goes the other way. Luc 
Besson 's Fi~h Element has just been 
launched as an N-64 game-it follows 
the enormously successful Golden Eye 
and Mission Impossible. As the number 
of cable channels increase and cinem a 
screens in multiplexes multiply there is 
a voracious need for more product-the 
takeover by films of television and • 
television of films is just one Instance of 
the desperate search for raw materials . 
Curiously, and somewhat surprisingly, 
when it comes to telling stories 
television seems to be doing a better 
job . 
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Report 

Global limits on 
local proiections 
Anthony May at the National Onemas: Sites of Resist.ance? 
conference 

From November 28 to 30 last year, 
Brisbane was host to the 9th Australian 
and New Zealand History and Film 
Conference, National Cinemas: Sites of 
Resistance? It was a mark of the 
conference 's success that the question 
raised in the title was never answered. 
Instead, over the 3 days of papers, panels 
and screenings, new depths to the 
question were revealed. 

It should be said at the outset, however, 
that this brief report cannot do justice to 
the diversity of the conference and some 
excellent papers have gone unreported in 
my attempt to present the wide range of 
concerns that filled the 3 days. 

The keynote session set in place 2 
ways of addressing the question from the 
start . On the one hand, there was a focus 
on resistance. Keynote speaker film 
historian Geoffrey Nowell-Smith took an 
historical view which outlined the 
dissolution of state film bodies as 
countries reassessed their geopolitical 
allegiances. Using the e.xample of the 
British cinema , he also questioned the 
effectiveness of national cinemas as a 
bastion against US domination, ' the 
Disneyfication of reality' as he termed it, 
when they did have some efficacy . 

On the other hand, keynote respondent 
Tom O'Regan, an expert on Australian 
national film culture, questioned the basis 
of national opposition as an organising 
frame within the debate. Stressing the 
importance of a sense of cultural 
exchange and transfer within the film 
industries, he raised the question of 
whether there ever had been an 
autonomous local industry in cinema. 
Most of all he stressed the role of the US 
industry as the great importer of cultural 
difference , building its strength through 
absorbing global difference into its 
operating modes and growing precisely 
because it did not hamper Itself with 
reflective notions of the national. 

For a small conference, these 
battlelines would have been sufficient. But 
the picture became more complex and 
more interesting as the conference 
continued. Stepping around the terms of 
debate set up by the keynote session, the 
issue of Indigenous cinema introduced 
different priorities , particularly through a 
session screening films by Canadian First 
Nations' filmmaker Alanis Obomsawin 
and Australian Indigenous filmmaker Chris 
Peacock. The conference screened 
Obomsawin 's most recent film , 
Spudwrench : Kahnawake Man, the third 
in her series of films based on the events 
of the 1990 Mohawk uprising in 
Kahensatake and Oka . But it was the 
documentary My Name is Kahenlliosta, 
the second in the series, that raised more 

·si~nificantly the issue of the integrity of 
lndJgenous and other groups within the 
national fr~mework . 

With a different emphasis , the 
assemblage of film screened by Chris 
Peacock highlighted the importance of 
cinema both within communities, existing 
solely for the community , and as a 
medium working across communities that 
can bypass the constraints of the national. 

Both screenings refreshed the notion of 
resistance although not a resistance to 
global Hollywood. 

The question of resisting the 
degradation of local cultures was also 
highlighted in the conference's address to 
documentary filmmaking on both sides. of 
the Tasman and the possibility of cinema 
discourse in journals within Australia. In 
an important session reviewing the recent 
history of Australian film journals, the 
precarious state of small press publishing 
was rehearsed once more. With 
representatives present from academic 
and trade journals and the popular press, 
the discussion overcame the persistent 
problem of finance to reveal once more 
the question of the national in local 
discourse. With ConUnuum constructing 
itself as an international media journal 
that is based in Australia , with Cinema 
Papers reliant on Leonardo diCaprio 's face 
to sell copies, and with the only new 
journal represented, &reening The Past, 
locating itself in the in rriational zone of 
the web, Australian cinematic discourse 
cannot conceive of itself as inward looking 
any longer. 

But the session on documentary 
cinema did maintain a local emphasis, 
reviewing the state of documentary 
production in Australia since the mid-
1980s. Unsurprisingly , the diminished 
state of funding featured prominently . But 
the ogre of the shrinking dollar was 
overcome to address the implications of a 
wider range of issues, such as the relation 
of documentary to television scheduling, 
documentary's proximity to popular 
entertainments and questions of access to 
the tools of documentary production . In 
effect, these questions responded to 
others raised in the keynote session, 
particularly those concerned with the 
efficacy of local production as a national 
cinema. 

finally , the conference included an 
extremely informative session devoted to 
the web presence of Australian cinema 
with representatives from the ational 
Film and Sound Arch ive, the Australian 
Film Institute and and Royal Melbourne 
Institute of Technology. Perhaps, however, 
this should have been linked to the 
discussion of journals and infrastructure. It 
was one of the few sites within the 
conference that demonstrated a genuine 
opUmism. 

The next 2 conferences will be held in 
New Zealand (2000) and Adela ide 
(2002) . 

National Cinemas: Sites of Resistance?, 
9th Australian and New Zealand History 
and Film Conference, South Bank , 
Brisbane, Nouember 27 • 30; online 
information at 
www.slq.qld .gov.au/confhisfilm.htm 

Anthony May is a Lecturer in the School 
of Film, Media & Cultural Studies at 
Griffith Uniuersity, Queensland. 
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Analyses in flames 
exemplary), and with producing something 
which George Kouvaros, quoting Serge 
Daney, describes as the movement "to 
displace the givens of knowledge rather 
than to regulate them.• Petro summed up 
the mood generated by Morris and Martin 
by observing that too much time has been 
spent on philosophical intertexts and not 
enough on one's own discipline. 

Edward Scheer responds to the mysterious in a conference on cinema and the senses 

Was it just the timing of this blast of 
theorised affect at the end of an enervating 
semester that made this event seem so 
energising? That's how it felt to me, in the 
strict sense of an enhanced capacity to do 
work. I should perhaps end personal 
reflections there, bearing in mind what 
Janet Wolff says about Walter Benjamin, 
"where the personal is valuable in laying 
bare the structures and prejudices of 
cultural work, it does not necessarily 
provide the route to 'better' cultural history, 
unless we can be of a moment" (wMemoirs 
and Micrologies: Walter Benjamin, 
Feminism and Cultural Analysis", New 
Formations #20, 1993). It is however 
arguable that the reconciliation of the 
memories of a personal experience with a 
public event is precisely the job of the film 
critic (which I am not, though thankfully 
Laleen Jayamanne is and so is Adrian 
Martin just to name 2 of those who fessed 
up). Film criticism loomed large as a topic 
in this conference with its focus on how the 
senses respond to cinematic experience. 

To do justice to an event on this theme 
one could be tempted to begin a discussion 
in the context of the conference dinner 
where the entire 'synaesthetic system' is 
activated but that would be unfair to the 
speakers, some of whom were probably not 
at their best at that time. Nevertheless the 
reinvention of the 'synaesthetic system' 
(where external sense perceptions come 
together w.ith the internal images of 
memory and anticipation) as the basis for 
analysis of aesthetic experience was one of 
the fundamental motifs of the event. Tara 
Forrest's paper tra.ced some trajectori.es 
from the primary articulation of this notion 
in Susan Buck-Morss' essay "Aesthetics 
and Anaesthetics: Walter Benjamin's 
Artwork Essay Reconsidered" from 1992, 
which calls for 'aisthesis' or the sensory 
experience of perception to be restored to 
the field of aesthetics. This paper, as did 
others (such as Anne Rutherford's excellent 
discussion of visual kinaesthesia and 
embodied affect), registered this rethinking 
of the aesthetic dimension as a 'discourse 
of the body' and noted that while the body's 
experience of cinema is often anaesthetised, 
the instinctual power of the body's senses 
c.an also be restored through the experience 
of cinema. 

The latter potential of the cinematic 
image to reactivate the senses was one of 
the things that resonated throughout Adrian 
Martin's presentation. The combined effect 
of his infectious enthusiasm, a quirky but 
informed scholarship, some vivid turns of 
phrase ( of the opening sequence of Leos 
Carax's film Les Amants du pont Neuf. "the 
cars take us into the narrative and leave us 
rudely there") and a commitment to what 
Einstein once said was the most beautiful 
experience we can have, the mysterious, 
produced a.s pleasurable an experience of 
academic conferenceville as I've had. And it 
was an experience which could not be 
matched by the reading of the paper though 
I hope it (and many others) will be 
published. His reading took us through the 
"mystery", "mood" and "sensuality" of 
cinema beginnlng with beginnings such as 
those found in Victor Erice's The Spirit of 
the Beehiue (19 minutes to establish 
narrative) and Sam Fuller's Pickup on 
South Street from 20 years before, (a 
sequence which ends with the exchange 
"What just happened?" "I'm not sure yet"), 

Kumar Shahan! and Ashlsh ~Jadhyahsha at U'le final panel debate 

words which Martin raises to emblematic much of some epochal shift away from 
status. For Martin, questions of discourses wnich denied the body, but 
intersubjective relations are central to the certainly a pluralisation of discourse to 
experience of narrative cinema, as are include the body's own story and to bring to 
questions of community. this discussion a concern with the 

theoretical complexities of, for example, 
time and movement images in Deleuze (Bill 
Schaffer's reading of this material ls 

Perhaps what Morris and Martin were 
doing was not some theoretical autos da fe 
but simply an attempt to prevent the 
burning of books by burning them 
themselves, as in the living books at the 
end ofTruffaut's Fahrenheit 451. It certainly 
seemed as though they were protesting too 
much about theory, given they are such 
eloquent critical readers of theoretical 
material and have been on a journey 
through thjs material from which others can 
also benefit. Yet it seemed to me that these 
reflections might have been more than 
strictly personal and in Wolff's sense, 
constituted "a momenttt, marking a return 
to Benjamin, the memoiristic-which we've 
seen elsewhere in significant cultural texts 
in this country recently, for instance 
Stephen Muecke's No Road from 1997-
and finally a return to the 'synaesthetic 
system', to the discourses of the body as 
the ground upon which all our aesthetic 
reflections are constituted. 

Cinema and the Senses: Visual culture and 
spectatorship a conference organised by the 
School of The.at.re, Film and Dance, UNSW 
and the Department of Art History and 
Theory, Unluersity of Sydney, Nou 13 - 15 

Jodi Brooks and George Kouuaros are Cir 

ediUng a collecUon of papers from the 
conference. This collecUon, to be published 
by Power Public.ations, should be auailable 
in 2000. 

,!Metro Arts 
.,i.,p 11 * lhJ I t-4-idl 

Meaghan Morris made this latter 
question the focus of her paper on Cynthia 
Rothrock's opus of martial arts cinema and 
even answered the age old question so 
beloved of Freudians, 'What does a woman 
want?' with 'What a woman wants is a 
better job'; subsequently restyling the 
question in a manner more appropriate to 
her subject, 'What can a woman do?' Morris 
noted the community- building functions 
of this genre for those overlooked in the 
drive to globalisation. This paper was also 
notable for its insistence on Adrian Martin's 
critique of the negative impact of 
'excessive' cinema theory in shrinking 
legitimate topics for cinema criticism to 'a 
gothic handful.' By the final session this had 
become a sub-theme of the conference. 

3 SOLO E:XHIBITIONS 

Ross Gibson's aleatory presentttlon 
seemed to reinforce what John Cage said in 
his 1949 "Lecture on Nothing": "I have 
nothing to say and I'm saying it and that is 
poetry ... " This was perhaps a deceptively 
slight piece, largely improvised, but which 
provoked in the audience a thought about 
the opening shot of John Ford's The 
Searchers , that it made the spectator "feel 
like a cabin." Therese Davis (whose paper 
on Eddie Mabo. Ufe of an Island Man was 
genuinely inspiring) made the comment at 
another paper on Trainspotting that the 
shooting scenes made her feel not like the 
characters in the fllm but like the heroin 
surging through their veins. Comments 
such as these were seized upon by Adrian 
Martin In the fmaJ panel discussion to 
indicate a newer freedom of critical 
discourse, less rigorous perhaps but truer to 
the experience of the writer/speaker. He 
added that, say l 0 years previously, 
discussions around Raymond Bellour and 
even Manny Farber would have been 
unthinkable in this type of academic critical 
context. 

Listening to the fmal panel debate 
(Ashish Rajadhyaksha vs Patrice Petro and 
Adrian Martin), provided evidence not so 

ALL DRESSED UP AND NO PLACE TO GO? 

Metro 's artistic program can provide you-with: 

o a technologically resourced perfor 

o rehearsal space 

o a mutti purpose space 

109 edward street brisbane -F 617 32211527 
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Emerging entities, difficult syntheses 
John Potts reviews lmmersive Conditions, part of dLux media arts' futureScreen 

The last decade has been marked by 
the convergence of many things, but one 
of the most interesting has been the 
converg nee of art and digital 
technology . Artists working with new 
technologies have ought to familiarise 
themselves not just with the technical 
apparatus but with scientific theory as 
well. More generally, the explosion of 
interest in popularised science
including evolutionary theory , physics , 
neuroscience, chaos/ complexity-has 
intensified awareness within the 
humanities of recent developments in 
science and technology. While academic 
po t-struc turali m now seems dated, 
lacking the persuasive power to reach a 
broader community, many non-science
based readers have at least a passing 
knowledge of debates with in the 
scientifi c community on the nature of 
consciousness, or of time . 

Various organisations have sought to 
facilitate the interact ion of arti sts, 
theorists, scientists and technicians. 
Conference events such as the 
International Symposiums on Electron ic 
Arts ((SEA) and Ars Electronica have 
drawn exponents together to show work 
and discuss ideas; in Australia , smaller • 
scale groups such as the Sydney-based 
New Media Forum have attempted a 
similar synthesis of art, theory and 
technology. In all these instances, 
ambition has been high, expectation 
even higher ... and the realisation often 
not quite as elevated. 

Perhaps the project has been simply 
too ambitious, or perhaps there exists a 
gulf between the artistic and scientific 
community that will never be breached 
(Einstein much preferred the music of 
Mozart to that of his Modernist peers 
Schoenberg and Stravinsky, while Cage, 
who dared to play dice with the musical 
universe, must have been a big no-no) . 
Whatever the reason, none of the broad• 
based forums could be called an 
unqualified success, although they can 
produce stimulating, even exhilarating 
moments (ISEA's best year was 
probably the Third International 
Symposium, TISEA, in 1992 in Sydney) . 
Often the problem is that the open• 
minded approach of humanities 
exponents is not matched by the 
scientists, whose disciplines tend to be 
more narrowly defined. 

A recent attempt at the 
art / technology synthesis was made by 
dlux media arts in the lmmersiue 
Conditions forum, held at the 
Powerhouse Museum , Sydney, in 
November. As part of dlux's larger 
(utureScreen program , which included 
exhibitions of new media works, this 
one-day forum concentrated on 
immersive technologies: virtual reality , 
artificial life , and various forms of 
interactive technology . The scope of 
the forum was admirably ambitious , 
bringing together artists , scientists , 
theorists and educationalists . Although 
virtual technologies no longer claim the 
media spotlight (now well and truly 
switched to the internet) , there has 
been a long and fruitful intersection of 
artists and scientists in the field of 
computer-generated 3D technologies . 
lmmerslue CondiLfons was a successful 
attempt , for the most part to 
illuminate the important aspects of th is 
intersection . 

A great strength of this forum was its 
structure. The proceedings took their 
cue from opening address by Dr Darren 
Torts, Chair of Media and 
Communications at Swinburne 
University. Tofts' presentation was that 
rare thing: a discussion of contemporary 
technologies within a historical and 
philosophical context. Moving from the 
familiar metaphor of Plato's cave, Torts 
traced an intellectual history of eidetic 
spaces, expressed in the mental 
constructions of the Roman ars 
memoria, and the Inner spaces of 
memory related by St Augustine . This 
long theoretical tradition left Tofts 
impatient for a more fully realised 
immersive experience than the often 
clunky VR technology can generate; the 
goal is "the immediacy of the expE!liience 
without the boredom of the conveyance" 
(Valery). Looking ahead, he advocated 
the pursuit of more elegant solutions to 
technological problems , with the fictional 
vaporware of "The Wire" in Kathryn 
Bigelow's film Strange Days as a useful 
heuristic device; in theoretical terms he 
took a lead from the breakdown of the 
spectator/ spectacle binary in quantum 
physics. 

This presentation was an excellent 
opener for a forum of this kind , attentive 
to technology and aesthetics, machines 
and philosophy . Its hybrid approach 
embodied the potential of this 
convergent area. Almost as an aside, 
Tofts also questioned the helpfulness of 
the term "virtual reality ", suggesting as 
an alternative "apparent reality ": the 
substitute term embraces the sensation 
of presence, while acknowledging the 
awareness of "a here and there.• 

Multimedia artist Justine Cooper 
followed with a discussion of her work 
within the theoretical context outlined by 
Tofts. Rapt comprises a virtual body 
generated by Magnetic Resonance 
Imaging , a technique which repre ent 

the body as axial slices (see RealTime 
26, page 27) . The various formats of 
Rapt (an installation version was 
exhibited at Artspace) allow the virtual 
body to be experienced both Internally 
and externally . Cooper provided a useful 
interrogation of her work's relation to 
contemporary medical science and 
technology, while positioning the 
objectification of the body within an 
historical framework {the mirror is a 
technology 5,000 years old). 

The middle section of the forum was 
devoted to the benefits of research into 
computer-based technology. Dr Henry 
Gardner from the Computer Science 
department at ANU spoke wittlly and 
enthusiastically about the "hot area" of 
immersive technologies, showcasing the 
WEDGE, Australia's first walk-in VR 
theatre, installed for futureScreen in the 
Powerhouse. Sean Hart, on behalf of 
Professor Paula Swatman, represented 
RMIT's I-cubed (the Interactive 
Information Institute), which pursues 
research projects in partnership with 
commercial ventures. While this 
presentation held limited interest for a 
general audience, it provided valuable 
information for artists working in 
multimedia and immersive technologies . 

One such artist was Troy Innocent. 
who gave an enlightening account of his 
latest interactive work ICON/CA. This 
work attracted much attention when 
exhibited at Artspace , although few 
users would have grasped its complexity . 
Innocent revealed some of that 
complexjty , describing the work 's basis 
in artificial life research: the constructed 
world of ICON/CA builds entities like 
DNA strings , comprising specific 
languages or codes. Intriguingly , users 
can ask these lifeforms what they are 
made of, and the creatures are only too 
happy to reply. 

Not everything in lmmersiue 

Conditions gelled with the overall format. 
Dr Anna Cicognani from Sydney 
University missed an opportunity to 
develop the notion of cyberspace as a 
linguistic construct, which would have 
resonated with Troy lnnocent 's work. 
However, dlux media arts director 
Alessio Cavallaro ended the forum on a 
high note, introducing fly-through video 
documentations of the Canadian artist 
Char Davies' works Osmose and 
tphemtre. Davies' sophisticated 
immersive virtual environments are 
probably the most celebrated 
achievements of this emerging art form; 
the insight into the recent tpMmtre was 
particularly appreciated by the audience. 

lmmerslue Conditions was a rewarding 
forum, certainly more successful than 
most attempts at the art/science 
synthesis. It also served to highlight the 
impressive level of achievement by 
Australian artists and scientists in this 
exciting field . 

lmmersive Conditions forum , presented 
In conjunction with the Powerhouse 
Museum, Nouember 21; ICONICA, Troy 
Innocent, Artspace, Nou 12 · 28; part of 
futureScreen, organised by dlux media 
arts, Nou 12 • 28, 1998 
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Digging up gems 
RE Farley sees pe rforming poodles and buried bones at the 2nd Brisbane Animation Festival 

In 1996, Queensland Animators hosted 
the first Brisbane Animation Festival which 
attracted more than 700 patrons over 2 
days, impressed all comers and garnered 
enthusiastic reviews throughout the 
industry. In the retrospective light of the 
second festival, however the first show 
suddenly looks downright amateur. 

BAF 2 was bigger, gutsier and an 
entirely more sophisticated affair than its 
predecessor. One of its most appealing 
features was the doggy theme which 
provided coherence and a thread of gentle 
humour: prizewinners, for example, were 
awarded Bones in shiny engraved dog 
dishes. 

One of the most important features of 
BAF 2 was the inaugural international 
competition. Close to 100 films were 
entered, so the jury-Brisbane animators 
Max Bannah and Erik Roberts, Sydney 
animator lee Whitmore, film writer/director 
Jonathan Dawson, and media researcher 
Wendy S. Keys of Griffith University-had a 
tough job. The categories themselves were 
devised in order to allow judges to reward a 
range of film types. 

The Debut Prize went to Sienye, a film 
for the child in all of us by Holland's Christa 
Moesker. Canadian Richard Reeves won the 
Jury Award (creative and artistic merit) for 
his cameraless animation, Linear Dreams, 
an elegant, abstract film. At the other end of 
the narrative spectrum was Dylan Crooke's 
"super-ocker" Macca Strewth which took 
Bones for the Underdog and the People's 
Choice (voted on the night). An extra jury 
consisting of The Courier-Mairs Des 
Partridge, Andrew Urban and Richard 
Kuipers from SBS TV, awarded the Critic s 
Prize to Dennis Tupicoff's thought
provoking His Mother's Voice, which also 
won the Grand Prize. 

Column 

Telediction 

BIii Plympton's / Married a Strange Person 

After the award-ceremony/screening, 
opened by a troupe of performing poodles 
{yes, really}, animators, industry 
representatives and animation buffs 
crammed themselves into the foyer for the 
celebrations. 

Standout programs included uShow 
Champions"-winners from a decade of 
the Dresden Film Festival-and "Wagging 
the Tales", Queensland Animators' 
international selection. Nearly 75 films 
screened altogether, with France's The 
Monk and The Fish and Australia's 
Essence of Terror proving audience 
favourites. 

Another sign of the BAF's growing 
sophistication was the presence of 

Sue Best finds pearls in South Park poo • 
An adult cartoon about school children 

seems an unlikely candjdate for cult status 
yet this is what South. Park is rapidly 
achieving. You might think there is nothing 
much new here, that The Simpsons has 
already broken this ground of the quirky cult 
cartoon. But The Simpsons is somewhat 
different. Its early evening time slot, 6 or 
sometimes 7ish (well before bedtime, in any 
case) announces The Simpsons as a 
children's program, albeit one that has 
considerable appeal for adults. South Park 
with its so-called 'adult themes' is screened 
at 9.30, thus signalling that it is (at least in 
programming theory) out of the temporal 
grasp of most children. 

Despite the late-ish time slot, and the 
presence of adult themes, the program has a 
distinctly juvenile flavour. It is not just the 
cartoon genre, the overly simplified forms of 
the program's graphics or the bright 
kindergarten colours; mostly it is the humour 
that is the source of this strong juvenile feel. 
The cartoon within a cartoon that the South 
Parle children watch. The Terrance and Phillip 

ow. represen the extreme end of 
children's toilet humour: 2 figures literally 
crack up-the lower parts of their jaws 

completely part company with their upper 
faces-whenever a character farts. The farting 
occurs a lot Indeed, farting is absolutely 
central to the program, it is the major source 
of humour; each emission provokes the kind 
of hysterical laughter that notoriously coupl s 
small boys and bodily functions. 

Bodily functions, or their seizure, are 
central to the humour of the main, or 
framing cartoon, South Park too. There is 
the callous slapstick humour about the 
weekly death of the orange anorak called 
Kenny. In a strange inversion of the laws of 
cartoon savagery, where animals such as 
Sylvester or the Coyote suffer incredible 
bodily damage to no evident or lasting 
effect, Kenny actually dies on screen, often 
with profuse showings of blood, guts and 
other appropriate splattered body parts or 
fluids. While the signs of his demise are all 
too graphically represented, in true loon 
fashion he is resurrected without rhyme, 
reason, or report for the following episode. 

Other bodily fluids are just as mercilessly 
displayed. omit is a particular favourite. 
Stan, in real boy fa hion, is profoundly 
unsettled when his emotions are stirred. The 

Estonian animator Priit Pam, the festival's 
guest of honour. After Brisbane, a feature
length compilation from the festival toured 
Darwin, Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide 
with Pam, who led one-day workshops in 
most cities. The Darwin audience proved 
the most enthusiastic, evidence that the 
Australian Film Commission's support for 
touring programs is money well spent. 

Kudos must go to Festival Director 
Peter Moyes, who cut his teeth on the first 
festival and saw the potentiaJ for BAF to 
become a major cultural event. His goal, 
of slotting Brisbane into the international 
animation festival circuit behind Zagreb, 
Annecy, Cardiff and Hiroshima, is quite 
clearly achievable and something for 
Australian audiences to look forward to. 

mere sight of his adoring girlfriend Wendy, or 
the very sexy Sigoumey Weaver-style relief 
teacher, are more than sufficient to induce a 
flood of vomit. Indeed he produces this fluid 
so effortlessly and in such mammoth 
proportions that the South Park 
merchandJsing department have enshrined 
his talent in a baseball cap: Stan stands on 
the crown of the cap producing a mighty 
muddy torrent that reaches right to the edge 
of the peak. 

Blood, guts, vomit, farting ... what is 
missing here in a boy's taxonomy of 
amusing bodily substances? Shit of course, 
and what better bodily substance to do a 
star tum in the recent Christmas special. 
Kyle, who it turns out is Jewish and hence 
beyond the purview of Saint Nicholas and 
associated Christian paraphernalia, is visited 
by a non-denominational holiday character 
called Mr Hanky the Christmas Poo. This 
figure comes out of the toilet at year's end to 
see if good girls and boys have eaten plenty 
of fibre. Mr Hanky; the singing and dancing 
poo, becomes the town's solution to a non
discriminatory "holiday figure." 

Here we are beginning to move from the 
juvenile bottom humour of small boys to the 
promised adult th mes. In this particular 
episode, there are twinned adult themes. 
First. there is the very adult obsession with 
adequate fibre intake-such earnest dietary 
fussings seem to only come with full 
knowledge of one's mortality and thus 

I have just 2 criticisms of the festival. 
Australians don't get much opportunity to 
see films by deranged American legend 
Bill Plympton, and while it is undeniably a 
thrill to see anything he does, features (/ 
Married A Strange Person screened in a 
late-night slot) are not his strong point. 

Secondly, the last day's screenings 
were disappointingly anti-climactic , 
especially the "Bad Dogl" sessjon which, 
without commentary, was all but 
meaningless. The Priit Pam retrospective, 
too, was frustrating in that. lacking the 
appropriate cultural context, it was very 
difficult to know what was being satirised, 
how or why. For those of us up the back 
who could not hear Pam's soft-spoken 
commentary, nor the question-and
answers that followed each film, the films 
themselves seemed a meaningless 
concatenation of images. 

One of the most satisfying programs, 
then, was "Buried in Our Backyard", which 
featured Queensland productions 
introduced by their creators. At last the 
audience had the opportunity to find out 
just what each animator was getting at, 
how they achieved it, what they felt about 
the finished product and so on. We even 
had the chance to see Milkana Kirova's 
remake of her award-winning Rendez•oous. 

But these are small quibbles in the face 
of what was, overall, a stunning cultural 
feat. The tour, the competition, sessions, 
plus the prospect of future guests of Parn's 
undisputed calibre, make the Brisbane 
Animation festival an event of international 
significance which brings the rich pleasures 
of animation to Australian audiences. 

The Second Brisbane Animation Festival, 
Queensland Animators Group, Dendy 
Cinema, Brisbane, October 22 - 25 

R £ Farley wrote her Honours dissertation 
on Australia's animation industry in 1992, 
followed by a Master's thesis on animation 
practice, and has edited the Queensland 
Animators' newsletter since 1995. 

Kenny in South Park 

undeniably signal age or maturity. This 
mature theme is effortlessly entwined with 
another serious adult theme, namely the 
pressing concern about the incorporation of 
racial and cultural differences. Herein lies 
the source of South Parlcs cult status. The 
wonderfully wicked combination of anarchic 
juvenile humour and clever send-ups of 
serious themes is an unbeatable 
combination. The sacred cows of political 
correctness are not so much attacked here, 
as simply bowled over. This is not then an 
overturning of the social order, it is more like 
a very satisfying sideswipe which makes 
things reel, teeter, and tip over. In other 
words, a good biff is what the boys would 
recommend to energise a tired post
postmodem world. Out of the mouths {and 
bums) of babes, perhaps ... 

South Park screens Monday nights al 
9.30pm, on SBS. Repeats on Foxlel 
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Cinesonic 
Philip Brophy's cheap and deep swipes at songs in the movies: 1998 

Having just listened to the new For 
Films Vol. 3 ( 1998), I am overcome by a 
familiar wave of nausea-the same 
pasty acrid ambience that irritates the 
soft hairs of my inner ear when I hear 
attempts to compose/produce 'music 
for films.• Twenty years after Brian Eno 
released an LP of the same name 
(which rehashed pleasing atmospheric 
doodles developed in Cologne and 
Dusseldorf by the likes of Cluster, 
Harmonia and Neu at least 5 years 
earlier), the film and recording 
industries worldwide still think that what 
has since been termed 'ambient' emits a 
'soundtrack -like quality.' To my ear, I've 
heard nothing but 2 decades of what at 
best evokes some of the better moments 
of Eno's Another Green World (1975) 
and at worst sounds like instrumental 
versions of John Denver's Rocky 
Mountain High (the ideal theme music 
for American indie Sundance-friendly 
thirtysomething relationship flicks}. 

Granted, there have been many 
attempts to side-step the orchestra-but 
the reasons for doing so are usually 
suspect. Rather than rejecting the 
orchestra as a universal/neutral/ 
quaUtative norm for sounding the film 
score, most indie/new-ager/Europhile / 
personal-cinema/arthouse movies 
eschew the symphonic as a stance 
against sonic bombast, favouring 
instead cheesy string synthesizers (a 
contradiction in terms), acoustic guitars 
(oh-so-natural) and solo violins (so frail , 
so feminine, so fuckable) . And if you 
want to go ethnic, throw in a piano 
accordion (instant pre-fab gypsy/ 
peasant connotations) or a pan pipe (for 
that 'soaring of the human spirit' effect 
audiences love so much}. 

Technology has a lot to answer for, 
also. The abject lack of imagination and 
technological nous in the For Alms 
series of CDs is grounds to ban home 
MIDI studios worldwide . Factory 
samples, pre-set effects, and 
ambient/trip-hop/d&b textbook 
compositional structures are perfectly 
logged and tabulated across the 3 CDs 
in the series. Their pallid contents also 
reflect the kind of luridly beautiful 
coating that serves the lazy knee-jerk 
humanism which 'short films' 
(especially animated shorts) now seem 
to uniformly express. Are all short 
filmmakers Scientologists? Are their 
'com poser friends' bass players in 
Christian Soft Rock bands? Do they 
really have to use those CDR libraries 
and SYSEX data dumps leftover from 
the music they did for a series of 
EST/Forum/Amway motivational tapes? 
Does what I'm saying make any sense 
to you reading this? Maybe not. Most 
people-especially the intelligentsia
are happy with music on the grounds of 
its soulful/mystical/emotional/natural 
evocation (which marks them 
intellectually below the mythical 
housewife who weeps during The Bold 
and the Beautiful). Film directors and 
producers are probably even dumber 
than the dumb masses in this regard: 
they actually think those CDs they play 
at dinner parties (Belly Blue, The 
Mission , Cinema Paradiso. Paris Texas, 
Proof. anything by Enya, Dead Can 
Dance or Deep Forrest) are signs of 
their sophisticated taste in music. 

Enou9h cheap swipes. at aest..ret!C 

retardation. Playing For Films urged me 
to remember that 1998 was in fact a 
very healthy year for the use of songs in 
movles . There were of course also some 
good examples of the most cUched use 
of songs: The Acid House and Lock. 
Stock S Two Smoking Barrels best 
exemplifying a dated trend at being hip 
(go, UK!) which should provide an 
unhealthy influence on present and past 
VCA/AFTRS graduates for the next 5 
years. The inventive, interesting and 
imaginative examples of song selection 
of 1998 a voided the pitfalls of 
regurgitating ambient stylings (eg 
Kissed), affecting a sallow, hip 
demeanour (eg. aka rt), or bothering to 
consult with A&R people in major 
recording/distribution companies (eg 
Godzilla). 

P.T. Anderson's Boogie Nights set the 
agenda for how songs can be used to 
culturally locate a story rather than 
perfunctorily slot it into a radiophonic 
histogram . While the film charts the 
messy ejaculation of the porn industry 
at the end of the 70s (read Bill Landis & 
Jim McDonough's tracts in the now
defunct early 80s S/eazoid Express for 
key source material which thJs film 
relates to}, the music peels back the 
scab of collective forgetfulness to prod 
the fetid sono-semiotics of songs like 
Apollo 1 00's Joy, Nina's 99 Lu(l 
Balloons and our own Rick Springfield 's 
Jesse's Girl . But not a smidgen of camp 
is to be found, so forget Sontag when 
journeying through the wood-grained 
multitrack mixing consoles which 
blanket the texture of the film 's 
soundtrack with the grain of late-
70s/early-80s pop/rock. P.T. Anderson 
deftly employs songs like aural 
production desig11, matching ARP synths 
to wallpaper, Ibanez fuzz-wahs to the 
lighting in convenience stores, and 
compressed snare thuds to ritzy cowboy 
boots . Most fascinating-and the modus 
operandi behind the film 's weaving of 
genuine emotional warmth amidst its 
decidedly retro iconography-is 
Anderson 's placement of songs in 
mismatched settings. He does so often 
by starting a song in one scene and 
then allowing it time and space to flow 
into the next scene. The resultant ~ect 
imbues the song with a disturbing 
ambivalence that simultaneously drains 
it of an 'event' status and displaces it 
into the amorphous backgrounding of 
the film's psychological ambience. 

Meanwhile in Australia. we think it's 
'hip' to make fun of Barry Whjte and the 
theme from Shaft. Surprisingly, one 
Australian film (and l do emphasise the 
'one' as in, like, 'one a decade') opted 
to absolutely ignore the last quarter of a 
century of tizzy, queeny, Whitlamesque, 
theatre-company-funded , PC, subtle-as 
a-sledgehammer mockery of the 
working class (which is still alive and 
kicking today as it was back then) . 
Rowan Woods' decision to get The 
Necks to provide a score for The Boys 
shows that Australians can think beyond 
Baz Lohrmann excesses, Jenny Kee 
cockatoos and John Singleton mimicry. 
Arty but not alienating , the distinctive 
brooding tone of The Boys is enriched 
by the pregnant spatiallsation of The 
Necks' slowed-down lounge music:. 
'Lounge' as in Ken Bruce has gone mad 
decor: all chipboard, glue guns and 
le_at~er wi~ a 30 d~y uarante~. The 

oppressive outer-suburbanism screams 
through the empty inner-spaces created 
by The Necks (and some occasional 
passages of Alan Lamb's telegraph wire 
drones). Hopefully it won't be a decade 
before the next Australian feature film 
does something interesting with its 
soundtrack . 

One thing rarely mentioned when 
discussing the Farrelly Brothers' There's 
Something About Mary was the use of 
Jonathan Richman to provide the meta
narrative voice for the gag-mystery 
central to the film's enigmatic key 
figure, Mary. The pure and simple 
playfulness of visually including 
Richman as the nerd troubadour replete 
with retardo drummer imbued the film 
with a charm that evokes the more 
complex strains of humanism found in 
the 80s cycle of teen movies. The 
complexity is in the modulation of the 
narrative irony-mostly a neurotic reflex 
to wise-acre anything within shot-with 
an awkward suppression of positivity. 
The Farrelly Brothers are masters of 
this , exhibiting a strange duality in their 
savage lambasting of human 
inadequacy while celebrating the 
centrality of hopelessness which many 
people learn to accept in order to save 
themselves from going around the bend. 
We're all losers in one way or another, 
and films like There's Something Abou t 
Mary provide a manual on how to deal 
with it-in preference to hugging 
R,ichard Simmons or watching Family 
Circle TV. Jonathan Richman-the loser 
supreme before nerd became a clinical 
term for people who think the internet is 
'cool '-has for over 20_years dealt with 
emotional fissures and social 
shortcomings with verve, conviction, 
fluidity and ambiguity all at once. No 
one else could have been so 
appropriately layered into There's 
Something About Mary. 

Cool cineastes-who listen to exciting 
youth radio stations like Triple J
thought John Carpenter's Vampires was 
not 'in your face.' Such naive comments 
from wannabe critics who've probably 
never seen Last House on the Left. 
Suspiria, I Spit On Your Graue or 
Shocking Asia but think Tarantino is 
'edgy.• Vampires is certainly not a 
redefinition of the cine-vampire 
mythology, but i.t is a breath of fresh ait 
to watch and hear a film that is 
committed to its generic underpinning 
instead of frigging around with being 
smart-arse (and misinformed) about the 
genre's conventions. Best of all, the 
score by John Carpenter (list the 
directors who score their own films) 
cruises down a highway well away from 
the concert hall, tuned to crackling 
radio broadcasts of Stax singles. For 
Vampires, Carpenter plays guitar 
alongside Donald wDuck" Dunn and 
Steve Cropper-legendary hard-nosed 
bassist and guitarist of Booker T & The 
MGs and innumerable Stax recordings 
from the mid •60s through to the mid -
70s. Once again , grain comes to the 
front, as the studio performance of non• 
cinematic musicians is grafted onto the 
soundtrack when they play song• 
structured cues in place of script· 
dictated ·music cues.' The 
Carpenter/Dunn/Cropper jams exude a 
laidback haze of heat which slowly 
sizzles and perfectly complements the 
terror-beneal;h•the-surfa~ th.at erupts_!n 

Jonathan Richman. There"s Something About Mary 

the film's violent showcases. Just the 
alcohol-soaked antidote one needs to 
wash out Wenders· angst-ridden 
corruption of Ry Cooder's gentle slide 
guitar washes in Paris, Texas. 

There are 2 Enos. One puts out 
portentous diaries , behaves like a 
technological sage, fawns over well
designed objects , loves Fellini and 
espouses the most ignorant altruisms 
about film music I've ever heard. The 
other was with Roxy Music for their first 
2 LPs, then released 2 solo LPs: Here 
Come the Warm Jets ( 1973) and Taking 
Tiger Mountain by Strategy ( 1974). 
When the opening credits to Velvet 
Goldmine burst with the atonal 
postmodern melee of a time-warped Phil 
Spector which defines Eno's first LP, I 
remember once again that cinema 
hasn't even begun to tap into all the 
remarkable recordings of pop music 
which could invigorate the film 
soundtrack and jettison it into 
transhistorical metasonk realms of 
audiovisuality. The song in question
Needle In The Camel's Eye-is as weird 
today as it was back then. The colour of 
hair and the sound of song drive Velvet 
Goldmine. It rings with the nasal whistle 
that breathes the aural aura of Glam, 
combini ng not only crucial anthems but 
also obscure tracks by Cockney Rebel 
and early Roxy Music (and only Bowie 
fans will know the reference behind the 
film's title}. The strength of Eno and 
Bowie-sometimes dormant , sometimes 
irrationally exposed-lies in the 
gorgeous fakeness of their artsy 
gestures. A heady, gaudy form of pop 
gout which consumes their artistry and 
transforms it into a spectacle of 
devalued sentimentality and violent 
theatricality-anti-matter versions of 
Dylan, Morrison, et al. Todd Haynes 
knows Glam well enough to embrace 
this, and to consciously pervert its 
hyperbolic hyper-bucolic history into a 
cris -crossed qualudian reverse-history 
that pinpoints Queer before it became 
politique , Bi before it became 
unacceptable. 

1998: Boogie Nights, The Boy • 
There's Something About Mary, 
Vampires, Velvet Goldmine . My ears were 
very happy indeed. 
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The personal and the perverse 
variety. lnfonned by the DIY approach of 
punk , they reflect the belief that anyone 
could make a film. And occasionally, with as 
little fanfare as the most incidental filmic 
musing, a real gem is revealed. Stephen 
Harrop's black and white accompaniment to 
a Hopalong Cassidy record Down Diablo 
Way, is as inventive, witty and artful as any 
short film I've seen. Working with a few 
actors, a couple of hats , some guns and a 
great wig, the creative possibilities of Super 
8 are fully and hilariously played out. The 
central joke .is the knowledge of the limits of 
the medium and marvelling at how large an 
imaginative world can be drawn within il 

Kirsten Krauth and Needeya Islam in the Super 80s 

On the first night. .. 

My family still sits in the dark in front of a 
white sheet to watch a procession of Hared 
trousers, dumped boyfriends, amateur 
sporting events, endless constructions of 
buildings and too-dark interior shots where 
you can just make out the candles on the 
cake. It is a feeling of shared history
apprehension, the cringe-factor, expectation, 
the sound of whirring-that watclung Super 
8 evokes and video does not At the MCA 
exhibition launch of Super 80s. Mark 
Titmarsh, the "godfather" of the Super 8 
scene, spoke of the times as an almost 
mythical extended family environment 
where personal journeys were recorded, the 
compact camera able to shoot a film over 
the weekend; to cross borders. Catherine 
Lowing remembers a scene which 
incorporated more than fllm--parties, drugs 
and AJDS-with a tragic undercurrent of 
young people dying. 

In the Museum of Sydney foyer you can 
walk over sheets of glass which reveal 
underground layers of rock: "statisgraph: a 
vertical slice made by archaeologists to 
record layers of use over time; each layer a 
time capsule and sandwiched record 
between past, present and future.• In the 
Museum's screening room we are slicing 
into the 80s, J 0 years of films about 
movement: you'd think the wheel had just 
been invented, cars, driving, lots of shots 
through windscreens, the road as metaphor 
for individual freedom, all-consuming and 
unapologetic. Private universes: Nick 
Meyers hilarious caramba, a 2 minute 
"musical travelogue" featuring a man 
dancing madly to hokey music in front of 
the Golden Gate Bridge, the Grand Canyon, 
the James-Dean-New-York scene, forms an 
uproarious, pantomimish living postcard, 
taking the piss; the Australian abroad. 
Stephen Harrop's Square Bashing, sampled 
directly from lV, the "repository of alJ 
things" (Andrew Frost), pumping pistons of 
heroes and icons, soldier boy/girl blue, 
religious chanting, disembodied faces, 
cigarette-lipped lust, as "the Rhythm beats 
everything out of my head." Rowan Woods' 
witty Suspect Filmmakerwhere, in a bad 
German accent, his interrogation-Have you 
been to the 4th dimension? Have you been 
where no-one's been before?-becomes a 
questioning of the cultural construct of 
filmmakers as renegades, a sly satire on 
how budding filmmakers see themselves; a 
blend of pretension, insecurity and 
endearing aspirations: "as a filmmaker I 
don't like myself.~ 

Stephen Harrop ·s Square Bashing 

On the night there was a feeling ( as 
Adrian Martin put it in his catalogue intro) 
that you "had to be there." Unlike the 
original screenings, described as the 
"Theatre of Cruelty", I was surrounded by 
the giggles-furtive, guilty, uncontainable, 
infectious----of once intimate friends; of 
forgotten in-jokes. The films themselves, 
unlike popular short films nowadays, seem 
whimsical, memorable but not marketable, 
driven by interiority and self-exploration 
rather than punchy realism or cheap laughs. 
But, as Bill Mousoulis observes, the Super 
80s may be over but Super 8 as a film 
gauge is thriving: "the true 'Super 8 
phenomenon' is probably happening right 
now, in the hyper-spaced late 90s: in 
Melbourne, more Super 8 films are being 
made than ever before. w 

On the second night... 

lf by way of Hal Hartley we can 
understand "amateur" to mean one who 
engages in something for love or pleasure 
rather than profession, then the Australian 
Super 8 scene of the 80s was an example of 
amateur filmmaking at its most giddy and 
optimistic. To make sense of it, one needs to 
understand the impulse behind it, as much 
as view the films themselves. Members of 
this scene have certainly gone on to 
mainstream and critical success (Roww, 
Woods and Nick Meyers as director and 
editor respectively of The &ys for example) 
and organisations such as dl.ux media arts 
arose from it, indicating that an was not as 
random and solipsistic as it might seem. 
However, this retrospective fixes on an 
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historical moment when ideas-no matter 
how inchoate, self-referential or silly-and 
the thrill of collaboration were paramount 

This is why despite the slightness or 
opacity of a lot of the films, they are still 
interesting to watch, particularly in 
succession. From a film depicting the 
rockabilly sub-culture of the 80s with a 
dance music soundtrack, to a 
mockumentary in-joke about the Marine 
Biologists' "film collective~. to parodies of 
the affluent suburbia of Chatswood and 
genre films, these shorts are somehow 
fascinating in their self-indulgence and 

It was also somehow fitting that the films 
were screened out of program order, and 
then with complete disregard for the 
published program entirely. If the point was 
to convey a sense of the serendipitous logic 
of the time, then this was a successful 
endeavour as the brief, bashful introductions 
to their films by whichever filmmaker 
happened to be in the audience were 
illuminating. The technical problems and 
shouting out to one another in order to solve 
them only compounded the sense of 
community. Of course any scene almost by 
definition has its problems; mainly that of 
who and what it excludes. However, these 
filmmakers seemed to have a sincere belief 
in what they were doing and in the 
possibilities of the medium, even if it was 
purely to amuse their friends. In the late 90s, 
when everyone appears to just want to 
make a buck, this pursuit seems somehow 
noble. 

The Super 80s. A retrospective of Australian 
Super 8 cinema, curated by Sean O'Brien; 
exhibiUon: Museum of Contemporary Art. 
Sydney, Nov 14, Dec 3; film screenings: 
Museum of Sydney, Nou 27 & 28. 
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A techno-booster nano manifesto 
Rowan Wilken reviews Neil Spiller 's Digital Dreams 

A popular means of grasping life online 
has been via the lexicon of architecture. 
Given the overwhelming presence of 
architectural metaphors in describing 
cyberspace, it is inevitable that 
architectural critics should in turn reflect 
on the extent to which cyberspace ls 
transforming architecture and its 
relationship to the human body. Digital 
Dream by Neil Spiller ( 1998) is one of a 
growing number of architectural texts that 
maps this change. 

Spiller is unequivocal in his assessment 
of this change. The architectural 
profession, he argues, is facing a future in 
which "advanced technologies, such as 
cyberspace, molecular and tissue 
engineering, genetics and the theories of 
complex systems, will drastically change 
our environment-and therefore our 
architecture." However, unlike more 
skeptical architectural critics, such as M 
Christine Boyer, who regard this future as 
something of a crisis for architecture, 
Spiller embraces it as an "opening-up of a 
series of new spatial frontiers." Moreover, 
in sketching these frontiers, Spiller 
foresees a range of metaphysical 
philosophies as the keys to building a 
future 'online.' 

Digital Dreams is Spiller's 'laboratory', 
a textual space in which to examine this 
technologised future. Yet, like so many 
books purporting to chart a future in 
which "technological advances are 
currently contorting space beyond all 
recognisable limits", Digital Dreams must 
first come to terms with the technologised 
space of the book. 

Digital Dreams is structured in a 
'dialogic' format with intersecting textual 
strands. The intention is a symbiotic 
relationship between the textual strands, 
with the meaning of one strand informed 
by a reading of the other. Unfortunately, 
though, for the most part the dialogic 
structure of the book does little in the way 
of "blurring the conceptual boundary 
between the two texts", as is the stated 
intention. Even the overlaid titles 
sometimes read like naff Gen-X anti
advertising slogans- "Meaning in 
architecture is dead." 

The images that accompany the text 
are more successful. While primarily 
architectural in content, stylistically these 
images approximate digitally created 
Manga illustrations. This correlation is 
interesting in the light of Steven Johnson's 
observation that compu ter games (and 
here one can add Anime) are where the 
future of virtual reality technologies are 
located. Whether or not this affiliation was 
a conscious design choice, the result is 
suggestive of Spiller 's greater comic book 
vision-the convergence of the 
technological and the biological in a future 
world, however absurd this vision might 
be ("nanotechnology will be able to 
produce Spidey and the Hulk for real"). 

Like the formal aspects of the book , 
the content of Digital Dreams offers the 
reader a similarly mixed bag. As a 
commentary on future challenges to 
e.xisting tenets of architectural theory and 
practice, Digital Dreams offers much that 
is thought provoking and fresh. For 
example , Spiller claims that the architect 's 
ability to "morph , mutate and hybridise" 
three-dimensional representational images 
In the 'cyberspace! of ~ompu(1!r ~ware 
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Indeed, the second half of Digital 
Dreams reads like a veritable nano 
manifesto in which Spiller extols the 
virtues of nanotechnology for shaping the 
future. "We are on the cusp of the· 
Nanolithic Age: at the beginning of 
Nanotime." The transformative potential 
of this technology reaches its apotheosis 
in the end-time-what Spiller terms the 
Protoplasmic Age, a Promethean vision: 
wwhen virtual reality becomes real, the 
liberation of the bit is complete.• 
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J arcllltei:turo ~nd tho now alchomic tochnologl•• l~ ~ Spiller's 'digital dreams' openly embrace 
the possibility of a post-human, cyborgian 
future-even to the point of describing those 
who balk at some advances in surgery and 
robotics as 'flesh chauvinists' and 'flesh 
Luddites.' Needless to say, according to 
Spiller such a post-human future will only be 
possible if we are prepared to participate in 
"visceral escapology" --escape from the 
pri.son of the flesh. 
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renders obsolete the 'form follows 
function' dictum of architecture. 

A second, equally charged suggestion 
is that emergent spatial environments 
(and architectures) will ultimately explode 
the classical notion of the Vitruvian ideal 
of the body. "Architecture as we know it is 
to a large extent influenced by the scale of 
our bodies," he writes. "In the future this 
scale will not remain consistent.• 

While the challenges faced by 
architecture in a technologised future are 
ostensibly the topic of the book (and one 
that, for the most part, is competently 
handled) , the real theme is actually the 
technologised future itself. Digital Dreams 
is in equal parts a prediction of the 
manifold and untold ways in which 
'advanced technologies' will transform the 
future, and a celebration of these changes. 
Unfortunately, however, it is as a 
soothsayer of a technologised, 
cyberspalial future that Spiller is at his 
least convincing. Spiller 's position on 
spirituality and cyberspace is a revealing 
example. 

It is a curious irony of the computer 
age-an age closely aligned with 
postmodern philosophies that blithel,
proclaim the 'death of (Enlightenment) 
God'-that so much attention should be 
paid to defining some sort of 
metaphysical, or spiritual dimension to 
cyberspace. Much recent work explicitly 
examines this, including critiques by 
Barry Sherman and Phil Judkins, Michael 
Heim, David Whittle, Douglas Rushkoff, 
and the more traditional Douglas 
Groothius. Add to these Spiller's Digital 
Dreams. 

The (non)place of tradjtional, Western 
religion in a post-human digital future 
forms a leitmotif in Digital Dreams. "As 
the body changes, so will religion ", Spiller 
claims. In rejecting traditional , organised 
Western religion, Spiller (after Rushkoff) 
suggests that the best (spiritual) guide to 
cyberspace is nevertheless one who is 
fully immersed in some sort of 
transcendental aesthetic. Unfortunately , 
however, all that Spiller can offer as a 
religious alternative amounts to little more 
'than a cobbled-together amalgam of 
voodoo, shamanistic teaching, Aboriginal 
Dreamtime mythology; and alchemy. As a 
paradigm for a new metaphysics (read 
religion) of cyberspace, it is ill concewed 
and unconvincing_...ittle more than a 
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high-gloss. repackaged form of pop 
religious pluralism. For a new and 
uniquely 'cyberspatial' religion, we are still 
waiting . 

Moreover, Spiller merely pays lip 
service to the aforementioned 
philosophies. The true religion of Digital 
Dreams is Spiller's unabashed 'techno• 
boosterism' (to borrow Steven 
Johnson's phrase). And, if techno
boosterism is the religion , then 
nanotechnology is the church, Eric 
Drexler the prophet, and Drexler's 
Engines of Creation the bible through 
which Spiller divines the future. Spiller 
believes that when it comes to the future 
of architecture and humanity "Nano 
holds the key." 

Diyit.al Dreams is not short on dogma 
or polemic. While certain minor 
qualifications are made, the fiercely 
techno-boosterist line that is pushed in 
Digital Dreams leaves little room for 
critical evaluation or circumspection; it is 
this lack of critical distance that is the 
book's main weakness. As an 
architectural text, Digital Dreams offers 
much; as a blueprint for the future, it 
leaves a lot to be desired. 

Neil Spiller. Digital Dreams: architecture 
and th.e new alchemic technologies, 
Ellipsis, London, 1998 

Rowan Wilken is a Masters student and 
sessional lecturer and tutor al Swinburne 
Uniuersfly of Technology, Melbourne. 

I And Or as Box 
is the se. cond exhibition 
at SIiicon Pulp, 
AustraJJa's first fme art 
gallery devoted 
exclusively to 
animation art ocated m 
Stanmore. m the inner 
west of Sydney 
Openmg on February 
16 the exhib1l1on 
features .-orks by 
Melbourne multimedia 
artist Andr Nelson. 
tnclud11tg a senes or 
digital pnn s on canvas 
and an mteractlve 
("D1g1tal Video Well"), 

I as well as an 
installation p ce, All 3 
elements combine to 
form aspects of each 

Andrew Nelson . And Or as Box other re ected in the 
interactive animation 

sequences contained in the DV well. An artist with a keen interest in pushing the frontiers of digrtal media and 
interactive design, Andrew Nelson believes "Interactive digital training should demonstrate a creatlvlty and 
ease of use that belies its complexity, thereby placing the true power of information technologies at the 
fingertips of the user." 

Directors Jan Begg and Steve Lucas have big plans for Silicon Pulp. This year's exhibition program features 
animation art in all its forms-from traditiona.l drawings and hand painted eels throuoh to wor1c 11 e Andrew 
Nelson's. The gallery also collects, documents and restores matenal from the design and production process 
and exhibits and offers artwork lor sale to collectors worldwide. Forthcoming exhibitions ·11 showcase 
contemporary works from individual artists and independent commercial studios as well as major studio 
productions. Says Lucas "This is not about nostalgia or memorabilia. This is to do with a long neglected and 
overlooked art form. We want to establish its legitimacy. Our policy will be to show no prejudice, and to focus 
on the quality and diversity of this wonderful field of art." 

Following And Or as Box which runs throughout March. in April Toxic Vengeance exhibits some of the 1500 
woodblock prints from Michael Hill's Toxic Rsh and won< from Wendy Chandler's 1998 AFI Award winning 
an mation Vengeance. In May, screenings at The Globe Cinema of Bruce Petty's new film. Money, and Jill 
Carter-Hansen's Songs of the Immigrant Bride, will coincide with the exhibition of paintings and images from 
both films at the gallery. 

SIiicon Pulp Animation Gallery, 176 Parramatta Road, Stanmore 
Tl!I/Fax 02 95609176 anigal@siliconpulp.com.au. Website: www.siliconpulp.com.au 
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Review 

Achieving madness 
Edward Scheer reviews a new book about a classic film: Performance 

Colin MacCabe opens his account of 
Performance with an anecdote about how 
knocked out he was by his first viewing of 
it "the weekend it opened in London in 
January 1971." He has never recovered 
and this is both the strength and the 
weakness of his account of the film. It is 
inclined to hyperbole : "the greatest British 
film ever made" , and some unfortunately 
trippy purple prose: "By the time their 
conversation is finished the lawyer is a 
man working on autopilot shocked right 
out of his social existence by the naked 
vio.lence which Chas embodies." This is 
also the source of the strength of this 
volume. It is a passionate and extreme 
defence of an extreme film which set out 
not to explore but to embody the excesses 
of London circa I 968 , suffused in post
imperial disillusionment and torpor on the 
one hand, and thrown into chaos by the 
vigour of youth culture and the new 
multiracial society on the other. 

Social formations and individual 
behaviours which had been impossible 
previously, came into being throughout 
the 60s and emerged starkly at the end of 
the decade. The film, made by maverick 
writer-directors Donald Cammell and 
Nicolas Roeg for a Warner Bros which was 
also in transition at the time , doesn't 
'capture' any of this· it re-releases it and 
serves to accelerate the process. In this 
sense the film is in every sense a 
performa nce and it is this aspect, its 

Review 

performing of a time in or at the end of a 
particular history of English life and 
cult ure, that MacCabe is so sensitive to in 
his BFI Classic. At the end there is no 
question that this is a landmark film. 

On the way MacCabe takes us through 
the characters and experiences of the 
film 's own performative moment, the 
legendary shoot itself . The image we get 
of the world of the Krays and the Stones 
amounts to something like a psychedelic 
'Londo n Open City.' The casting of Mick 
Jagger as Turner the rock star was 
necessary in order to get the thing made 
but some other casting decisions were 
even more colourful. Prominent East End 
identity Johnny Shannon as Harry Flowers 

and lifelong crim John Bindon as Moody 
gave the film genuine street cred as did 
the connection with dialogue coach and 
technical advisor David Litvinoff, a 
business associate of Reggie and Ronnie 
Kray. For MacCabe this approach was 
designed to authenticate the action of the 
film in the manner of Artaud, "an indirect 
influence on both directors .~ 

It's hard not to view the new British film 
Lock, Stock & Two Smoking Barrels as a 
pal.e reflection of this, particularly in the 
character of Barry the Baptist as played 
by Lenny Maclean, undefeated in over 
1000 bare knuckle fights and a truly scary 
hardman from the East End (and the 
subject of a forthcoming biopic with the 
title The Guun'r). The differences between 
these 2 films are many but could be 
centred on the treatment of violence, 
slackly portrayed in the latter, but in 
Performance the way into the heart of the 
film. Chas, played by James Fox, is 
described as a "performer" due to his 
abilities as a headkicker . As he shoots 
Joey Maddocks in an early scene he says 
"I am a bullet" emphasising Cammell's 
description of him in a draft of the script 
as something out of Genet's The Thief's 
Journal: Genet takes for granted the 
essence of Chas; which is, not to be 
violent, but to be violence. " MacCabe 
shows that this is indicative of the kind of 
thinking which gave rise to the film and 
which explains lts subject. 

Fox, like MacCabe, was never the 
same after his encounter with this film, 
particularly his training for the role in the 
sickeningly violent world of the Krays and 
their associates. He disappeared from 
films for 2 decades after shooting was 

Labyrinth of peep shows 
Caroline Farmer tastes Forgotten Fruit 

Nicholas Roeg's Performance 

completed. But he has some of the most 
memorable lines including one bit of 
dialogue directed at Turner (Jagger): 
"Comical little geezer, you'll look funny 
when you're fifty.• He didn't know how 
funny. By way of explanation, Nie Roeg 
said recently to the critic Ian Penman, who 
has also hailed Performance as a modern 
classic, "How mistaken we are about 
everybody 's identity." Turner puts it 
another way, "The only performance that 
makes it, that really makes it, that makes 
it all the way, is the one that achieves 
madness. Right? You got it? You wiv ' mer 
In this context, MacCabe's restraint should 
be seen as exemplary . 

Colin MacCabe, Performance, BF1 Classics, 
BFI London, 1998, Australian distributor 
Peribo, rrp $26.95 

Forgotten Fruit is the first exhibited 
work in a project that has been evolving 
for at least a decade. Artist/filmmakers 
Margaret Dodd and Jennifer Hughes 
began collecting newspaper clippings in 
1986 when the intention to close the 
Adelaide Fruit and Produce Exchange and 
the East End Markets first became public. 
The markets closed in September 1988. 
Over the final 2 days and nights of its 
operation, the artists began to put 
together their own visual archive of the 
market. Over the next 10 years they 
continued to document on video the 
demolition and excavation of the east end 
of Rundle Street, and its redevelopment 
Into the up-market housing, shopping and 
restaurant precinct it has now become . 

The first monitor encountered on 
entering the space took the viewer back t.o 
the precolonial use of the land. In the 
story of lnvaritji (the last surviving full 
blood member of the Kauma people) 
whose great grandfather had been present 
at the first meal prepared by white sllttlers 
for elders of the local tribes, the viewer 
was introduced to several themes that 
recurred throughout the installation . The 
significance of food in the assertion of a 
culture. The link between food and the 
organisation of land. The relationship 
between food and architecture , between 
the law and the organisation of space and 
the demarcatio n of territories. And the 
way that food can be a link between the 
known and the forgotten . Inherent in much 
of the work was a sense of grief for the 
loss of those traces of history that were 
written on the environment , whether 
natural-the foods lost to the Indigenous 
people-or architectural-dents worn into 
the floor by horses' hooves, the amber
tinted light of sun shining through old 
rusted skylights , the mews of cottages 
revealed by archeologists in the initial 
stages of demolition and filled in by 
developers-things which cannot be re
presented. 

above the southern 
gate referred to the 
Christian beliefs of 
the market 
founders, ~The 
earth is the Lord's 
and the fullness 
there or, while 
above the eastern 
gate, images of 
gargoyles 
clenching 

Margaret Dodd & Jennifer Hughes, video Installation , FortJIClden Fruit :1998 

To commemorate the 10th anniversary 
of the closing of the market , the artists 
installed a maze of empty fruit and 
vegetable boxes in the old stable, the only 
part of the original East End Market to 
remain intact. Within the stacks of 
cardboard boxes they placed 12 video 
monitors bearing images, testimonies and 
dreamlike sequences (several hours of 
footage edited into 50 short films) of the 
intervening decade. The monitors could 
be viewed from various angles through the 
hand and venWation holes in the boxes, 
creating a labyrinth of peep shows. The 
_displacement of lived experience into a 
kaleidoscope of memories and fictions , 
distanced by time , is made containable 

.,.but ~ble . 1. t 

Under a skylight , in a central open area 
of the installation , was an altar-li.ke 
structure oo which a computer had been 
placed which showed dose-up images of 
the 2 elaborately decorated gables above 
~ main gates to the matkel The detail 

cornucopia between their fangs appeared 
to make reference to more ancient beliefs. 

This evocation of a temple was 
intended to refer to the influence on the 
installation of ancient Greek and Roman 
practices that used architecture (temples , 
houses, official structures ) in the 
development of artificial memory 
systems. Through the imag inary 
attachment of particular ideas or elements 
of a story to specific images or simulacra 
located in particular spaces, a complex 
system of mnemonic imagery was built up 
to assist the rhetorician with the learning 
of complex stories or speeches (the artists 
point to the detailed exploration of the 
development of this practice in Frances 
Yates' The Art of Memory, Routledge & 
Kegan Paul, London, 1966). 

Influenced by this idea, the stacks of 
boxes were arranged t.o recreate the 
layout of the actual markets , the monitors 
bearing images and stories that related to 

the particular location in the market 
represented by their position. In this way 
the installation became like a physical 
representation of such a memory system. 

Collaboration in creative endeavours is 
an interesting process, famil iar to 
filmmakers but often fraught with anxieties 
and conflicts when 2 creative personalities 
with strong visions attempt a single 
outcome . In this sense the project was a 
successful first step on the way to 
developing the intended end point , a 
feature film that will incorporate the 
documentation o( lived experience into a 
fictional structure exploring the imaginings 
induced in the 2 artists by changes to an 
environment that held deep significance 
for them both . 

Forgotten Fruit, artists Margaret Dodd and 
Jennifer Hughes, the old stable, Stag 
Lane, Adelaide, Sept.JO • Oct 11, 1998 
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Die, Trekkie, die 
Phil 'unenlightened' Brophy disputes djgjtal at lan Haig's Web Devolution 

No matter how hard one tries to 
ridicule multimed ia, interacti vity and 
onlin e presence, there are trill ions of 
real estate agents, CompSci students, 
Star Trek fans, cyberpunks , digital 
artists and WIRED subscribers to whom 
such sarcastic folly falls on deaf ears. 
To the list of Christians, parents and 
junkies, we now must add 'digitalists ' as 
yet another sub-species of rabid , 
compulsive fundamentalists whose 
enJightened state is ¥1 just don't 
understand .• Like , if I don't believe in 
God, how can I understand Christianity? 
If I haven't had a kid, how can I really 
speak about social concern? If I haven't 
taken smack , how can I say it 's bad? 

Ian Haig's Web Devoluti on-subtitled 
a "Digital Evangelist Web Cult Project"
firmly and deftly targets this incredulous 
mania of belief which has caused 
otherwise rational persons to make the 
most outrageous, extravagant and 
embarrassing claims for 'new 
technologies. ' Presented as an 
installation , Web Devoluti on set itself up 
as a crackpot media station positioned 
in the centre of the gallery. Its ugly 
vertical assemblage resembled a 
mutation between a monstrously 
customised ghettoblaster , a Santiero 
altar , a Christian zealot's placard and a 
homeless person's commandeered 
shopping trolley . Cheap loudspeakers 
played a barrage of digitally processed 
noise ( expertly crafted by 
electroacoustic composer Philip 
Samartzis) which served to intensify the 
effect of the station being a broadcast 
beacon desperately drawing all toward 
its higher cause of cyberbabble. 
Festooned with grafittied slogans and 
scraps of logo images, this was less an 
art object offered to further creativity in 
new technologies and more a piece of 
junk vomited forth from the 
overproduction of crappy new media 
art. 

The actual onllne project lay buried 
in a maze of frantically flashing links 
displayed on a monitor nestled amongst 
this noisy pile of garbage. Once online, 
one truly gets lost in a world of 
sloganeering that evokes the balderdash 
of everyone from Negroponte to Stelarc 
to Leary to Lucas. The targets are 
obvious-Star Wars, Heauen 's Gate, 

tan Haig, Web Devolution 1998 

Masterca rd, Yahoo-but it truly is fun to 
know that when you cl ick on a link 
labelled "Chewbacca" that right there is 
the punch line . You either get it or you 
don't . Similar dumb jokes are embedded 
in the visual/ic onic/ linguist ic hyper
narrative of the project : links go 
nowhere, images are grunge -res, 
mystical passwords are void , pull down 
menus give absurd options , animated 
GIFs flash their nothingness. All these 
non-sequitur pathways constitute a 
colon of digital Babel which is less 
concerned with contemplat ing the 
higher states of consciousness achieved 
by online/ interactive exchange and 
more intent on reflecting the deluded 
aimlessness so typical of web 
navigation. Referencing Devo's theory of 
devoluti on and its sardonic reflection of 
cultural exchange , Web Devol utio n 
celebrates the retrogressive puerility 
which lies at the heart of the nerdy 
ponderousness we call 'being digital. ' 

But don't miss the point here. Like 
anyone who has looked realisti ally at 
the digital and/ or online technologies we 
have used for at least 8 years (and 
sound people have the jump on all you 
eyeballers), Haig is not a Neo-Luddite . 
Technology is all around us. Plumbing , 
road maintenance and air travel are 
complex marvels of human ingenuity 
and chaotic organisation-but I ain't 
signing up for a 3-day conference on 
radical re-invention s of S-bends. 
Whereas so much New Media Art quite
pathetically imports some 'heavy 
concept ' via a few scanned images and 
hypertext links with hot buttons (take 
your pick of 'hot topics ': surveillance , 
the body, medical science, glitches , 
crash, viruses, genetic engineering , 
artificial intelligence , the city , 
consumerism, corporate control , 
ecology, etc) , Web Deuo{ution astutely 
probes the hysterical and frighteningly 
uncritical support of the most banal 
effects of new technologies . 

Jan Haig, Web Devolution , game theory, 
Experimenta, Span Galleries, Melbourne , 
July 6 · 18, 1998 • 

Hypercompetition for beginners 
RT previews interaction at The Performnce 
Space 

If you worry that attending performances 
might mean cutting back on your fitness 
schedule, your worries are over. 

For two nights only (Friday and Saturday 
March 12-13) at The Performance Space the 
Austrian group TIME'S UP 
(www.timesup.org) will present its unique 
machines, devices and instruments based on 
absurd fitness bicycles and video arcade 
games, inviting the audience to carry out a 
variety of experiments based on perception 
and control. These devices form part of a 
hypercompetitive fitness studio developed at 
the TIME'S UP laboratories in Europe, 
simultaneously offering the client 
Hypercompetitive Edutainment and collecting 
data of the responses of various population 
groups to the situations presented. 

The fitness studio cross-field research station 
has been successfully deployed over the past 
few years in Linz, Munich, Paris, Rotterdam 
and Ljubljana where experimental 
observations have been collected. 
Investigations in the southern hemisphere will 
involve (amongst other experiments) the 
effects of contrary rotation and collaborative 
pedalling. 

TIME'S UP was founded by Tim Boykett. an 
Australian artist (wouldn't you know It) now 
resident in Linz, and Austrian artist Just 
Merritt to create, • ... a modest offering for the 
Improvement of the theatre of everyday life." 
Tina Auer joined the group in 1997 interested 
in their crucial work: " ... not the pure 
experiment for art's sake, but an urge to find 
out the answers to the questions about the 
human species that haven't even been 
properly asked yet." 

The group consists of artists, 
mathematicians, pseudoscientists. smiths 
and smitherines who work from a laboratory 
in Linz, Austria. Their common goal " ... a 
certain lack of understanding for the usual 
careers of getting a job. raising kids and 
washing cars, mixed in with a blend of 
fascination for advancing one's own 
capabilities, be It in the techno nerd or the 
popular science field." 

The TIME'S UP visit to Australia is part of 
BIOMACHINES, a collaborative project 
developed by The Performance Space and 
Casula Powerhouse. Curated by Tim Boykett 
David Cranswick and Julianne Pierce. 

TIME'S UP, The Performance Space, March 
12 • 13; information and bookings tel 
02 9698 7235 
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The Sugar Factory 
written & directed by Robert Carter 
distributor Globe Film Co 
February release 

Thud. Thud. Thud. Black and white. Means flashback. 
Thud. Memories. Thud. Boy breaking stones in cellar. 
Thud. Arguments upstairs. Thud. Cut to colour. 

The Sugar Factory opens with a suggestion of a 
whimsical Ferris Buel/er foray into too-familiar 
territory. Coming of age. Erections in class. Boyzone 
adventure. Harris Berne (Matt Day), a 17 year old with 
a bad case of the Mrs Robinsons, goes looking tor 
love. In all the wrong places. 

Set in some strange middle class suburban Australian 
50s time warp where mums are mums and dads are 
dads and secrets hang in wardrobes and people mow 
each other's lawns and girls live to be married Oust 
like Muriel. And Lizzie. Can we have an Oz comedy 
without a wedding?), The Sugar Factory is Tennessee 
Williams without the tension. The trouble is, the film is 
contemporary. (Harris mentions •techno• at one point 
although Peter Best's score is music box. You know, 
when the little girl opens the box and the plastic 
ballerina starts spinning around.) 

The strange (and best) thing about The Sugar Factory 
is its sudden lapses into sheer hell: babysitting, Harris 
veges on the couch watching music videos; he has no 
sense of time and neither do we. A minute? An hour? 
A sense of doom as he begins a macabre game of hide 
and seek with 2 year old Clementine (Eliza 
O'Oonaghue) and 6 year old Julius (Eliot Paton), a 
game frozen in time, for him and you. When he finds 
his long-lost sister, she plays her own child/adult 
games, interpf!llng his narrative through the only 
language she understands. She can be the schoolgirl 
he desires: You want me to be the older sister, she 
says resignedly, ·1 knew ,r. Haunted by small girls as 
apparitions, Harris Is punished for not looking, for not 
seeking, for not playing the game ... 

Harris carries a bolt tor comfort. He becomes In the 
institution. the ·nut with the bolt". It helps him hear 
what adults are saying, make a connection with the 
outside world. A tenuous linl< to sanity. Cut lo black 
and white. Flashback Memories. Thud. Thud. Thud. 

Kirsten Krauth 

Men With Guns 
written & directed by John Sayles 
distributor Palace Films 
February release 

I didn't know jackshit about John Sayles or what to 
expect from Men With Guns. But tabu/a rasa don't stay 
blank for long when handed media kits. Reading 
Sayles· CV while waiting for the screening, it was clear 
he was a celebrated independent American filmmaker. 
Director of Passion Ash, The Secret of Roan lnish and 
Lone Star. None of which I've seen. He was made 
meaningful to me as the guy who wrote the screenplay 
for Clan of the Cave Bear (with Darryl Hannah as a 
blonde Xena), director of Uanna (a 70s style lesbian 
coming out story), Brother From Another Planet (cult 
movie about a black alien in a potplant in New Yori<) 
and numerous Bruce Springsteen videos. All of which 
I'd hired from Wagga video stores in the early 80s. 
Personal histories will always collude and coalesce 
with any information. 

Kevin Spacey and Anna PaQuin, Hurly Burly 
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I wasn't sure if this ad hoe genealogy of mine was 
relevant, as Men With Guns had all the signifiers of 
cultural and political credibility. It is a story set in Latin 
America which looks at the effects of civil war in 
remote Indian villages, and the Journey of a doctor 
from the city as he traverses the blindspots of his own 
complicity. Or Fuentes' usual patients are rich Spanish
speaking women-"My kidneys are bothering me 
when I drink red wine. The more expensive the wine 
the sharper the pain.• As if he intuits that there must be 
more to malady, he packs his patrician's bag and sets 
off for the remote rural villages to find the 7 students 
he trained to take part in an Indigenous health 
program. 

Like a silver haired Johnny Depp in a landcruiser, the 
doctor's journey is one of a 'dead man.' Ignorant of his 
country's political turmoil, his illusions are stripped 
away as he uncovers the fate of his students. One is 
selling drugs on the black market In the next village 
he finds that the Intern has been executed and his 
medical instruments have been co-opted as tools of 
torture. In another village the doctor's surgery has 
become a hairdressing salon, as a less problematic 
use Is found for stainless steel scissors. 

The movie looks at the Impasse between broad 
humanitarian principles and regional contexts. It is 
most interesting not in its rather straight narrative, but 
in its examination of metaphors of medicine, violence 
and the culturally specific roles of doctors and priests. 

Keri Glastonbury 

Redball 
written & directed by Jon Hewitt 
distributor Palace Films 
March release 

A load of old cop 
cop cop cop cop cop cop cop lotsa cops fightin 
drlnkin smokin shoutin fartin swearin fukkity luk 
fuken cops as lads cops as crims cops as dogs cops 
as fresh-faced doe-eyed cops who are about to realise 
that the Law is not simply blind and thoughtless but 
positively vmdlctive, nasty, cruel ... and it's been that 
way now for longer than the medium cares to 
remember ... cops bealin suspects poppin pllls 
shootin crims tumin a blind eye a bunch of really bad 
lootenants workln homicide (It's murder) cops gettin 
emotional and losln it cops gettin analysed cops 
turnin in their badge goin it alone ... cops cops cops 
cops copplty cop cop cops sloppin around In the 
sleazy street slang chickenhawk floater redball lovin 
the lingo the authentic argot of copspeak which tells 
us that these are actors playin cops playin actors 
playin cops sayin things like we nailed that bastard 
and lovin it beln caught on video handheld grainy cop 
footage tv reality cops movieworld cops low budget 
trashy shock cops in cop shocker and yet and 
yet...loveable cops because predictable cops with 
nothin new to say cops friendly familiar line-worn 
cops doin the things we expect and desire of cops 
havin lost the plot but cllngin to the character until 
finally there's a bit of detectin and it's cop against cop 
runnin cops guns polntin cop to cop just like reservoir 
cops and it's hard to believe that anybody thought 
they could still get away with it. SE 

Simon Enticknap is a Sydney-based write,.whose 
endless online road novel, Dead Real, can be found at 
www.deadreal.com.au 

Re<Jbaf/ 

Hurly Burly 
director Anthony Drazan 
screenplay by David Rabe from 
his stage play 
A New Vision Release 
February release 

This is the most talkative, most engrossing 
Hollywood movie I've heard in years, with all the 
edginess and humour and depths of a Cassavetes 
and showing up the slightness of Cassavetes jnr's 

entertaining and quirky She's 
So Lovely. Not surprisingly, it's 
come from a stage play, David 
Rabe's adapatatlon of his own, 
which Sean Penn starred in at 
the Westwood Playhouse in 
1988 under the playwright's 
direction. Mike Nichols {one of 
the executive producers of the 
movie) subsequently directed 
the play on Broadway with a 
young Kevin Spacey 
understudying all the roles
until Ron Silver got another job 
and Spacey had a long stint as 
Mickey. the helpless ironist he 
gently plays to perfection in 
the film. Orazan's direction. 
Rabe's adaptation, Gu Chang 
Wei's cinematography and the 
actors· understanding of the 
differences between screen 
and stage acting keep Hurly 
Burly well clear of the dangers 
of stage-to-screen in this 
account of the neurotic, closed 
world of casting agents, their 
narrow circle of friends, 
cocaine and mobile phones. 
Key scenes. almost first and _______ " ____________ ___.. 

last in the film. display hilariously (and sadly as 
communication cracks and crumbles) sustained, 
brilliantly edited conversations-face to face, on 
their mobiles, In their separate cars, in the office
between Penn and Spacey. These people dare not 
stop speaking ... but when the speaking stops ... Hurty 
Burly is about the end of relationships, between men 
and women, but particularly between men. While the 
men att.empt to communicate with women (Penn and 
Robin Penn Wright engage In a comic, post-coital, 
cliche·ridden struggle to connect) or talk about them 
to each other (especially Chaz Palminteri's 
dangerous not-too-bright Phil, an unemployed 
'background actor'), It's men's love for each other for 
which they have no vocabulary. It's this failure that 
drives them collectively towards escalating 
mysogyny and Phil, whose naive metaphysical 
leanings the others mock brutally, to tragedy. 
Ironically, it's the cocaine addled. love-loser Eddie 
(Penn), who understands so little of himself but sees 
what has happened to Phil. The women's roles are 
significant. They define and redefine our attitude to 
the men, but they also stand on their own. Robin 
Penn Wright plays Eddie's girlfriend Darlene moving 
from indifferent lover to someone strong enough to 
know what she's gotten into: Meg Ryan is a sexually 
casual friend, an art dancer with balloons, whom the 
men exploit all too easily but knows more than they 
suspect: and Anna Paquin is a i 6 year old street kid 
who slips into the lives of the men {delivered by Gary 
Shanoling, a creepy producer, as "a care package"), 
and their beds, initially someone else to exploit but 
finally someone who has to be accepted. Hurly Burly 
is excellent cinema, its narrative nervy and 
unpredictable, the performances complex (and often 
funny), the writing exquisite and tightly thematic, the 
view through Gu Chang Wei's camera a closed 
Malibu cosmos. As their relationship fails at the 
film's end, Penn and Penn Wright step out of their 
car on an LA hillside against a sudden night sky: the 
world opens up vertiglnously. 

Keith Galiasch 
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Moving and surviving 
Erin Brannigan interviews antistatic guest Li a el on by email 

EB Through your experience travelling 
and collaborating with people around the 
world, how do your experiences in Australia 
differ? Jn your Writing On Dance artide 
{Issue #14), you talk about travel as an 
opportunity to test the flexibility of your 
perception. What "new muscles" of 
perception did you have to flex here? 

My work explores how we use our 
senses, how we have built our survival kills 
how th e habits innuence and underlie our 
movement our dancing, our appetite for 
moving for being seen dancing, and bow we 
develop our opinions, what we like to 
and do how we compo our realities. Jn 
the otic (to me) dance ubcultures that I've 
bad the good fortune to share rhi 
qu rioning with, thi dialogue ha been met 
with enrhu iasm. I'm always fa inated 
when there appears t a con n u of 
d ire or opinion m a temporary, in idemal 
group of dan er. . 

For the m r part I dare nor make 
compan n t r ea h atherin i 
c nrcxt-laden. Yet I can't hdp but 
noti e ... One thought I bad on my return 
trip to Aumalia wa how a pe pie wh 
perceive themselves a living in a relatively 
i olatcd culture make a lot out of a little. I've 
run into that cuJruraJ elf-image in arious 
parts of the w rid, in Hungary and t 

Germany hortl after the walJ came doYm, 
in rhe Midw c and ruraJ US in Argentina 
and mainland China ju c la r year. 

We can imagine thar 'having linle can lead 
co a habit of mining deep mine going wa 
behind or beyond the urface of things. And 
it can provide a va t, blank canva for the 
imagination. I found thar willingn to dig 
and the facility to imagine striking in the 
tu.den I worked with in Australia each 

time, in 19 5 in 93, and 97. Thi wa a 
great plea ure. was peaking Engli h t:o 

Engli h peakers for a change, 

EB I'm parti.a,larl i11terested i11 your 
thoughts on perfor111a11ce-the engagement 
between perfomier and audience. How did 
you feel this engagement differed, if at all, in 
A11stralia? 

L My vi its have been very short and 
until la r year I'd had litt,le expo ure to 
performan work down under, oth r than 

the work of Russell Dumas who I first met 
in Europe in the earl 80 . I have een his 
work on 3 conrinen and think of him, 
m t certainJy as a dance artist with a 
thoroughly intemacional perspective. l wa 
curiou , in 1997, co see h w the per eptual 
0 xibility and imagination I enjoyed 
much in the work hop wouJd manifest in 
performance, and I got my chance during 
tbe Festival of the Dreaming and idet:ra k' 

ontemporary Performance eek in 1997. 
However, in chi first expo ure, I found it 
hard to look beyond my own familiar 

~ estem reference and ource -which is 
not a urprise-buc I am curiou to see 
more ... co begin co per eive the chara rer, 
direction and purpose of Australian dan e 
and aud1en e behaviour in relation to i 
own hi tory. 

B \' e recemly h,1d a coll{erence m 
Melb ume where tbe hegemony of b.illet in 
this country was discussed-a notion tl,at 
makes \; rirings on Dan e and antistatic rare 
public fonm1s for d1sa1Ssmg ·a/ternatii•e· 
dance practices m Au trali.1. Did )'OIi hm·e 
any se11 e of tJns situat,011 durmg )' itr visits 
bere? 

L A quick note about dan e thinking 
and upporr for the ans: l'Ye been o-cd1cing 
and publishing • n alrt>marive dan journ I 

ontaCI Q1,arterly, ut of the U for 22 
ears n . Th writin all me from 

dancers and movement arti themselv 
and except for a very few years the 
reader hip i the le uppon for the 
magazine. The labour f r produ mg it h 
aim t been entireJy volunteer and it see.ms 
to u tain itself by the unflagging need for 
dialogue outside of tht> in tirurions. 

I alwa have my eye out for wririn by 
dan er and have been reading Writings 011 

Dance ( WOD) probably ince the first · ues 
when one of its editors, dancer Libby 
Dempster, whom I m t in the mid 70s in 
England, ent me one. I've found ir to be a 
re.markable archive of analy i of th new 
dance practi which have been and 
onrinue to be, exrremeJy marginal, and ar 

the me time ignificanrly influential t the 
mainstream Western dance over the la t 20 
years or o. In WOD it has struck m chat 
ofren (nor alway ) the ource or tool of 
anal)• i arc semioci and feminist criti i rn, 
both a demic approache and omehow a 

• 
II was another strange Canberra summer'S evening. The sun was hanging low in the sky and there 

was a strong cooling wind as we drove along the lane to the Old Ganberra Brickworks. We were given 

a map and a torch for our journey. and so set ott 10 experience Spice9-lhe latest project for Clare 

Dyson and Rachel Jennings. It began with sustained stillness. F"M! ndlviduals sat, backs to us. on an 

old pergola-like structure; their Vlsual backdrop the trees and their aural backdrop the rustling leaves 

and bird calls prompted by the setting sun. Beneath them: still water and a line of brick stepping 

stones through the pool. When movement began, it was slow and gentle-rolhng, torsos hanging 

over the edge, a hftmg ol legs_ Then one of the more resonant motifs of the work- the kiclang and 

dropping of stones into the pool below. From here. the work heightened our awareness of the 

workings of our senses and the relationsh p between sense and memory. We later moved through a 

brick passageway and passed by a series of isolated vignettes: a representation of lust and desire, 

with a bhndfolded woman caressed and whispered to by 2 others; a woman sucking from 

passionfruit, spitting the luscious flesh onto her thigh and then smeanng it over her skm It is the 

communication between artist and audience that is so well-developed in Spices. The use of water and 

fire, the fresh smells of passionfruit and lemons. and the placement of voice and song, light and 

darkness. Our Journey is a completely sensory one. II is Dyson and Jenning's een awareness of the 

power of detail through these elements that connects with their audience With its combination of 

superb design by Jennings-so well-placed in his settini>-and Dyson·s interrogation of movement 

and gesture, Sp,ces has a deeper. more personal conneC1Ion. Thrs IS soul food. 

Julia Postle 

Spicts. created and directed by Cidre Dyson and R3cl1e/ Jennings. a choreog,aph,c tel/owsh,p w,th 

the Choreographic Centre, old Canberra BnckWorkS Yarrafumla. Dec 9 • 13. 15 - 17 

onine atwww.splceseffect.net au 

cry narrow base when applied to dance. I 
ofc n wondered why this empha is and 
yearned for more pers naJ and wider 
sources in this eJcgant publi tion. I gathered 
on my la t vi it how much dan e com - out 
of the university y rem in u tralia, and 
that dan ers learn to validat their work 
based on these cems of anal i . 1 
imagine, som how this dominant way of 
thinking enters the work the make. Yet 
there is also omething that ha come 
through WOD' effort to put dance in print 
th::u is helping to create a body of thought 
and rimu]afe the field beyond the continent 
of Au tralia. 

I read Rearr1me for the first cime on my la t 
visit and noci d a imilar language in mu h 
of the wririn , however I wa thrilled by th 
range of voic and heer volume of activity 
and desire to be heard. These are precious 
publicati n evidence of pa ion, di ipline, 

self<ririci m, and practice "in the fa e of ... " 
It seems that personal voi es and 
deveJopments in dance. th tre nd 
performan e in the t have demon crably 
not developed through in cirutionaUsed 
training and upport. 

Young anj t u ually hav enough fuel co 
push through la k of support. The tragedy 
omes when artis h.ave to quh before 

developing into macuriry, leaving few 
model , few inspiration and all that implies 
for the culture. We cry to urvive the same 
stupidity in the U 

antistatic 
The biennial antls1a11c dance festlval wlll be held 
March 24-Aprll 11 al The Performance Space and 
Is curated this year by Sue-ellen Kohler, Ros 
Crisp and Zane Trow. 

antistatic 99 alms to foster crlllcal debate and 
enquiry into contemporary dance pracUce In 
Australia. In par11ctuar II looks al differences 
between practices and the values thal underpin 
them. Whal kinds of work do dancers and 
choreographers want lo make and why? And what 
is the cultural, historical and lnlernaUonal context 
of their work? 

Artists presentlno ork at the even! Include 
Trolman & Morlsh, Helen Herber1son, Jude 
Watton, Rose Warby, Alan Schacher, Ro»llnd 
Crisp, DeQulncy/lynch, Jelf Stein, Tony Yap, Yum! 
Umiumare, Susie Fraser. Julle Humphreys and 
Helen Clar11e-Lapin. International guest artists 
Jennifer Monson, Ishmael Houston-Jones and 
Lisa Nelson wlll all present work.shops and 
performances. The Oaks Cate/Cassandra 's Dance, 
a new worll by Russell Dumas' Dance Exchange 
kicks off the fntlval al The Studio, Sydney Opera 
House. 

Forum talks wlll be presented by artists, writers 
and academics Including Sally Gardiner, Susan 
Leigh Foster. Julie-Anne Long and Virginia 
Baxter, Anne Thompson, Eleanor Brltkhill. There 
are also installations and screunings from Margie 
Medlin, Adrienne Doig, Tracie Mitchell and 
DI.hers. 

Enquiries: The Performance Space 02 9698 7235 
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Dancing otherwise 
Philipa Rothfield on experiencing the teaching and works of Deborah Hay 

There are those who have een Deborah 
Hay perform and wondered why others in 
the audience seem to be gerring omething 
they do not. A recent review of Hay's olo, 
O; The Other Side of O noted that 
"Australia' numerou devotees appre 1ate 
her ability ro be absolutely present in a 
theatrical moment" (Kim Dunphy, The Age, 
D cember 8 1998). Even though I would 
counr my elf a ooe of the "numerous 
devote ", I do understand why her work 
leaves some people unmoved. I have at 
times, been unmoved. )r bas to do with 
looking, how one looks, and what one 
look for. We watchers of the dance are 
used co the corporeal delights of kinetic 
di play. Dance i , more or I a kind of 
phy ical action a nuanced flow o( bodie in 
movement. What, then, are we co make of a 
performance which offers o few phy ical 
tidbits to its audien e? 

Hay' performance work i totally 
stripped of dancerly di play becau e he 
wants omething el e to hine through. 
Thar mething is the bodily manifesration 
of an intense form of percepruaJ practice. 
Although ome people might call it a play 
of consciou nes , I think this detracts from 
the bodily aspect of her work. The 
medirarional quality of her perception and 
the mantra-like tatus of her utterance 
should not lead one to think her work is 
not in and of the body. The title of Hay's 
forthcoming book, My Body the Buddhist, 
gives an indication of the sense in whicb 
the body is een to be the ground and 

ource of her work. But it i in the contexr 
of her teaching that the e matter attain 
clarity. 

Wh1l t Hay i utterly ommitted to the 
experiment of her own learning, ir i her 
teaching whi h has made the greater mark in 
the \! orld. Thi i p,urly becau of her own 
immer ion m the practi e that she tn to 
convey. he is not omeone who know 
mu h a omeone who trie and i willing to 
hare m that trying. Over the year;, she has 

worked with and on certain ep1th rs-the 
body a 53 rrillton cell at once perceiving; 
the whole body a the reachcr; mvite bein 
seen; now I here is harmon . Whatever 

nsrirut her own pracri e i offered to her 
tudems. In tum, they attempt to make sen 

of these thou he in action. One of the 
featur of her work hop i the effect of 
working in a group. Her c mmunity dan 
are often very large, and the experience of 
working with o many people creav a 
ertain energy. Added to thi i Hay' 

exhortation to observe others as if they are 
similarly committed to the work. 

Thi lead me ro anoth r is ue: the 
question of truth. Hay does not laim that 
her utterances are ultimate verities. Rather 
they are srracegic puzzles which may or not 
be productive. Thi rather po unodem 
approach-that practice i strategic rather 
than repr ming some essence-
nevertheless aims towards particular goals 
with rigour. It is not a case of anything goes. 
Rather, that which is aimed at is a qua:icy of 

Barmaid rhythms 
Erin Brannigan drinks in Wendy Houstoun's Happy Hour in London 

Viewing a lot of dance videos while in 
London recently, I decided that solo dance 
on film was my favourite. The intimacy 
specific to the camera is best employed 
dealing with these discrete subjects, who 
may not have spatial relations to anyrhing 
but the camera (become its very own 
creature). Seeing Wendy Houstoun perform 
her new show, Maid to Drink presents 
Happy Hour, first at Jack son's Lane and 
then at the Purcell Room at Royal Festival 
Hall in London, I realised that solo dance 
itself is the intriguing thing, with or 
without the camera. A poken monologue 
on film or stage has words hanging in the-
pace-berween; the olo dancer, particularly 

the performer/choreographer, invites you in 
closer to where in the best examples the 
body cannot lie. By the end of the show, I 
had Houstoun's particular phy icaliry 
tucked away as if we had actually spent 
endless nights making the most of Happy 
Hour. She bad become my very own 
creature. 

Housroun had me peering through the 
dark, straining to do e up the pace in an 
effort to catch every nuance of her 
intricate dance. As has happened before, 
my eyeballs dried out with looking. 
Choo ing the theme of drinking he is 
able to explore a range of movement thar 
is located beyond normal motor- en ory 
a tivity. A technically virtuosic 
performance, Hou toun recover and plays 
with action from the place beyond 
phy ical control. 

What i al o remarkable about Happy 
Hour is that the spoken word dan es as 
well has the same qualities-half-formed, 
murmured, lost phra and words, 
carefully cho en and deployed. When 

Houstoun invites us into the piece
"what'll it be ... what's your poison ... ?"
her eccentric barmaid gestures swing and 
bounce along to tbe rhythm set by her 
words . These same gestures repeated with 
different dialogue become, not the habits 
of work, but a struggle; the 'job' becoming 
a problem under the weight of new 
discordant words. At another time, the 
precarious joke-telling kills of the 
inebriated give Houstoun a spoken rhythm 
of joke fragments that accompany her 
hysterical po es-"no ... wait ... wait ...• 
wait", "thi one's going co kill you", 
"what do you get ... ", "thi one will make 
you scream." The failing, senseless joke 
'bits' create a tragic pattern, an eternal 
parade of misplaced punchlines 
accompanied by desperate postures. 

Like alcohol, Hou toun mutates from 
eductress tO mate, from abuser to 

comforter, from senrimental to political. 
This happens a quickly as a drunk can 
'turn', but it's never as simple a thi either. 
It 's alway the tran itory moment, the 
where-did-that-drink-go moment when 
logic dissolves and anything is possible. 
The improvi arory nature of the how 
heighten this giddy feeling. In Happy 
Hour, inebriation pro vides a model 
con dition in which to move between the e 
various state . Houstoun ' physical ma cery 
recreate the malleable moment between 
confu ion and realisation. A entimental 
Hou toun builds up her friend-"you're o 
lucky, you've got everything"-faJJing to 
pieces her elf a he work through the list. 
A dance equen e with accompanying bites 
of conversation is repeated with reducing 
facility Hou smun never lo ing contro l of 
her movement bur the charac ter lo ing a 
grip on her life. 

Deborah Ha} 

perceptual engagement w1tlun movement 
(and utteran e). There 1s an arrempt to de
centre ubjectivity (imagine your body i 53 
trillion ells changing all the time), to 
multiply the number of perspective which 
may attend movement, and r be utterly 
present focused and open ro in piration 
wherever it may ome from. Of cours , no 
on manages thi all the time. There are 
fru tration , di appointments, at best an 
intermittent focu . Hay herself claims there 
i nothing (no-thing) co "get." Rather, we 
are all srudenrs of this kinaesthetic fonn. 

That said, Deborah Hay does seem to 
maintain her own focus more often than 
not. Her dancing often inspires others, and 
the workshop sessions can become very 
charged. It is not particularly easy to keep 
with one's movemems not to daydream , 
fantasize, let alone remain open to change at 
any point, whether initiated from the 
multiple sources in the self or inspired from 

In one of the final scenes, humanity's 
ambiguous relationship to alcohol is given 
a striking image. Houstoun bounces 
herself out of the bar-"who do I think I 
am", "ifl knew wbat was good for me I'd 
head out that door right now", "what do 
I think I'm looking at?" "I'm not going to 
tell myself again." At the Purcell Room, 
this scene was stretched to the limit, as 
was the joke scene, the discomforting 
pathos becoming painful in the way only a 
drunk can be. 

The observational backbone and kind 
of realism that this brings to Happy Hour 
is hunted ideway by the sophisticated 
and intricate use of movement and text 
I've de cribed. But, while the spoken word 
intrigues it is Houstoun' movement that 
seduces. The loo e, malleable body of the 
drunk i combined with a skilful crafting 
of each 'character' that creates an uncanny 
effect-lost and found all at once. The 
peculiarities of Houston's physicality 
canied across the work make this a 
jo urney and it' our increasing familiarity 
with and investment in this particular 
way of moving that takes us with her. A 
delicate and minimal Hawaiian dance with 
a gentle rocking chythm and repeated 
intricate gestures rhat swing oftly now, 
unlike her rather frantic barmaid dance, is 
dropped into this 'bar scene', a a quiet 
oasi . There i al o a di turbingly lonely 
di co dance at the periphery of a potlighr. 

When Hou toun announces that the 
bar' do ing and we have to leave, no-one 
wants to for fear of mi ing something. 
I've never felt an audience o caught in 
indecision. Should I stay or should I go? 
Maybe just one more for the road. 

Maid To Drink presents Happ y Hour , 
created and perfom,ed by Wendy 
Houstoun. Royal Festival Hall, London, 
September 28 - 29. Invitatio 11-011ly 
performance, One Extra Dance Compan y, 
Ice Box, ydney Jan 23. 

beyond. evertbel , this •~ what be 
attempts in her solo work. o ttempr i 
made co distract her audience fr m the 
per eptual, kinaesthetic, focal nature of the 
work, r ona ing Yvonne Rainer' " o to 
pecta le no to virtu icy ... no to edu ion 

of pectaror by the wiles of the performer" 
(TDR, T 0). Having cleared the pace of 
these expectations Hay hopes to be n 
dancing to another tune. 

Deborah Hay Returning A series of 
workshops held in and around Melbourne , 
including The Art of the olo , Zen Imagery 
Exer i , Conscious Community Dance and 
Choreographic Theacre, October -
November 1998 

Philipa Rothfield has participated in 
Deborah Hay's workshops held in 1986, 
1996 and 1998. 

call for 
submissions 
Olnalhousell~ 
seellsig~forlls 
1999 program of dance perfon,.ance 

mixed metaphor 
~la'y 

annual curated season 
of multi media dance 
perfo rmance 
cte.-ne for Slbris$lons Mardi 31st 1999 

bodyworks: festival 
of moving arts 

onco,poramg dance lumlere 
annual festival of new 
dance by leading 
choreographers and 
dance for film 
deadlne '°' ~ Ap-11 30th 1999 

For M1hef deulls on these 0t any othef 
~ Programs, please contact the 
office. 

Al submissions rrAl5l be acc:oo-c,anled by 
an applc:ation fOffl\ avalable from Dance
house upon request 

Dancehouse: Centre for Moving 
Arts 
150 Princes St North cartton 
3054 
Ph: 9347 2860 Fax: 9347 9381 
e-mail:dancehout.au 
WWW'. http'/ /home,vlcnet.l,euu/' danClehouse/ 
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Between the idea and the act 
Philipa Rothfield reviews risky new dance in Bodyworks '98 

Bodyworks i Dan ehouse's annual 
curated event, a 3-week season of work by 
establi hed choreographers. The content of 
each ea n en ue from a et of choi 
mad n che ba i f appli aci n many of 
th r not yer made. As uch, 
Bodyworks has th ability c cak risks, and 
the works chem lve rh opponunicy ro 
achieve a ran e of outcom . There are 
man way to look at a work and the notion 
of out ome-the work as a complf:red 
entiry-i~ only one of rhem. 1 found that 
some of the work thi year mvned a 
perspecrive more related ro their sen of 
proJ t than of out ome. 

The tie of othingness, by Zjamal 
Xaruth a one u h work. ming fr m 
deep pla e, both per nal and piritual, thi 
pie e attempted ro onvey rhe profound 
narure of ritual qu t and journey. The 
dilemma that the piece faced wa how co 
achi ve u h a goal: whether r give the 
audien e an experience or description of 
u h matters. Zjamal' intention seemed to 

waver between these 2 pol . In experiential 
terms, this work tended to leave i audi n e 
behind. I don t think people actually felt the 
were taken on a journey. There was, 
however, a certain ri hn which came fr m 
observing ZjamaJ' own journey. ln eh end 
the work was the journey of making a work 
one both hearrfelr and revealing. 

The other piece which communicated 
itself mo t crongl)• in terms of it endeavour 
wa egative pace by Deanne Butterwonh 
and Ali ia Moran. The title deriv from th 
visual am where negative pace i the field 
which surrounds a drawn subject. ln thi 
work negative pace was the pace not 
occupied by the simultaneous performance 
of 2 sol s. The aim of the work was to 
omehow transform our sense of negative 
pace in virtue of that which is performed 

within, as it were, positive space. An alluring 
idea, a great deal of effon was required of 
the audience in order to comply with the 
intention of the piece. There was, by and 
large, a lack of ynergy between the 2 olo , 
leaving the viewer to do the sums to work 
out the negative space. More time and 
direction could develop a piece yet in itS 
infancy into something quire remarkable. 

The last piece which uggested irself as a 
project wa Rosalind Crisp and Jon Pierce' 
Proximity. Emerging from a sustained 
period of improvisation, Proximity 
purported to play between proximal (near) 

and distal (far) form of motion. Proximity 
con i ted of a seri of kina thecic y 
whi h played with various point of the 
body mpa . For example one section 
involved rotari ns around a spinal axi , 
ending with a medication upon the 
peripheraJ play of fingers. The proximal or 
di tal character of the various body parrs 
wa partially conveyed by the dancer' facial 
form . Thi led me t wonder whether rhe 
head 1cself is con 1dered distal, away from 
the trunk, or proximal, a enrre of 
movem nt. ur head is central ro where, 
how and who we are, n t to mention its 
housing for the brain. ~ 4 no here i the 
entire body mor a mulopli icy of centres 
than in dance. 

Tl,e Long M;1rch, b all · mith, 
juxtaposed the unif rmicy 0£ a cali theni 
ream with 1he conformity and d" nr fa 
ingular body. Th Fou uldian, d ile 

bodies were th hilarious and fascinating. J 
f und my elf dr~rnrn to one member of the 
team who kept looking at the audience when 
all but he looked craight ahead. u h 
inadvertent non-conformity was even more 
intriguing than ally's own conscious 
departure from the group because it 
hallenged the apparent stability of 

cali th ni • universal samen s from within. 

Watershed by ue Pea ock and Bill 
Handl y was a polished, entertaining duet 
on and around a bed. Its mo t citmg 
morn nt wa at the tan when a film 
projecti n f Handley wa uperimposed 
up n hj actual body; a virtual 
Doppelganger prung from loin made f 
flesh. What followed was a series of 

refuUy crafted beautifully timed and 
danced interactions. Plots, Q1"1rtered and 
,,spended was a group work (Whirington, 
anto , Davey, McLeod, Papas and Corbet). 

This wa a landscape of imultaoeous 
performances each interpreting "pi t" in its 
own fa hion. On a pleasant troll around the 
pace between the works moving on at 

will, the audience irseJf was given a great 
freedom to make choices about viewing, 
walking, resting and chatting. Finally, ilent 
Truth, a posthumous exhibition of the life' 
work of Ja k Llnou who died of AID , 
curated by hi brother, Cb.ri ro Linou. 
Paintings, video clips, even a notebook 
placed under perspex, the pages rumed daily. 
What to make of a Life lo t, of the remnants 
of creativity, frustration and desP3M"? 

Dance works generally invite viewing 

Kinetic alchemies 
Philipa Rothfield on dance and the camera in Dance Lumiere 

You could never envisage all the camera 
has seen, countless images scattered at 
random in time and space like the fragments 
of a vast and ancient mosaic ... you will never 
comprehend the totality of such a fabulous 
and excessive montage ... 

Scott McQuire, Visions of Modernity , 
Sage. Publications, London, 1998. 

It is hard to think of this year's Dance 
Lumiere program a a totality. So different 
were th~ shortS that I started to wond r 
what it is that characterises the "dance 
film." This year's curator, Erin Brannigan, 
poke briefly before the showing, delineating 

2 forms of classification. One of the 
categories is a performance which has been 
filmed a dance documentation. Many of rhe 
film in this caregory were remini enc of 
tho e Royal Shak peare mpany films of 

plays staged on sets. The setting is u ually 
the original performance space, the staging 
the same as that for the performance. An 
exception to this was Scenes in a Prison Uim 
Hughes, Graeme McLeod). This work wa 
(re)locared in a prison, admitting a plurality 
of perspectives upon the unrelenting 
nastiness committed by its "inmates." 
Anoth r notable exception ro th taged 
paradigm was Falling (Mahalya Middlemist 
and Sue-ellen Kohler) which played with the 
temporal.icy of the movement, ruming the 
work into omethiag quite different from 
live performance. Fa/li,ig comprised a sepia 
tinted fractal of movement progres ing a if 
frame-by-frame the fluidity of movement 
reduced to staccato ima es. What I loved 
about this film wa the space t r thought 
created in its n ii-like progr . The r t of 
rhe filmed perf rman ~Elegy, Body in 

ZJamal Xanltlla, The Castle of Nothingness 

omewhere toward the end of their lives. 
Or at lea t that i what the idea of the 
work a a produ t would lead u to 
believe. ome works, however, convey a 
sen e of not yet being fully developed. 
Others look like chey have changed 
pathways from different modes of 
pre ntation, perhap more 
improvi ational. On the one hand, 
performance is a finality, a presentation 
but, on the other as a repre entation, it is 
ju.st one facet, whether in the lifework of 
its maker( ) or in the more complex seniag 
of danced culture. 

Bodyworks 98: Festival of Moving Arr : 
0 and The Other Side of 0, Deborah 
Hay; The Ca tie of odtingness, Zjamal 

Question, and Subtle Jetlag-were 
interesting because the performances looked 
interesting, not because of their being films. 

The other espoused foan of cla ification 
was the "Dance Film", that is, a film 
specifically made with dan.ce. One would 
expea these films to offer more in terms of a 
cinematic aesthetic. Perhaps so, bur they 
certainly did not ascribe to the same 
cinemati values nor to the same 
interpretation of dance. Some of the ftlms 
shared a sense of dancerly composition: Sure 
(Tracie Mitchell, Mark Pugh) showed a 
beau ful warp and weft of dancing bodi , 
and Dadance (Horsley, Wheadon and 
Elmaz) a surreal 1930s play between visual 
art and dance. But others uch a lumds 
Uooathao Burrows, Adam Robens) and 
Greedy Jane (Miranda Pennell), involved 
urbane forms of movement which were 
carefully crafted and represented. · 

What i it that film bring to dance? Film 
can do things perfonnan e cal)n r. e 

Asa Le Toorneau 

Zanitha; Water hed, Sue Peacock Bill 
Handley with Graeme McLeod; 

egative pace, Deanne Butterworth 
with Alicia Moran; Plot , Quartered & 

uspended, Cherie Whitington, Tim 
Davey, Nick Papas, Shaun McLeod; The 
Hard March, Sally Smith; Silent Truth, 
Jack Linou Christos Linou, Danceho11Se, 
Melbourne , Nov 26 - 29, Dec 3 - 6, Dec 
10 - 13. Submissions for 1999 are now 
being sought deadline April 30. 

Philipa Rothfield is an editor of the 
;ournal, Hy teric, Body, Medicine, Text, a 
Senior Lecturer in Philosophy at LA Trobe 
University and a member of Danahouse 's 
Committee of Management. 

perspectival nature of the camera, the suture 
of film montage, the reduction to black and 
white (Sure), the enhancement of particular 
colours (Greedy Jane), the distortion of time 
and motion (Falling, Dividing Loops) are 
specific features of the filmed image. Added 
to this is the fact that we are viewing a 
conjunction of dance and film. Perhaps 
alchemy is a better word, for it suggests that 
a tran formation has taken place. Film is not 
merely the camera 'recording' dance. As a 
medium it has its own character, its own 
form of corporeality, texture and 
remporaJity. It is out of this body, the body 
of the film, that the more familiar dancing 
body emerges-perhaps defamiliarised, 
transfigured, hopefully enriched. 

Dance Lumiere, Luminous Movement: 
Dance Created for the Camera, curated by 
Erin Bran11igan, Dancehouse, Melbourne 
DecJl , 1998 
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The DJ versus Live Art 
Aleks ierz calculates the odds for and again t performance in the UK 

As the cultural counrdown for the 
millennium begin , there are disturbing ign 
that, even in the fidd of live art, the DJ-an 
iconi figure that has provided the 
soundtrack for the past 50 years-i 
muscling in on the artist. You can even 
imagine a time when adrrutting you're an 
artist will be the apogee of old-fashioned 
modernism. 

At London' Millennium Dome, a white 
elephant which sucks money from more 
deserving artisti cau one of the plans is 
for a Ministry of und zone, wbere the 
govemmen~ favourite DJs will pin the 
d' to see in the new yeaL A desperate 
attempt to interest "yooP' and dubber in 
official culture, dte venture i doomed to be 
a naff a the image of cw Labour 
politicians bopping at their victory party in 
May 1997 . Even at the I A-legendary 
home of Bcirain' avant-garde-you are now 
more likely to bump into a DJ ho ring a 
tribute band than to see erious or diffi ult 
work about the body or racial identity. In 
199 the bar events at this hip venue 
included a Ziggy rardust lookalike, a 
tribute to the miths, plus a orted punk 
r k .reincarnations. The I proudJy c Id 
me it bad often been voted .. dub of the 
week" by Time Out, the London 1.i ting 
magazine. 

[_f experiment ha drifted away £r m the 
ICA, it i looking for a home on the 
margin ar the SAC (Banersea Arts Centre} 
in uth London and in tudio theatr 
attached to venues uch a Lyric 
Hammersmith or the Young Vic. ln uch 
locations, devised pieces-for example , fo 
Close Relation by louder rban words
explore difficulc ubjectS uch a in est and 
child abuse on woefully mall budg . One 
trend that remains a hardy perennial is the 
adapration and deconstruction of classic 
r . Volcano rook apart Dylan Thomas ' 
Under Milk Wood for The Town That Went 

Mad, Kaos have reworked The Master and 
Margarita. ven text-based authors uch a 
Mark Ravenhill interrogate the canon-his 
Handbag revisits Wilde's The Importance of 
Being F.amest. In Glasgow, Jon Pope's lurid 
adaptation of Poe's The Fall of the House of 
Usher had its tongue firmly in its cheek, a 
posture more populist than experimental. 

More interesting has been the continued 
search by ire- peci6c work for locations 
that add new shades of meaning to classj , 
whether literary or visual. The Young Vic' 
ver ion of Henry J m ' ambiguous gho 
story, The Tum of the Screw, wa set in the 
Hou e of Detention, an old prison building 
in London' lerkeowdJ. Director Kate 
Raper found this ob ure location' gloomy 
corridors and dank cell ideally creepy. 

eanwhile, eil Bartlett staged Th even 
craments of Nicolas Poussi11 in the depth 

of the London Ho piral u ing the inevitable 
feeling of mortality in pired by the place to 
enhan e his meditation on life and death . 

ite• pecific work had it mo t radical 
redefinition in Blase Theory' Kidnap ( 
Reaffime 27, page 30), which aJ subverted 
the role of the audience . nly 2 people 
could panicipate (a kidnap victin ) and 
spectators could onJy hear about their 
progt through the pr or live on the 
imero t. Hello new tech, bye bye theatre 
buildings. 

Although Kidnap wa a metropolitan 
event, it was closely followed on the net at 
The Green Room in Manchester, whicb later 
al o screened a video of the event. impler 
use of new tecb include Fecund Theatre ' 
video screens and music in their Fascinations 
from the Crowd. Tours by young groups 
uch as Desperate Optimists-and work by 

national players uch a Artangel-<reate a 
y tern where venues and festivals su rain 

each other. r Sri tol's Arnolfini, for 
example the Mi robe FX eason explored 
the theme of the body and technology. In 

The ma.I/est Room Becky Edmunds 
reworked a performance first given at the 
Brighton Com Exchange. Among the mo t 
versatile companies of 1998 wa Improbable 
Theatre, which did both rext-based work 
and impro. Two of its members-Phelim 
McDermott and Julian Crouch
collaborated with the Tiger Lilies to produce 
Shockheaded Peter, which reveJJed in the 
cautionary tales of truwwelpeter. 
Improbable also produced Lifegame, which 
improvised around the reaJ-lifc tories of 
specially invited personalities and ended tbe 
year with Angela Carters Cinderella, a 
marriage of cult writer with tacky panto. · 

Few words in che live arr lexi on are 
more likely to get a negative response than 
'puppetry.' But now there are igns that 
puppetry-call it animation or object 
theatre-i breaking out of the nursery. 

mpanics uch as Faulty Optic (witb its 
haunting moon-faced marionettes in seen 
fr m concentration-camp life in Tunnel 
Vision), Green Ginger (the WeJ h micro
theatre whose Slaphead wa ba d on 
weeney Todd) and D A baret (whose 

visual theatre how ranges from a hadow 
play of an Edgar Allan Poe poem to a piece 
of surveillance video footage hot from a to 
council flat) have been redefining puppetry. 

Their work wa seen at the British 
Festival of Vi ual Theatre at SAC in 
October. In fact BAC has had a very good 
year with its Playing in the Dark season (see 
Reamme 26, page 37), which explored the 
po ibiliti of putting on an amazing variety 
of works-from cla ical Greek tragedy to 
recorded radio h ws-in a ompletely dark 
auditorium. 

The greatest anxiety remains funding. 
With the reorgani atioo of the Arts 
Council and the abolition of its Combined 
Art Department (a kind of hybrid arts 
fund-eds}, amid greater devolution of 
funding to regional arts boards, rbere are 
fear about wbi h individual or 
companies might lose out .-At local level 
there may be an increase of new money for 
mall-scale project (under £15 000) but 

the morphing of the Art Coun ii from 

funder into " tratcgic spoke per on" for 
the arts worries many. With no 
Department at the centre, rhe combined 
arts have a weakened place in the national 
funding system and an unclear future. 
Creating or curating work which crosses 
artform boundaries will be much more 
difficult. 

The Arts Council also us its power to 
aid the drift back to the text, putting 
pressure on live an group to use writers. 
For example, Frantic Assembly' ell 011t, 
with its thumping bass and breathtaking 
movement told the tory of 4 partner
swapping 20- omethings. It wa the rcsulr 
of a collaboration with writer Michael 
Wynn . At the ottingham Urban Hymn 
sympo ium ( ovember), other problem 
urfaced. Coco Fusco critici cd the lack of 

confidence among student of 
contemporary art to talk about ideas. 
Preferring ro "hide" behind vi ual imagery, 
youth appear to prefer a zippy approach to 
live art with minimaJ text . This may be a 
reaction by young practit ioner to a 
perceived pres ure to bow off a gra p of 
critical theory in their work. Peter Sellar 
(opera and theatre director and pro pective 
director of the 2002 Adelaide Festival-
ed .) went further by saying that critical 
art theory not onJy destroy s the capa ity to 
think among young artist buc also 
alienate chem from rhe popuJarion at 
large. Another problem raised was char of 
young ani t having to "grow up" in 
public. To get funding, you have to have a 
crack record. To get the gig, you might 
have to put on unfinished work . 

The arional Review of Live Art at the 
Arches in la gow (October) uffered 
financial constraint , which hrunk the event 
from 5 days to 3. But ir till prcmiered new 
work from Bobby Baker and others as well 
as ho ring the launch of Ro Lee Goldberg's 
picture book Performance: Live Art Since 
the 60s. Thi event suffered one hiccup: she 
lost her voice-a moment of metaphorical 
significance for her critics. Bur despite the 
constraints of funding, let's make sure that 
in 1999 British live art continues to peak in 
many varied voices. 
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PS 
Ten memos on performance tudie in Au tralia from Edward cheer 

1. In some ways the recent history of performance studies (PS) is 
something like the MTV claymation segment called Celebrity 
08,3.fhmatch in which 2 celebrity caricatures beat each other to 
death. A recent match featured Courtney Love versus Tyra Banks, 
but think of Richard Schechner versus Michel Foucault and you'll 
get the idea, though the appearance of these 2 names in one 
sentence has been just about unthinkable lately-feet free to 
substitute the proper name of a French theorist according to your 
taste. And just as the unthinkable became Foucault's subject, so PS 
needs to grapple with the question of the conceptual limit, and this 

doesn't mean that It needs to get involved in some kind of territorial 
squabble but rather that it might allow for transformative 
becomings, moving through the possible and the quotidian. The 
latter are the substrata of good cultural criticism but not necessarily 
the stuff of good performance. To permit the emergence of 
transformative becomings in the field of PS itself, that is. in the 
people involved with it, the students, thinkers and artists, and the 
interactions between cultural criticism and performance, PS needs 
to 'become what it is', not by endlessly extending the examination 
of its own conditions of possibility but by working with the 

impossible, that is, by beginning to perform itself. The Idea of the 
impossible needs to be raised to avoid the very real risk of boredom 
and, as Les Murray says, it is "the only door that opens." 

2. PS began as a way of charting the proliferating 
theatrlcalisation of the world. Yet the godfather Richard 
Schechner is as suspicious of text-orientated theory as old time 
literary profs used to be, but it's not that the world did not include 
the textual rather that he was trying to individuate a discipline. 
Perhaps he knows it's time to get over that. In a recently 
published book directed at the future of the field ( The Ends Of 
Performance, NYU Press, 1998) he says that performance 
studies is "inherently 'in between'." He says PS is "unstable", 
"interdisciplinary", "lntercultural" and that it "resists or rejects 
definition ... because it transgresses boundaries." "Remember 
the future," as Peggy Phelan says. (continued p32) 
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Push-pull 
Maryanne Lynch on the brink of new theatre in Brisbane 

Over he la t few year Brink Visual 
Theatre. a company ba ed in Brisbane, has 
been e·. a •ating the white occupation of 
Au tralia. Brittle, their late t work, 
cont 'lue this project, but, adly without 
much development of the idea or its 
dramaci realisation. 

But fir t to what does work. Let me 
give you an image. A woman hangs upside 
down from the spring of an elevated 
matrimonial bed while leave rain down 
and the ound of omething wildly 
indeterminate spins through the air. The 
woman struggles, he moans; something i 
going wrong and we are waiting wanting, 
for it to happen. Here is that visual 
p tency chat characteri e Brink' work, 
often pre ented in a complex relation hip 
of puppetry projection sound ape 
gadgetry performer and pace. 

Thi technical knowhow is it elf 
featured by way of, u ually, a erie of 
logistical fears that take place one after 
another with ut pau e, each 'tri k' 
tn1mping the one before it. The company' 
la r bow Under the Big Sky ( 1997}, for 
example, was produced on a cliff-face 
adjacent ro the Brisbane River, the site 
allowing large• ale rran formation of 
perspective by way of projection and 
performer. which in curn gave a 

Lynne Kent, Glulleno Perez Reyes and Matt Wilson, BrlttJe 

human intervention." Composer Rodolpbe 
Blois' soundscapes track the collapse of 
definition in their sly movemenrs between 
speakers and their suggestive patterns. At 
one point there is even the hint of a 
backyard 'corroboree' as noises combine 
into a wailing, inging sonic mass. In 
another moment a mock flamenco is 

prefigured by a wathc of sound a.er the 
space, which then moves itself here and 
there, from speaker to peaker, and level ro 
level or a note of C,amzen lyricism. 1tonic 
or otherwise, to be heard bur dead $U31ght 
in its aim at the whites' 'unrul ions.' 

Meanwhile, Kent and Perez Reyes 
progres ively come undone. cat ge tur 

are repeated until they are suspect. Banal 
outbursts of movement or temper betray 
the some thing else lurking underneath. The 
woman (of course) eventually goes croppo; 
the man joins her in desperate ympathy. 
After aU, what whitefella can bear to be 
alone here? 

But Brink lets this strength become 
depicted b irs confused tyli ti . Brittle 
veers between rhc broad brushstrokc of 
Disney cartoons, Philippe Geney-influenced 
pathos, the exaggerated barbarism of films 
like Emoh Ruo, and an occasional moment 
of magic realism. This mix could have been 
used to build the structure of the pi e, and 
the themati · instead it feels as if too many 
ideas and influences have been put in the pot 
and left there . The r ulr is confu ion for the 
audience about the work's, and the 
company's intentions. Arc we meant to be 
having a good bcUy laugh or reflecting on 
i sues that define u ? Th choi don't 
need to be mutuaUy ex, lusivc bur I 
experienced them as u h. 

prop nionate en e of the relationship o 
European value ro an ancienr land. ho 
can forget thar female figure tn1ggling to 
climb up the rugged rock lad in a white 
gown and lurching a para ol for dear life, 
only to find that the urfaoe on which he 
is treading has tran formed it elf under her 
feet? In Brittle che concert hall of the Id 
Queen land Museum ervc atypi ally a 
more of a bell· ir is inside its wall that we 
wime eh e onsrant changes of time and 
mood and land ape. The re ult i till 
impres ive if we are to measure it by 
difficulties overcome and impos ibilitie 
boldly rendered po ible. 

o ... A man tip roes aero the mouths of 
bottles and then quars on them in 

Bur amid all this ingenuity there's not 
much room for the performer to take 
centrescage. And yer they struggle to 
become just another element, for the work 
revolve around them. Giuliano Perez 
Reyes Lynne Kent and Matt Wilson 
perform ably bur arc constantly seesawing 
between the 2 possibilitics .. . as is the piece 
itself. Is Brittle a rraditional theatre work 
that happens to use technology or .is ir a 
piece in which each element is essential ro 
the telling of the talc? Another way to put 
chi is to ask what embodies the white 
psyche: the performers qua characters or 
the multiple mean by which this particular 

wishing for a little Jes whizbangery and a 
little more focu . And more time to scay 
with one of the many wonderful moments 
that suggest so much more ... uch a the 
teeth -cha ttering clattering of a cup in its 
sa ucer way past the duration of 'a nice c.up 
of tea' as the va t wiJderne s overcomes, or 
seduces, the woman. 

Brink i an ambitious company, and it 
vision prai eworthy. What seems to be 
lacking i a strong directorial or 
dramaturgical eye, or a structure that 
pu bes through the complexities of the 
concept without reducing it, or visual 
theatre, to a caricature of itself. 

uncon cious imitation of the kitsch 
Indigenous figU.Iine beside him. ext 
minute there 's a backyard hed lifting itsdf 
up off the ground and someone inside of it, 
a creek, a miniature car revving it way 
through the garden a boat , a bin, a fight 
between fear and desire on the part of the 
suburban couple who are the way inro 
Brink' conceptual exploration. 

uburban story is told? The answlr is 
unclear. I know that I'm not alone in 

One of the strongest aspecrs of Brittle is 
ic:s depiction of this push-pull of emotions in 
relation to the concempora.ry white settlers. 
The work exposes, for instance, the mutable 
boundaries of' avagery' a Australia' own 
Brad and Jancr encounter "mange 
neighbours busybodies, the mortgage and 
reclaimed land that refuses to yield ro 

Brittle, Brink Visual Theatre, directed & 
designed by Jessica Wilson & Ainsley 
Burdell; composer Rodolphe Blois· 
filmmakers Randall Wood, Scott Walton & 
Paul Butler; performers Giuliano Perez 
Reyes, Lynne Kent & Matt Wilson. Old 
Museum Concert Hall, Brisbane, 
December 1 - 12, 1998 

3. Phelan also says in the same book that Ma p S discipline devoted to live artistic human exchange 
• '--

31 
could easily be taken up by the universities in the 

,,u"' page 60s precisely because its power as a vital form of 
culture exchange had been dissipated." So if performance is dead 
then is the study of it just a postscript ... PS? Her critique is 
addressed to the question of the disciplinarisatlon of the field but it 
would be naive to suggest that this automatically compromises the 
research in a particular field, even one which is essentially the name 
of a prolix set of topics relating to cultural process, ritual, 
interpretation, representation, phenomenologies of perception and 
so on: moving through forms., .per-forming. Might it be more 
effective for PS-as the study of performance and performativlty
to move through disciplines. in between them, constructing 
affective continuities across the disciplines but also disrupting 
them, reminding them of their foundations in 'twice behaved' 
experience (all pedagogy is performative behaviour. Discuss)? As 
Phelan points out, it involves "transpositions, transcriptions, 
transfigurations" of disciplines such as theatre studies and 
anthropology and she suggests that this is something like the 
parasitism of J.L Austin's linguistic performative, that it is a 
possibility of tro1ery act and utterance. 

. But even Freud knew that to be a parasite is the only way to 
guarantee longevity (human germ cells outlive the host organism) 
' d in a sense this is one way to move beyond 'the time of 

diagnosis' for PS and into the 'time of the cure', to stop talking only 
about PS and to begin to use the ideas it has already generated, in 
the true sense of the performative: having consequences in the 
wortd, "disrupting the business as usual" as Heiner Muller said. To 
pluralise the ways of thinking of performance, to assume that we 
are beginning from a position of knowledge and can take race, 
gender, class identity and the specific histories of theatre and 
anthropological studies as a frame for a discussion which is free to 
go utterly elsewhere, even into performance art. 

4. Marina Abramovic, in her presentation at the MCA in Sydney 
early in 1998, showed a video of Pope John Paul II on American 1V 
and said it was the best example of performance that she could 
think of. It showed the Pope sitting on stage surrounded by 
cardinals receiving the loud acclamation of the audience with ironic 
detachment He made little whooping sounds and gestures with his 
hands and continued them long after it was time for his speech. 
After some time and much background scurrying around to reveal 
the growing concern of the cardinals, the Pope announced rather 
elliptically that he was going to stop the broadcast whereupon the 
screen went dead. The piece mixed performativity (the elaborately 
codified behaviour of crowd and cardinals, exhibition of power 
relations etc) with some of the essential elements of good 
performance: timing; the assertion of non-verbal and non-linguistic 
signification as a prima,y means of communication; and the 
interruption of the 'business as usual', the smooth transmission of 

content, by addressing the formal structure of the event, the 
broadcast. Phelan calls this kind of recognition of the repetitions 
and rhythms of behaviour "reading the performative." 

5. In Tradition and the individual talent, T.S Eliot said that the new 
slightly alters the "Ideal order" of "existing monuments" and 
complements the old, Eliot was a traditionalist and like all trads he 
was a traitor (among other things, a traitor to himself and a good 
friend of Oswald Moseley, the Fuhrer of the British Fascist Party, and 
consequently a traitor to everyone else as well). In any case the Latin 
'tradere' means to hand on. to hand over, to deliver and to betray. 

6. But can we speak of traditions in performance? Cage and Artaud 
are hardly traditionalists though Richard Schechner certainly Is. 
Trads see themselves as keepers of a sacred eternal flame, some 
essentialised elemental thing which cannot be mixed with any other 
element. Custodians of the flame only hand it on to select persons 
in the manner of Olympic torch bearers. But I liken performers to 
those students who, in 1956 for the Melbourne games, lit'their own 
torch some blocks away from the town hall and sent one of their 
number to pass the flame to the Lord Mayor who, in the tumult, 
didn't notice anything was awry until the silver paint came off on his 
hands. Ron Clarke was still a couple of miles away. The students lit 
their own flame, as they always do, and then appropriated a major 
event and made it new. at least for them. Not custodians of the 
flame but pyromaniacs. (continued p34) 
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The hard way forward 
Murray Bramwell urvey the triumph and trial of Adelaide theatr in 199 

It i now more than a year since the 
Da of the L ng Knive . Well, it ecmed 
like that when, in mid-October 1997, it 
wa announced that the Au tralia ouncil 
wa withdrawing triennial fundin for a 
number of Adelaide' long estabJj hed 
theatre companjes. Carou eUe, the talented 
puppet group was om; Junction Theatre 
another, Magpie2, the newly badged youth 
wing of tare Theatre got clipped after 
only one year' operation and, perhaps 
most disturbi ng, the highly regarded Red 
hed ompany clo d its heavy old roller 

door after 10 year's effort. 

It is true that Junction and the Red 
hed had nor been producing their best 

work-although Junction had presented a 
new play by tephen ewell and the Red 
Shed wa continuing ro expand its fruitful 
and very ignjficant a ociarion with 
Daniel Keene. But whatever the 
arguments, as these double jeopardies 
work , the withdrawal of Council funds 
then triggered a tailing off of tate support 
as well meaning thar a slew of 
experienced and re ogni ed companie 
were folding-and soon. 

To be fair, these clo ures prompted a 
determined effort by Arts SA to 
encourage, from the a hes, a phoenix or 
2. Fund were earmarked and expres ion 
of interest called for to enable the rapid 
e tablishment of a new company to lead 
the econd tier revival. 

By July last year it was announced that 
the cigar would go to Brink Productions , a 
elf-managing ensemble, whose fir r work 

for the 1994 Adelaide Fringe, Wo11nds to 
the Face, directed by Benedict Andrews, 
establishe d a continuing association wirh 
the works of English playwright Howard 
Barker. Andrews led Magpie2 for it brief 
and interesting one ear ea on and former 
Red hed director, Tim Madd k ha 
directed sub equent Brink ea on of 
Barker' (Uncle) Vanya in late 19 6 and 
The Europeans in ovember la t year. 
Va11ya had very good outing at Belvoir 
creet, a did Benedict Andrews' 199 

Fringe production of Jez Butterworth' 
lock tock and moking Brit crime thriller 
Mo;o, and another Barker, The E11ropea,is 
at The Wharf Studio at the end of '98. 

Brink's work has been notable for it 
depth of preparation and the intelligence 
and flair with which difficult texts such a 
Barker 's are made acce ible tO the younger 
demographi c to whom the company is 
pitched. ot everything bas been a winner, 
though. 1im Maddock and Victoria Hill's 
redrafting of The Misanthr ope g.iddiJy 
missed its mark and made for a jittery 
opening ro their high profile season in 
September. The Eztropeans more than put 
them back on track, however, and, as we 
go to press, Brink has announced a joint 
venture for the 2000 Adelaide Fe tival for 
The Ecstatic Bible, a new 12 hour 
millennium epic from Barker and his 
London company, The Wre ding School. 

The continuity of funding for Brink
and the group's adept administrative and 
publicity skills-i the mo t promising 
indication that Adelaide is managing to 
maintain signature work of high calibre 
which can al o traveJ ucce fully to the 
Ea tern eaboard . 

Another company whi h has enjoyed 
u e i Vital rari tix, now ubtitled 
ational omen' Thearre . A candour 

produ tion of the new \ ork , My Vicious 
Ang el b • hn nne ·van , opened in July. 

Well crafte d and beaurifull directed by 
Ro alba lemente ir wa one of the 
high.lights of the year. Another new olo 
piece, Spooltime by Alana Valentine, 
fearuring a perf rmance from the highlr 
versatile Clemente pla ed in ovember. 

1998 was the first year of a re amped 
rate Theatre under the direction of 

Rodney Fi her. fter a ra i hing revival of 
hi produ rion of Master lass and a 
likeable production of Williamson' The 
Department, the company' work proved 
disap point ing. A produ ction of the Scotti h 
Play wa dismally concei ed and 
performed and a raging of Do toev ky' 
The Idiot failed to spark theatrically. Apart 
from the Performing Line vi icing 
productions, tate' best work la t year' 
ea on was the ubiqu itous Ro alba 

Clemente ' styli h produ ction of Brad 
Fra er's Unidentified Human Remains and 
the True Nature of Love. 

And then there are the projects. Much is 
made of the economi of one-off project 
funding but I uspect it is a horr lived 
benefit. Gradually the ex-penise will 
dwindle as chose who gained aperience 
with formerly continuously-funded 
companies disperse and relocate in other 
cities. Ar the moment , though, they are till 
productive. Geoff Crowhurst from 
Junction, taged the community musical 
project Scam, and continues his as ociation 
with or o Straight, whose main writer, 
tephen. House, is still producing new 

work, if not yet a true uccessor to his 
well-received Go By ight. 

Theatre Praxis moum ed a new play, 
Morde by Paul Rees, ba ed on the Israeli 
nuclear whistleblower Mordechai Vanunu. 
The production, which featured Brink 
regular Syd Brisbane, till need ome 
reworking bur could well have more leg . 
le would be good co e ir pi kcd up again· 
Rees i an able writer and a nrele 
promoter of home grown Lheatr . Another 
company tO watch i Double Bind, who e 
caging of David Mamer' leattna. 

direcr d by and featuring Michael Hill 
with Eliza Lo ell, and niftily de igned by 

ic Hurcombe , was work of high quality. 
Double Bind certainly de erve somethi ng 
more than hand co mouth produ tion 
funding and ir is a short sighted policy to 
expe t theatre worker s to maintain 
commitment when they have to ma"e u h 
extended personal acriiice to put work in 
front of audiences. 

o, the news from Adelaide is hopefuJ. 
Despite a mixed year and reduced 
repertoire from Stare Theatre, despit the 
damage to the city's credibility with the 
Meryl Tankard fiasco, and despite a shaky 
audience ba e which particularly among 
the unemplo yed under 30s is even more 
broke than in other cities. The 1998 
Festival was an important fillup
espccially with the per onal energy and 
leadership of Robyn Archer and 
productions such as Belgium' 

eedcompany and Les Ballers C de la B. 
Such works and uch a fe rival leaves us 
with after-image which serve to pry back 
open the minds and imaginations of artists 
and audiences alike. 

And we need that . Adelajde' ru t-belt 
woes arc very evident at the moment
politically ocially and ulturally. De pite 
the conscicnt iou efforts of Arts mister, 
Di Laidlaw the tare Go ernmenr ha no 
real no tion of it arti nc brief and how 
mu h delaide' on e- trong reputation 
has been quandered . F r rh e rea on rh 

William Alert and Syo Brisbane. The Europeans 011\/ld Wilson 

commitment and per i ten e of our theatre 
worker is not just admirable but heroic . 
That o much work of quality ontinues to 
be produced i spl.endid, almo t 
unfatho mable. But it can't be counted on 
for very much longer without real funding 
commitment and infra ttucture upport. 
Otherwise, tho e Darw inian monetarist, 

freemarket notion that frugality and 
truggle ace es ential to creative proce 

will be revealed not only as fooli hly 
wrong but permanentl y damag ing. 

SU£ fNQlETON '5 
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6 PLACES ONLY: Feb 21-28/ March 21-28/April 4-11 

Sunday night to Sunday morning: $750.00 all inclu ive! 

writing from the chakras - soul journeys & ritual 

deep energy release work - laughs 

al o a unique W~ U~ R.tMiA March 12-15. 

$350.00 all inclu ive 

More Info? :ph/fax: 0265 642345 

email: u oulo@ozemail.com.au 

Australian Performing Group at the Pram Factory 
where are you now? 

Sue Ingleton is searching for ex APG members to 
contrtbute their experiences and memorie to a 

documented history of the APG. 
pleas ontact Su at PO. Box 540. 

Mack vill . SW 2447 . 
email: usoulo ozemail.com.au p/ fax 0265 642345 
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Head to head, heart to heart 
In the second of 2 report Keith Galla eh relives Head to Head the 2nd ational ircu & Physical Theatre Conferen e 

The complete report can be read on the 
RealTune websrle 
hnp://www.rrimearts.com/-opencity/ 

The French arti c, Henri Gavor uvallee, 
formerly of Royal de Luxe (Le Pep/11m, Sydney 
Festival 1996) and now director of Monique 
an outdoor performance company, has been 
working in Sydne with Theatre Kanranka. He 
was introdu ed by that company' director 
Michael Cohen who also acted a interpreter. 

ot ctly involved in the phy ical th rre 
realm nonerheJess Lavallee occupies a pace of 
pecrade and, omecimes risk. His company 

are explosives expe.rtS a well a perf nner 
and creators of th machines at work in bi 
how . And they often work in Fren h mo i 

blowing things up. Henri's ire-specifi work 
and irs commercial origin.s (he's n r 
government funded-, treb 'by the way is bur, 
exhausted from writing thank you n tes, hopes 
to be financially independent as soon as 
po ible) were of particular interest. A bank in 
one French city commj ioned him to 
pecracularly launch three branches (here 

perhaps someone could be paid to blow them 
up a they are vacated). In one he contrived a 
fire-real flames; in another fake flam of 
ribbon; in another a car cra.shing out of a 
second storey window after the driver bad been 
distracted by a hunter pursuing a duck through 
the treecs. Th acrion<um-sculptural 
outdoor performances are coUaborarively 
invented and a director i hired only late in the 
proc to finally hape the work. Other works 
included a Nutella machine (looking not unlike 
th pomograplli couch-machine in one of 
Edward Gorey' t ri ) and an th r with a 
chicken (puppet) living in a vecy tall tree, 
getting up, bathing catching 'the lih' down, 
joining a dance and then getting roa.sced. 

Debra Barton (Leg on the Wall), like 
Elizabeth Streb unf Jded the script of her 
body, a body at once personal and 
performative, and, again like treb 
acknowledged the importance of other form in 
the development of rhe artist. If Sue Brnadway 
had focused longingly on the word 'circu ', 
Batton's text for the day was 'physicality'. Hers 
has been a life of a changing body and 
changing identity and an engagement with 
different phy ical art forms. he described her 
r.ran gr ion when be "snuck into dance" 
during her phy ical ducacion training 
encountering a new way of dealing with 
ph icality. Dance offered movement not 
predicated on tri or feat . But fem le 
dan ers could not catch a man, or upport their 
own body weight. he joined a ciccu and was 
confronted with wheth r be wa a real/not 
real circu person. he djscovered in circus that 
you learn a I t on the road. he wa inspired 

by DVB a UK dance-theatre company. he 
moved on to Leg on the Wall. h i still 
committed to the relati nsrup between 
femin' m and physicality. She enjoyed working 
with choreographer Kate Champion a director 
in a pby ical theatre h w, Leg' Under the 
Influence, where he performed late into her 
pregnancy. he read co us from Dr Seuss' If 1 
Ran The Circus. 

After rbe inrimacy of treb nd Batton and 
th line they drew mon ly berween the 
personal and the performer, becween th 
imagination and skill Judy Pippin took u ro 
another plane-"You are living the new 
biology." In an a unr of the reason for the 
bad ima e of the body inherired from the 
mind-body plit ("Damn you Descarr . I do 
ph · al theatre therefore I am"), Pippin 
demoli hed the semanti of the mechani al 
body a.s 'instrument', 'sy tern', and circui .' 
Instead he asked "We are living in a dance 
but what ace the words that keep it going?" In 
earch of a better language for comprehending 

and living the body, Pippin reported from her 
research that the nervou system thrives on 
trust and that the ramifi tions of this have yet 
ro be embraced. 

Appropriately, in the di ussion rbat 
followed, everal speaker from the floor 
argued that physical theatre had failed to take 
advantage of developmenrs in biomechanics, 
that gymnastics were W3Y ahead in thi area 
and that ircu.s wa baclcwa.rd in wa of 
learning skills. The question wa a ked, are 
circu and pby ical theatre artists di tru rful 
f ience? If this di tru t i real, you could 

ask i it part of the romance of phy ical 
theatre? One performer pointed our that in 
opera, sea on are construcred ro pr rect 
ingers' voices, bur in phy ical theatre and 

circu no uch protection is offered arri t ' 
bodies, performing up to 6 night a week, 
ometim week after week. Because phy ical 

theatre ha been so focused for o long on 
young bodies in a " he'll be right" culture, it' 
only been major injuri , like broken backs, 
that have anracred attention, and then not in 
term of health bur in terms of the drama of 
risk. Again we were confronted, if briefly, by 
the ren ion between romance and reality, 
urely a topic requiring prolonged discussion 

at the next circu and phy ical theatre 
conference, nor just a lone panel i n on 
biomechanics, health and training. 

!ready wickedly inv ked as part ow:u u.s 
culture, drugs and their role in performance 
were met with Batton' rebuke, ne of the 
funnie r of the conference, that be only knew 
of physical theatre artists raking "per:fonnan e 
de-enhancing drugs." 

arah Cathcart, of the Women' Circus in 
Melbourne, trnccd her personal history as a 
writer-pert nne.r moving into circu.s as a 
director, in term of the role of theatre and 
direction. he started with the experience of 
w rking at the MilJ Theatre with James 
McCaughey "using eh acco • bodies to create 
images" and exploring the relation hip between 
language and action. H r self-devised work 
with director Andrea Lemon involved research 
through interview and a t ing of her cultural 
preconcepcions (in icacagua for instance), an 
issue invoked earlier by Rachel waio referring 
to talker' experiences in tbc ortbcm 
Territ ry. When Cathcart joined the Worn n' 
Ciccu she wanted to pand the circus kill of 
the women, but, again like wain, "wanted to 
find a sofmess in the mu I • Sh also wanted 

to pi re language to trengthen narrative." 
Work in voi and singing became importanr 
and a focu ing on the body-aerial and 
balance kill but no fire and no juggling. 
Taking Jon Hawkes to ta k, thcart also 
argued (as had Judy Pippin) that performan e 
presence can be taught, that performers can 
"allow them Ives to be seen without the 
trick." he paid tribute to Al Wonder and 
Lindy Davi for teaching "bow to stand in 
your srilJn and wait for che impulse that 
moves you", bow to find this in relationship to 
each other a performers and find the Oow 
between routines and the story line, Cathcart 
also affirmed the possibiliti of improvisation 
{as opposed to the trictur of routines) in 
performance. She poke about the function of 
voice and text in Pope Joan (1997), her first 
production for the Women' Circus, in which 
the performers were relieved of some of the 
tress of voice and body work by pre-recording 

me text ro be played in juxtapo irion with 
the performance. video recording revealed 
con iderable d eriry in performance from 
people working gradually and very part-rime 
over a year to create a major work. 

Working from the power of voice 
something in its infancy in Australian pb.y ical 
theatre, Bert van Dijk (PANTHEATRE Poneke, 
NZ) too argued for training, for the capacity ro 
learn presence, "a quality of being, co be 
centrally alive in the moment, all senses 
awake." Van Dijk bowed excerpts from The 
811tterffy's Euil pell accor-dancers responding 
to light with movement and powerful voices in 
a collaboration with a lighting designer and a 
member of DV8. For van Dijk, ciccu i theatre 
and theatre, although i~ lo its way in 
literature and p ychology in th West, is 
primarily phy ical, and the voice i phy ical. 

n quently be has discarded words and 
focused on vocal und with movement a.s an 
act of recovering theatre. athcart and van 
Dijk powerfully relocated pby ical theatre in 

the tradition of theatre drawing it som ·hat 
away from but not denying 115 affiruty wnh 
circus (to van Dijk another form of theaue). 

Jerry Boland (Charles rurt Univemey, 
Barhur t), in an account of the polio o 
popular performance, argued for research into 
how audiences think and feel, as a ces of 
one' own preconceptions and a th fu p 
cowards not ilencing one' audience . 
parroni ing them or bluntly rejectin their 
valu ,; ithour entering into dialogu Boland 
described hi srudent ' perfornuove 
engagement with the Bathurst 1000 
an admirable exerci in cabaret and sttttt 

theatre risk-taking, requiring k:nowled a ur 
rs and the nrially masculine culture o • 

the event. Boland and hi collaborarors are 
inspired by Paolo Freire' 'theory of dial · 
action.' It would be grear to have a " ro a 
fuller account of the training of the tud in 
the Chari turt University cour havm 
heard om thing in the coffee break of the 
proce of audition initiation and practi e, 
and nocing the number of graduat working 
in phy ical theatre. 

Also from Bathurst, Bill Blaikie invoked his 
Permaculture model for performan e lea.sr 
input for maximwn yield, propo ing a relaxed 
gentle from, "nor bunched, right denched ... oc 
ba.sed on sport and work"-a relative of the 
softn called for several rim already in 
various way . Blaikie reminded us of the value 
of physical theatre in ics inheritance from 
circus-titaning our with minimal skill.sand 
learning on the job, learning one trick ar a 
rime, haring kills, resour , playing a 
musical in rrument taking on I demanding 
tasks a ag d mands. Phy i I theatre he 
argued can till be modular, made up of a mi:.x 
of skills woven into a how, whether it's dtcu 
or Archaos with irs mix of "the industrial and 
the camivalesque." 

This sense of terri ry educari n in phy ical 
(and related) performance a a laboratory was 
compounded by Gordon Beattie of Theatre 

epean, Universiry of Western Sydney offering 
(as had Zane Trow before him in a different 
conte.xt) laboratory experience in the 
university' new performing am complex. lt 
compri s 4 dance rudio an experimental 
rheatre laboratory, a black box theatre and new 
rechnology faciliti . This is a. considerable 
achievement to even make thi offer, to 
convince bureaucracy that there i a pla e for 
the artisr a artist in the univer iry and that 
artistic r arch i legitimate activity. 

Anni Davey hosted an bilariou 'fashion 
parade' by way of introduction to 
organisational models and their rationales-

PS 
7. Or maybe tradition is not what it used to be. It 
might be that ex-tradition is a more useful term. 

• from page 32 Ex-tradition is the route to the new, handing things 
from one culture to another. It has certainly 

renewed performance in this country since Nigel Kellaway first went 
to Japan to study with Suzuki Tadashi, the man who was making it 
new so powerfully in the avant-garde theatre In that nation of 
extreme traditions. In his case by reinventing the performance 
traditions of Noh and Kabuki and then using them to reinvent the 
Western Dramatic canon. Many important Australian performers 
have followed In Kellaway's steps seeking to renew themselves and 
their art. There are too many to mention but Tess de Quincey merits 
attention as someone who also travelled to Japan but took a 
different and no less rigorous route. It's interesting that the tradition 
of renewal through the experience of the Orient Is still current 
though thankfully ifs no longer done In the blatantly orientalist 
mode favoured by Artaud (pace Peter Eckersall). 

8. lntercultural exchange Is an important means of disrupting the 
'business as usual' of any practice, where acculturated behaviours 
take on a harshly performative light and you realise in your own 
body the full power of tradition, lo identify, to constrain and to 
delimit Your body and your behaviour give you away as I 

discovered so many times in Japan where this is being written. To 
communicate the value of ex-tradition as practiced by Kellaway and 
co. is surely a key role for PS in Australia at the end of the 
millennium: moving things around to bring them into focus, 
crossing boundaries of culture and behaviour, and also showing 
that we don't need custodians of the sacred flame as much as we 
need pyromaniacs. As Gaston Bachelard says: "the Prometheus 
complex is the Oedipus complex of the life of the intellect." ( The 
Psychoanalysis of Fire, 1938) 

9. "Often too it is good to set fire to a sterile field and to deliver 
the light stubble to the crackling flame." Virgil. At the ADSA 
conference in 1997 at Monash there were calls for what 
amounted to the isolation of the discipline (here Orama but let X 
= X) from 'other' forms of research and modes of inquiry, PS 
people can be equally protective of their discipline but while it is 
true that performance is epistemologically distinct from, for 
example, electronic paradigms of knowledge as 
storable/retrievable information, as Phelan points out, the kind of 
isolationist thinking exhibited at ADSA is counterproductive in 
the extreme. It reveals both the potential for traditionalism within 
disciplines and the need for crossing these artificial barriers 
between thought and practice. 

10. This Is why Australia needs to develop a more systematic 
approach to the organised interaction of performance practitioners 
and teachers working both here and elsewhere. This might invotve 
a more frequent and systematic exchange between staff at 
universities where drama, theatre, dance and related programs are 
taught This is not to disparage extant efforts in the field; for 
example, the Centre for Performance Studies at Sydney University 
usually has an excellent and interesting program of events though 
they tend to be rather secretive about it. One way to proceed might 
be to set up an Australian chapter of the PSI, 
Pyromaniac/Performance Studies International, and host the 
annual conference, which this year takes place in Wales, the first 
time it has travelled beyond the USA. .. Maybe the year 2000 would 
be appropriate for a performance studies event? Though hopefully 
not in Sydney, unless we can arrange for alternative transmissions 
of the flame ... Bachelard again: ''to be aware that one is burning is 
to grow cold, to feel an intensity Is to diminish it; it is necessary to 
be an intensity without realising it. Such is the bitter law of man's 
activity." 

Edward Scheer is a lecturer in Theatre and Film Studies, University 
of New Sollt/1 Wales 



including "look fabulou , it' alway effective 
"'withhold nothing" "b lame everyon~ff, 
performer, governmenr", "be birter.tt he 
advocated resource haring (horuon ral and 
vertical) a more rcali ti attitude ro the idea of 
the " upremacy of the performer" (thi , h 
aid had not been achieved performers are the 

first to be kno ked off onrract aren't 
worked our etc). Da, 1ey also predi red a 
paradigm hift in funding, partly already with 
us, where arri t will not be ab le to rely on 
government fundin in rhe future. Thi wa 
tare advice with some practjcal weetener . 
Rod rick Poole of the globe-troning trange 
Fru it go r down co the nircy-gritty of a 
functioning company survi in by only 
performing one ro 2 weeks in u rralia, 
rouring over ea 24 week o the year with 8 
performer and a produ tion and a tour 
manager, and rehearsing and training for 
weeks. Poole think the u cralia un ii 
marketing model i not relevant for mall 
cornpanie . He deal direcrl with travel and 
in uran e genes r:ith r than have omeone 
on rhe ta ff ro manage rhis-1 % of the 
comp,tny' budget i penr on marketing. Hi 
advi e, u the knowledg and th experti 
rhat i already ut there, e pe ially in a time 
of ccon mic ratiooali m with it lean and 
mean nece sirie . He al o poke briefly a ut 
safety, aying rruir after a particular ac idenr, 
rhe omp ny created an invaluable safery 
bible (perhap a model for what wa called 
for in the course of the conference). Bob 
Burton (Primate Product ion ) also advoc ated 
the uncovering and u e of existing r ource 
thi time in the touring f regional areas. The 
demographic data is rhere, he aid in art 
oun ii unions hool sysrems and ocial 

club • He reminded u that rhe ircus u ed to 
have an advan e man , who would go ahead 
to drum up bu ine and that audiences till 
need to be prepared . Information eekiog and 
haring, che exploirati n of exi ting re our e 

and the knowledge and experience of 
agencies, and adaptive model of marketing 
indicated the kind of pragmari m needed to 
keep arti tic vision alive and travell ing. On a 
collective front MEAA officer Megan lliot 
recommended the form tion of a circus and 
physical theatre affiliation with the union a 
dance had effectively done in recent times . 
Audience response to this was hesiranc, 
perhap thinking it might cc.lip e rhe 
formation of an a ociarion united more by 
arti ti vi ion than by un-romanric bread and 
butter i ues . Elliot banled bravely on listing 
the advantag and offering the field an 
economic and political voice. We were ro come 
baktothi . 

Kim Walker (arri tic director , The Flying 
Fruit Fly ircu ) spoke eloquenrly and adly 
of arti r trained from 10 to 18 year of age 
only to be lo t to the profe ion because ther e 
is nowhere for them to go immediately. Thi 
be described as "a lo of inve onenc . 
Despite lack of guarante d government 
funding, Walker i commined to a graduate 
trainee pr gram including work on how ro 
make hows, working backstage, and 
furthering existing kill . There is also be 
said, a eriou regional problem of access to 
the arts at an age when these young people 
need to broaden the ir knowledge. Above all 
he empha ised the uniquen es of the hool, 
and its need for rcc gn.ition in rhe ame way 
a NIDA and the Au tralian Baller hoot. 
Dou tl Jane Mullet and Kim Walker have 
a lot to talk about. Mullet appearing on the 
ame panel with WaJker, i a driving force 

behind the setting up of NICA ( arional 
Institute of Circus Arts). She opened by 
ob erving that "everyone peaks a if NICA 
exist and they all have their own ICA . ft 
Mullet put us right in a pretty oprimj tic 
account where NICA will be located (Prahan 
Campus Swinburne University ) when it will 
siarr (a 6 month nigh profile project in 1999 
first intake 2000 ). he ees a important that 

ICA make use of exi ring facilities like the 
univer ity's costume-makmg department , the 
. mall theatte company and community 
theatre course the International Industrial 
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Re earch Institute, the d ign centre, and 
video fa ilities. ntry to the couc es will be 
by audition, with genera lisr and pe ialisr 
trand (rhe Fruit Flies for example could 

enter at the pccialist level). Mullet howed a 
model di pla ·ing circu ( kill ), theatr (the 
realm of the imagination) an d theory 
inrer e cing with production a the re ult. 
Mullet' audien e , ere keen c hear that 
Y a, Feldenkrais, uzuki et , ould he 
a ailable, not only to tudent , but to 
practising arti r . There wa al o on em that 
there be a place for the eccentric. the down. 
the cir u mu ician, in other ord that 

I , ould not ri idify inro convenuon llr 
accreditable cours . There wa no doubtin 
it, rhe conference want I co happen, a 
an a knowledgmenr of what h;i been 
achieved and was no, being elebrated, and 
as a way into the future, a first maj r cir u -
phy I al theatre infra rructUral ge rure. 

I can't pretend co have gra. ped all rhe 
ignifi anti ue Yana Ta}I r ( mver iry of 

e rem ydney) mu ed o,·er briefly in one of 
the late talk (I hope it, ill oon become a 
Rea/Tune article). Yana had been parmg 
do e attention to the emann ~ and ten ion 
of the conference. he took u back into the 
terrain of, hat kmd of culrure ph}' ical 
theatre occupies and generate somerrun 
that Ra hel wain had asked about 
performan e' contribution to Au tralian 
culture. It's the training, said Yana, not just 
the 6m bed work wbi h is uculture-making. ft 

"Training propo \ a I of befog ... not ju 
kill . " he al o rai ed the i ue of the ten ion 

something central to the conference dynamic 
between the cerminologie of ircu and . 
phy i al theatre, and between traditional and 
con temporary skjlls. lo chi re peer he poke 
of the value of "trainings that jostle eac h 
other, rub up again t each other", and yieJd 
fu ion , "fo rms wb.ich are not one thing, liJce 
opera or Beijing opera." "( P)hy ical 
languag ", he atgu ed, "do get exchanged, 
become pidgins and creole . " What is 
needed , Taylor thinks, is to a knowledge thi 
and to find way to let it happen. Themot 
valuable dimension of her address was the 
sugge rion that we need to reflect on 
Australian physical theatre and ci.rc.us 
training, look at .ics cycles ("adop tion, 
adaptation, adepm " I think he aid) and 
it sites-sh e amu ingly bur relevantly ragged 
a " hed Training Culture." 

I didn 't tak e note in the final rage of 
the conference, which wa a mi of hard -
no ed practi caJiti and the occa ional melee. 
Significantly ten ion per isred ber:ween the 
romance of an artform feeling itself free of 
bur eau ratic constraint and the ve real 
need for infrastructural upport of e mo t 
fundamental kind . peaker from the flooc 
from dance music, pecforman e and 
literature, and government, along wim ome 
like-minded cw Zealander , encouraged th.e 
artform to develop a voice and argued that 
the formation of an association would nor 
spell the decay of vi ion or the di e.rsicy of 
practices. treet theatre performers poke 
passionately about the value of their web ite 
and the international connection ir offered 
them. ircus Oz volunteered ro be the ba 
for an artform web ice. omeone in Sydne 
volunteered ro initiate ome vertical 
resourcing-the u e of the talker-Legs on 
the Wall • hed' for training and practice for 
independent arri ts. tacey Callaghan and 
other reminded u in the often company
driven di u ion of the ignificance of 
independents . ue Broadway volwueered tbe 
current conference committee as the 
foundation group for a circus and phy ical 
theatre a ociation. And a ho t of artists 
amassed to volunreer to coordinate the 1 99 
conference which Bob Burton announced 
would be hosted by the Melbourne 
International Festival of the Arts. Th.is rash 
of escalating agreement and volunteeri m 
happened late in the proceedings ignalling a 
sense of unanimity and a happy ending to 

the onference. 

Resi ran e ro infra ru cure development 
, a I u pcct, nor merely the product of the 
drama o the onferen e' opening binary of 
vi i 11 and pragmati m bur the ren i n 
within a i rm whi h i both mature and 
oung. The nform might be elehrating 2 

year fa h1evements, but a number of 
arriSt and comp ni • in luding talker, , ere 
celebrating a decade' work . And th re were 
many in the audien c much younger, ome 
just srarang out, for whom talk of 
as ociations and infra crucmre must have 
seemed empty. n mcere ang example of this 
oc urred when a speaker from the floor aid 
thar if ou were nor making it in the c1ry, JU t 
hir the road. or 1f a skill wa n·t m demand 
take up another one. Anni Davey rightly 
ret ned "The indu cry i holi tic, bur rhar 
doe n't mean rhat every arti r or company 
ha ro be", explaining char for many an arti r 
the kill the} h ve i. ~omerhing they've 
devrl ped ov r I ng rime. 

hi hever way you I k at 11, an arcform 
a ub ramiaJ a cir u and phy ical theatre, 
even given its diver 1ry of pra tic , and one 
that ha 2 Cat) of experience and 
knowledge behind ir need more rhan v1 ,on : 
it need everything that can u rain, develop 
and open out that vi ion. The likely progre 
of ro frum n and the expanding vi ion 
of The Flying ru1t Flies offer ome 
significant infrastru rural potential. The 
training po ibiliri at h3rles rurr 
Univer ity the laboratory experiences on 
offer at the Universiry of We tern ydney and 
The Performan ce pace are indicative of 
other areas of upport for pra ice and 
innovation. A well, for a gathering of arti 
commi rted to the body, the c nference wa 
never horr on idea and the need to engage 

with cience, with theory and language, and 
with big question about what kjnd of 
performance and training cultures the 
artform i making and contrib uting to the 
national cu ltur e. 

Although the ren ions between tradition 
and inn vati n, between the rerm 'cir u ' 
and 'phy ical rh atre', between vi ion and 
pragmaci m between 'arrf rm' and 'industry' 
are nor likely ro go away, and that' not a 
bad thing there was a trong en e that these 
an now be left a ide for a while a 

infra trucrural needs arc a knowledged and 
met. Mocc pc ifi i ue now need to be 
discus d-unde tandin the training culture 
(r i ed by Yana Ta lor), the relaaon hip 
between developmenrs in b1omechanic and 
skill training (raised by Debra Banon and 
others), the relationship b rween the 
performer' bod and new biology Uudy 
Pippin), the development of afery codes 
(within phy i al theatre bur al o f r orher 
arrform , like dan e, a they an rea mgly 
engage with cir u -ba ed kill ) and a clo er, 
more practi al look at rhe relationship 
ber. een phy ical rbeatr and director 
wmers and dramarurg (not addres d in thi 
on eren e but worried at necvou I here and 

there) in a 'perfo rmer-centred' arrform. Ju t 
how 'performer-centred' might make for a 
good encral ~ub·ecr, a hook on whi h ro 
h ng tb e copies of re inmg and pract1 e and 
culture. 

H d to Head econd ational Circus and 
Phy ical Theatre onference, ydrrey Opera 
House, cu,ber 5 - 7, J 99 . Part 1 of this 
report appears ;,, Reamme 28. The complete 
report caii be read at Reaffim e o,rli11e 
\V'i w.rtimeart .corn/-opencity/ 

G1BRAi r KHAiiLEGiBRAN 
....__....,..-)~ ~'-~~ 
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Filling a gap, opening a space 
Chri Reid report on an i niiicant d velopment for p rforman m delaid 

Open pace i a major innovation 
mounted by rhe Adelaid Festival ntre to 

fo cer ne, arti t and merging idea and 
develop new audienc . mini-fe tival of 
young talent, involving 120 performer in 
26 produ tion ran over 5 nighc in the 
pa e Theatre. Ensembles were invited to 

submit prop als to rage ingle, 20-minute 
performances-with little creening rhe 
r ulring bag wa mixed. Ea h night aw 3 
or 4 performance of mu i , dance theatre , 
ome ombining di cipline . There wa 

al foyer ent rtainmem before and after
reading , t.reer theatre drawing, a DJ an 
art e. h.ibition. 

The out tanding rhearre piece was 
Mnemosyne, sraged by etta a hchin's 
en emble ( ee Linda Marie alke.r, "to 

understand a little " page 37) n absurdist 
w rk. u ing ng, dance, drama, 
juxtapo ing wonderfully illy idea . This 
wa onsurnmate comi atire by a 
pr fe ional rroupe. Zip Antic Theatre 

o-op' Crescendo depi red afe/ lub 
ulture bur in an a ylum etting, expl ring 

public per ona and private fear in a 
s ually engulfed world. Unfortunately the 
text wa omewhat crass and overplayed. 
The power of Fragment Theatre 
Company' Klytem,restra came from tr ng 
performanc and parse d ign focu ing 
the audience on th rich da ic reek 
rory, in contrast to the profu e taging of 
ome other production . 

Dance featured troogly in Open Space. 
A Independent Dance Collective' Siren 
eretrade was the mo t delightful and 

re hnically assured dance piece, with 
effective u e of a puppet and a trong 
narrativ th read. Fi h Ki ' Trees I'm 
Climbing involved 7 dancer a monologue 
by the lead dancer and proje ted photo . 

The hore graph>• and an affe rmg r r 
carried this work. In Love Handle, I 
dan er-eh re grapher dam Horton 
performed brilliantly ~ ith a folding b d 
(minu it maru s) usin the prop 
mimetically and athleti lly to create 
extraordinary metaphor . 

poken word al o featured strongly. 
Wasabi (]apane e hor eradish) wa a 
poetry reading. eared in arm hairs, 
Georgia and Georgie gave arriculat 
highly per onal but objective accounts of 
the fem.ile condition omplemenred by 
strong projected image . The oliloquy a 
the foundation for performances u h a 
Funktion a rap with photo proje tions and 
dance mu ic, The Infinity Asylum with a 

peaker ta I crem augmented b taped 
voice and F and the a ophonous and 
aptly-tided You Can ever leep Again 
f r tape. orne of the e texts were 
intere dng bur the performing and vi uaJ 
components didn't gel in chi venue. 

u i I events were included. Horny 
trings involved a tring quanet alternating 

with a jazz trio but the sty! didn t uit a 
theatre etting a was the ea with Liz 
Henn and ari sa Pierce presenting a 
Ba h partita for olo flute and a 
Muczynski flute onata however well th y 
played it. 

An ambitiou multimedia pie e wa 
Hefograph Production ' Heliograph (V3), 

On the street where they live 
Keith Galla eh walk Urba n Theatre Project, Speed Street 

peed Street, Liverpool, deep in 
ydney' west is one of those streets, a 
treet with a reputation for drugs, violence 
tc, densely and 'multicultu.rally' 

populated, built up with blocks of flats but 
still bi sed with a few single- tand ing 
home , an elegant older tone hou e, ome 
all-timber gem and no shonage of trees. 
The ound of nearby train wa hes up 
from behind one ide of the treet, a 
reminder of Urban Theatre Project' la t 
'environmental opus, Trackwork. Speed 
Street is a da rker. les celebratory, le 
urreal work, a problem play, didactic in a 

way that Trackwork was not. o surprise, 
ince it ooo emerges tha t it's very much 

about the conflicting feelings the 
inhabiranrs have about thei r street a 
community. As the sun dips, tbe street 
quickly lives up ro its reputation : the 
artistic director of trrP welcomes u , a 
peeding car era hes into a parked car 

behind him, a man runs from an 
apartment block in his dre ing 
gown ... we're all moved on. For mo t of the 

: performan e a tall tower holding 
amplifier , peaker , lights and video 
projector actS a a centre, lowly moving 
the length of the street as we are guided 
into properti (a lineup of upermarket 
ttolly dancer in a back yard) and empty 
lots (where a recurring couple of 
chardonnay ipping, quality-coffee seeker 

t up table and chairs) and an 

underground ar park. Our attention is 
directed elsewhere to conver ations 
between flat , ro a man leaping from a 
large garbage bin to addres u , our 
pa ge is interrupted by 2 men fi ing 
over an a.cm hai.r, or by a treet argument 
a numerou voice fly from our mid t 
defending or damning life on peed treet. 

On of the mo t di turbing ene , oo 
bi ed with a p ifi ity in the writing and 
eerin la king el ewhere, i of a nervou 
woman moving re tl ly about u loudly 
describing the terror of being calked ... but 
there's a grim rever al of expecta tion: have 
we been listening to a killer? The armchair 
battJe also has moments of strangene s and 
patho that evoke di po sion and 
de perarion, though it's too .loo ely 
scripted and resolved to complete its 
impact. And that' true of a lot of the 
writing and many of rhe scenes; great 
idea , great image tri kle away, good 
writing alternate with bad, th rowd 
m ves on, puzzled. Tony Abbott would 
have ju t loved the atiri ed chardonnay-
ipper; pity they didn't chatter. The 

conver ation between apartment window 
look good but there's nothing to it. The 
video in the carpark tell some other rory. 
Who e? Th street debate is argument by 
number and rhythmically flat, neat 
turning-taking no nse of passion, of 
voice over voice of melee. .. no sense other 

than ye it' a good treet no 
it's bad. The hopping trolley 
street dance is woolly ... and 
why i it therc ... to give young 
performer mething to do? 
The principal roles are largely 
taken by pro~ ional actor . I Speed s1ree1 
would have liked to have een 
omething like Trackwork' oung guid 

back with u , dealing with u in mailer 
gr up in read of the crawling blob we 
be ame, telling us more about inhabitant 
and house and hi torie and placing u 
fi.rmJy in the frame of che performance 
instead of half in half out. 

Yes Speed treet i ambitiou yes it has 
ome exuberant and chilling moment 

from dire ror Rolando Ramo and bis 
performers but ic doesn't add Up---'you 
know littJe more than when you arrived 
feel no more or le complexly about this 
treer. I've been watching these kind of 

performan e ince the happening of the 
60 through co Welfare Sea e, through to 
Angbarad Wynne Joo , and however good 
they get, h wever u ces ful, it' always 
like the wheel has to be re-invented. The 
variable of site are unpredictable, 
directing energy i diverted into production 
logisti and community relations, 
performer audibility is always a problem if 
you in ist on working with speech, and 
audien e patience is critical. That' 

entailing movement, a voi e-rap and 
projected image including a video 
rendiri n o rhe dance, bur lacked 
re lurion. lack Taxi' more ambinou 
High Rollers-World View wa a corn, 
come to life, with 4 uperheroe woopm 
do, n to battle the ravage of e rem 
economi -great a robati , good d ,gn 
and a ohd m ge. High Rollers could 
benefit from more work hopping, the !i,-e 
mu i not quite fining the concept. But 

lack Taxi u ed the pace Theatre 
innovative) and powerfully. 

In y loHexanone #02' D
contamination, large m ral drums \\er 
u ed by 6 drummer/dan er clad in po,r
apocalypti industrial &m ourfib. a ·ideo 
bowing the performer 'de ontaminating· 

a ubject/ ictim. The pie e rangN acr 
di ipline but, lacking pun h, the noir 
erotica became far e. 

The mo t ffective cro over wa D.1 
hyze ui e raging of \ hen I ~ as 

Crazy- male dan er enacted a d.rama 
who e de ign wa heighcened by rather 
than ba ed on, dance/movement. Th ' 
articulate play about in anity wa \!'ntten 
with pa ion and per eption by a form r 
a ylum inmate. Perf rm r Aidan ane 
Munn hris h pherd and Ri hard idel 
enthralled, maintaining timing and ren ,on. 

ood upport from Fe ti al ntre taff 
made it po ible to tum around 20 or o 
performan es over 5 night . There is a 
need for a A xible venue to pon or rh 
developm nr f uch e citing new work. 
Even one night' atteodan e gave audien 
a wide ran e of ensacions and idea . 

.cce ible price of $8 and $5 ensur d full 
hou es. With the obviou depth of new 
idea avaiJable, future Open paces hould 
be a succes ful. 

Heldrun Lohr 

probabl why the do ed paces of train 
and train ration in Trackwork, and the 
djvvying up of the audience, helped that 
how work more effe tively. 

One image ha really rayed with me 
from Speed treet, one which gave the 
work ome kjnd of frame. As we watch, 
we are watched. A outh American lndian 
an older man in traditional dress observes 
us from a distance, his pr ence not 
highlighted. As the rower moves down the 
treet a video of him runnin i projected 

mas jvely against the red brick walls of 
apartment block . Again, he watche from 
a di tan e, moving with us. Later you find 
our that an entrepreneur br ught a gcoup 
of these people co Australia in the 50 ro 
£arm alp ea, went bu t ... and the Indian 
rayed. 

peed treet, Urban Theatre ProjecJ.s, 
Liuerpoo/ December 5 - 6, 12 - 13, 1998 
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To understand a little compo bur juxtapo that i to y, leav 

Linda Marie Walker encounter a different theatre in the work of the Ya hchin En emble 

each of the terms that come into relation 
oucside one an ther, respeccin and 
preserving thi exterioriry and this disran e 
a the principle." 

There' m thing wonderful about being 
truly surprised especially when it's to do 
with the am. A trite comment, I gu . But I 
was urprised and ired. A different type 
of 'theatre' d n t seem ro happen often 
(now) in Adelaide. 

I don't mean 'performance' or 
'mulrimedia/cro -di ipline' produ cions. I 
mean theatre: actors t xrs voices co tum 
props etc-all ljve and bare and tense. Of 
course we ee it during festival expect 
(demand) it-a type of physical, language
based music-driven, high energy, beautiful, 
pare (yet int nse) theatre. (I'm thinking of 

Les BalJet d la B' IA Tristwz Comp/ice, 
and eedcompany' nakesong, at the la t 

Adelaide Festi al.) 

it was exciting to, our of the blue, e 
a theatre-work th t wa 'different.' Thi 
'different' doesn't mean 'alternative.' 

mething el e wa going on, omething 
absurd urreal, broken and at the same 
time, oddly chaoti with a hint of 
improvi ation (but only a 'theatre': that is, 
one felt improvised momen but I don't 
thjnk they were, they seemed more 
deliberate [whi h I liked]). 

Where to begin when it appears that a 
theacr -w rk begins in the middle, or ju t 

begins a if it could have begun anywhere. 
And then it stop as if it could have gone on 
forever, I recall Hans Peter Kuhn ying of 
hi collaboration with Junko Wada, and th 
r ultant dance- ork, Whos Afraid Of 
Anything, at the 1998 Adelaide F tival, that 
it wa finj hed, the making of it, wh n ther 
wa no time left. 

1,...-,,---. 

'

Ji 
• , :.t . 

I . 

etta Ya hchin is the Director/FaciJitaror 
of The Ya h hin Ensemble formed in May 
la t y r, and the w rk I'm writing about, 
Mnemosyne, wa che first produ rion. It was 
part of The Open pace Proiect (see bris 
Reid page 36) at Th pa e the mo t 
intimate venue at the Festival ntre. 

It wa dear, almo t immediately, but not 
quite, that some way f w rking with and 
from rhe body was pri.veleged here-not 
phy i ally (via the urface of the body) or 
loudly (via the hy teria of the body) but, 
rather, deeply~ if the bodies w re being 
ubtly pulled through langua e, inro ther 

p hologi al and emotional hapes. 

The relationship between text, voi e, and 
movement was nor just human' (a he/ he 
peaking poken fl hy rhingn ), but wa 

human through a sort of out-searching 
ordinary pa ion for othero while being 
on elf. The ' inger' didn't merely drape 
herself over the top of the piano to ing her 
sen ual seducing oog, he me both ong 
and piano, he turned in ide-out with the 
pleasure of chi (which wa funny and 
appalling: heartbreaking). The piano-player 
was the 'entertainer', he'd become the dumb 
acceptance (tbe outside-in) of this--he 
would mile at us, hi audience, no matter 
what. And the 'bride' with her bun h of 
carro ... well, her d pair. hope anger, 
di olurion wa manii tin the contortion of 
her body, her lower torso thru t forward as 
if detach d and available. 

I talked to etta Ya hchin about the faith 
needed to allow fragm nts-in thi case bits 
of literary texts cho n by the aetor (from 

Enmore Theatre 

B o o I< i n g s : T i c I< e t e I( 
clncl Enmore Thecltre 

Boo I< 11 ow C) 5 5 0 3 G 6 G 

for in tan e, The Little Prince, exing The 
Cherry The ervice ( Clouds)-to 1. y 

ide ne an ther, believing they will reach 
and extend ea h other, unpredictably. he 
agreed that there i om thing altogether 
unkn wn that corn from thi 'play' with 
and xchange between 'unrelated' partial 
'things.' Faith, here, lies in accepting 
imultaneous rensi n and release without 

resoluti n· and, also, in crediting the texts to 
be performative and evocative. etta 
Yashchin fir t came to delaide in February 
1998 (for rhe festival) a a member of The 

meri Theatre of Tel Aviv-ltim Ensemble 
(Va Yomer Va Yelech). oon after he 
returned ro Uve here. he gathered a mall 
group of aetors and over veral m nths 
and without a permanent ba produ d 
Mnemosyne. Thi ryle (what does one call 
'mode' r 'incenti n' ) of "making" theatre 
reUes n faith in language itseJf thar the 
fragmen of language, the time and spa e 
that an extract (or a phrase: "with its harp 
edg and broken character like a bi k to 
which n thing ms able to atta h") can 
"to uch", wilJ be other than a 
ommuni ti e/enu iative act, will be 

instead infinitely "available" a material 
wanton and willin , for "use", for new 

pression (Maurice Blan hot, "The 
Fragment ord", The infinite 
Co1111ersation). 

Blanchot on the fragmentary poetry of 
Rene har: "A new kind of arrangement not 
enraaing harmony, on ordance, or 
reconciliation, but that accep di junction 
or divergen e a the infinite center from out 
of whi h through peech, .relation is to be 
er ated: an arrangement that does nor 

Theatre of lmaue to, 

A bodily relati n to wnnng r a wricerly 
relati n to body, wa evid nt in Mnemosyne, 
or o it med. , the peech whi h came 
from eh actors was 'embodied'; thar i , the 
body wa n'r just the voice' vehicle, it wa 
the voi . And this, as one wat hed and 
li rened, opened our the work beyond 
content' to idea of execs and polyphony. 

(taught) m raJ, no (pivot) poin , no 
(chara er) lin . Madn , unfolded, inside 
langua and memory. Here (in thi 
madn ), thi inten iry of memory, i 'the' 
a pect of memory which in the first in tan e 
i an ecology in and for itself. Remembering, 
not for, r in favour of, the being it i 
formed b , but for and of the odd it is 
pa ing througb-thi i m mory' heart. 

hat am I ying .. .l'm not ure. 
mething like: Mnemosy11e (godd of 

mem ry, remember) had a poetic that wa 
generou and processional. See: Felix 
Guattari Chaosrnosis, an ethico-aesthetic 
paradigm: "[ ubjectivity] i not a natural 
giv n any more than air or war r. H w d 
we produ e it, capture it, enrich it, and 
perman ndy reinvent it in a way that 
renders it compatibl .e with Universes of 
mutant valu ? How do we work for its 
liberation that is for its resingulari ti n? 

r like: " ... one has ro understand reading 
as m thing other than decipherment. 
Rathet as touching, a being tou hed. 

riting, reading: matter of tact .•. " Uean
Luc ancy, " rpu ", 'The Birth to 
Prese11ce) 

Yashchin E11semble, Mnemo yne, pace 
Theatre Festival Centre, Adelaide 
December 1998 

from stories by 

•.~ . .-. ... . 
•,. !'',· :.,., 

Peter Carey and David Malouf 
Adapted by Kim Carpenter 

"Unique visual theatre" 
-Sydney Mom111g Herald 

The Seymour Centre 
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Skin lines 
Julie Goodall at the boundarie 

kin-\ here the body rou h air, earth, 
warer. And wh re th body cou h other 
bodie . I kjn rbe boundary ben een one If 
and the rest of the w rid? 

ancer Rebecca Youd II' collaborative 
project, Liste11ing to kin went tou bing, 
car in , haking and rattling boundarie-; in 
many nse ... the boundaries of dance, of 
performance, and of ea b of the artform 
involved: movement, music, film, photography. 
It also explored boundarie in the sense of our 
relationship with .landscape: the film and 
photograph fearured the wide open pa e 
around Croydon in the Gulf of Carpcntaria; a 
ciao tropbobic panish villa Paron Ila Park in 
the rainforest outside lnni fail· and the 
boundary formed by th sea n r im , 
where Youdcll seemed to be drowning, n t 
mu h overwhelmed by the water a by the 
in ongruity f lcin un and hipwreck. 

A word to describe the quality of the 
performer' movement mjght be "nervous -
twitchy, un n:led, excitable. On film she 
Staggered up the stone reps of Paronella Park 
a if unable co control her stilett . n rage 
her performance was interrupted by a iJcm 
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Listening to kin 

th ught, a if he wondered if he'd lefr milk 
for the t. This gave me pause to con ider my 
r lati nsbip to thi performance, to being in a 
theatre, lights dimmed, war hing. (Did I leave 

ut milk f r the cat?) 

The ther per ormer, Russell Milled e, 
traversed rhe stage, raking a seemin eremity, 
first to e amine little dead things in et 

carca , a bird. The nd time, be trailed 
behind him a strangely beautiful heap of bone , 
in luding a human kull. I experienced 
revul ion and fear. Why, I wondered. Death is 

pctiea cd daily. Little insea:s. Birds. Human 
loved on . Interestingly, th re wa a digniry 
about the pcrf nner' con ideration of rh 
timel thi.n . 

Unsettling, twitchy, addening. 

D pite the collaborative narure of the 
project there wa a sense of alonen in the 
work. Youdell wa alw y phorographed alone. 
The performer on stage were alone. ne 
"came imo this world al ne", as Youdell wa 
'born' out of a ruru. And one "lefr chi world 
alone", Milledge departed with hls human 
remains. 

As a child I had a 
hal)it of IOS ng myself. 
Apparently, it runs In 
the famlly- "Ouiet!" 
my mother would say, 
"I can't hear myself 
think." as If to cut out 
one world for another. 
Though I never went 
tar from home I could 
be gone for hours. 
Confined to quarters, 
I simply dreamed up 
other ways to do It, 
repeatedly placing my 
hand through a wire 
fence and pulling it 
back so that the 
bangle on my wrist 

Gravity Feed, Host Heldrun L6tlr slid into the long 
grass. It was the 

feeling of letting loose trom one world and entering another that I liked. Forty years tater I still crave that sense, so 
hard to find in a city. At Gravity Feed's Host it began to come back. Here in the company ol 75 others but still inside 
something outside myself like Zazle In the Metro, I am loosed in a room full of huge tetradecahedron cardboard 
structures that are the matter of Host Horst Kiechle's bullt environment is home to the 6 men who inhabit the 
space-the city fathers, keepers of the city who'Ve misplaced the keys; curators of objects they can barely control. 

We are led by cartos Russell to the back of the Newtown Theatre, up fire stllrs. left standing outside, then shuffled 
into corridors of cardboard, waiting, tempted by whispers cd'mlng from the cracks. Placing my ear to William 
McClure's urgently whispering mouth, I hear something about an outbreak of passion, a murder was it? These were 
last words. Once inside the cardboard jungle, I left the world of words to enter the powerful presence o ings. 

At first the monoliths appeared to shift only slightly, changing the space Imperceptibly. At one point, relieved to be 
at last let inside, we turned a comer to find outselves confined in another identically claustrophobic space. But 
finally a curling line leads us inwards and we breathe again, inside the city with the 6 men In suits doing battle with 
themselveS and the structures, attempting to hold their ground as the shapes theaten to flatten them, confine them, 
scurrying through the city, hurting their bodies against it. losing patience with each other, fighting like men in cities. 
Ari Ehrlich and Denis Beaubois perfonn a circling dance of mutual throttling. The shapes begin to lip and tum, the 
ambience of the space amplified by Rik Rue"s constintly changing sound scape, more ethereal than some of his 
other work with Gravity Feed, sometimes like dance music. Adults and small children begn to sway, then spin, then 
slip into club dancing. From inside one of the structures sounds float out as If from an alien music box. Sometimes 
the men leave us to our own devioes, disappearing lo rest somewhere, though where I wonder. Then they're back 
in some new configuration, agitated. In a line wildly jumping against Jmpossible walls as if to mount them, then 
back to the gliding letradecahedron structures that slide and tip and lift and hide and seek and watch and give shape 
to the bodies between them. 

This was theatre for an adventurous audience-if you weren't feeling that way when you arrived, here was a space 
to transform you, ff you let it. At one stage, I follow Alan Schacher's path, moving at his speed. I stand as close to 
Jeff Stein as I dare and use my peripheral vision to predict his next move. Some people use the space to speak 
though that seems to miss the point Some are made reflective. Sometimes nolh ng happens. Then the men gather 
lhe monoliths In the middle and silently usher us in. Two members o1 the audience find themselveS Isolated inside 
a small wedge. One says · 1 think we're on our own· The other, •1 think at this point we're responstble for our own 
narrative.· Two little girls squeal and spin around. lift up their dresses. The performance IS not highly formalised 
but there ls still a sense of ritual lha1 comes with the challenged curatorship of these men. We could be inside a 
maze or al Stonehenge or Uluru. If Gravity Feed's last show, Gravity of the Sit1.1otfon showed us the tabernacle, then 
here was the temple. We were inside an idea made flesh and board and sound and shadow and light, Inside the 
belly of the beast and If we listened we could hear ourselves think. In Host Gravity Feed created an unforgettable 
place which made us feel we had been somewhere and left us with a strong desire to return. Virginia Baxter 

Gravity Feed, Host; performers Alan Sc/Jacher. Ali Ehrlich, Jeff Stein, Denis Beaubois, Olivier Sidore, Tim Rushton, 
wfth Carlos Russell; direction William McClure; arlistfc dif8Ctor Alan Schacher; d8s/(Jn & fabrication HOtSt Klechle, 
sound Rfk Rue, lighting, Simon Wise; Newtown Theatre, Sydney, January 15 - 31. 

Ustenlng to Skin 

here is the joining? Is all of lif about 
pu hing up again boundari ? Or i thi it 
the pu hing i the joining, ur boundaries so 
intri rel iJJuminated for us in art? 

Listerung ro kin, choreographic photography, 
Gle11 O'Malley, Rebecca Yo11dell· film, Eden 
Fl h Against Eanb, Leah Crycewicz, Rebecca 

It's time for some very adult 
pleasures from a theatrical . 
Illusionist who has created 
many works for younger 
audiences. Kim Carpenter 
conjures more of his magical 
visions in Theatre of Image's 
new multimedia work exotic 
Pleasures adapted by him from 
2 short stories by David Malouf 
("The Empty Lunch-tin" from 
Antipodes) and Peter Carey 
(·exotic Pleasures· from The 
Fat Man in Histom. It's the 
•distinctive and contra$ling 

YozuJe/1 and Randall Einhorn: dana 
performance R11sseU Milledge nd 
Yo"de/1; original so1111d compos/11 
Whiticker and P ul lA1vrence of 1 

perfomumce, Rondo Theatre, Ca, , 
December 2 - 4, Umbrella t11d10, Tou'n.Si 
Dec 18; exhibition, Kkk Arts Gall · 
Dec 7 - 14, Pere TI4Cker a/lery, ToW11S1.-ilk, 
December18-Jan 3 

views of Australia which these , 
stories dramatically present" Miles Jackson and Simone Baker from the ,1m in Exotic Pleasures 
that caught carpenter's eye. In 
the Malouf story set in the 1950s, a woman's closed, cosy world Is unlocked by the mysterious appearance of 
a stranger on the lawn. A sound score by Sarah de Jong enhances the unleashing of nostalg a, dream and 
memory. Carey's story projects a vision of the future. It's a road story, we're told, exper enced at dangerously 
exhilarating speed. It's also triggered by an event, this time the purchase of an exotic bird. Film-maker Michelle 
Mahrer whose very accomplished documentary on the Page Brothers (Urban Clan) was shown recently on ABC 
TV joins Theatre of Image for eXollc Pleasures. High contrast black and white film is used in one story and high 
key colour in the other to evoke 2 very different worlds. Dancers Rosetta Cook and Kym Wallace join 
performers Jeanette Cronin and Toni Poli. Julia Cotton directs the movement and Peter Dasent (Heavenly 
Creatures) also composes. 

Theatre of Image, eXolic Pleasures, devised, directed and designed by Kim Carpenter.The Seymour Centre, 
SydneY, March 12-Aprfl 3. 

The Women's Jall Project, to be performed in The 
Women's Refractory (adjacent to the grounds ol the 
19th century Sunbury Lunatic Asylum), traces the 
lives of women forced to endure imprisonment (and 
often death) in the asylum. Within the Refractory's 
decaying walls, the performance addresses the 
concept of badness,,madness and how this 
perception relates to women throughout history. 
Many of the women who inhabited the Refractory 
were not criminally insane. The majority were Irish. 
outspoken and irreverent, doomed never to leave 
the institution. 

Writer/director Karen Martin has worked extensively 
with the Women's Circus and the Jail Project 
incorporates physical theatre, storytelling. 
multimedia, trapeze/rope work and the words of 
Virginia Woolf and cassa.ndra, Priestess of Troy into 
a series of Installations: an exhibition ol historical 
research, anecdotes and artwork; and 3 
performances exploring the history of the 
Refractory, definitions of madness and truth, and 
the women's stories. Karen plans to tour The 
Women's Jail Project to similar historical sites 
nationally and to Ireland and Britain. 

The Women's Jail Project. concept, text and Women's Jafl Project Naomi Herzog 
direction by Karen Martin; perlormers Ruth Bauer, 
Sara Cooper, Margot Knight, Lydia Faranda & Jude Roberts; The Womens Refractory (adjacent to the Sunbury 
Campus, Victoria University. The Avenue, Sunbury, Feb 18 - 20 & 25 - 27 
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Precarious beauties 
arah Mill r look at exhibiti n and th int rpla of rt and commer e in Ti k o 

In mid- eptember I arrived in Tokyo-in 
the les than de irabl mpany of phoon 
number 7-to undertake an 11 veek 
residency at rhe piral/Wacoal Art ntr e. l 
love ~ kyo. Endle ly fa inaring, utterly 
conremporary and home to 7 million 
people, ir' hard not to be overwhelmed b 
just how mu h of every rhing there i : people, 
art, neon, hop ( hopping i the narional 
pastime), restaurant mu eum , theatre 
buildings, bicycle , umbrella , car , train 
ele croni -and all of it perched precariou ly 
on one of tbe most earthquake prone 
archipelago in the world. lt looks and feel 
like hao. 

And yet, rhe trains are always on time-to 
the econd. There is Little theft violent crime 
i rare, road cage i unknown, no--0ne lo e 
their remper--0r nor vi ibl -and d pite the 
impo ibly crowded ondition , the treets 
are dean. Peopl are friendly, polite generou 
and even alar men on a bender, whil t 

drinking witb in redible focus and 
determination, ju r get red and hiny, louder 
and more giggly and vomit, BlJT they don'r 
get aggro or become punchy. ft makes thi 
utterly dense, fa r moving ciry, urpri ingly 
relaxed. 

There are als millions of comics. One of 
rhe mo r common sight travelling round 
Tokyo by train and subway i of everyone (or 
aim st everyone) reading nwnga. ln 199 , an 
average of 15 comic book and magazines 
were purcha ed b every man woman and 
child on the Japan e archipelago. It i an 
utterly Japane phenomenon, catering to a 
diverse readership, and manga arri ts (ma11ga
ka) have originated ubtle approaches to 
narrative eldom en ourside Japan. 

o it w fanra ci ro be able to attend the 
urvey ex:hi irion The Manga Age, at the 

Mu eum of otemporary An in Tokyo 
(M T). C mpiled by curatorial taff at MOT 
and Hiro hima' Mu um of Contemporary 
Art the how was a pecracular bur 
somewhat daunting who' who of comi 
haracter and their creators, particularly for 
omeone who, sadly, neirher peaks nor read 

Japanese. 

Even from my outsider perspective, it is 
clear that manga, in many in tances, brin 
u directly into the imagination of the 
pani ul r rti t. hether romantic (shoja 
ma11ga), tragi brutal or ab urd Japanese 
mango are a ublimely ubjecrive experience 
and unlike rheir w 1ern counterparts, who 
tend t be part of a team, mang-ka maintain 
almo I complete control over creative 
onrent, omerime attaining celeb rity tatu . 

f all rbe 111,mga-k,1 tar rhe one who 
work (if not his name) 1 perhap be r known 
r we tern audien es is samu Tez.uka often 
referred to a "Th God of Manga ". He was 
the creator o ome of mang.1 \ mo r beloved 
haraacr in luding corn aish1-al o 

known a t0m or tro Boy and Jungl e 
Emperor, crialised for U Televi ion a 
Kmtba the White L1011. crion of thi 
omprehen 1ve .ind impe ably installed 

ex:hibiti n was dedicated t contemporary 
artists whose work trongly reflect the 
influence of m 11ga, notably, Yo hiromo 

ara, Mariko Mori and Taka hi Murukami. 

Whit t contempor ry rt in Japan-a 
e~erywhere in the world-i relatively 
unsupported, he r mical ma s makes an 
enormous difference and when arti rs are 
upported (u u lly in titutionally-there i no 

government funding), it' at a level and on 
cale quite unknown in rhi country. The 

number of mu eum , galleries, theatres ere is 
phenomenal and rhe facilities lhar exi t in 

many of rhem are enough ro make rh1) 
parti ular onremp rary art pace director 
turn ickly green \ ich envy. Thi i n t ro ay 
rhar ir' easy. rtiST and art profe ional 
work enormou I>• long and hard; the on ept 
of a 'pri\ •ate life' i pracri ally unknown; and 
in Japan, a el ewhere, rh ontemporary art 
are at the bottom of the cultural heap when it 
ome to popular re o nirion and kud . 
errainly every ne I poke t talked of the 

£feet of the rece ion on upp rr for the 
ans. There are cutbacks everywhere and for 
uraror and producer used to working with 

generous bud et , rhe effe are depr ing 
and damaging. rill , from m fiscal 
per pective, if rhar' a recc ion, J wouldn't 
mind one ju t Hke ir! 

Electronic , nor urpri ingly are very 
vi ible in Japanese nremporary art pracri e. 
Tokyo i electroni ity and its neon hearr i 
in Akihabara . One of rhe ke in tirurions 
providing upport for arti r workin in 
electronic media i anon Artlab 
(http://w1vw.canon.co.jplcast/). Thi project · 
ba ed organi ati n provide ignifi nt 
financial and tecbni al upport for arri t 

working with digital media. The rtlab 
Original Exhibrtion is held annually. Canon' 
computer engineer devdop original oftware 
programs ro as isr artist in the realisation o 
their idea . Exhibicions are held after about a 
year of ollaboration between arti ts and 
engineer . Perhap rhe m St radical ching 
abour chi program is that ir al o upporrs 
further upgrade and development of the 
reared work a well a rour of the work in 

Japan and over ea . Having been initially 
upported co develop a new project or 

exhibition arti t have further opportunities 
co refine and develop their u ually quite 
experimenr.al work . It is nor as umed that 
the work i fini hed ( ic) n its first utin . 

For 1998, non Artlab's on id rable 
financial and technical re our e wenr inro 
the development of 01mdCreat11res by young 
Japanese media arri r Koui hirou Ero , 
pr ented at Hillside Plaza in glamorou 
Oaikanyama. The work on i ted of 10 cute 
little r bots moving with purp ele intent 
within a carefully demarcated in tallacion 
pace (or field). und patterns are er ated 

from vi uaJ patterns tbar participants mput 
nto internet web pages. very rime a pattern 

i created the ound automaricall regi ters 
on one of the linked robot at the ire and the 
robot mo e around repeating the nd 
pattern chrou h its peaker. the robo t 

me lo e co each other, they chan e 
cenain element f their sound data and after 
everal e hange rhe o und low! begin ro 
hange . There are al o 2 'infect ion tone ' 

where vi itor can regi ter a mechantsm to 
change the ound elements by peraring the 
input c o ole in the in ecnon zone. 

nd reallr, that' all you an do w,rh tbi~ 
work-de ·cribe ic. anon rdah has 
upported ome outstanding artlSt~ and 

projects in che past and their ~oph1 ricared 
experimenrarion wirh re hnolog1e h not 
pre luded either poeri and/or me:min . The 
late Tei1i Furuha hi' our randmg m~rallation 
work Lovers come ro mmJ, a doe V,rt11al 
Ca e by erman .irci t hri nan ,Moller. In 
the ea e of oundCreatures it can only be 
hoped chat Ero, having the opportunity r 
develop the project be ond chi· fir I tage, 
does o. 

conFTGURI G the AV , a ollaborarivc 
work by Jeffr ey haw , gne Hegedu , Bernd 
Lintermann and Le le)' tuck, and part of the 
permanent ollection at I Mu eum, 1s the 
antithe i of 01mdCreat11res, bemg 
pracncally impo i le ro de cribe. It just has 
ro be experienced. In th is work of virtual 

realiry, the mrerface i an 
almo r lit iu w den 
marionette manipulared br 
one o rhe I C taff. By 
pla ing rhe puppet, vi iror 
in D gla are immer d 
in a erie of world , 
filled with und, light, 
imagery • nd language. lr i 
e traordinary. 

Mu cum (N1T's 
lmercommuni tion 

entre) was e rnbli hed in 
April 1997 b · 
commemoration o 
year of telephone rvice 
in Japan. I love thi 
mu eum in th heart of 
Tokyo' pero ity with 
it small but ex ellenc 
permanent colle tion 
encompa ing me 
favourite arti t and their 

Mariko Mori. Kumano 1998 from the exhibition ShOot ac lhe Cnaos 

work : dumbrype' OR, To hio IWAl' 
wonderful and winy even Memories of 
Media Technology, Luc Courchesne' 
Landscape One and, a already mentioned 
Jeffrey haw. It al o run a temporar 
e.i hibirion program and the 2 exhi itions l 
mana ed ro ee are perhap indicative of rbe 

ope and ran e of I C' inrere c . 

The Library of Babel: haracters, Books 
and Media wa an anempr to adapt Jorge 
Lui Borg s' merapbor of a library of in mire 
po ibilirie ro n mpa rhe onremporary 
world of inf rmation networ alongside 
traditional media (book , handcut woodblock 
characters and ulprure ). 

The econd w sin fact rhe econd 
exhibition of time •ba ed arr from the 

echerlands co be held at I . There wa 
om great wo.rk in chi how curated by 

Rene oelh (previ u ly director of 
MonreVideo/TB , the etherland Media 

rt Institute ) including w rks by Jaap de 
Jooge, Bert Schutter, Bill pinhoven, Fiona 
Tan and teina Va ulka . Perhap what was 
mo t rrik.ing abour The econd was it 
emphasi on hanging percepoon of rime a 
boch a highly subje rive experience but al o 
as clo ely linked ro differing dis iplines 
(a tron my, biol gy. hi rory ) and articulated 
eh.rough the re hnologie that allow u co 
quantify and ocg, mse it. Peter 'Bogers' 
Heaven wa for me the highlight of th i 

hibition. In a grey in tallati n room 17 
mall black nd white monitor are 
u pended at differing height and I vel , eh 

di playing one e ond video loop s. Togerher, 
the e pparentl h pht1zard fragmen 

ugge red a dome tic mi coco m: the pul e in 
omeone' throat a car a leep, a u kling 

baby, curtain moving in the wind, a cup of 
offee being rirred and a fragment of an 

image re i tered in a udi during the Kobe 
earthquake. 

11 kyo i n r all sli k museum presentation 
either. isr run space whit c the ize of 
your average Japan e shoebox are produ ing 
ome notable and ex icing work. The tiny 

mmand gallery in Tokyo i run by a 
ommirted group of young artists and 
uraror , hose prog.ram includes monthly 

"pow wow: " (arti rs' ralk ). Parri ia 
Pie innini the chen resident of the Australia 
Coun ii rudio gave her u ual articulate and 
inter ting presen tation there. Co• 1st I a 
multi-function rental pa e in Omotesando 
~ ho e Megademo Real project provided a 
salon tyle environment in which to present 
digirally g aerated art in a way thar allowed 
arti t to openly pre ent and di cu their 
work. 

Whi h brings me to the piral/Wacoal An 
Centre, who were my utterly enerou , 
profe ional and charming ho r . Thi 
extraordinary organisation with it purpo e 
designed building in the heart of Tokyo's 
fa hion able Aoyama hopping district was 

e tab li hed in 19 6 by the Wacoal 
orporation, a leading manufactUrer of 

lingerie, bed and bath linen . It hi t0ry ha 
been disringui hed by a commitment ro 
function as a testing ground for rhe furure
e ·emplified through it urrenr I ng term 
program, Art/Life 21, and i operation are 
on quentl)' a remarkable mix of rcrail 
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This is their way argaret Lawrie' Myths and Legends of 
the Torres Strait publi hed in 1970, were 
found in the John Oxley section of 

Julie Goodall elebrate ~ rre 

"llan Pa in~. 1 land ... pa in'.,.? island 
pas ing? lt ound ad. I omething gone 
now? Ju t the oppo it . Tian Pasb1 i a 
vibrant and intriguing exhibition fart 
from the Torre trait; art conremp rary 
art traditional and art fr m in between. 
Turtle hell, palm frond paint n wood, 
water colour on paper., an in callari n of 
and and marble, a erie of canva 

fearuring pla ti roy cowboy . The 
diversity i fanta tic. 

The exhibition grew out of an idea by 
young Torres trait am t Brian Robinson, 
then a student at the local TAF in aim . 
Wirh ugge tion £corn Brian' te.1chers arr 
con ervatiooi t Tom Mosby, also an 
l lander was drawn in to add hi 
knowledge of traditional Torr rrair 
arr-and of the locations of many of the 
pie es around th world. Mo by be me 
uraror a well a ediror of the up rb 

e hibition catal gue with Brian Robin on 
a a i tanr curaroc and I/an Pasin came 
inro b ing after 4 year of work. 

Brian Robin on' print joumey features 
in the contemp rary ection, along with 

elbourne-ba ed linron ain's Play set 
(the anvase with the r y cowboy ) and 

lien Jose's R.l.P. Terra ullius an 
instaUation which feature a magnificent 
marble head rone with rho word 
engraved in gold, irring on a grave ite 
made of sand: a sobering yet uplifring 
r pon e to rhe 'landmark' Mabo deci ion. 

he traditional secri n of I/an Pasin 
include ma ks and figurin and the 

Precarious beauties 
• from page J9 

marketing, re rauranr , cafe and 
contemporary arr aero a diverse 
pcctrum of media and form . 

Art/Life 27 is an annual eri 
de igoed to focu on new expr ions and 
form for the 21 t enrury. It a ume~ thar 
mulrimedia and ommunicarion . re 
transforming not only rearive a tivirie 
but al o world wide Stems and lifestyles. 
piral believes that artists have a parri ular 

role ro play in rhj tran formative moment 
and to that end ha been working to 
d el pa "new relanon hip ro art, 

ce ible anywhere anyrime." Utopian 
pcrhap , bur thi level of ommitmenr 
made a pie ant hange from rhe gnndmg 
en e of ennui and furiliry char 

characteri e o man we tern ans 
in rirurion and evencs. 

The 2 Art/L,fe 21 events that to k 
pl:ice during my m were the oethe 
ln rirur upported digital concert: 

:rperime11tal press with Berlm ba ed 
tecbno ound amsts such as the afore
mentioned Thoma oner and Porter 
Ri k • noro a.k.a. rsren icolai with 
elecrronic vi uah er., Ritchie Reidinger, 
Oval hrisrophe harle and from 
Japan, dumbrypc-' R •oji lkeda; and the 
vid o/ elecrronic media exhtbinon, hoot 
at the haos, urated by Toshio himizu. 
hoot .rt the haos in luded Japane e 

arri t Yuraka on and Mariko lori: 
from hina, Feng Mengb ; uth fri an 

illtam Keotridge· Pip1lorri R1 t from 
w1rzerl, nd and from Fran e andrine 

In hoot at the hao , pre enrarion , a 
criti al to the re eprion of the work. The 
viewer wa able to requesr an work s/he 

trait art and ulture in Cairn 

wonderful 'dance machtne ' headdre s 

\ ith moving parts operared by rhe dancer 
during a performance. There i a plendid 
dance ma hinc of a hammerhead hark 
made by contemporary artist en Thaiday 

Bri bane' rate ibrary. 

Th work are displayed on 2 floor of 
the im Regional allery, a rcfurbi bed 
19th ccnrury building of what were 

nr., wh i al o a per£ rmer. And one of an 
Ameri n bomb r plane, from rhe da 

ori inall rnagistrates room in the centre 
frown, one block from the arerfronc, 
omplere with portico and olumn . Above 

and around the gallery entran e hangs an 
enormou cylized 'headdre ', painted in 
the Island colours of blue, green and white when the i land in rhe Torre trait were 

used rrategi all in orld '\ ar Two, made 
by James eli f Badu ( uJgrave) I land. 

o chat vi irors seem t encer 'the mind of 
the culture' a they pa within. 

delicate headdre of feather and tring 
ha been brou ht ba k from the u eum 
of Ar baeology and Anthropology in 

mbridge for the exhibiti n. It arrived in 
ngland about I 00 ar ago ,; hen Alfred 

Haddon rerumed from hi anthropological 
ex ur ion to the Torre trait in 1 9 

Traditional work from the 19th 
entury works in rhe rradicional ryl 
reated in rhe present da , pre ent day 

Torr trait arti t Ii ing el ewhere, 
exploring new form of vi ual 
repre enta tion ... a wond rful mi of old 
and new of home and a, ay. 

h re i a third dimen ion to Jiau Pasin 
which relate to the influence of 

he exhibition opening day wa marked 
by p rforman e by Torres trait dancer 
and musi ian , mo tly .re idem in im , a 
elebrarion, like che e. hibirion itself, of a 

Ii ing culture whi h reveres and delight in 
it tradirion while embracing its own fresh 
cont mporary respon . I land " irting" 
ong and dan by chjldren from the 

local Parramarca Park primary bool· .rock 
'n' roll by young music tudenrs at the 
TAF · fine traditional dancing by teenage 
tudent · from i I nd all over the Torr 
rrait, who teach each other while 

b arding at the angeni Edu ation Centre 
just north of Cairns· the fiery drums and 
le ping ryle of Edri k Tabuai and rhe 

hristianiry in rhe Torres trait. The ir t 

mi ionaries came to £rub (Darnley r land) 
in J 871 and the arrival is celebrated today 
by l land hri rians a "The omiog of 
the Light". Arrwork in rhe rime of the 

ho ting tar Dancers, originally from 
aibai l land, ju t off the coa t of ~•apua,,. 
ew uinea ... a ri hne unimagined by 

the casual visitor to these parts, and 
perhap by the rest of usrralia. 

mi ionaries u d we rem marerial and 
narrative ryle and o in the exhibition 
w ee water colour depi ting mythical 
figure , a a Europ an mjghr paint pi tur 

fan I land man a peliC3n a dugong. 
Thes trea ures used as illu rration in 

, anred to ee on V D (video on demand) 
format, not onl on the huge projecrion 
creen behind the cafe and on m nitors 

placed throughout piral arden ir elf bur 
al o via I D video rreaming. The kind 
of i u explored both on eprually and 
lo i ti all in Shoot at the haos will be 
further developed in the ambitious piral
T program, \ hich ee co ploit t.ue 
of rhe art tclecommuni rion ( ble TV 
internet videopnones et l to br adcast 
.irri r ' work nor only thr ughour the 
ptral building but direaly ,nro people' 

nome. 

It' impo sible t en ompa month 
rrh of art and culrurJI acrivnie in • 

arah Miller was the maugmal rcetpie11t of 
m AJA I place111e11t. AJA . the 11stralia
Japa11 rts ettvork, is an 1wt1atwe of the 
Departme11t of Foreign Af(I irs and Trade 
(DFAT). The Australia 01mcil t1t1d the 
A11stral,.i-Japa11 Fm111di.1t1011 have 1omed 
DFAT 111 the program, w'1icb is 
dmmistered by Asialmk. to enable semor 

Arts Ma11agers to spend up to 3 momhs 111 

Japan. arah Miller wishes to acknowledge 
thetr generous support. 

The title I/an Pasi11, translates a "This 
ayn, an a rtion of the 

uniqoen f Torres trait culture, bur 
al o f its differen e fr m the other 
Indigenou - borigin I-culture, for 
whi h u tralia is better known. 

TMC UNlVIPWnY o, 
8VDN&Y UNJOH 

The Sir Hermann Black 
Gallery 

The University or Sydney Union Art 
Gallery 

Outside I Inside '99 
An Exhibition of Sculpture in the 
Gallery and on the Union's 
Sculpture Terrace. 
January 27th - February 27th 

Masterpieces 
An exhibition of some of the antique 
treasures from The University 
Union· s Art Collection. 
March 8th -April 1st. 

Open : Tues - Sat l 1.00 - 4.00pm 
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lrony-ing out the outrage 
Sarah Stratton at Metro Art ' Fuzz Factor 

Fuzz Factor 5, curated by Beth Jackson 
and Jay Younger, is tructured by the 
discourse of identity politics. Jn the 
anragonisric catalogue essay, co-authors 
Ja kson and Younger construct a struggle 
between the forces of transgres ion and 
liberation on the one hand-youth 
sexuality, identicy--and on the other, the 
authoritarian forces of culrure and 
politics-government, media tereocypes, 
the instirutional arcworld, Queensland 
redneck and cen rship. Thi rhetori of 
u and them is further empha ised by the 
promoti n of "critical" art that 
incorpora~ phoromedia, video and 
in taUation a oppo ed to the traditional 
"decorative" painting and sculpture 
produced by an world "arse lickers." 

Thi adversarial set up is carried into the 
show with its obligatory warning that some 
of the work may offend and in the catalogue 
which cite eviden e of past government 
censorship of the ans, the prime examples 
being Mapplethorpe and Serrano. While the 
cucarors are practicalJy begging us to be 

G a Mitchell. untitled from Mutton dressed up as Lamb, The JO\Jmey of the Pineapple Princess 

h ked by the sexual content of the 
exhibition and daring the agent of 
censorship to be stirred into action the 
exhibition has failed to gen.crate the desired 
outcry. It seems that hocking the audience i.s 
not as formulai a the catalogue ugg ts. 

Futz. Factor 5 does deliver on the 
curators' claims of offering a range of ual 
and ocial identities that qu tion or at lea t 
complicate common a umpcions of sexuality 
and gender. For example Gia Mitchell' 

Twinnings 

Untitled installation of ph tographs on a 
kitsch 50s sideboard imirares a proud 
mother' mementos of her daughter winning 
the 'Pineapple Prin ' tide at a country 
how. Adorned with her crown and blue 

ribbon, Gia po before the rump of a prize 
winning bull; 2 grinning cowboys beside her 
complete the scene. It is nly with the 
knowledge provided in the catalogue that 
Gia used to be a boy and was raised in the 
rural heartland of Queensland that the full 
weight of the work's irony is felt. 

In a selection of large format 
photographs from the eri Control 

Ruth Fazakerley looks at arti t relation hip in twins at CAC A 

Three pair of Adelaide arti rs were 
a ked by curacor Joanne Harri to 
collaborate in the presentation of new 
work. Pairs of individual work are hown 
in separate room , individually titled and 
occupying discrete pace , doing away with 
the otherwi inevitable "who did. what 
bit". In read given the a umption pre em 
in the title, twins, that there is a natural 
connection (real or invented) between the 
paired arti ts or their work, attention hifts 
to other concerns, to relationships of intent 
or interest ., of pr es , materials or form, 
and to the arti t themselves (ages, 
edu ation, ocial relations). 

Enrer Mi hael ewall's Two Ro,md 
Paintings with parkling C.Ochou: 2 large 
round white nva , tretched over board, 
and propped up against rhe wall. tling 
cogethcr they upporr a tiny silver ea hou in 
their embra e (or rather cleavage). earby, 
Karie Moore' delicate inv tigacion of 
everyday material and material proc 
become a gentle appreciation of colour, 
hape and gravity in Oranges: a whjte 
upermarket plasti bag of orange , itting 

low n the floor against the wall, it lower 
half enca ed in lumped grey pla ter. Ar the 
other end of the ro m, t rce and directi n 
ar al o in operation-horizontally lightly, 
in Moore' Bt1tter Square, and verti Uy in 
Up (butter, crackers, paper cowdling and 
wooden dowel ). ewall' Standing 
Pamting, a table tennis green canva also 
leaning up against the wal~ provides other 
hims of orrelarion berween rhe arri cs. 
Mou h le cutout in the anvas at floor 
level suggest purt-puct golf, or somewhere 
just to rand and edge one' feet inro. A 
game to be played in any case, requiring 
parti ipanc investment in time and proc 

In the back room of the gallery, the 
Dean Whitehorn and Angela Valamanesh 
work offer an apparent vi1>ual unjty. 
Delicate black on white. Whitehorn' 
Psychic Excretiom pre ents a pattern of 
inked and folded mall paper square a 
Roe chach blot (tendri l synap e) of 
Rorschach blots, folded in to the corner of 
the gallery, and repeated in the 
neighbouring comer. Two row of large 
cale, enamelled white, ceramic teeth (the 

jaw dissected) and a framed pag f 
watercolour or ink drawing of ambiguous 
form comprise Angela Valaman h's For a 
long while there were only plants. They 
reinforce the en e of a joint interest in the 
organic, in relation hip between human 
and plant life, inceri r and exterior, ma ro 
and micro world -and in drawing too. 
They hare a considered, di randy 

ientifi , diagrammatic approa h. 

In a move from formal impli iry 
toward vi ual and patial den icy, Ali on 

ain's imultaneo11s Tra11slatio11 and Ali e 
Vivian' Pare inject a tone of warm 
corre pondence. Main' dome ci tableaux 
of lamp rand, tool, binet ash tray and 
televi i n monitor ech e the endle 
ucce ion of video image fading over 

ea h other on the reen. The " ruff" of 
memorie , display shelve and the backs of 
drawers and cupboards, pa s in and out of 
a dimly lit ~ orld a companied by a voi c
over of almost anderscood word and 
onver ation . Orher people ' 

mementoes ... The a ror in Vivian' drama 
ompri e rained paper covered in a layer 

of gauie pin overed in cotton wool 
condom rrerched into impo ible 
po mon on the wall and era ing a 
trajectory toward a de ying orange peel 

Yourself, Angela Blakely expresses a more 
dangerous and self-destructive preoccupation 
with identity and contemporary notions of 
female beauty. The images document the 
tory of 'Jenny' and her intimate truggle 

with self-loathing and mutilation. Jenny' 
body-we never see her face-bear the 
mark of anorexia, self-mutilation and 
ob ive self-surveillance. 

Th mutilated goo-<:oated fluffy toys of 
Tori Bouther' Toys, although obviou ly 
indebted ro the work of Mike Kelley, create 
perhaps the most disturbing installation of 
the exhibition. Defiled and grotesque, these 

lying on the floor. A fold-up table sit 
beneath a taggered line of hanging 
varni hed and princed (Ay-)paper . mall 
figure of decaying, prouting potatoe 
battle for po ition on the An elJ-blue and 
white chequered table cloth cum eh 
board. 

In ome en e the artwork appear 
without ontextuali ation-the catalogue 
e a to tell you what chey 'm an.' Does a 
' theme', the adoption of which the curator 
Joanne Harri idencifie a potentially 
problemati focu attenrion on or away 
from the idea of the w rk them elves? 
For the audien e, the interaction of pair 
of artwork , here by virtue of the 
curatorial context and cheir phy ical 
juxrapo irion, prompt the pecularive 
in e rigarion of relation hip , rhe 
onstruction of (p ibly f nta ti ) 

narrarive of per nal Live , pasr evencs, of 
like , di like ... a focu on onnection char 
encourag lingering on ideration. or the 
arti c involved l u pect the urarorial 
project ha erved them with an 
opportunity to focu attention on their 
own proces es and to highlight the 

pathetic objecrs are stained, according to the 
curators, by the "suffocating ilcnce of child 
abuse and domestic violence." 

The political climate "of escalating 
censorship" that the curators describe and 
which informs the rationale for Fuzz Factor 
5 seems overly exaggerated, and as Peter 
Anderson ha pointed our, on occasion, 
Jackson and Younger find c~nsorship and 
controversy where there wa none. In his 
review of Fuzz Factor 5 Anderson informs 
u that contrary to the curators' claims, the 
Mapplethorpe show at the IMA (Brisbane) 
in 19 4 was neither censored nor 
controversial (Perer Anderson, "Art of 
Seduction", Courier Mail ovember 21 
1998). 

An overstepping of the delicate Une 
between being critical and a juvenile 
obsession with thing naughty leaves a 
confu ing tone to the catalogue y. 

evertbel , ome works included in the 
how exhibit a degree of wit and arch 

parody. Others disturb the comfort zone of 
the viewer by highlighting how identities 

don t always fall into familiar patterns, 
thereby undermining the oppo itional logic 
that inform the curator ' rhetoric. 

Fuzz Factor 5, curators, Beth Jackson & 
jay Younger; artists Feona Doherty, 
Angela Blakely, Gia Mitchell, Jann Manser, 
Nat Paton, Elvira Gonzalez Lopez, Marco 
Masci, Anthony McClean, George Pinn, 
Tori Boulter; Metro Arts, Brisbane, Nov 
18 - Dec 9, 1998 

Sarah tratton has completed a Vis11al Arts 
degree at the Queensland College of Art and 
is a1rrently a postgraduate in Art History at 
the University of Queensland. 

existence of connection -systems of 
ommunication, hared working practices 

and interests. (Collaboration, broadly 
peaking, i probably the norm of practice 

in the vi ual art , rather rh n an oddity.) 

The exhibition, upported by Peter 
Harding and Paul McCann' 
thoughtfully highlights i u 
collaboration, in.fluen e, and the circulation 
of idea within arri tic practice. It rni 
qu scions of curator bip in a elf-reflexive 
way. The arri t have an opportunity too, 
perhap , to cell new kind of tori about 
their work through the collaborative process 
of selection and presentation. 

twin , curator Joanne Harris, artists-: - -
Katie Moore and Michael ewall, Angela 
Valamanesh and Dean Whitehorn, Alison 
Main and Alice Vivian; writers: Peter 
Harding and Pa11l McCamz; 
Contemporary Art Centre of outh 
Australia, ouember 6 - 29, 1998 

Ruth Faz.akerley is a visual artist based in 
Adelaide. 
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Game to play 
Keith Galla h interview David hesworth about hi 
en emble' new D, Badlands and hi Olympic Game comm1 1011 

D®id Cheswortb is a Melbourne-based 
composer who worked with the legendary 
group Essendon irport, became a sound 
er1gi11eer, composed for Chamber Made 
Opera (including Lacuna source of the suite 
on his ensemble's new CD) formed The 
David Chesworth Ensemble in 1994, was 
commissioned to write 011 opera for Opera 
Australia with Tony MacGregor as librettist, 
and commissioned to create 011 open air 
sound design at the Olympic Games site it1 
Homeb11Sb. A longer version of the 
interview appears on the RealTune website 
i11 which Chesworth disa,sses the followi11 
in more detail and the Melbourne 
experimental and classical milieu that helped 
generate his work. 

KG How often does the ensemble play 
together? 

D We get together twice a year. Though 
this next year's looking a bit more dense 
with a lot of po ibilities. A lot of the 
mu icians play in other groups so it's a co
ordinating nightmare-all ensembles have 
that. But when we get together it' very 
focused. The re so efficient. I used to play 
in rock type bands and there you'd spend all 
ahemoon figuring out one part of a song, 
drinking coffee and generally mucking 
around having a great time. With this group 
we'd probably have completely worked our 
and rehearsed 4 or 5 pieces from start to 
fini h in the ame time. This year I've got to 
write ome more material for the en mble. 
Indeed, we've been omrrussioned to write a 
series of pieces. The response ro Badlands 
has been so overwhelming for me that my 
focu ha hifted to take the ensemble a lot 
more riously because the audience is 
taking it seriously. 

KG You wrote Lacuna for Chamber Made 
Opera. Did you write for that partia ,lar 
combination of instruments in the first 
place? 

DC LAcu,111 had a very trange 
arrangem nt of in truments. It had 2 
percussion which is not o strange except 
this was all encompa ing~verything from 
steel drums to marimbas and vibes. Then 
trombone and piano and cello. It wa an 
odd combinarion I w interested in playing 
with. I liked the trombonist and I'd never 
worked with ceUo before. Because this body 
of work wa written for that combination it 
transposed easily into the full ensemble and r 
ended up re-orchestrating it for the 
additionaJ violin and bass. What its given 
me are 3 sustaining lyrical melodic 
instruments in the extremes of trombone 
and cdlo and violin. Prerry wild things to 
have on rage together. We have to do things 
like amplify the violin a bit in order to 
balance it out with the trombone. 

KG Do you feel you might exhaust the 
possibilities of this combination? 

D Probably the thing that interests me 
about the ensemble i that all the 
instruments are very rich resonato and 
they're all. quite di tincrive wherea a tring 
quartet, even an orchestra, all kind of fit 
together, they're all known co belong. Th 
don't belong and you can play with the 
different r nances. Melody and rhythm, 
ure., they're part of chat bur rhey're the 

vehi les that lee the srrange objecrs 
re onate. 

KG Why the Carl Orff? 

D Thi was music chat rff wror as a 

teaching tool for children yet here it wa 
being used in this strange film Teren 
Mali k' Badlands a ut inn nee and 
guilt. And this inn ent mu ic rook on a 
kind of guilty edge coo. 1l1ere' so much 
discipline in it. hen ou hear rff musi 
played by German school hildren ir"s like 
lisrening to junior Kraftwerk. Again, it's 
another kind of resonance, this rime a kind 
of resonance between intention and 
meaning, I uppose. Hearing the music used 
the way Malick used it I thought yes I'd like 
to go back co the our e and see what I can 
do with that. Because the mu i is ored for 
hildren, cher ' a whole lecti n f 

in trument that are specially made, ut 
down versions of marimbas and vibes, even 
a cut down cello and bell . It' a jumble of 
percussion. It wa very imilar to what I 
have in my group. I like imple melodfos, n t 

iust imple melodies, but there was 
omething about hi kind of rhythmic 

insistence that was able to support quite 
simple repeating melodies. I thought this was 
a good scarring point for that kind of music, 
a kind of churning away. I write with 
phrases that interlock and churn away with 
different rhythms against each other. And he 
wa doing similar things. 

KG You also do a mix of one of the Orff 
pieces too which is like a reverie. 

DC A friend of mine Robert Goodge who 
l worked with in the group Essendoo 
Airport years ago ha done a Joe of re-mixes 
including ome work witb the group called 
Filthy Lucre who did the Yothu Yindi Treaty 
re-mix. Robert came to me with thi idea of 
applying some of his re-mixing techniques to 
some music that wasn't nee rily rock or 
electroni music. I gave him the CD of 
Badlands before it was released and he rcalJy 
liked one of the tunes and he rumed it into 
this 28 minute re-mix and I thought we 
could put it out as a separate di . So on one 
disc you've goc something quite organic and 
mu ician-based and on che other something 
electronic and qujce severe ooc the musi 
but the temporal nature of it, the way the 
musi flo . A lot of the cracks on Badlands 
are quite short and rbe re-mix. happens to be 
quite long but wirh minimali t t ndenci , 
with echoes of reve Reich a well. 

KG The Lacuna Suite is very enga 1g. 
You've spoken about the interlocking 
rhythms- I enioy slipping into that mode. It 
has that insistence and a shi~ing of gear, a 
sort of reverie but a dynamic at the same 
time. What for you is significant in the 
writing of Lacuna? 

DC I really enjoy the act of writing and of 
having a finished object. I think 
compositions are rather like buildings in that 
you've made thi tru rure that never existed 
before. ln Laci11111 I was able to experiment a 
bit with certain melodi mate.rial thar wa 
compo ed with computer algorithms and 
others tha t were composed from the head. 

, ohen l do lots and lo of writing and 
then I live with things and ort of filter ir all 
d wn until I've gor these essenc . I find 
focu comes aher you've done I ts and lots 
of work. In Laama I was rrying to-going 
right outside my capabiliti but this is the 
kind of thing you do-I was trying to wrire 
this musi that repr need all th e dLfferenr 
fa ets f a society, a kin dom in this case. 
An cede ia tical mu i and a kind of a folk 
or more spontaneous mu i and a kind of 
military government Ort of mu ic. Tho 
element are all there which is wh in 
Lacuna uite there's a I t of ntra . ne 

ng cop and another quite different on 

David Cheswotlh 

rans up. The traditional way of writing in a 
cla ical sense is thac you tart with your 3 
notes in Beethoven' ea e, and you build the 
whole piece out of that. I tend to surround 
myself with many option and then filter 
them back and. start to form relationship 
with that ound, that melody line, that 
rhythm and ee how they can inter-relate. 
You start to find tbe connections and you 
develop those. 

KG So your atyproach is ttot chance-driven 
but there is an element of putting things 
together to see what happens. What about 
the lgorithmic side? 

DC It was imply a matter of developing 
lo of rhythmic and pitch material. Simple 
cuff and then getting rid of mo t of it. 

Doing so much Ii tening to it. It's funny. 
The human brain wants to make meaning 
out of everything it ees and hear . So a lot 
of tbi mu ic wa notes but they were 
doing variou patterned things and r 
staned to hear the pattern because the 
algorithms seemed to be pitting notes at 
certain times over so many melodies or 
generating ome little game where ome 
notes were turning up more than others. 
I'd start co hear the patterns and I'd really 
like what was happening. It was simply a 
way of generating material that djdn't have 
my initial phy ical trokes on them .. .l 
could have ironed them out bur I kept 
them in becau e what amu ed me was that 
here' omething we expect and then 
there' that hift, and thett we're back ro 
that thing that we expect. That's what 
creates musi of cour e, the thing you 
don't expect. It' all about expectation 
ten ion and relea e and rhythms shifting 
and your brain having ro play catch-up 
and then ort it out. o that way of writing 
I alway u e. I u e everal. l can write 
melodic and do all eh t but I alway like 
to have ruff coming in. 

KG How does the Olympic commission 
work as composition? 

D That'. more an installation. lt 1w to 
be finished by June this year. It' an idea 
that' going to rake a bit of pulling o · 
I've got to take the ri k. Four and a h.tlf 
hectares of ound. It's a malleable obJcct.. All 
computerised. There are a. lot of peakers. 
But they houldn't call too much anen n tO 

themselves. It's made up of vocal soun the 
sounds of effort and exclamation of the 
human body. There's no text or langua 
just the signatures of the body through 
expressions of effort. Some sounds arc easier 
to get than others. There's collecting the 
sound then manipulating them by 
extending them-] don't want to change 
them in any other way. So that the moments 
that gave rise to chose expressions are 
somehow frozen in pace and you can walk 
through them, these body vities. It' all off 
a computer hard disk. Lors and I of files. 
o it is ambitiou . The technology has to go 

in fust. In a sen e it's an opera, it' theatre, 
it' playing with resonance again. 

KG Do you feel now that as a composer 
you have 011 audience? 

DC The Badlands album ha given me a 
much broader audience. The produce 
Mine have presented it back to the broader 
culture whereas the ensemble ha really been 
more of a cla ical thing. ow it is what it is 
in icself. lr doesn t have to be popular or 
cla icaJ. W. Mine have said come and lisren 
ro this. There were 400 people at the laun h 
and they Id lots of CD . So I'm not doing 
coo badly. I do have more rres . We're a 
ompany (with his partner Sonia l..eber

eds) and there are all these reporcs and 
insurances and book work and you're 
thinking are we being artists here and 
ba ically the answer is, well join the club. 

see CD reviews on page 47 for a review of 
Badlands 
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Can Wagner cause conjunctivitis? 
oel Purdon ee proof of Wagner' dramatic geniu in Adelaide Ring Cycle 

In common with man prote.an artist , 
am ng them Aeschylus and hakespeare, 
Wagner' work are fundamentally altered by 
rbe country date and direction of rheir 
performance. Interpretation of them can (and 
have) run che gamut of the polirical, se ual and 
ps chological pearum . ft' . necessary ro rate 
that clearly at the beginning of an)' discu ion 
of this production. agner is still near to u in 
time and culrural mood; the recent history of 
Germany and the possession o bis music by a 
dyna ty of ideological dogmatists have almost 
fixed it in a kind of ational Sociali t cemenc. 
Moreover an immense amoum is known about 
his personal life, which isn't overwhelming! 
ympatheri . 

Bur I wonder what audiences w uld make 
of production of hak peare , hich connected 
the parse historical records of his violence and 
grain-hoarding wirb hi depicrions of Je, , 
bla k and the rural poor. Even more o in the 
ea e of A hylu , the bi torical distance and 
lack of biograph)' le(w the way clear for a 
reading f Tbe Oresteia a a justification of rhe 
ubjecrion of women and the rotalirarian right 

of Attic supremacy. 

Obviou ly a director would have to ignore 
those pans of the rextS whi h, in ea h ea e, 
demonstrate a profound unease and a 
sympathy with views that are completely 
oppo ire. Coriolan11s, howevei; works perfecrly 
well as a F ist or Communi t experien e 
without hanging a word. And there can be no 
doubt of the value of Henry Vas Briti h 
propaganda with the effect of a cruise mi ile 
in rime of war. 

With Wagner, the received idea i m re 

readily at hand. Hitler stamped him with the 
Reich approval, and the Bayreurh Wagner of 
the 30 and 40 were in cu able azi . I mu 
confes that eh partially irrational 
connections ha\•e determined m own 
preference for perf rman of erdi, despite a 
furtively ec tati love of the musi f r Parsi(af 
and The Ring. It' rather like stubbornly 
drinking chianti when there's an cellenr 
rieslin maruring in the cellar. 

Pierre rrosser' production has changed all 
that forever. Despite my admiranon for Patrice 
Chereau's subver ion in his own bol hie attack 
at Bayreuth I never expect to see again uch a 
brilliant, complex and imellecrually coherent 
account of the Cycle a rhi one. From the first 
alluring bars of the prelude to Das Rheingold 
the augmented O play like a dream. 1f th.e 
horn occasionally wobbled, it's under randable 
that ome player following Jeffrey Tate' 
conducting by monitor in the huge pit must 
have found the intricate ues hau ting. 
Generally rhe ound i a miracle, every harp 
glis ando and thundering percus ion glittering 
like electricity in the theatre' ne acoustic. 
Then there' rro r' pitilessly late-grey r, a 
di tanr vision of the overcast Rhine beck ning 
the cast up cage, immaculately transported 
from the Theatre du hateltr to a rage 
revamped with equal attention to lighting and 
pace. 

Bur the great surprise is the characterization 
of these god , giants dwarve , virgin warrior 
and human lovers, and the ability of rhe inger 
to act. Just a he pared down the panoply of 
prop and pecial effecrs rhi con ummace 
director ha given each inger tragi Uy 
onfined movements and gestures which onl 

the mu ic can unbutton. Wotan ohn Wegner), 
in hi caped ur oar. might be Wagner himself 
icily ordering the n trucrion of Wahnfried a 
hi per nal Valhalla. Fafner (David Hibbard) 
and Fa olt (Warwick Frye) are Masterbuilder 
who mat h him a bulJie , a ruthl m 

plundering gold from the Rhine as the 
il,elung mith . , falcolm Donnelly, Richard 

Berkeley- reele and especially Peter Keller a 
Loge give rhese figures a dignity of their own, 
far removed from 3nti-Semiri aricmues. 

The women are the greatest urprise. By 
rhe econd act of Die alkure the audience i 
beginning ro understand why Woran's wife 
Fricka (Elizabeth Campbell) i o our, and 
why hi daughter Brunnhilde Uani Manin) 
will tear the hou e down at his summon . We 
could be watching trindberg or lb en. In 
their dull winter Viet rian lothes, female 
pas ions can only be hinted at in recitative . 
But the motif in the engulfing mu ic ream 
and moan with their frustrated eroti ism. 

dultery, jealousy and full-blown incest 
charge rhe air. There can be few adder 
moments in drama than when 'i: otan 
sentences hi daughter to her cruel fate and 
they finally, de perarely embrace. 

By conrrast, the human lovers eem to be 
given no acces to their uncon ious. iegmund 
is outwitted by everyone el nstage. iegfried 
is n Ar)•an hero, bur a grear lummox of 
foolhardy youth and Sieglinde i a dumb 
victim. iegfried, perhaps because Wagner kept 
on having co patch it up with repetitious 
narrative, i the le t u essful of the tetralogy. 
I think ir wa during these long romanti a ns 
that I caught onju ivici from the sneezing 

I from ttle behind me. 

lt i in Gotterdamernmg that the music 
drama again flares into life before i . 
conflagration. In keeping with hi stern 
repre nracion. crosser does away with an 
omin us bu ine of rhe m a my ri fates. 
Erda (Liane Keegan) is a bag-I d on a park 
ben h, and he warn ~ otan of doom like 
omeonc en onnrered at rhe demolition of the 

Wall between East and West Germany. In fact, 
tbar' how cbe production ompletes its initial 
metaphors. The Bridge to Valhalla i a 
catasrrophe. Whether it i the literal all, or a 
wall between the desires of people and their 
fulfilment, it will bring neither love nor power. 
Like the golden ring, it best belongs in the river 
f the un on ious, and there it must return 

until it i under tood. Woran, who seek both 
power and love, is a bringer of disa ter. 

ls thi a poru yal of Hitlerian ideolog. ? I 
think not. The ierzsche-Wagner•Hider axis · 
facilely constructed ow a lot to bad course 
in po. onoderni m (whi b fail, of ur , t0 

explain the philosopher' sheer nationali r 
hatred of the composer, let alone the Fuhrer\ 
real preferen e for Lehar), and even more to 
the confluen es of history. I might a well 
blame Wagner for giving me conjunctivitis. 
trosser, Tate, the aesthetically attUned Bill 

Gill pie, and the hrewd management of 
rephen Phillips have achieved a magnificenc 

event and in the process restored an am t's 
complexity. Here he i seen, a he wished to be 
een, as a dramati t of geniu . 

The Ring )'de, Adelaide tate Opera, 
01,ember 18 - December 12, 1998. 

Underwater archaeology of the unutterab le 
Gretch en Miller inter 1e The Listening Room art i t-in-re iden e ophea Lerner 

A bell, intended for a smaJl Finnish village 
church, i carried on a boat aero a lake, 
somerime back in the village· pa c. Bue rhe bell 
doesn't make it-on the \ a it inks below the 
surface, where it remain to this day. 

The Glass Bell i the re ult of Sophea 
rner' 1998 Ausr.ralia Council ew edia 

Arts re idency at The Listening Room ABC 
Classic FM. It is a work of fiction, based on 
family stori , many of which were told to 

Lerner by her maternal grandmother, whose 
first language is one the artist does not speak. 
There are rhyrhms, resonances from childhood, 
that have surfaced in a work that has been 4 
years in the conception. 

"1 like the idea that there were different 
perceptions about the place, that people inhabit 
it in different ways-there was story and there 
was place but the relationship between the two 
wasn't totally clear," Lerner says. 

"I found th.is story metaphorically rich with 
that whole nexus between told and untold 
rories ... it's an exploration of how told stories 

are like place holders for the unutterable. 
Certain tories are told again and again and 
rhe unutterable find voice through tho 
thing , they're things that can 'r be told but 
which over rime are under tood-so it' a kind 
of underwater archaeology in rhat nse." 

The Glass Bell wa proposed to rhe ew 
Media rtS Fund a an in rallation work with 
a radio c mponent. Lerner en"isaged a large 
tou h reen over which the panic1panr would 
move their hand ... rhe interaction would 
become like a dance. 

"I'm rill researching how to do 1t. But 
ba ically through rhe proces of the residen 
reali d it was going to take a lot more time 
and a lot more money than 1 optimi rically 
planned nd actually Robyn (Ravli h) and Jane 
(Ulman) (of ABC udio Arts ) wer very 
in trum ntal in encouraging me to u e th time 
ro think rather than pump out a number of 
fini hed pieces " she says. 

• 
"At a certain point in the r idency I 

thought: 'OK I'm going to stop playing with 
the technology and I'm going to ju t work on 
the content, the sounds, building up the 
sounds', because I can get reaUy sucked into 
the rcchy sruff ... The radio program is 
modular-if you like it is a non-interactive, 
non-functional prototype for the audio 
installation." 

While radio is often text-driven, Lerner was 
acutely aware char using sound to unfold a 
narrative does different things with the way 
time is perceived, and almost half the work is 
without text. Music composed for cello, viola 
and percu sion was woven with location 
recordings and rudio-created ound effects in a 
texture which did not function a interludes 
but had equal taro through the work. 

The ript wa written and voice recorded, 
with a flexible duration work in mind. Bur 
w rk for broadcast i fi ed and Lerner had co 
deal with 2 kinae rheric.ally different paces. 
kWhen I wa writing the script 1 wrote warhes 
more narrarive material than I ended up u ing 
because I wanred to have that ro cover me for 
the radio program as a linear work," she s:iys. 

There wcr 3 differenc script used 
con urrendy in the work. "I had ript one 
which were first per on tories-some of them 
were ummarised from ori char my mother 
and grandmother had cold me n t pe and 
ome were my own inrervemi n into those. 

Then there wa ripr 2, whi h wa the se ond 
person ripe, cutting aero tho narratives 
with other layer of things which weren't said 
and may not be rhe lightest bit true, but rhey 
become those torie that interpolated some 
sort of fictional archaeology into those tori . 
Then I had a script 3, which was more 
fragmented again and which I had translated 
into Finnish as well. So I bad 3 scripts which 
were concurrent, and which roughly broke 
down into the different sections of the work 
and I had all the performers read all the scripts 
in both languages where appropriate. So I've 
got lots and lots and lot of script. Which will 
be useful for the interactive version." 

The structure has barely changed for Lerner 
since the piece was first conceived. It functions 
more as a metaphorical strucrure than a linear 
one, which she used a a coathanger for the 
different elements. "There' the lake space-
there' under the lake there's the surface of the 
lake, there's the edge of the lake; there's a 
house, there's a facade of the house and there' 
rhe interior of the house, t.here' a rairwell; 
there a for t space and a ky pace. And 
n ne of them are in any ense literall 
repr coring paces but they all en ompa s the 
different sort of frames, the different flavour 
z.ones 1f you like." 

It wa through the re iden that Lerner h.1 
had th uninterrupted time necessary to 

omplere the pie e. Like most pra i ·ing ar 
in the nme-poor 1990 he had been pen m 
much of her time chasin rhe n t incom 

ur e--an exhausting and ometimc 
dem ralising experience. 

~It was bli ful,' sh say . "It wa a hug· 
bock to me ro realise how much nergy I h , 

been pending, there' always a zillion little tlun 
ro be done (ro find work)." But during the 
residency, "I was working really hard and putting 
in long hoW'S, but I still had more time off than I 
ever had in my life. [1 enabled me to process on 
another level and I found myself really using that 
down-time creatively as well. In a sense when 
you're not actually working on the project 8, 9 
hours a day, if you're taking a weekend walk on 
the beach you're doing more for the project than 
if you're hassling round on the phone to find out 
if you've got any work the following month. .. . so 
I felt it spoiled me a bit acrually." 

Strucruring her week to contain normal 
working hours quickly became obvious to 
prevent burn out, Lerner says. "I've tended co 
work really intensely and manically on things 
for 20 hours a day over a 3 week period. I 
realised traight up char I couldn't work thar 
wa}' or I'd burn out so I ba ically starred our 
with a 9 to routine and I found that going ro 
work every day wa ,•ery imponanr . The hour 
inevitably stretched because I was having fun." 

Gretchen Miller is a composer. uniter and 
joumalist and the Australia Co1111cil • 'eu· 

edia Arts Fw1d!The Listening Room .irt15t i11-
res1de11ce 111 1999. Her work will be a song 
cycle for radio, telling stories from inlmd 

11straba. 
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The Opera House's new deal for new music 
Elizabeth Wal h and Fiona 

The Sydney Opera Ho11se is i 111ol11ed in an 
mcreasmg amou11J of enrrep,e,umnal aiurty. It's 
lso opening up the House to the p1,bl1c 
unda s 'Round the H use. ,mproumg the 

weekend markets, and a host of other adtt11t1es) 

and reaching out to a wider, younger 011dience. 
M,,ch of the chan e IS attributed to Joseph 
'krzyn.skls chaimum:ship (recentl renewed), the 

brief residency of Tim Jacobs General 
Manager, the employment of Barbara Tieman 
Bliwbeth \ alsh, Fiona Allan, and, i11 tu11e with 
the mood, the appovrtment of M,d,ael Lynch as 
Jacobs repfacemenL A ma;or development is the 
refurbishing of tbe long closed Broadwalk 
tudio into The tudio, the first Opera House 

ve1111e with a specific artistic programming 
policy, one dedil;.ated to 11ew music in the 
broadest sense but with a special place for 
i,,nouative and chaflenging new musics. Thanks 
to a considerable investment by the W 
Gouemment m the rebuilding and in the 
subsidising of ew M11,sic ettllOTk artists to 
help meet hiring costs, a11d to the Opera Ho11Se's 
commitment, specific staffing, resources and 
potential for some co-productions, The tudio 
looks set to become a foat.s for mnouation and 
new ~,ces in what has mostly bee11 a 
traditional arts venue. A new foyer connecting 
The tudio, The Playhouse and The Drama 
Theatre will add to the se11se of sharing and 
choice uital to the s11ccess of the. new uenue. As 
FJizaheth Walsh, former administrator with the 
Flying Fruit Fly Circus and producti 11 manager 
with Antho11y teel's ·dney Festivals ~ 
"We'ue iust got to get the coffee right and we'll 
be fine." The f 0ll01ving are responses to 
q11estions I asked at this uisi wry and energetic 
pair, in separate meeJings,. at the e11d of one of 
those days, so l 've let the answers speak for 
themsdves. 

Elizabeth Walsh, Programs Manager 

rd like to think of it a a coUaboration 
between the organi arion-Fiona Allan mysel~ 
Barbara Tieman and Michael Lyn h-and the 
anistic community. What' been wonderful 
about this process i that people have been very 
generous and open and forthcoming with idea . 
From my perspective, i~ about engaging in a 
wider dialogue with the communiry. That' tbe 
important thing that this venue can do. Our 
job is to work out how we can put everything 
together into a program tha~ cohesive but al o 
upport the audience in being able to enjoy 

and to be led through various kinds of coocen 
experiences. How do we group things that will 
best support that audience development for the 
compani ? There' a lot of work that happens 
out there bur in isolation. We're ble in this 
environment to possibly place it in a context 
that I hope is exciting and invigorating nor 
only for the arti but for the audience. 

In terms of hiring, Id n't think we want ro 
be in a position where we say to companies you 
have thi venue every year for this time for th 
n 5 years. We want co avoid chat kind of 
1 king in. But, i r instance in th first 
m nths, we've truck a 3-way collaboration 
between ourselves, The Performance pace a 
the event organiser f the an1istati dan e ev, nt 

and Russell Duma and Dan change who'll 
perf rm the pcnlng piece here at Th rudio. 
Thi i a terrific opportuniry co introduce a 
whole rang of audiences. I've been talking a 
great deal with Russell about how we might be 
able to exrend the dance program witbour 
n rily having to have people on the floor. It 
may be me kind of video collaboration or 
whatever. Thars a little way down the road. 
We've also been rollcing to multimedia artists 
about doing 2 or 1 week seasons.. All of th , of 
course, are dependent on Australia Council 
funding for mosr groups. That for y u into a 
ituation where you can't program 6 months in 

advance because ou d n't know what the 
funding outcome' g ing co be. 

Artist's Impression of The Stud o 

ptimi ri Uy The rudio will sear 360. Bur 
you couldn't stage a piece of theatre in that 
con I uration. So you're loolcin more like 240. 
That' not a lot of seats. It' about what' going 
to work best in that venue. lso w have a 
responsibility a an organisation to ad,,isc 
people and say, look this isn't a great place for 
you to be. Same Pearl Jam in the concert 
ball doesn't work. You have to be honest about 
the limitation of the venue, for example the 
car parking might be too expensive for me 
audiences. 

The other pan to it is th recording facilities 
in the venue whi h have a commercial aspect. 
But having them there in combination with the 
venue means the.re' a whole range of 
po ibiliti for what n happen in ide. You 
can fit a full orchestra in ide The tudio. So the 
opportunity is there i r recording film scores a 
whole range of application which will 
hopefully upport the commercial viability of 
the space. 

If my perception that tbere are a ran e of 
audienc , who want to engage, who are 

cited by the opportunity to sample a whol 
lot of rhings and who imply need the right 
kinds of inviraci ns. We have to make that a 
easy as possible. The Opera Hou Tru t ha 
committed resources to making this happen. 
We are buying performances from ome people 
and pr nting work, entering into co
producrion arrangements with others. Its 
fantasti thar the organisation wants ro put 
those resouro into contemporary wollc. It' a 
good invesonent. I went to the At the Brink 

acional Performance Conference and Mike 
Mullins wa tallcing about investment and bow 
he vi wed The Per£ rman pace as a 100 
year investment. Thars a wonderful notion. 
The rudio will be d voted to the future. 

Fiona Allan, Programming Coordinator 
(Musi and Musi Thearre) 

rm a darin ni t with a musi degree fr m 
ydne University. Jo my la t couple of year at 

university I got involved with the Experimental 
uod rudio wit.h Ian Frederick and working 

with Martin Wi ley• mith doing con em for 
about 6 )'Car . And with electronic 
performance with hm. We worked here for 
about 5 years and also did concens in 
Melbourne and Canberra. I actually hope ro be 
able to do more for c ntemporary mu ic from 
this end than I would as a pra titioner. 

Initially l imagine we'll be working hard ro 
gee 200 people in The rudio. We hope to be 
able t.o get the venue known as the 
contemporary mu ic and contemporary art 
place, to develop an audience, to have 
crossover audiences, ro build audien es that 
will have rrtlSt in rh venue and the product 
that's put on there. people might be wiJling 

to take a ri k in nor knowing quite what the 
performance is that th y're going to see but 
knowing that they like the venue and chey've 
liked other performances that they've seen 
there and they're willing to give it a go. We're 
raking a fairly broad definition of 
contemporary music co includ jazz., world 
music, even acou tic popular mu ic-musicians 
like David Bridie, When you tretch it that far, 
there' acrually cons. 

Ob iou ly rm really keen to see as much 
Australian content a possible so there are a lot 
of works by Australian c mposers a well a 
Australian premieres of international works, 
and thar includes works that have only ever 
been performed once. The ew Music 

etwork were al o the ones lobbying the State 
Government in order ro get funding for a 
dedicated venue and they've been idenrified as 
rh preferred hirers of the space. Bur if you put 
on all th concens that all those groups do in a 
year, you're still only filling 60 nights in. the 
hall. That' why we've opened up the 
definition. Al i~ valid that when we re not 
putting on contemporary mu ic here, we can 
do other contemporary ans. We're planning 
seasons of cabaret, Russell Duma will be 
coming in with the opening event of The 
Pe.rfo.rmance Space' antistatic season. We've 
got a couple of performan related 
conferences coming in. We're talking to the 
Melboume Comedy Festival about bringing 
some of the highlights up here. So the broader 
criteria of contemporary music in all its gui 
i our primary interest bur a secondary interest 
is all other forms of contemporary art. There's 
a lot of synergy becween those different 
audience whether they know ir or nor. 

New Music Forum 

With rhe ew Musi ecwork sea 
there'll be 2 day f de arc and 
i ues that relate back ro the entttt 

a on. imtlarly we're wo.rk.ing \\.1th the 
Ausrralian Mu i C.Cnrrc co have the 
International Alliance of Mus, W rma 
Centres (lA.iWC) nference here 
working with a number of orgarus.1 
moment to program everung 
on wor from different nations dunr. 
time. \iousl the con.fcren del 
be interested in rhat bur hopefullr u 
other ontcmporary music audien es 

other , a ries of concern over 4 unda 

which we're looking ar non•traditi nal 

stringed instrument . I think mo r peop 
would a ociate stringed in crurnen m the 
ydney pera House with orche rral or 

chamber music. And so there are 4 grou chat 
play tring based instrumen but do 
complerely different things with them. Fourplay 
is a rock string quarrer which i more often 
heard ar The Basement. They're about to go on 
a big international tow: Coda is one of the 
groups that oours with Musica Viva. The 
Transylvania do gypsy music and The 
Martinez Brocbcrs are a Larin guitar trio. Pm 
working with Peter Rechniewski to develop 
omething with Sydney In,provised Mu i 

Association (SIMA) trying ro get 4 thing 
different a po ible but still reflecting the 
nature of contemporary improvisation. Then 
you II that che venue will be used for some 
of the Sundays Round the Ho11se concertS. 
We're working in 3 month blocks at the 
moment. lo terms of promotion. Toe rudio 
will have its own diary separate from the 
Opera House's calendar and it'll appear 4 times 
a year. 

The bulk of the work I'm doing is setting up 
this premiere season and all the music events in 
the fim 3 months and then furure planning. 
The tudio is my focus. Thar's why I started 
working here. For years and years I ve been 
wanting to see a venue that pulled together all 
the differ nr groups and became the place ro 
see contemporary mu ic performance. It' 
about to happen. 

See The hulio aduertisemem on page 9 for 
program details: 

One of the premlere events In the season of premieres at The Studio will be the New Music Forum on the 
weekend of March 13 • 14 presented by the New Music Network In association with the Sydney Opera House 
Trust and ABC Classic FM. On the agenda are questions about some of the drMng forces behind new music. 
To what extent does the way our composers think reflect the infrastructure that supports them? Is there a 
distinction between artist and industry? What criteria are artistic directors employing to make value-based 
decisions? What influences and pressures does the composer, performer, audience, box office and availability 
of funding, exert in this process? How do you define quality under the saturation of quantity? Where is new 
music today and where will ii be tomorrow? Will the broader soclal changes occurring as we approach the new 
millennium see a renaissance or the end of the art music tradition? 

Formulating the topics for discussion, composer Damien Ricketson says, "Hopefully they will be relevant 
across the spectrum of composers. performers. presenters, promoters and audience, and reflect particularly 
concerns of NMN members. I wished to avoJd both 'art of composition' issues and technical problems, and 
also performance marketing and selling issues ... Personally, as a young artist, I am thirsty tor a new philosophy, 
a new driving force. A search for meaning and value to steer through the bewildering mass of nformation and 
expression.· 

The forum will conclude with a Sunday night concert In The Studio which in its former life as The Broadwalk 
in the 1970s and 80s was home to many new music performances. A number of artists Involved In the early 
days are being Invited back onto the stage to participate In the forum and some of the pieces which were first 
performed on this stage will be revisited. Prior to the Sunday afternoon concert. the Inaugural Peggy Glanvme
Hicks Lecture will be given by legendary concert organiser and archivist James Murdoch. If you'd like more 
information or to contribute to the forum online before it moves into The Studio in March contact tl)e New 
Music Network on www.nmn.org.au. or tel 02·9990.5149 or email: scout@chilli.nst.au 
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Sound shape-shifting 
Honor Harger enter delaide s ound underground in Throw Down A hape 

In delaide a quiet revolution i taking 
place. Q\•er the pa t years a mall group of 
ound artist and mu i ians ha overcome the 

city' ( ub) ulrural inertia to pr duce ome of 
the mo t uncompromi ing and enduring live 
performance the city' underground ba seen. 
The problem i rhe city hasn't reall heard 
these performances. The micro-, le of the 
event , exemplified by the me m.eon 
performances raged b>• Matthew Thoma and 
dj iyzx, rhe fledgling a p h a. ia events, and 
isolated live episodes such as those organised 
by Zonar Recordings to coincide wirh the 

delaid e F~,ival, ha rendered thi tide of 
activity largely invisible. However in recent 
month this defiand)' experimental ubculrure 
ha begun ro emerge from i place under rbe 
r k of Adelaide culrur , with esrabli hed am 
in tirurion u h a the onremporary Art 

entre of uth Au tra!ia, the Media Resource 
Centre and the Au tralian en ork for Art and 
Technology lending some much needed 
upport. 

01111d s.ampli11g, a process that enables a 
sound or gr up of sounds to be digitally 
recorded and altered in mm1ero11s u1ays, allows 
for s01111d to be ettlt11rall • "referentialu as wefl 
as c11lt11rally tra11Sgresswe or re-creative. 
Technologicafly empowered recombination, 
enables new forms of ;uxtaposition and relative 
abstraction of sonic mater,al brought about 
through direct user/listener interaction. 

Bill Seaman 

Increased accessibility of digital sound 
rechnologies and the proliferation of domesric 
sound production oftwares, has led to an 
explo ion in the popularity of sound a a mode 
of expression and rran g.res ion in the late 90 . 
Perhaps reflecting art culture ' need to observe 
a genre in hyper-ac eleration, the lace 90 has 
also seen a profu ion of international festivals 
exploring, presenting and exploiting sound an 
and experimental music. In a culture of 
fragmentation decomextualizarion and 
"recombination", ound is a recognised zone of 
innovation and experimentation within arr and 
popular cultural context . 

In a reversal of the orthodox metaphor of 
the 'experimeoml fringe', the innovation of 
ound culture could be analysed a coming 

from the 'heart' of th genre. The parado,d :al 
in on picuousness of the speed with which 
people at the centre of things move, i often 
lo t on the more traditional perimeters. The 
explosions, implosions , mumtion and 
moultings which occur at the nucleu of a 
u!rure often ool, pacify, and are normali ed 

before they reach rhe outer edges (the 
main rream ). Many reflecrions f the violent 
psychic upheaval induced by our fu r hanging 
culture are homogenised i.nro self-repeating 
innocuou loop before they reach rhe 
mainstream. (Take the trite, angst-by-numbers 
antic of current pop darling Ozzy 

boume/lggy Pop fa imile, Marilyn Man on 
for inmnce. ) 

The abiliry of sound ro morph and murare 
at the pace of technological and cultural 
evolution, is reflected in the increasingly erudite 
proclamation of the genre' more celebrated 
exponents . 

... Tom Je11ki11so11 (aka quarep11sher) 
recognises a piece by lam1is Xenakis in the 
middle of other p,eces by Throbbing Gristle, 
Prince, Alec Empire ... Bjork 'engages' with the 
ideas of Stockhause11. 1 wonder if this is 
somehow new or different. Or is this just how 
it is, like a pai11ter engaging in the ideas of 
Greenberg while being able to recognise work 
by Pollock and Rothko ... 

Caleb pfe 14 

In an attempt ro illustrate a regional 

aria tion on th trend , a number of event 
exploring the phy icality and di rd of und 
took place in delaid late last year. table 
among these wa Throw Down A hape, 
presenred by the Contemporary Arts Centre of 

uth Au tralia ( ), at new lounge club 
upermild, and broadcast on the internet by 

r a d i o q u a I i a. 

Curated by Linda Marie Walker, director 
the CACS the evening wa about creating 
contex.'tS for synth i : ynrhesis between 
an:fonns which have been engendered through 
particular aesrheti and social contextS, a 
belongio to pe ific genre and tyl~. In an 
intermingling of traditional musi forms, such 
as live jazz performance, with experiments by 
DJ and digital sound musicians, Throw Down 
A hape juxrapo ed a milieu of different mu ic 
and an culrur in one creative pa e allowing 
for drift to t:ake place from ne form to 
another. 

After preliminary aural ambience by local 
artist Anton Hart, the evening, M 'ed by th 
jocular ndre\ Petru vi (aka AndyP ), 
began with a compelling s und performance br 
Dancing Bear (aka elendil). ollating found 
urban detritus into a low dirge, the r trained 
roar of the engine of th city, invisible yet 
tactile, revealed manifold auromobile, jct and 
rail turbin es colliding in a thick molten hum. 
Reflecting the entropic nature of urban culrure, 
the performan e was a Static chicane of 
whispers and asphyxiated rumble , embracing 
the sable his of nighrmare ab traction and 
dead vibration . 

Michael Grimm followed in an alrogerher 
different vein, with an airing of hi wittily 
titled, Theme music for two arts 
organisations in ecstatic battle. The piece 
comprised ampled telephone messag 
intercepted from the an wer machines of 
local contemporary arts organisations, the 
Experimental Arr Foundation and C A, 
during their annual ritual of preparing 
applications for funding from local authority 
Art A. Con ummately irreverent, intelligent 
and supremely entertaining, this wa another 
triumph from thi unu ually in ightful and 
underrated ound artist. 

By rhi point in rhe evening, upermild' s 
volume restriction were heightening the 
colli ion of different arritud toward ound 
and music making, draw ing mixed reaction 
from the iu:abl.e audience. In a rarity for live 
performan e, Throw Dow,, A hape yed 
under 100 decibel for the duraci n of the 
event, a move lauded by rhe gallery crowd, 
while at the ame time alienating orhers, 
prompt ing remarks that the intricacies of the 
performan ces were barely audible over che 
exuberant sociali ing of the crowd. 

Local artist uzanne Triesrer, un ea ingly 
immersed in the hypermedia tale f Rosalind 
Brodsky and her comple adventures through 
rime and pa e. appeared briefly co premier e 
the la~ r component of thi rory, 2 rhor ugbly 
carcby pop runes wrinen with her band , The 

atellites of Lvov (aka The Miltons ). Easily 
capable of being chart hits, py in the House of 
Lvov and arellite of Lvov (the laner a cover of 
the Lou Reed ong of the me name ), are 

ductive melodies delivered with velte chi . 

uave 61mic music by local agent of 
agitprop art, AJ1dyP continued rhe languid 
atmo phere. AndyPC' whimsically tided e,u 
111i/len11ium cafe noir music for relaxed 
republicans cyli hly complemented the 
debonair and una hamedly retro decor of 

upermild. Hi accompanying video, screened 
on mall monir r remini :enc of security 
con les, was a monochromati excur ion 
through a hadowy urban cinema cape. 

A live performance b · digital und artist, 
t () (aka Adam Hyde). followed. tipper)' 

film of noL coating rich and educrive 
rhythm D pp/er Effect vl.0 wa a tranquil 
embrace which slid over the kin in a 
glimmering serenade. It quivered, ambiguou ly, 
trembling and murmuring, unril a reverberating 
diversion swayed the piece into oni eddy 
pinnin ar a me meri ing rare. Then quavering 

again, it dissolved into gentle hards of 
r onance. 

Borrowing it title from UK based jazz. 
outfit Fila Braiillia, Throw Doum A hape 
would not have been complete wirJ1out an 
injecrion of jazz. Local mu icians Libby 

· onovan, Jullian Ferrarreno, haun Doddy 
and Paul Jancovisc compri Brewed a live 
jazz/funk ensemble. In a jolt of raw energy 
Brewed gave a spirited performance 
arri ulating the rrang pao between pain 
and d ire, through ubtle jangling rhythm , 
intricate needlework and mellow acou ti 
mechani . 

To me the DJ is the cybernetic mheritor of 
the 1au trad1tio11 of improtiisation. 

DJ pooky 

As if to prove thi adage, Throw Daum A 
hope arranged for dj Klangan to join Brewed 

for their final piece, in rilling a fresh, almast 
industrial a thetic, and drawing threads of 
chaos and improvisation out of the band. 
Afterward he and fellow djs Forrest and Josh 
William , closed the evening with treble hock , 
midi plinter and ba assaults, a culmination 
of their a rure interjections of complex 
elecrronica throughout the evening. 

Like many of rh micro-events puncruating 
Adelaide's often leepy nighdife, ThroUJ DoUJ11 
A bape wa a mall step toward developing a 
new aesthetic of listening and participation in a 
culture more used to appreciating rraditional 
form of musi and performan e. It revealed a 
tran parency, an intelligence, and a departure 
from the gimmi ky interface often present in 
more orthodox live and dj events. Adelaide 's 
continued po icion as a zone of innovation 
within thi context depends on the 
continuati<>n and viability of these 
performances. 

Sound in Adelaide has rhen, hopefully, 
begun a proc of reflecting the permanent 
flux of culrure in the lare 90 . It figb , perhap 
su cessfully, perhap unsuccessfully, for a self• 
re ognition. But sound, perpetually di ipating 
i only momenrarily exploded, partly from 
discoverie made through ymptomari 
repetition or, b ubterfuge, in the findings of 
arti rs. 

Throw Down a hape , Co11te111porary Art 
Ce11tre of A, c11rator Linda Marie Walker. 
upermild, Adelaide, ovember 4; 01111d

related sites 011/ine at: 
http://www.radioqualia.va.eom.au/li~·e/archive. 
html; CA A: hrtp://W\V\ .cacsa.org.a u/ca 
AndyPC: http://dove.net.au/-andypc/; Michael 
Grimm: 
http ://www. va. om.au/parallel/x 1/gallery/micha 
el__grimm/; uumne Triester: 
http ://www.ensembl e.va. om.a u/tableau/suiy/in 
dex .hm1l; pfe: http ://lauda num.n et/pfe/; r a d i 
o q u a Ii a: hnp ://www.radioqualia . a. om.au; 
mesm.eo11: hnp:/ /rorschach. c r.ar/m meon/ 

Honor Harger is a fomwt artist writer, a11d 
teclmoc11/t11ral poi11tcaster tvho has edited a11d 
designed p11blicatio11S, curated so1111d art 
event , 011d worked within i11depende11t radio. 
he is presently engaged 111ith the A11stralia11 
etwork for Art and Technology, a11d is one of 

the coordinators of internet audio pro;ect 
r a d I o q u a I i a. 

eset U, Throwing Down a Shape Honor Harger 

Letter to the Editors 
Dear Reamrne Editors 

I refer to Vikki Riley's review of my album Electro
Lollipop-Explosion in Rea/Time 27-which has 
only now just been (belatedly) pointed out to met 

It doesn't bother me that Vikki doesn't like the 
music- a matter of personal taste after all 
(although most of the 'review' was not about 
music). I am chuffed to say, however, every review 
to date (from Rolling Stone to the national street 
press) except Vikki's has been positive, and 
everyone else has picked up on the heavy Ironies (a 
release by 'Artiflclal' which is ·culturally 
inauthentic'? you're kidding!?). 

What does annoy me is that Vikki has felt free to 
Imply that artists like me in the Australian electronic 
underground are somehow 'selling our for vast 
sums of money (without checking her facts) and 
make assumptions about my feminist politics 
(without bothering to find anything out about me or 
my history in the industry). 

Anyone who knows anything at all about the 
Australian underground electronic music industry 
(which Vikki doesn't) knows that the vast majority 
of artists are making less than minimum wages 
from gigging and album releases. My album was 
NOT released through Mushroom Records for a 
million dollar deal (as she so ludicrously 
Implies!!!!), but by a collective of excellent but 
struggling loca.l electronic labels (If, Seraphic and 
Angel's Trumpet, known as the Melbourne 
Underground Konsortlum) and distributed via local 
independent company Shock. Although sales have 
been good, we will be lucky to break even on the 
release in Australia. This is the fate of all innovative 
local electronica in this country. 

Vikki also draws the incredible conclusion that I am 
some kind of bimbo into 'dumbing down' the 
feminist cause. Again. if Vikki had bothered to 
speak to me or anyone at all in the electronic music 
Industry. the first thing she would have found out Is 
that me and my colleague Kate Crawford (in our 
project B(if)tek) have been on the public record for 
years for speaking out on feminist issues and 
perspectives in the music industry and the totally 
male dominated electronica scene. More than that, 
I have put my money where my mouth Is and done 
countless benefits and other activities to raise 
money for various girt-causes over the years. And 
anyone who has seen my press shots will observe 
I seem to be cultivating a closer resemblance to 
Graham Garden from The Goodies than Barbie 
(then again, I always thought Graham was the sexy 
one). 

I would encourage Rea/Time to ensure that 
contributors check their facts before submitting 
material in the interests of maintaining standards 
for your excellent publication. Boogie on beautiful 
people! 

synthetically yours 

Nicole Skeltys 
Artificial 

PS It IS true there are 'no nutrients· in my CD. 
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On the bank of a river 
Elizabeth Drake inter ected by the ound line of igel Fra ne at Melbourne ourhgate 

igel Frayne has been responsible for the 
latest version of the undscape at Southgate in 
Melbourne. There are approximacely 200 small 
speakers welded into the fence along the 
walkway separating the restaurants and wine 
bars from the river. From these peakcrs arc 
piped, if mar is the right w rd, myriad sounds 
from Frayn ' personal archives. The und in 
the peakcrs creep up on you. 

tanding on the bank of the river 
with a friend who ha perfect pir h 
the unds in the speakers 
pose (u ) a riddl 
Ate we ing what we are hearing? 
Are we heanng what we arc seeing? 

e bend o,·er the peakers. I a k her, what is 
the piceh of the cricke ? he say • A flat, then 
nor wanting ro be seen as having anything other 
rhan per(eL1 pitch, she sa)<s, well a flattened A 
flat. Yes and what is the pitch of these cri ket ? 
I poinr to the tree over there. The me, he say , 
and I t n hear the unison. We are (all) in 
rune. 

We perform a rranslation. We a train 
pulling into Flinders treet rarion. The strange 
rhythmi sound in the peakers dm quiet! t 
a close a the train Stops. It i magical bur not 
(quite) real. unds are appearing m eriou I , 
unn, rurally \ hid, · whar I love. 'l e will 
attempt the 1mpo ible. We wifl attempt a 
correlation. e are human. e try ro match 

und with sight, with movement with 
direeti n. We adore synchronicity. We adore 
orrespondences. e hear things we never 

nonnally hear. "Sound presents irself a rhe 
distilled pirit of the real-tts v:ibrati n, its 
invi ible presence." u-gin_ia Madsen) 

und travels through the au: Al ng straight 
lines which intersect in me, in my body. They 

Review 
Aurally plea ured 
Keith Gallasch at au traLY l ' 
Accmsmatic Meets Teclmodrama 

I'm late, I'm late. The lntermedia Juke box is 
playing in the foyer when I arrive, and impressing 
its interactors, but I'm late and I don't get a go. 
Some other time. Into the theatre, into sudbdued 
lighting and intense aural pleasures. Slowing 
down, tuning In, first to Lawrence Harvey·s eXlor 
double bass, electronics and computer tape, 
Roger Dean bassing with and against Harvey's 
blips. dots, waves of particles and broken pulse 
in a moody sonic/music interplay, ending spare, 
cello-ish, retro-angsty. Did bass and electronics 
talk to or simply at each other? Mike Vaughan's 
Crosstalk is on tape. I close my eyes and 
Crosstalk really opens my ears, with its 
otherworlaly, pristine sounds, its forward thrust, 
bubbllngs and cosmic choppers, as ii devours 
and transforms its !lute and harpsichord sources, 
and never turns back. Dean plays a tape of his 
Percy·s Centrifuge, working from Percy Grainger 
principles. I'm with it moment by moment, but It 
doesn't add up. My problem. Have to hear it 
again. Eyes open to see Sandy Evans appear with 
her sax, Greg White on sound control. Roger 
Dean at the keyboard, and I don't pay attention to 
what Is said, but I think we're getting an as yet 
untitled work. algorithmically-based (see the 
David Chesworth interview on page 42 for more 
on this topic). This time the interplay between 
components convinces, embraces, Evans' 
gradual shift from breath to voice to rich, 
sustained notes is dramatic in itself. especially 
when played against transmuted bells, clangs, 
heavy steps and bass walks, and glides, escalates 
Into a heavenly siren ... That's what I think I heard. 
I know, I've deleted the predictable bebop flurries 
from an otherwise distinctive piece. 

cro each other rclentl ly at th point of my 
mnding. These Jines of ilight, these 

intersections shift as I move. Drawing a 
eornetty in the air. 

u in me ro go d per, under the ciry. 
Topograph is on the urfuce but pointing ro 
whar is undernearh. 

'Topography: detailed description, 
presentation on a map etc of natural and 
artifi ia.1 feanir of a rown district. Anatom)': 
mapping of urfa e of body with referen to 
part underneath.' 

The Underworld. The room und r the city, 
where the sound from rb original rec rd1.ngs 
are programmed on th computer. and re
directed to the 4 zones of peakers up on the 
urfa e. The Underground. The underw rid 
rnng cakes to an extreme the di pla ernenr of 

rhe naniral environment b a rechnologi I 
environment. In the speakers th re are pul in . 
the und of a city, irs urban infra rructure 
brought ro the urface. An in rastructure ~ bi h 
impli work und rground. 

world, a ciry, built upon layers of history. 
The wall of the undergr und i peeling away, 
peeling away rhe wall of the p t. The horse
drawn carriages :ro Prin e Bridge. There is 
the ound of the horse • boov n the hard 
road, Llke rain, uneven. Walking then 
trotting, our of tep , irb each other. ut of 
sync. 1th rime. This i not 1he 19th century 
but 1t was once. And hor e did cro that 
bridge. 

The changing face of a ciry. It is far more 
than the narure/culrure dich r m . We produce 
ourselv in relation to the d1ffcrenr 
environmenrs we inhabit. The land lies way 
beneath us. 

For the second half of the show I'm looking forward 
to the entrance of words as of part the electro· 
musical experience. Returning the Angles is a spoken 
performance by Hazel Smith with Dean at the 
keyboards and manipulating large screen projections 
of visual and text material from his laptop. The work 
is described as techno-drama, and while the balance 
between voice and sound is not always good for 
Smith. the work has dramatic potential. What is 
impressive is the greater vocal range Hazel Smith is 
producing these days. the best moments delivered 
with precise gearshifts of pace and pitch, with a 
greater sense of voice as instrument, not Just as 
Intoner of text. Dean provides a stro keyboard 
partnership and excels in his solo passage. The text 
(described in the program notes as "part narrative, 
part poetry, part satire") is so banal it can only be 
assumed that its account of an English migrant's 
return home is intended to be bitterly ironic- but it 
doesn't come across that way. Too often it's simply 
mundane, short on the specificities that will generate 
a palpable persona, lacking it's own dynamic with 
which to locate itself against the sound score. Dean's 
visual score Is looser in its proliferation of images 
and their timing than Smith's lighter scripting. The 
result is distracting rather than enhancing, despite 
the occasional connections between vocal 
performance and image, and the mix of images banal 
and beautiful confuses. Although this is a work Smith 
and Dean have done before for The Listening Room, 
and one which is aurally powerful, as a staged 
multimedia presentation it needs work. Still, I leave 
The Performance Space aurally pleasured, head tun 
of strange sounds and patterns, and recalling clearly 
the moments when Smith's voice really leapt into 
techno-drama. Don't miss austraLYSIS at The 
Studio, sydney Opera House, May 28. 

Acousmatic Meets Technodrama, austral YSIS, 
Sound Vision Week, The Performance Space, 
December 18, 1998. In a program of improvisation, 
austraLYSIS r..an next be experienced at The Stud,o, 
Sydney Opera House, Friday May 28. 8.30 pm. 
tickets $20/$16. 

An email exchan e with igel Frayne: 

ED 1 have been asked to 11nite a short artide 
abom the so11ndscape )'OIi have instalkd at 
outhgate. I we11t do11111 1here at dusk la5t 1veek 

and there was p/euty of sonic activity, birds, 
crickets, bouts, trams. But I bad to bend to mix 
in the sounds from the installation speakers. 

What re the sources of the sounds I am 
listening to ? Is this m,porwnt? 

me r rdin from my library-water, 
Melbourne Festi\'al pening crowds. habitat 
recordin from various p13 . The bell und 
are recordings from rv1 lraly which have been 
heavily pr es through a omputer. 

D Were som of tlJe sou11d sources from this 
exad site? / f know now that none of the sounds 
are bein transmitted direaly through bidden 
micropho,ies. 01111!1/Jmg I had tho11ght 
poss,ble.) 

u are correct--there are no 
micr pb o , iris aU pre-recorded and onverred 
into audio dara files treamed off hard disc. 

ED ~ here are other sites you have recorded? 

I rravel a lor, and alway with my DAT 
machin h n e I have rec rding of all sorts of 
weird sruff fr m around the world. The mosr 
extraordinary i r me are the habirat recorclin 
in particular, some fr m lrian Jaya. 

ED What is the philosophy or artistic 
concerns behind the selection a11d recordi11g of 
the sounds? 

Philo phy, hmmm okay, but n t artistic 
ince 1 do not onsider m)•self an artisc. I am a 

d igner creating a undscape which will, 

CD Reviews 
brigbttrack.s 
Brenton Broad tock 
various mu ician 

0 , MD3204 

This 2 CD (generously ror the price of one) set 
represents a significant proportion of a leading 
Australian composer's chamber music output of over 
more than 20 years. There's a lot of pleasing and 
intimate listening and it's an education in style and 
development, the composing voice growing clearer 
and more resolute, and more open, over the years. 
It's music to listen to on its own, as I first did, or to 
appreciate in its metaphysical and social contexts. 
respectively the lighVdark dualism of the CD's title 
and one of its most exciting tracks. and the 
composer's polltlcal and environmental concerns. 
Bridging the 2 realms is a family trauma demanding 
hope and vision, realised in the music without 
sentimentality. Linda Kouvaras· detailed and 
sympathetic booklet notes intelllgenUy elaborate 
these contexts and their interplay. The booklet, like 
most CD texts, requires more than a bit of squint but 
is well laid out and includes readable texts by Dylan 
Thomas, lvor Gurney and the composer. While the 
String Quartet sounds of an era and Aureole 4 is 
emotionally brittle (both works recorded In 1985 and 
presented as bonus tracks, like any good pop CD), 
the rest suggest a coherent voice, reflective, 
unfolding (rarely hurried, a real pleasure), capable of 
great intensity (but mostly finding a firm and gentle 
way out of the drama), sometl,11es meditative (the 
play of ostlnatos against other Instrumental voices 
near1y but definitely not minimalist), and very, very, 
late. late romantic-the melodies, as spare as they 
are, are there, but the spaces between the notes are 
wider, the aversion to minor key theatrics resolute. 
They open out time, creating a space for the listener, 
each allowing a thought, an emotion to be lived. 

This is most potent in the duets: Clear Rame Withirfs 

hopefully, function for a particular pace. For 
uthgate th re ar a number of dimensi to 

c n ider-what the people are doing thtte. how 
th management of uthgate percetve their 
precinet, my personal agenda of evan e1i oo 
the r pi of acoustic ecology. 

m how from thi is di tilled a scr o 
practical and technical parameters wluch help to 
inform th program-choice of maren.iJ 
(challenging or tra.Nparent), £requencr o d 
even (micro and macro rime funcrioos. 
texrural nsiderarions (filtering and la. · 
and volume levels. Hopefully none o 
parocularl evident ro the listener. 

ED What do ) 'OIi understm1d by .u 
ecology? 

Well th re is a world body 
(friendly) about the vari u definiti 
be consid red. For me it ii, about the rtb 
between living organism nd rhcir en · t 

a pressed or perceived through sound. 
1mporranr for me that this is incll.bive ; 
organism not ju rhe human perspecm·e. 
is a much the knowledge and expenena or 
awaren that I have developed for the 

undscape around my home as It IS a the 
fascinating communication berwccn :h.iles 
a th usands of mil of ocean. 

£D \ 'hat u,as the philosophy or amst 
concen:s m programmi11g the sowuls {4 r tl 
i11.stallatio11? 

This particular programme 
new life i r rhe rem which will ho ) 
involve other people and composers in nme. 

ver the past moruh it ha bttn modified m a 
number of way bur there is a thre.td running 
through ea~ertain sounds re-claiming a 
pace. For the birds and frogs it is a claim for 

the nature lost to the city and the hurch bells 
seem to sound a warning on som ns and 
rejoice on others-depending on ho, )'OU eel at 
rhe rime .. . 

Sound.scape by igel Nt1)7te, outhg.ite 
Proeme,tade, Me/boume, from ov 12 l 99 

unfurling, gentle dialogue between piano and cello, 
releasing the spark of the philosopher's stone, and 
then returning to an even stronger marriage; Aureole 
3s playful recorder and harpsichord duet, tast, arcing 
across each other, playing their depths and heights. 
standing defiantly on their own, innocence versus 
sophistication; At the going Down of the Sun, organ 
and trumpet, a potent classical combination. 
immediately ethereal, gloriously recorded, a sunset 
with the power of sunrise, trumpet rismg slowly, sun· 
like out o1 the organ's multiple lines, soon a sudden 
heralding ascent against a deepening organ, tense. 
but with a final affirmation, almost impossible: Beast 
From Air, a more troubled, less than reflective work, 
trombone and percussion in a narrative of (nuclear) 
destruction. 

The solo piano offers the most seductive way into 
this CD set. Linda Kouvaras plays Jn t/le Silence of 
Night-spacious, shades of Janace , Medtner 
without the den-slty, Keith Jarrett even (yes), open, 
subtly shifting, thoughtful, bordering on melancholy 
but refusing its comforts. In Dying of the light the 
piano is almost lush, slowly building Into waves of 
sound, a Simple melody retextured over and over, 
anxious without surrender, epic in its short space. 

A highlight is soprano Meryln Qua1fe's account of 
Bright Tracks, a gradual, frightening surrender to the 
anguish the other Broadstock works threaten. the 
texts here from World War I poe lvor Gurney, 
suffering schizophrenia. The work IS operatic, with 
great emotional range and clartty (much more than 
the composer's music theatre Fahrenhert 457). 
Violin, viola and cello gently glide and drone with and 
agains1 the voice's optimism in the first verse: the 
soprano echoes the strings, sinking, ·might be 
worse, might be worse" in the second 
verse ... "worssssse", she sings/speaks; the third is 
addressed to God with rapid song and speech 
intersection, a strange mix of the sensual and the 
anxious exploiting the full theatrical and song range 
of the voice, resolving into an apparently calm 
descent into defeat; and in the fourth stanza, a calm 



repeat of the first-Initially unaccompanied but then 
joined quietly, harmoniously by the strings
Broadstock's vision. though surely not Gumey's, Is 
briefly, serenely, of hope. 

brighttracks, the album, Is not my usual fare; there's 
something resolutely old-fashioned about the works. 
but as with much music now that stands outside the 
constraints and ctiches of academic modernism, we 
can sense another tradition that has surviVed and 
moves forward on its own terms. Recurrent 
listenings drew me in, growing familiar with a voice. 
with instrumental juxapositions (the glorious organ 
and trumpet of At the going down of the sun. the 
near-Eastern flute, clarinet, piano of All That Is Solid 
Melts Into Air, the soprano sax and piano of / 
touched your glistening tears), and the distinctive 
shape of argument and emotional quest. KG 

The Austral/a Council has announced that Brenton 
Broadstock Is the recipient of the $60,000, 1999 Don 
Banks Music Award 

Dissect the Body 
Machine For Making e 
plit Records 

Pb/fax 61 02 9357 m3 
splittec@ozemaitcom.a u 

This 1998 release has been In the player often 
enough, but I've only Just come to write about it, no 
easy task In that Dissect the Body never becomes 
that famnlar. such is the potency for surprise 
everytime from its quickflre vocal, intrumental and 
electronic jabberings, squeals and toots as they cut 
across memorable cooler lines from koto, hurdy 
gurdy and Amanda Stewart's mellower texts. The art 
work on cover and disk s of portions of a body, a 
human body, but an odd one; you can only surmise 
what the portions represent. slices perhaps from a 
hybrid, the flesh folding at one point to suggest 
barely formed female genitals. It doesn't took like a 
body you can put back together again. The titles of 
the tracks are 1. Dissect 2. the body3 .. and 4. there is 
5. no body 6. only 7. the dissect/on. Dissect the 
hybrid body of Machine's music and you'll have 
meaningless slices of bebop, high modemism, 
electronics, Japanese shakukachi, mediaeval hurdy 
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gurdy. Together the parts constitute a recognisable 
Machine language, familiar but surprising, even 
frightening. Adding koto player Satsuki Odamura to 
the ensemble for this recording amplifies the 
Japanese connection and opens occasional spaces 
for greater than expected lyricism. as does a soaring 
soft female voice, both of these together in Track 1. 
Then a door creaks, the shakuhachi breathes. 
abstract text is rendered poetic, the hurdy gurdy 
winds up against the 'shakuhachi' (flute in the style 
of?) filling the space with an electric guitar 
ampleness. a single drum beat pushing forward. car
like purrs buzz by, the hurdy gurdy chord breaks up; 
all this between the 8th and the 111h minutes of the 
15 minute opening track, an embracing 
compositional unit before the track heads off in 
another powerful direction. I like that unit, that 
section. I haven't sliced it ou~ I just hear It as organic, 
as it happens, unfolding, seductive. It holds me. 
Track 2 (2.an is body and sounds like it, starting with 
quiet sucks and gulps, koto twists, vinyl scratches, 
grunts, farts and belches, slaps and. to the end of the 
brief track, huge in-your-ear cries and screams. and 
quick pulse vocals that are neither words nor tunes. 
as if sounds voluntary and in-are being forced and 
released from the body. It's a tough little track with a 
biting coherency. 5. no body (8.21 ), like track 1, is of 
epic proportion. opening with reaVnot real breathing 
against brief restrained notes from violin and wind 
instruments, a meandering sax taking over. a 
moment of silence, a cry, a slap, a machine buzz, 
drum beat, silence, mm mm, footsteps, sax, water 
drops, multi-track koto plucking, a rushing murmur. 
warbling flute, more koto filling out the space against 
air-rush and stomach-rumbles. bird twitters, the koto 
multiplies, that voice, as if out of the middle ages, 
soars again, another voice. foreign, a culture shift, 
voices multiply, the pulse the same, a huge guitar and 
drum sound washing over everything, soon layered 
over with high flutings and rumbling bass; cut to a 
child singing in French for a few seconds. no body is 
a great track, the one I've grown closest to. that 
grows In me with its inexorable logic. The final track, 
Dissection, has itS curiously organic pleasures too, 
but raw, like Psycho. like some monstrous parody of 
Tom Waits, in its screams and guttural groanings. It 
builds out of a little jungle of noises, a sudden 
recurrent cry, slips into koto yeamings, a morose 

bass, lip puckers, a Noh "Yol", purrs, 
screams ... calm. a low gurgling ... and explodes into 
shards of noise and voice ... a passage of serene 
beauty at 4.20 broken by sudden, final, brief, 
unintelligible abuse. In Dissecting the Body, Machine 
(Stevie Wishart, Jim Denley, Amanda Stewart, Rik 
Rue and guests Satsukl Odamura, Trey Spruance and 
Jamie Ludbrook) are In excellent form. refusing 
dissection, and the recording is blessed with a 
frightening aliveness. that dissolves your body into 
its own. Keith Gallasch 

Badl4nds 
David orth Ensemble 

. Mine Producti ns 
W.MINCDOO 
Disuib uced b Festival 

The first four tracks by Carl Orff celebrate David 
Chesworth's admiration for one of the fathers of 
Minimalism ('proto-minimalist', Paul Griffiths calls 
Orff's innovations in Modem Music and After, OUP, 
1995). The liner notes tell us that on hearing a 
recording of German school children singing Orff's 
Schulwerk, Chesworth •toved the uncomplicated 
nature of the repeated motifs and a certain unnerving 
quality that reminded him, in some ways, of his own 
mus c." Taken from Mus/ea. Poetica (which 
Chesworth flrst heard in Terence Malick's film 
Badlands) and Das Schulwerk, the Orff pieces are 
given a strongly contemporary feel by the Chesworth 
ensemble's distinctive lineup, violin, cello, keyboards, 
'odd sounds' (electronics), piano, percussion, bass 
and trombone-the latter giving the group a powerful 
other dimension, sometimes dramatically raw, often 
mellifluous and drawing all parts into an orchestral 
empathy and force. Whether pulsing dynamically 
through the first of the Music Poetica pieces or 
'singing' the yearning themes of the others against 
insistent minimalist lines of shifting complexity, the 
ensemble plays with commitment and precision, with 
Orff, like Chesworth in the accompanying Lacuna 
tracks of his own, avoiding a strictly minimalist 
agenda. The second Musica Poetica piece offers a 
plaintive string melody against single marimba notes 
over an emerging electronic landscape, the cello 
darkening the mood, piano entering, darker again, 
strings and bass chugging against the yearning string 

voice, followed by the surprise of a decisive loud 
brass entry, rasping, primal, militant turning yearning 
into something more aggressive, before an eerily 
ambient reprieve and a final wild trombone led march 
to the end. The 2 Music Poetica tra.cks are a great way 
into the CD, showing the ensemble at Its best in the 
Interplay of delicate detail and sheer power. 
Chesworth's l..8cuna comes from his music theatre 
work of the same name for Chamber Made Opera. 
The 14 brief Lacuna tracks stand on their own, though 
there were times (tracks running at one to 2, 
sometimes 3 minutes) when I wished for a 'unified' 
suite to fill the gaps and join the dots and to offer the 
duration that helps minimalist-inspired work cast 
their spell. lt's not surprising then that the longest 
track, Bells of Leipzig (5.39), essentially a sonic 
composition, is one of the most engaging. A 
disturbing oceanic electronic space opens out, a 
distant choir is fleetingly heard, vibes ring, a cello 
sings a half-melody over and over, distant bells are 
heard, theremln-ish warblings, that male choir again, 
a kind of bubbling of actMty fills out the space, the 
melody and the world fade. The minimalist latln beat 
of the following track ( Cunning strategy and delicate 
execution, 4.23 ) is one to dance to as marimba and 
trombone unite, only to be recurrently cut across by a 
flurry of notes of an altogether different order, and 
both are interrupted by a lyrical string refrain akin to 
the melancholy Orff pieces and Chesworth's Natural 
Causes and Retrospectively yours.. before returning to 
the initial alternating patterns. the trombone now 
raspingly muted. very Perez Prado. This Is nothing 
new (3.00) echoes in fom, the Orff Musial Poetica 
track 1 with its drum-led drive and some of the latln 
impulse of Cunning strategy. .. ) and closes 
spectacularly. There's much else to enjoy, like the 
clock-work intricacy of King's Arrival and the grand, 
funereal, suspended nme. and, of course. the overall 
accrual of themes and motifs cutting across tracks. 
staying with you. It all adds up and is Impressively 
realised by the ensemble. The accompanying CD is a 
remix by Robert Goodge and Chesworth of the Orff 
Das Schulwerk Iv. It's an Inventive bonus (28 
minutes) and, thankfully, for the most part doesn't 
stray too far from the textures and spirit of the 
Chesworth Ensemble performance. The same 
treatment might have been applied to several of the 
Lacuna tracks to savour at greater length. KG 

An anthology of australian 
perJormance exts 

This collection of Australian performance texts 
- the first to be assembled - sheds light on a range of 
practices in the groundbreaking area of contemporary 

performance. The texts, together with statements from the 

creating artists, illustrate, by practical example and 
theoretical explanation, seventeen different relationships of 

writing and text to other performative media. 

Spanning the period from the early 1980s to the late 1990s, 

this unique anthology of largely undocumented work brings 
together texts by The Sydney Front, Jenny Kemp, 

Kooemba Jdarra, Tasdance/That Was Fast, Richard Murphet, 
Open City, Lyndal Jones, Margaret Cameron, Sidetrack 

Performance Group, Josephf ne Wilson and Erin Hefferon, 

Doppio Teatro, Kinetic Energy Theatre Company, Entr'Ade, 
Legs on the Wall, The Party Line, Ex-Stasis Theatre Collective 

and All Out Ensemble. 

The editors, Richard James Allen 
and Karen Pearlman, are themselves creative artists whose text 

and dance-driven performance and film/video works 
have been presented in the United States, Europe 

and Australia. 

ISBN O 86819 420 4 RRP SJS.00 



Australia's premier festival for innovation and 
best practice in digital art and other 

• exhibitions of 
video, cd rom and media 
installations 

• on-line exhibitions, proiects and 
collaborations 

• live broadcast and netcast 
proiects 

• audio/visual performances 
incorporating new media 
technology 

· es in Australia and 
• 
10n. 

MAAP is seeking 
proposals from Australia 

and the Asia Pacific 
regions for MAAP99 and 

MAAP2000. 

Online 
AUSTRALIA 

MAAP99 proposals and Online Hustralia is a high-pro~le. h -impact 
expressions of interest commonwealth government initiative to develop and 
by 30 March 99 • contribute to Rustralia s positioning in the emerging 
Kim Machan - Artistic Director information economies. 
Multimedia Art Asia Pacific Inc. 
33a Logan Road Online Rustralia is hosting a wide range of peak 
WOOLLOONGABBA QLD 4102 events. exemplarq 
info@maap o~g au projects. and agen~a-setHng forums_to pro~ote and 

• • encourage creative engagement with onlme and 
http://www.maap.org.au digital technologies 
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